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Preface

IEEE 802.16 working group was set up in 1999 to develop a new standard for 
broadband wireless access (BWA) and published the fi rst IEEE 802.16 standard in 
October 2001. An industrial association, namely worldwide interoperability for 
microwave access (WiMAX) forum was formed to promote the 802.16 standards 
by defi ning the interoperability specifi cations between 802.16 products from diff er-
ent vendors. Th us, the IEEE 802.16 networks are also often referred to as WiMAX 
networks. In October 2004, the new standard 802.16-2004 was published, which 
is actually an amalgamation of 802.16 and 802.16a. Recently, the 802.16e standard 
was also ratifi ed in December 2005 by allowing the upgrade from fi xed BWA 
 systems to mobile service provision up to vehicular speeds.

WiMAX provides a worldwide revolution in BWA including both fi xed and 
mobile handsets. Th is book addresses many research-oriented issues in WiMAX such 
as connection admission control, integration with WiFi networks, quality of service 
(QoS) support, security issues, mobility support, terminal energy consumption, 
 frequency reuse, confi guration issues, QoS architecture, handoff  management, archi-
tecture for wireless IP networks, scheduling algorithms, mesh networks, load-balancing, 
radio resource management, systems deployment, performance modeling and analysis, 
and simulations. Th e goal of this edited book is to provide an excellent reference for 
 students, faculty, researchers, and people in the industry related to these fi elds.

Th is edited book contains chapters written by experts on a wide range of topics 
that are associated with novel methods, techniques and applications of WiMAX 
systems. Th e book contains 17 chapters from prominent researchers working in 
these areas around the world. Although the covered topics may not be an exhaus-
tive representation of all issues in WiMAX, they do represent a rich and useful 
sample of the strategies and contents.
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Th is book has been made possible by the great eff orts and contributions of 
many people. First of all, we would like to thank all the contributors for putting 
together excellent chapters that are very comprehensive and informative. Second, 
we would like to thank the staff  members for putting this book together. Finally, 
I would like to dedicate this book to my family (Cary, Kevin, and Yan).

Yang Xiao
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1

Chapter 1

Connection Admission 
Control in OFDMA-Based 
WiMAX Networks: 
Performance Modeling 
and Analysis

Dusit Niyato and Ekram Hossain

Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-based WiMAX technology 
has emerged as a promising technology for broadband access in a wireless metropoli-
tan area network (WMAN) environment. In this chapter, we address the problem 
of queueing theoretic performance modeling and analysis of OFDMA-based broad-
band wireless networks. We fi rst review the related works on queueing analysis of 
wireless transmission systems. To provide a background for the presented queueing 
model, an introduction to stochastic process and Discrete-Time Markov Chain 
(DTMC) is presented. We consider a single-cell WiMAX environment in which the 
base station allocates subchannels to the subscriber stations in its coverage area. Th e 
subchannels allocated to a subscriber station are shared by multiple connections at 
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that subscriber station. To ensure the quality-of-service (QoS) performances, two 
connection admission control (CAC) schemes, namely, threshold-based and queue-
aware CAC schemes, are considered at a subscriber station. A queueing analytical 
framework for these admission control schemes is presented considering OFDMA-
based transmission at the physical layer. Th en, based on the queueing model, both 
the connection-level and the packet-level performances are studied. 

1.1 Introduction
OFDMA is a promising wireless access technology for the next generation broad-
band packet networks. With OFDMA, which is based on orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM), the wireless access performance can be substan-
tially improved by transmitting data via multiple parallel channels, and also it is 
robust to intersymbol interference and frequency-selective fading. OFDMA has 
been adopted as the physical layer transmission technology for IEEE 802.16/
WiMAX-based broadband wireless networks. Although the IEEE 802.16/WiMAX 
standard defi nes the physical layer specifi cations and the Medium Access Control 
(MAC) signaling mechanisms, the radio resource management methods such as 
those for connection admission control (CAC) and dynamic bandwidth adapta-
tion are left open. However, to guarantee QoS performances (e.g., call blocking 
rate, packet loss, and delay), effi  cient admission control is necessary in a WiMAX 
network at both the subscriber and the base stations.

Th e admission control problem was studied extensively for wired networks 
(e.g., for ATM networks [1]) and also for traditional cellular wireless systems. Th e 
classical approach for CAC in a mobile wireless network is to use the guard channel 
scheme [2] in which a portion of wireless resources (e.g., channel bandwidth) is 
reserved for handoff  traffi  c. A more general CAC scheme, namely, the fractional 
guard scheme, was proposed [3] in which a handoff  call/connection is accepted with 
a certain probability. To analyze various connection admission control algorithms, 
analytical models based on continuous-time Markov chain, were proposed [4]. 
However, most of these models dealt only with call/connection-level performances 
(e.g., new call blocking and handoff  call dropping probabilities) for the traditional 
voice-oriented cellular networks. In addition to the connection-level performances, 
packet-level (i.e., in-connection) performances also need to be considered for 
data-oriented packet-switched wireless networks such as WiMAX networks.

In this chapter, we fi rst present the related works in the area of queueing theoretic 
performance analysis of wireless transmission systems. An introduction to stochastic 
processes and DTMC are presented to provide a background on queueing analysis. 
Th en we present two connection admission control schemes for a multi-channel and 
multi-user OFDMA network. Th e fi rst scheme is threshold-based, in which the 
 concept of guard channel is used to limit the number of admitted connections to a 
certain threshold. Th e second scheme is based on the information on queue status 
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and it also inherits the concept of fractional guard channel in which an arriving 
 connection is admitted with certain connection acceptance probability. Specifi cally, 
the connection acceptance probability is determined based on the queue status (i.e., 
the number of packets in the queue). A queueing analytical model is developed based 
on a two-dimensional DTMC which captures the system dynamics in terms of the 
number of connections and queue status. Based on this model, various performance 
measures such as connection blocking probability, average number of ongoing con-
nections, average queue length, probability of packet dropping due to lack of buff er 
space, queue throughput, and average queueing delay are obtained. Th e numerical 
results reveal the comparative performance characteristics of the threshold-based and 
the queue-aware CAC algorithms in an OFDMA-based WiMAX network. Simulation 
results are also presented to validate the analytical model.

1.2  Related Work on Queueing Analysis for 
Wireless Transmission Systems

In general, in a wireless transmission system, arriving packets are buff ered into radio 
link level queue before transmission to the target mobile (in downlink) or to the base 
station (in uplink). Th is buff ering process causes delay in wireless transmission. 
Again, the transmission rate of a wireless channel varies due to variations in channel 
quality and channel errors. Th erefore, a queueing analysis which can capture the 
channel and the radio link level buff er dynamics becomes a useful mathematical 
tool to investigate the QoS performances of a wireless transmission system. By using 
a queueing model, the performance results can be obtained more effi  ciently when 
compared with simulations. In addition, a queueing analytical model can be used 
not only to analyze the system’s behavior under diff erent parameter settings, but 
also to optimize the system performances in which several standard techniques in 
optimization (e.g., Markov decision process) can be applied. 

Diff erent queueing models for wireless transmission systems were proposed in 
the literature. Queueing analyses for a polling system and a system with cyclic ser-
vice queues with Bernoulli scheduler were presented [5,6]. Th ese works considered 
only single rate transmission at the physical layer in which the modulation and cod-
ing scheme is fi xed. On the other hand, multirate transmission based on adaptive 
modulation and coding (AMC) has been proposed in most of the current wireless 
standards to archive higher system capacity. Queueing analysis for radio link level 
scheduling with adaptive modulation in time division multiple access (TDMA) 
system was proposed [7]. Also, a queueing model was used for optimizing the radio 
link level system parameters [8].

Multimedia services will be common in next generation wireless systems. 
A queueing model developed specifi cally for video source (e.g., MPEG traffi  c) was 
presented [9]. In addition, the authors demonstrated how the video source coding 
parameters can be optimally adjusted to achieve the best performance. Again, in a 
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multiservice traffi  c scenario, prioritization of real-time traffi  c over best-eff ort traffi  c 
is required. An analytical model for priority queueing was presented [10].

Combatting transmission errors due to interference and noise is one of the chal-
lenging issues in wireless transmission systems. Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) 
is one of these methods to recover erroneous transmissions. When a transmission 
fails (i.e., the receiver cannot decode the transmitted information correctly), the 
receiver requests the transmitter to retransmit. Diff erent variants of ARQ can be 
used (e.g., probabilistic retransmission, fi nite and infi nite retransmission). Queueing 
models with ARQ mechanism were proposed [11–20]. For example, queueing 
 models for go-back-N [16] and selective repeat ARQ [17] were presented. Since 
with AMC multiple packets can be transmitted in one time slot, if an error occurs, 
N packets up to the last transmission will be retransmitted for go-back-N ARQ and 
only the erroneous packets will be retransmitted in case of selective repeat ARQ. 
Due to the time and space-dependent wireless channel errors and the burstiness of 
the errors, some connections could experience inferior performance compared with 
the others. Th erefore, a compensation mechanism was introduced to maintain fair-
ness (by allowing more transmissions in the current time frame to compensate 
errors in the previous time frame) and guarantee the target QoS performance. Also, 
a queueing model for this compensation mechanism was proposed [21].

In a multi-user wireless system, packet scheduling is required to allocate the 
 available transmission resources to the ongoing users in a fair and effi  cient man-
ner. Various packet scheduling policies were proposed in the literature. Th e most 
common policy is fair scheduling in which the ongoing users receive services based 
on their preassigned weights. A queueing model for this scheduling policy in a 
wireless transmission environment was presented [22]. On the other hand, oppor-
tunistic scheduling was developed specifi cally for wireless transmission systems. 
Th is scheduling policy takes advantage of multi-user diversity to improve the 
throughput of the entire system. In particular, the user who has the best channel 
quality in the current time slot will be selected to transmit. A queueing model of 
this scheduling policy was  proposed [18,23]. In addition, queueing analyses for 
diff erent resource-sharing schemes (i.e., max-min fairness, proportional fairness, 
and balanced fairness) were presented [24]. Also, the stability condition for each 
of the schemes was studied.

While most of the queueing models in the literature considered only the 
variation of wireless channel on system performance, a few works considered the 
impacts of resource allocation and admission control on queueing performance. 
For example, impacts of resource allocation and admission were considered in 
the queueing model for a TDMA-based cellular wireless system [25] using adap-
tive modulation and coding, and a code division multiple access (CDMA)-based 
system [26] with rate adaptation. Th ese investigations showed that resource 
 reservation for handoff  connections (i.e., through guard channel) as well as the 
transmission rate adaptation can impact the queueing performance of the mobile 
users signifi cantly. 
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Queueing analysis can be also used for the development of admission control 
mechanisms. Th is approach was presented in the literature [27–29]. In particular, 
given the traffi  c parameters and the estimated wireless channel quality, for a given 
medium access control mechanism, information on queueing delay and packet 
loss can be obtained and used by the admission controller to decide whether a new 
connection can be accepted or not. Th e decision on acceptance or rejection of a 
new connection is based on whether the QoS performances of both the ongoing 
connections and the new connection can be maintained at the target level or not. 
A queueing model was presented which could be used for admission control in 
Bluetooth-based wireless personal area networks (PANs) [30]. A queueing model 
for IEEE 802.11-based wireless local area networks (WLANs) was proposed 
[31,32]. In these works, the MAC protocol was assumed to be carrier sense multi-
ple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA).

In addition to the traditional wireless systems which rely on the Single-Input 
Single-Output (SISO) transmission, Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) 
system has been developed to provide better performance in terms of error or 
 transmission rate. A queueing model for MIMO system was proposed [33,34] in 
which the advantages of spatial diversity in terms of smaller queueing delay and 
packet loss were demonstrated. 

Multihop communication will be a signifi cant component in the next genera-
tion wireless systems. In a multihop network, the transmission range of a transmitter 
(e.g., in the base station) can be extended by relaying the traffi  c through multiple 
intermediate nodes. Th is multihop transmission is a common feature in wireless ad 
hoc, mesh, and sensor networks. Queueing models for this multihop wireless com-
munication were proposed in the literature. For example, end-to-end performances 
of a multihop wireless network in terms of latency, reliability, and throughput were 
studied through a queueing model [35] considering adaptive modulation and  coding 
at the physical layer. A tandem queueing model for multihop transmission was 
 presented in [36]. For sensor networks, energy conservation is one of the challenging  
issues. Since the amount of energy available at a sensor node is limited (e.g., due to 
battery size or energy-harvesting technology such as a solar cell), an energy saving 
mechanism is required and it can impact the wireless transmission performance 
 signifi cantly. A queueing model for sensor networks with energy conservation  feature 
through sleep and wake-up mechanism was presented [37]. A vacation queueing 
model was used to investigate the inter-relationship between the transmission 
 performance and the energy consumption.

1.3 Preliminaries on Queueing Analysis
Queueing theory is a mathematical tool used to analyze the arrival process, buff er-
ing or storing process, and departure process of a queue. Based on queueing 
theory, several performance measures including probability that a queue is full or 
empty, average number of items/customers in queue, waiting time, throughput, 
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and rejection (i.e., loss) rate can be obtained analytically. Queueing theory has 
many applications in business, commerce, industry, and engineering. Especially, 
in engineering disciplines, queueing theory is used in to analyze the performances 
of computer and communication systems. 

Th e general components of a queueing system are shown in Figure 1.1 [38]. In 
this queueing model, the arrival and the departure processes can be random in 
which arrival of customers and service completion are described by some probabil-
ity distributions. Also, the number of items in the queue becomes random due to 
these random arrival and departure processes. Th erefore, a queueing system can be 
well studied in the context of a stochastic process. 

1.3.1 Stochastic Process
A stochastic process is defi ned as a set of random variables X (t) defi ned on a 
 common probability space. In general, t is considered as time where t ∈ T and T is 
the set of points in time. A stochastic process can be classifi ed according to the set 
T which could be discrete or continuous. X (t) and Xt, in general, denote the value 
of a random variable in continuous and discrete time domains, respectively. For 
example, if the stochastic process is defi ned in discrete time, the value of the ran-
dom variable is determined at the specifi c time step as follows: X0, X1, X2, … .

In the context of a queueing system, the state of the system is defi ned as the num-
ber of items in the queue which is a random variable Xt. Let us consider the number 
of items over the time period [0,t]. It is clear that for ti > tj > 0, there is a relationship 
between X(ti) and X(tj). In particular, X(ti) is equal to X(tj) plus the number of items 
arriving in interval [tj,ti] minus those departing in the same period.

A stochastic process can be characterized based on the relationships among the 
corresponding random variables. Th is can be classifi ed as follows: 

1.3.1.1 Stationary Process

A stochastic process is stationary if the complete joint distribution function of the 
random variables is invariant of time. 

 P t x t x P t t xn n n n[ ( ) ... ( ) ] [ ( ) ... ( ) ]X X X X1 1 1 1= , , = = + = , + =t tx ,  (1.1)

where t denotes the amount of shift in time. 

Arrival Departure

Server

Buffer

Item (customer)

Figure 1.1 General model of a queueing system.
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Connection Admission Control in OFDMA-Based WiMAX Networks � 7

1.3.1.2 Markov Process

A Markov process is a stochastic process with a discrete state space. It has the 
 memoryless property; that is, the future state of the system depends only on the 
present state, not on the past states. Th e transition from the current state to a next 
future state is determined by a transition probability which is a function of the 
 current state only. Mathematically, for a Markov process,

 

P t x t x t x t x

P t

n n n n n n

n

[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ... ( ) ]

[ (

X X X X

X

+ + - -

+

= | = , = , , =

=

1 1 1 1 1 1

11 1) ( ) ]= | = .+x t xn n nX  
(1.2)

If a Markov process is defi ned in discrete time, it is also called a Markov chain. 
Note that, this Markov process is very important for the queueing analysis as the 
state of the queue can be modeled as a random variable with Markov property.

1.3.1.3 Birth–Death Process

A birth–death process is a special case of Markov process with the property that the 
transitions are allowed only among adjacent (i.e., neighboring) states. Th erefore, 

 
P t x i t x

i
n n n n[ ( ) ( ) ]

, { }
,

X X+ = + | =
≥ Œ - , ,
=

Ï
Ì
Ó

1

0 1 0 1
0 otherwise.

 
(1.3)

Th e birth–death process has an important role in queueing analysis as in some of 
the queueing systems, the change in number of items in the queue is either one or 
zero (i.e., single arrival and single departure).

1.3.2 Discrete Time Markov Chain
We describe the basics of a DTMC which is the basis for the queueing analysis 
 presented in the next section of this chapter.

Let P[Xn = j | Xn−1 = i] denote the transition probability from state i at time 
step n − 1 to state j at time step n. Th is transition probability is time homoge-
neous if 

 p P j i P j ii j n n n n, - + + -= = | = = |[ ] [ ]X X X X1 1t t= =  (1.4)

for n = 1, 2, … , and τ ≥ 0. Note that, i, j ∈ S, where S denotes the state space of 
the system which can be either fi nite or infi nite. Based on this transition  probability, 
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8 � WiMAX/MobileFi: Advanced Research and Technology

we can establish the probability transition matrix for the Markov chain as 
follows: 

  

(1.5)

If pi,j > 0, the system can change from state i to state j directly, and the total 
transition probability from state i to any state must be one, that is, Σj∈S pi, j = 1.

In the state space of the Markov chain, we can classify diff erent types of states 
depending on the transition path as follows [39]. 

Absorbing state: when the system moves to an absorbing state, it will be in this 
state forever. 
Transient state: if the system starts at a transient state, there is a non-zero 
probability that the system will never reach this transient state again. 
Recurrent state: if the system starts at a recurrent state, then the system will 
eventually return to this state. 
Periodic state: a state is periodic if there exists an n-step transition from state 
i to state i. Here n is defi ned as follows: n = kd, where d > 1 is fi xed (known 
as the period of this periodic state) and k can assume any integer value. 

One of the properties of Markov chain is irreducibility. A Markov chain is irre-
ducible if the system can transit from and to all states. Otherwise, the Markov 
chain is reducible. 

Th e main objective of establishing a Markov chain and the corresponding probability 
transition matrix P is to obtain the probability for the system to be in a  particular state. 
From the state probabilities, various performance measures related to queueing system 
(e.g., average number of items in queue, waiting time, probabilities that the queue is full 
and empty, and so on) can be obtained. Th ere are two types of state probabilities, that 
is, transient and steady-state probabilities. Note that, this transient state and steady state 
refer to the state of the system, not a state in the state space of the Markov chain. 

1.3.2.1 Transient State Behavior

A queueing system moves to transient state momentarily when there is a change in 
the system parameters. In transient state, the system output will fl uctuate. However, 
if the system is stable, as time passes, the steady state will be reached after this 
 transient period is over.

�

�

�

�
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Connection Admission Control in OFDMA-Based WiMAX Networks � 9

One of the methods to obtain the transient state probability is by using Chapman-
Kolmogorov equation. Let π (n) = [π (n)

0, π (n)
1,…,π (n)

i ,…] denote the state probability 
 vector at time step n and π (n)

i  is transient state probability of state i. Th en

 

p pi

j

j j i
( ) ( )1

0

0=
=

•

,Â p

 
(1.6)

or in matrix form, we have 

 p p( ) ( )1 0= .P  (1.7)

Because the system has Markov property, the future state depends only on the 
current state. Equation 1.7 can be generalized as follows.

 p p( ) ( )n n= -1 P  (1.8)

 = p ( ) .0 Pn  (1.9)

Based on this state probability at time step n, system behavior at transient state 
can be obtained. For example, if the system parameter changes at time n, the 
performance measures obtained from state probability at time step n + 1, n + 2, 
n + 3, … are at the transient state performances of the system. However, at n + τ, 
where τ → ∞, the system will reach steady state again.

1.3.2.2 Steady-State Behavior

If state i is aperiodic and state j is recurrent and the condition 

 
lim ( )

n
i j
n

jp
Æ•

, = p
 

(1.10)

holds, then the probability that the system is in state j is determined by πj. Th is 
probability is called steady-state probability and in matrix form it is denoted by 
π = [π0, π1, … , πi, …]. For a system in steady state, 

 p p= P  (1.11)

where π is stationary in time. From the law of probability, 

 i

i

Œ
Â = .

S

p 1
 

(1.12)

Equations 1.11 and 1.12 provide a set of s + 1 linear equations for s unknown 
 variables, where s is the total number of states in state space S. Th e steady-state 
 probabilities (and hence the performance measures when the system is in steady  
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10 � WiMAX/MobileFi: Advanced Research and Technology

state) can be obtained by solving a set of linear equations using standard methods 
such as matrix inversion.

1.4  Connection Admission Control for 
OFDMA-Based WiMAX Networks

1.4.1 System Model
We consider a single cell in a WiMAX network with a base station and multiple 
 subscriber stations (Fig. 1.2). Each subscriber station serves multiple connections. 
Admission control is used at each subscriber station to limit the number of ongoing 
connections through that subscriber station. At each subscriber station, traffi  c 
from all uplink connections are aggregated into a single queue [40]. Th e size of this 
queue is fi nite (i.e., X packets) in which some packets will be dropped if the queue 
is full upon their arrivals. Th e OFDMA transmitter at the subscriber station retrieves 
the head of line packet(s) and transmits them to the base station. Th e base station 
may allocate diff erent number of subchannels to diff erent subscriber stations. For 
example, a subscriber station with higher priority could be allocated more number 
of subchannels. 

1.4.2 OFDMA Transmission
We consider time division duplex (TDD)–OFDMA-based uplink transmission 
from a subscriber station to the base station. Th e base station allocates a set of 
subchannels C to a particular subscriber station, and each subscriber station serv-
ices multiple connections. Th e frame structure is shown in Figure 1.3 [41].

OFDMA
transmitter

Channel state
Queue state

WiMAX
Base station

Subscriber station
with multiple connections

r
l
l
l

Figure 1.2 System model.
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Connection Admission Control in OFDMA-Based WiMAX Networks � 11

We consider a Nakagami-m fading model for each subchannel [27]. Th e  channel 
quality is determined by the instantaneous received Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) γ 
in each time slot. We assume that the channel is stationary over the transmission 
frame time. Th e OFDMA transmitter uses adaptive modulation to achieve diff er-
ent transmission rates at the diff erent transmission modes as shown in Table 1.1.

To determine the mode of transmission (i.e., modulation level and coding 
rate), an estimated value of SNR at the receiver is used. In this case, the SNR at 
the receiver is divided into N + 1 nonoverlapping intervals (i.e., N = 7 in WiMAX) 
by thresholds Γn (n ∈ {0,1, … ,N}) where Γ0 < Γ1 < … < ΓN + 1 = ∞. Th e subchan-
nel is said to be in state n (i.e., rate ID = n will be used) if Γn  ≤ γ < Γn + 1. To avoid 
 possible transmission error, no packet is transmitted when γ < Γ0. Note that, these 
thresholds correspond to the required SNR specifi ed in the WiMAX standard, 

…
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Figure 1.3 Frame structure of WiMAX in time division duplex–orthogonal 
 frequency division multiple access mode.

Table 1.1 Modulation and Coding Schemes in IEEE 802.16

Rate ID
Modulation Level 

(Coding)
Information 
Bits/Symbol

Required SNR 
(dB)

0 BPSK (1/2) 0.5  6.4

1 QPSK (1/2) 1  9.4

2 QPSK (3/4) 1.5 11.2

3 16QAM (1/2) 2 16.4

4 16QAM (3/4) 3 18.2

5 64QAM (2/3) 4 22.7

6 64QAM (3/4) 4.5 24.4

SNR, Signal-to-Noise Ratio.
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12 � WiMAX/MobileFi: Advanced Research and Technology

that is, Γ0 = 6.4, Γ1 = 9.4, …, ΓN = 24.4 (as shown in Table 1.1). From Nakagami-m 
distribution, the probability of using rate ID = n [i.e., Pr(n)] can be obtained as 
 follows [8].

 
Pr( ) ( ) ( )

( )
n m m m m

m
n n= , / - , /+G G G G

G
g g1

 
(1.13)

where γ− is the average SNR, m is the Nakagami fading parameter (m ≥ 0.5), 
Γ(m) is the Gamma function, and Γ(m, γ) is the complementary incomplete Gamma 
function.

Th en, we can defi ne row matrix rs whose elements rk + 1 correspond to the proba-
bility of transmitting k packets in one frame on one subchannel s (s ∈ C) as follows: 

 rs = [r0 … rk … r9] (1.14)

where

 r(In×2) = Pr(n) (1.15)

in which In is the number of transmitted bits per symbol corresponding to rate 
ID = n, and r0 = 1− Σ9

k=1 rk. We assume that each subchannel is allocated to only 
one subscriber station. 

Th e matrix for pmf of total packet transmission rate can be obtained by convo-
luting matrices rs as follows: R = ∀s∈C rs, where a b denotes discrete convolution 
[42] between matrices a and b, and can be expressed as 

  
(1.16)

for i = 0,1,2,…, u + v − 1 and [a]i denotes the element at column i of row matrix a. 
Note that, matrix R has size 1 × R + 1, where R = (9 × |C|) indicates the maximum 
number of packets that can be transmitted in one frame where |C| denotes the 
number of elements in set C.

Th e total packet transmission rate per frame can be obtained as follows:

 
f = ¥ [ ] .

=
+Â

k

U

kk
1

1R
 

(1.17)

1.4.2.1 CAC Policies

Th e main objective of a CAC mechanism is to limit the number of ongoing  connections/
fl ows so that the QoS performances can be guaranteed for all the ongoing connections. 
Th e basic components in an admission controller are shown in Figure 1.4. While the 
performance estimator is used to obtain the current state of the system, resource allocator 
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uses this state to reallocate available radio resource (e.g., time slot, code and power, and 
subchannel for TDMA, CDMA, and OFDMA networks, respectively). Th en, the 
admission control decision is made to accept or reject an incoming connection.

To ensure the QoS performances of the ongoing connections, the following two 
CAC schemes for subscriber stations are proposed.

1.4.2.2 Threshold-Based CAC

In this case, a threshold C is used to limit the number of ongoing connections. 
When a new connection arrives, the CAC module checks whether the total number 
of connections including the incoming one is less than or equal to the threshold C. 
If it is true, then the new connection is accepted, otherwise it is rejected.

1.4.2.3 Queue-Aware CAC

Th is scheme works based on connection acceptance probability αx which is deter-
mined based on the queue status. Specifi cally, when a connection arrives, the CAC 
module accepts the connection with probability αx, where x (x ∈ {0, 1, …,X}) is the 
number of packets in the queue in the current time slot. Here, X denotes the size of 
the queue of the subscriber station under consideration. Note that the value of the 
parameter αx can be chosen based on the radio link level performance (e.g., packet 
delay, packet dropping probability) requirements.

1.4.3 Formulation of the Queueing Model
An analytical model based on DTMC is presented to analyze the system perform-
ances at both the connection-level and at the the packet-level for the connection 
admission schemes described before. To simplify the analytical model, we assume 
that packet arrival for a connection follows a Poisson process with arrival rate λ 
which is identical for all connections in the same queue. Th e connection interarrival 
time and the duration of a connection are assumed to be exponentially distributed 
with average 1/ρ and 1/μ, respectively.

Performance
estimator

Decision
maker

Resource
allocator

-Current number of
ongoing connections
-Queueing delay

Accept/reject-Available resource
-Resource required
by new connection

Figure 1.4 Major components in admission control.
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14 � WiMAX/MobileFi: Advanced Research and Technology

Note that, similar queueing models for OFDM/TDMA system can be found in 
the literature [43]. However, admission control was not considered in those 
models.

1.4.4 State Space and Probability Transition Matrix
Assuming that the state of the system is observed at the end of every time slot, the 
state space of the system for both the CAC schemes is given by 

 D = , , £ , £ £{( ) }C X C X X0 0  (1.18)

where C  is the number of ongoing connections and X  is the number of packets in the 
aggregated queue. For both the CAC algorithms, the number of packet arrivals 
depends on the number of connections. However, for the queue-aware CAC 
 algorithm, the number of packets in the queue aff ects the acceptance probability 
for a new connection. Th e state transition diagram is shown in Figure 1.5. Here, λ 
and ρ denote rates, not probabilities.

Note that the probability that a Poisson events with average rate λ occur during 
an interval T can be obtained as follows:
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Figure 1.5 State diagram of discrete time Markov chain.
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Th is function is required to determine the probability of both connection and 
packet arrivals.

1.4.4.1 Threshold-Based CAC Algorithm

In this case, the transition matrix Q for the number of connections in the system 
can be expressed as follows: 

  

(1.20)

where each row indicates the number of ongoing connections (i.e., c). As the length 
of a frame T is very small compared with connection arrival and departure rates, we 
assume that the maximum number of arriving and departing connections in a frame 
is one. Th erefore, the elements of this matrix can be obtained as follows:
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(1.21)

where qc,c +1, qc,c−1, and qc+1,c+1 represent the cases that the number of ongoing 
connections increases by one, decreases by one, and does not change, respectively. 

1.4.4.2 Queue-Aware CAC Algorithm

Because the admission of a connection in this case depends on the current number 
of packets in the queue, the transition matrix can be expressed based on the number 
of packets (x) in the queue as follows: 
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where 
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(1.23)

in which αx is the connection acceptance probability when there are x packets in 
the queue.

1.4.4.3 Transition Matrix for the Queue

Th e transition matrix P of the entire system can be expressed as in Equation 1.24. 
Th e rows of matrix P represent the number of packets (x) in the queue.

 

(1.24)

Matrices px,x′ represent the changes in the number of packets in the queue (i.e., 
the number of packets in the queue changing from x in the current frame to x′ in 
the next frame). To construct matrix px,x′, we fi rst establish matrices vx,x′, where the 
diagonal elements of the matrices vx,x′ are given in Equations 1.25 through 1.27 for 
r ∈ {0, 1, 2, …, D} and a ∈ {0, 1, 2, …(c × A)}, n = 1, 2 ,…, D, and m = 1,2, …, (c × A). 
Th e nondiagonal elements of vx,x′ are all zero. 
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Here A is the maximum number of packets that can arrive from one connection 
in one frame and D is the maximum number of packets that can be transmitted in 
one frame by all of the allocated subchannels allocated to that particular queue, 
and it can be obtained from D = min (R,x). Th is is due to the fact that the maxi-
mum number of transmitted packets depends on the number of packets in the 
queue and the maximum possible number of transmissions in one frame. Note 
that, [vx,x−n]c+1,c+1, [vx,x+m]c+1,c+1, and [vx,x]c+1,c+1 represent the probability that the 
number of packets in the queue increases by n, decreases by m, and does not change, 
respectively, when there are c ongoing connections. Here, [v]i,j denotes the element 
at row i and column j of matrix v, and these elements are obtained based on the 
assumption that the packet arrivals for the ongoing connections are independent of 
each other.

Finally, we obtain the matrices px,x′ by combining both the connection-level 
and the queue-level transitions as follows:

 p Qvx x x x, ¢ , ¢=  (1.28)

 p Q vx x x x x, ¢ , ¢=  (1.29)

for the cases of threshold-based (Equation 1.28) and queue-aware (Equation 1.29) 
CAC algorithms, respectively.

1.4.5 QoS Measures
Th e connection-level and the packet-level performance measures (i.e., connection 
blocking probability, average number of ongoing connections in the system, and 
average queue length) are obtained for both the CAC schemes.

For the threshold-based CAC scheme, all of the above performance measures 
are calculated from the steady state probability vector of the system states π, which 
is obtained by solving πP = π and π1 = 1, where 1 is a column matrix of ones. 
However, for the queue-aware CAC algorithm, the size of the matrix Qx needs to 
be truncated at Ctr (i.e., the maximum number of ongoing connections at the sub-
scriber station). Also, the size of the matrix P needs to be truncated at X (i.e., the 
maximum number of packets in the queue) for both the schemes.

Th e steady-state probability, denoted by π(c,x) for the state that there are c con-
nections and x (x = {0, 1, …, X}) packets in the queue, can be extracted from matrix 
π as follows: 

 p p( ) ( )c x c Cx C c, = [ ] , = , , , ¢¥ ¢+ +1 0 1 ...  (1.30)

where C ′ = C and C ′ = Ctr for the threshold-based and the queue-aware CAC algo-
rithms, respectively. Using these steady state probabilities, the various performance 
measures can be obtained. Note that, the subscripts tb and qa are used to indicate 
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the performance measures for the threshold-based and the queue-aware CAC 
schemes, respectively.

1.4.5.1 Connection Blocking Probability

It refers to the probability that an arriving connection will be blocked due to the admis-
sion control decision. Th is performance measure indicates the accessibility of the wire-
less service, and for the threshold-based CAC scheme. It can be obtained as follows: 
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(1.31)

Th e above probability refers to the probability that the system serves the maxi-
mum allowable number of ongoing connections. Th e blocking probability for the 
queue-aware CAC is obtained from 
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in which the blocking probability is the sum of the probabilities of rejection for all 
possible number of packets in the queue.

1.4.5.2 Average Number of Ongoing Connections

It can be obtained as
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1.4.5.3 Average Queue Length

It is given by
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1.4.5.4 Packet Dropping Probability

Th is performance measure indicates the probability that an incoming packet will 
be dropped due to the unavailability of buff er space. It can be derived from the 
average number of dropped packets per frame. Given that there are x packets in the 
queue and the number of packets in the queue increases by v, the number of dropped 
packets is m − (X − x) for m > X − x, and zero otherwise. Th e average number of 
dropped packets per frame is obtained as follows:
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(1.37)

where the term (ΣC ′
j=1[px,x+m]s,j) in Equation 1.37 indicates the total probability that 

the number of packets in the queue increases by m at every arrival phase. Note that, 
we consider probability px,x+m rather than the probability of packet arrival as we 
have to consider the packet transmission in the same frame as well. After calculat-
ing the average number of dropped packets per frame, we can obtain the probabil-
ity that an incoming packet is dropped as follows: 

 
Pdrop

drop= x
l  

(1.38)

where λ
−

 is the average number of packet arrivals per frame and it can be obtained 
from 

 l l= .c  (1.39)

1.4.5.5 Queue Throughput

It measures the number of packets transmitted in one frame and can be obtained from 

 h l= - .( )1 Pdrop  (1.40)

1.4.5.6 Average Delay

It is defi ned as the number of frames that a packet waits in the queue since its arrival 
before it is transmitted. We use Little’s law to obtain average delay as follows: 

 
w x= .

h  
(1.41)
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1.4.6 Numerical Results

1.4.6.1 Parameter Setting

We consider one queue (which corresponds to a particular subscriber station) for 
which fi ve subchannels are allocated and we assume that the average SNR is the 
same for all of these subchannels. Each subchannel has a bandwidth of 160 kHz. 
Th e length of a subframe for downlink transmission is one millisecond, and there-
fore, the transmission rate in one subchannel with rate ID = 0 (i.e., BPSK modula-
tion and coding rate is 1/2) is 80 kbps. We assume that the maximum number of 
packets arriving in one frame for a connection is limited to 30 (i.e., A = 30).

For the threshold-based CAC mechanism, the value of the threshold C is varied 
according to the evaluation scenarios. For the queue-aware CAC mechanism, the 
value of the connection acceptance probability is determined as follows:

 
a x

th

th

x B
B x X

=
, £ <
, £ £

Ï
Ì
Ó

1 0
0 .

 
(1.42)

In the performance evaluation, we use Bth = 80.
For performance comparison, we also evaluate the queueing performance in the 

absence of any CAC mechanism. For the queue-aware CAC and for the case with 
no CAC, we truncate the maximum number of ongoing connections at 25 (i.e., 
Ctr = 25) so that π(Cth, x) < 0.0002, ∀x. Th e average duration of a connection is set 
to ten minutes (i.e., μ = 10) for all the evaluation scenarios. Th e queue size is 150 
packets (i.e., X = 150). Th e parameters are set as follows. Th e connection arrival rate 
is 0.4 connections per minute. Packet arrival rate per connection is one packet per 
frame. Average SNR on each subchannel is 5 dB. Note that, we vary some of these 
parameters depending on the evaluation scenarios whereas the others remain fi xed.

To validate the correctness of the analytical model, an event-driven simulator is 
used to obtain the performance results to be compared with the results obtained 
from the analytical model. We consider a single transmitter and a single subscriber 
station (i.e., single queue) in the simulation. Connection inter-arrival time and con-
nection duration are assumed to be exponentially distributed. While connection 
arrival and departures can occur at any arbitrary point in time, packet transmissions 
occur on a frame-by-frame basis. Th at is, packet arrivals and packet transmissions 
are determined for each frame with fi xed length T. While packet arrivals follow a 
Poisson process, the number of transmitted packets per frame depends on the set of 
allocated subchannels and the instantaneous SNR for each subchannel. We assume 
that each subchannel experiences Rayleigh fading. 

1.4.6.2 Performance of CAC

We fi rst examine the impact of connection arrival rate on connection-level per-
formances. Variations in average number of ongoing connections and connection 
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Figure 1.6 Average number of ongoing connections under different connection 
arrival rates.
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blocking probability with connection arrival rate are shown in Figures 1.6 and 1.7, 
respectively. As expected, when the connection arrival rate increases, the number of 
ongoing connections and connection blocking probability increase. 

Th e packet-level performances under diff erent connection arrival rates are shown 
in Figures 1.8 through 1.11 for average number of packets in the queue, packet 
dropping probability, queue throughput, and average queueing delay, respectively. 
Th ese performance measures are signifi cantly impacted by the connection arrival 
rate. Because both the CAC schemes limit the number of ongoing connections, 
packet-level performances can be maintained at the target level. In this case, both 
the CAC schemes result in better packet-level performances compared with those 
without any CAC scheme.

Variations in packet dropping probability, queue throughput, and average 
queueing delay with channel quality are shown in Figures 1.12 and 1.13, respec-
tively. As expected, the packet-level performances become better when channel 
quality becomes better. Also, we observe that while the connection-level perfor-
mances for the threshold-based CAC scheme and those without any CAC scheme 
are not impacted by the channel quality, connection blocking probability 
decreases signifi cantly for the queue-aware CAC mechanism when the channel 
quality becomes better (Fig. 1.14). Based on these observations, we can conclude 
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Figure 1.7 Connection blocking probability under different connection arrival 
rates.
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Figure 1.8 Average number of packets in queue under different connection 
arrival rates.
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Figure 1.9 Packet dropping probability under different connection arrival rates.
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Figure 1.10 Queueing throughput under different connection arrival rates.
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Figure 1.11 Average delay under different connection arrival rates.
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Figure 1.12 Packet dropping probability under different channel qualities.
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Figure 1.13 Average delay under different channel qualities.
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Figure 1.14 Connection blocking probability under different channel qualities.
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that the queue-aware CAC can adapt the admission control decision based on the 
queue status which is desirable for a system with high traffi  c fl uctuations.

1.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have addressed the problem of queueing theoretic performance 
modeling and analysis of OFDMA transmission under admission control. We have 
considered a WiMAX system model in which a base station serves multiple sub-
scriber stations and each of the subscriber stations is allocated with a certain number 
of subchannels by the base station. Th ere are multiple ongoing connections at each 
subscriber station. We have fi rst reviewed the related works on queueing analysis for 
wireless transmission systems. Th en, the preliminaries on stochastic processes and 
DTMC have been discussed as the background for the developed queueing model 
to analyze the system model under consideration.

For CAC, we have considered two schemes, namely, queue-aware scheme and 
threshold-based scheme. While the threshold-based CAC scheme simply fi xes the 
number of ongoing connections, the queue-aware CAC scheme considers the num-
ber of packets in the queue for the admission control decision of a new connection. 
Th e connection-level and packet-level performances of these CAC schemes have 
been studied based on the queueing model. Also, we have presented simulation 
results to validate the analysis.
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Chapter 2

Mobile WiMAX Networks 
and Their Integration 
with WiFi Networks

Wen-Hsin Yang and Yu-Chee Tseng

Among many wireless networking technologies, the WiMAX technology is one 
promising solution to support broadband wireless access. Th e fi rst goal of this chapter 
is to review the specifi cations of WiMAX. In addition, before the deployment of 
WiMAX networks achieves popularity, a hybrid environment of WiFi and WiMAX 
networks seems to be inevitable. Th e second goal of this chapter is to study the vertical 
handover issue in such a hybrid environment. We present an energy- and bandwidth-
aware vertical handover scheme, which is able to take into consideration of both Mobile 
Stations’ (MS) energy consumption and applications’ bandwidth requirements. By pro-
viding multicasting and buff ering mechanisms, the proposed vertical handover scheme 
has potential to provide ubiquitous broadband access for real-time streaming services.

2.1 Introduction
Th ere have been growing demands for broadband wireless applications, such as audio 
and video streaming, near real-time downloading services, broadband Internet 
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access services, and Voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP) services. On the other hand, 
mobile devices, such as smart phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and laptops, 
are all quite ready to embrace such services. While all these developments are almost 
ready to support broadband services, the wireless access bandwidth has become a 
bottleneck. Th e WiMAX technology [1,2] is one of the potential solutions to respond 
to this demand.

Although there are some legitimate concerns over the diff erent usages of WiMAX 
networks (e.g., licensed or license-exempt concerns), from the technical aspect, three 
usage types, fi xed, nomadic, and mobile users, are the target cus tomers of WiMAX 
networks. Th e fi rst goal of this chapter is to review the standards of WiMAX technol-
ogies to support these usage types. Furthermore, from a practical point of view, before 
the deployment of WiMAX networks achieves its popularity, a hybrid environment 
of WiMAX and WiFi networks is more likely to coexist for a while. Th erefore, one of 
the primary concerns is to design a seamless handover process in this hybrid network 
environment. Th e second goal of this chapter is to dedicate to this issue.

Th e rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides an overview 
of the mobile WiMAX specifi cation, including the IEEE 802.16 standard and the 
802.16e-2005 specifi cation. In Section 2.3, we discuss the mobility management-
related schemes in the mobile WiMAX specifi cation. In Section 2.4, we propose an 
energy- and bandwidth-aware handover scheme for the hybrid of WiFi and WiMAX 
networks. Concluding remarks and future directions are presented in Section 2.5.

2.2 Overview of the Mobile WiMAX Specifi cation
2.2.1 IEEE 802.16 Standard
Th e IEEE 802.16 standard [3], which includes Medium Access Control (MAC) and 
physical (PHY) layer specifi cations, aims at supporting Internet services over wire-
less metropolitan area networks (WMAN). It is also an alternative to traditional 
wired networks, such as Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and cable-modem. Th ere are 
two modes defi ned in WiMAX networks: point-to-multiple-points (PMP) mode 
and mesh mode.

In the PHY layer, the IEEE 802.16 standard adopts the orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM), which is a multicarrier modulation scheme. Th e 
IEEE 802.16 standard has two OFDM-based modes: OFDM and orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing access (OFDMA). Both of these technologies allow 
subcarriers to be adaptively modulated (e.g., QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM), 
depending on transmission distance and noise. Moreover, OFDMA has scalability 
to provide effi  cient use of bandwidth.

Th e MAC layer of IEEE 802.16 standard was originally designed for the PMP 
mode. On the later amendments of the IEEE 802.16a and the IEEE 802.16d, the 
mesh mode was included. Th e IEEE 802.16a adopts OFDM to provide greater 
spectral effi  ciency and to mitigate interference. IEEE 802.16b covers most of the 
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quality of service (QoS) aspects. Th e IEEE 802.16e introduces scalable OFDMA into 
the standard, and supports mobile communications. With handover mechanisms, 
WiMAX is thus able to support mobile communications at vehicular speeds. We 
summarize the history of the evolution of the IEEE 802.16 standard in Figure 2.1.

Th e IEEE 802.16 working groups on broadband access standards developed the 
IEEE 802.16 WirelessMAN standard for WMANs. On the other hand, the WiMAX 
forum was formed in June of 2001 to ensure interoperability among 802.16 products 
from diff erent vendors. Th ese groups and their activities may help popularizing WiMAX 
networks and systems by bringing vendors together and improving the specifi cations.

According to the IEEE 802.16 specifi cation, the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) 
transmission range is 4 miles. With the combination of soft-switch technologies, a 
WiMAX network can work as a wireless “last mile” and make a viable alternative to 
the Public switched telephone network (PSTN) for VoIP services. In addition, a 
WiMAX network can work as a point-to-point backhaul trunk with a transmission 
capability of 72 Mbps at a transmission distance over 30 miles. With its technologi-
cal advantages of throughput, power, transmission range, and versatility, WiMAX 
might be a strong competitor of other technologies, such as WiFi and 3G. Th erefore, 
from both economical and technical points of view, WiMAX could be an appealing 
choice for broadband wireless services.

2.2.2 WiMAX Network Architecture
WiMAX has an IP-based wireless access architecture, which contains three parts: 
user terminal devices, access service network (ASN), and core service network (CSN). 

Figure 2.1 Evolution of the IEEE 802.16 standard.
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A user terminal device can be a fi xed or portable/mobile terminal device, which 
supports the fi xed/nomadic/mobile usage scenarios. Each device can establish a 
connection link to a WiMAX Base Station (BS), and perform authentication and 
registration through an access gateway in the CSN. Th e system architecture is 
 illustrated in Figure 2.2.

A mobile WiMAX network has a similar architecture as a cellular network, 
where PMP links are between each BS and multiple Subscriber Stations (SSs). Each 
BS provides frequency and timing reference to SSs for synchronization purpose. 
Th e detailed MAC layer protocols and message sequences will be described later.

2.2.3 IEEE 802.16e-2005 Specifi cation
Th e IEEE 802.16e-2005 specifi cation defi nes the mobile WiMAX network proto-
cols and the related message sequences. Th e specifi cation consists of the PHY and 
the MAC layers, as shown in Figure 2.3. Th e MAC layer is composed of a security 
sublayer, a MAC common part sublayer, and a convergence sublayer. 

Data transmission between a BS and a SS at the PHY layer relies on the resource 
allocation of data burst through the OFDMA scheme. A BS can transmit to multi-
ple SSs concurrently in the downlink (DL) direction in separate subchannels or 
separate symbols; similarly, multiple SSs can transmit to the same BS concurrently 
in the uplink (UL) direction in separate subchannels or separate symbols. Each 
channel width is from 1.25 to 20 MHz, which spreads to diff erent frequency bands. 
Th erefore, the PHY layer supports orthogonal subchannels for multiple accesses. 
Th is design can reduce interference and improve capacity. Moreover, it has the 
advantages of fl exible subchannelization and bandwidth allocation. 

Th e security sublayer is to ensure the privacy of subscribers across the WiMAX 
network by encrypting connections between a SS and a BS. In addition, a BS can 
protect against unauthorized access to data transport services by enforcing encryption 

Figure 2.2 Internet Protocol (IP)-based wireless access architecture of 
WiMAX.
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of the associated service fl ows across the network. Privacy employs an authenticated 
client/server key management protocol in which a BS, the server, controls distribution 
of keying material to a SS, the client. Additionally, the basic privacy mechanisms 
are strengthened by adding digital-certifi cate-based SS authentication to its key 
management protocol.

Over the security sublayer, there are the MAC common part sublayer and the 
convergence sublayer. Th e MAC common part sublayer utilizes a shared medium 
mechanism to effi  ciently handle the resource of communication links. On top of 
the MAC common part sublayer is the convergence sublayer, which includes MAC 
service access points (APs). Th e MAC layer functionalities in IEEE 802.16e-2005 
specifi cation are illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

In summary, the IEEE 802.16e-2005 specifi cation off ers improvements over 
the technology specifi ed by the original fi xed WiMAX standard. Th ese signifi cant 
improvements can cost-eff ectively deliver broadband services to end-users, off ering 
increased performance in NLOS environments for mobility and fi xed indoor 
 applications. Th ese improvements can be categorized as follows [4].

Mobility: Th e support for mobility is the major feature of mobile WiMAX, 
which introduces new MAC for handover and allows a SS to maintain a 
 connection when moving from one BS to another. Mobile WiMAX is 
designed to support mobility applications up to 160 km/h.
High availability: High connection availability in NLOS environments can be 
supported in mobile WiMAX by using advanced antenna, channel coding, sub-
channelization, and dynamic modulation technologies to increase link budget.
NLOS performance: New technologies have been introduced in mobile 
WiMAX. Th ese include support for intelligent antenna technology, such as 

�

�

�

Figure 2.3 IEEE 802.16e-2005 protocol layers.
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Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) and adaptive antenna system (AAS), 
high-performance coding, such as turbo coding (TC), and a Hybrid Automatic 
Repeat reQuest (HARQ) mechanism for increasing NLOS performance.
Security: Based on the security features of the fi xed WiMAX standard, the 
mobile WiMAX specifi cation introduces a number of enhancements. For 
example, the AES as well as 3DES are now a mandatory feature. New high-
performance coding schemes, such as TC and low-density parity check 
(LDPC), are included. Th ese features enhance the security of the mobile 
WiMAX air interface.
QoS: Both the connection and service-type-based QoS are designed to meet 
the requirements of mobile broadband services. Th ese two QoS mechanisms 
manage both UL and DL directions and support two-way traffi  c, such as 
VoIP. Th e mobile WiMAX QoS has the features of service multiplexing, low 
data latency, and varying granularity to support real-time broadband multi-
media applications.

2.3 WiMAX Mobility Management
Th e mobility feature in IEEE 802.16e-2005 specifi cation refers to a MS changing 
its point of attachment when remaining connected to the network. Such a process 
of handling the change of point of attachment of a MS is called handover. Next, we 
describe how to support handover in mobile WiMAX.

�

�

Figure 2.4 Medium Access Control (MAC) layer functionalities in the IEEE 
802.16e-2005 specifi cation.
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2.3.1 Network Entry and Initialization
A SS needs to successfully complete the network entry process with a desired BS 
to join the network. Th e network entry process is composed of four stages. Th e 
fi rst stage is capability negotiation. After successful completion of initial ranging, 
the SS will request the BS to describe its available modulation capability, coding 
schemes, and duplexing methods. During this stage, the SS shall acquire a DL 
channel. Once the SS fi nds a DL channel and synchronizes with the BS at the 
PHY level, the MAC layer will look for DCD (downlink channel descriptor) and 
UCD (uplink channel descriptor) to get modulation and other parameters. Th e SS 
remains in synchronization with the BS as long as it continues to receive the 
DL-medium access protocol (MAP) and DCD messages. Finally, the SS will 
receive a set of transmission parameters from UCD as its UL channel. If no UL 
channel can be found after a suitable timeout period, the SS shall continue 
 scanning to fi nd another DL channel. Once the UL parameters are obtained, the 
SS shall perform the ranging process.

Th e second stage is authentication. In this stage, the BS authenticates and 
authorizes the SS. Th en the BS performs key exchange with the SS, such that the 
provided keys can enable the ciphering of transmission data. Th e third stage is regis-
tration. To register with the network, the SS and the BS will exchange registration 
request/response messages. Th e last stage is to establish IP connectivity. Th e SS gets 
its IP address and other parameters to establish IP connectivity. After this step, 
operational parameters can be transferred and connections can be set up.

2.3.2 Ranging Process
Ranging is the process of acquiring the correct timing off set and power adjust-
ments such that the SS’s transmission is aligned to the BS’s timing. Two types are 
supported for ranging process in the IEEE 802.16e-2005 specifi cation. One is 
 initial ranging, and the other is periodic ranging.

Initial ranging is performed during network initialization and registration/
reregistration to allocate CDMA codes in UL ranging opportunities. Th en the SS 
is allowed to join the network to acquire correct TX parameters (timing off set and 
TX power level). On the other hand, periodic ranging is performed when transmis-
sion is on-going on a periodic basis. It uses regular UL burst to allow SS to adjust 
TX parameters so that the SS can maintain UL communications with the BS.

2.3.3 Handover Process
According to the scope of node movement, mobility can be divided into micro-
mobility and macro-mobility. On the link layer, most access networks provide 
mobility by having an access router keep track of the specifi c AP to which a MS is 
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attached. Th e localized mobility between pico-cells (probably heterogeneous cells) 
in the same subnet and the mobility between subnets in one domain is called micro-
mobility, whereas the mobility between domains in wide-area wireless networks is 
called macro-mobility. Th e mobility solutions like Mobile IP are classifi ed as macro-
mobility. But Mobile IP is not suitable for micro-mobility due to its signaling 
 overhead, handover latency, and transient packet loss.

2.3.3.1 Hard Handover and Soft Handover

Hard handover is mandatory to be supported in mobile WiMAX networks. Hence, 
break-before-make operations may happen during the handover process. In other 
words, link disconnection may occur and throughput may degrade. Th erefore, 
 various levels of optimization are demanded to reduce association and connection 
establishment with the target BS. Th ese optimization methods are not clearly 
defi ned in the IEEE 802.16e specifi cation, so they should be supported on specifi c 
WiMAX systems and products.

On the contrary, soft handover is optional in mobile WiMAX networks. Two 
schemes, macro-diversity handover (MDHO) and fast Base Station switching 
(FBSS) are supported. In case of MDHO, MS receives from multiple BSs simulta-
neously during handover, and chooses one as its target BS. As for FBSS, the MS 
receives from/transmits to one of several BSs (determined on a frame-by-frame 
basis) during handover, such that the MS can omit the decision process of selecting 
the target BS to shorten the latency of handover.

2.3.3.2 MAC Layer Handover Procedure

Th e handover procedure in IEEE 802.16e-2005 is divided into MAC- and PHY-
layer handover. Looking at the MAC-layer handover procedure, it is divided into 
the network topology acquisition phase and the handover process phase according 
to its performing sequence.

In the network topology acquisition phase, as illustrated in Figure 2.5, three 
functions are performed, namely network topology advertisement, MS scanning 
for neighboring BSs, and association procedure. After receiving a neighbor adver-
tisement message broadcast from the serving BS, the MS gets all the neighboring 
BSs of its current serving BS. Th e MS can then perform synchronization with each 
neighboring BS, and then continue to the handover process phase.

During the handover procedure, the process includes handover decision, 
 handover initiation, and ranging procedures, followed by authorization and regis-
tration procedures. Th ese procedures include cell reselection, handover decision and 
handover initiation, synchronization with new DL, acquisition of UL parameters, 
ranging, MS reauthorization, reregistration, and termination with the serving BS. 
Th ese are shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7.
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When the MS migrates from its serving BS to its target BS, the following process 
is executed. First, the MS conducts cell reselection based on the information obtained 
from the network topology acquisition stage. Th e handover decision and the hand-
over initiation can be originated by both MS and BS using the MOB_MSHO-REQ/
MOB_BSHO-REQ message. When the target BS is decided, the MS sends a 
MOB_HO-IND message to the serving BS and the actual handover process begins 
as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

In the ranging process, the MS can synchronize to the DL of the target BS and 
obtain DL and UL parameters using the DCD/UCD message. Th en RNG_REG/
RNG_RSP messages are exchanged to complete the initial ranging process. It may 
be done in a contention-based or non-contention-based manner.

If the RNG_REG contains the serving BSID, the target BS can obtain the MS 
information from the serving BS through the backbone network. If the MS is 
already associated with the target BS at the previous stage, some steps may be 
 omitted. Th erefore, the neighboring BS scanning and association should be done 
right after the handover initiation by utilizing preobtained information before the 
channel condition changes.
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Figure 2.5 Network topology acquisition phase for handover.
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Figure 2.6 Handover decision, handover initiation, and ranging procedures.
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Figure 2.7 Authorization and registration procedure.
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If all physical parameter adjustments are done successfully, the network re-entry 
process is initiated. Figure 2.7 shows this procedure. It includes MS authorization 
and new BS registration. Th e target BS requests MS authorization information via its 
backbone network. Th e new BS registration is performed by REG_REQ and REG_RSP 
messages. Th is includes capabilities negotiation, MS authorization, key exchange, 
and registration. After successful registration with the target BS, the MS can send a 
MOB_HO-IND message to the serving BS to indicate that handover is completed.

2.3.4 Mobile Multi-Hop Relay Network
Th e Mobile Multi-Hop Relay (MMR), which is a new initiative of IEEE 802.16, 
was kicked off  by the IEEE 802.16j subtask group in March 2006. Th e purpose of 
MMR is to propose and develop relay mode for fi xed/mobile WiMAX terminals. It 
enhances the normal frame structure at the PHY layer and adds new protocols for 
relay networking.

In the status quo of the MMR initiative, two architectures are proposed. One is 
a tree of point-to-multipoint (PMP) network between BS and SS, whereas the other 
is the hybrid PMP-mesh architecture with a mesh network between BS and SS. 
It is proposed to develop the concept of Relay Station (RS) with the following capa-
bilities. First, it can enhance the network throughput and extend the network 
 coverage with simple implement, at low cost, and with ease of deployment. Second, 
RS should be compatible with 802.16e (OFDMA) specifi cation and capable of 
 supporting end-to-end QoS. Last, mobile RS should be self-organized, not just 
with amplify-and-forward or decode-and-forward capabilities. Th at is, a RS has the 
intelligence to schedule transmission for cooperative communications. However, a 
RS has a shorter radio range as well as a lower transmission power, and needs to 
handle less traffi  c, which is diff erent from BS in MMR. 

Th e pros and cons of the PMP-tree relay architecture and the PMP-mesh relay 
architecture are summarized in Table 2.1. In summary, the PMP-mesh architecture 

Table 2.1 Comparison of PMP-Tree and PMP-Mesh Architectures

PMP-Tree PMP-Mesh

Pros Better effi ciency and control 
when the depth of tree is small

No hidden-node and exposed-
node problems

Robust, no single point of failure
More fl exible in allocation of 
resources

Cons Single point of failure More control messages required, 
less effi cient

More costly

PMP, point-to-multipoint.
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is more fl exible than the PMP-tree architecture. Th e former is more suitable for 
robust multi-hop communications, and can easily adapt to network topology change. 
Th erefore, it enables peer-to-peer communication between RSs. 

Although the PMP-mesh architecture is advocated as a fl exible and effi  cient 
approach for MMR WiMAX networks, some open problems still have not been 
solved yet. To name some examples, the reliability of establishing communication 
links between BS and MS, the performance of scheduling UL and DL bandwidths 
on relay links, and the practical usage scenarios and their technical requirements 
still need to be addressed.

2.4  Techniques for Integrating Mobile WiMAX 
and WiFi Networks 

2.4.1 Service Scenarios
Th ere are several mobile usage scenarios of WiFi- and WiMAX-integrated net-
works. Th e potential application targets include public safety market, energy/
utility market, intelligent transportation market, network provisioning market, 
entertainment, and military [4]. Th ese usage scenarios and their service require-
ments can be divided into fi ve categories as shown in Figure 2.8. One important 
design issue is to establish connection links smoothly for mobile devices to satisfy 
their application requirements when they move around in such a heterogeneous 
environment.
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Figure 2.8 Categorized services of WiFi- and WiMAX-integrated networks.
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2.4.2 Network Architecture
Th e architecture of a WiFi- and WiMAX-integrated network is shown in Figure 2.9. 
Mobile devices are all dual-mode devices with a WiFi and a WiMAX interfaces. 
Each WiMAX BS is connected to multiple WiMAX RSs. Specifi cally, there are four 
kinds of devices: WiMAX BS, WiMAX RS, WiFi AP, and WiFi/WiMAX dual-mode 
MS. Th e operational functions of these devices in the WiFi- and WiMAX- integrated 
network are described as follows:

 1. Th ere may be several RSs in the coverage area of one WiMAX BS. Each RS 
can establish a communication link with its BS and can serve several MSs in 
its signal coverage. In addition, a RS can connect to multiple APs through 
wirelines (such as Ethernet, Fiber, etc.), that is, this RS serves as the access 
network of these APs.

 2. A dual-mode MS may connect to an AP or establish a communication link with 
a RS. To save energy, a MS typically prefers to turn on its 802.11b interface 
rather than its 802.16e interface, unless when limited by bandwidth constraint. 
Th erefore, a MS normally works on WiFi mode, and switches to WiMAX 
mode when it is unable to fi nd any AP in its neighborhood. 

2.4.3 Mobility Patterns
Th e mobility patterns of a MS in a WiFi- and WiMAX-integrated network can be 
categorized into two groups according to the MS’s presence before and after moving. 

Figure 2.9 Architecture of the WiFi- and WiMAX-integrated network.
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Th e fi rst group is a MS moving out of an AP (MO-from-AP), and the second group 
is a MS moving out of a RS (MO-from-RS). 

Th e MO-from-AP group contains four moving cases, numbered (1) to (4) in 
Figure 2.9. Case (1) is MS1 under AP1, which connects to RS1, moving into AP2, 
which also connects to RS1. Case (2) is MS1 under AP1, which connects to RS1, 
moving into AP3, which connects to RS2. Cases (3) and (4) are MS1 under AP1, 
which connect to RS1, moving into the coverage areas of RS1 and RS2, and then 
associating with RS1 and RS2, respectively. Note that in cases (3) and (4), MS1 
changes its interface from WiFi to WiMAX.

Th e MO-from-RS group contains three moving cases, numbered (5) to (7) in 
Figure 2.9. MS2 originally locates in the coverage of RS2 and establishes a connec-
tion link with RS2. In case (5), MS2 moves into AP3 and then associates with AP3, 
which also belongs to RS2. In case (6), MS2 moves into AP1 and then associates 
with AP1, which belongs to a diff erent RS1. MS2 changes its interface from WiMAX 
to WiFi in cases (5) and (6). In case (7), MS2 moves from RS2 to RS1.

2.4.4 Technical Challenges for Handover
Technical challenges of handover include connectivity, location management, routing, 
seamless mobility, mobility context management, paging, network composition, 
and migration [5]. Next, we concentrate on the connectivity requirements. Th e 
radio link condition can be one of the essential events to trigger handover. So 
 triggering process contains collecting and identifying various signal strength-related 
events. A MS in homogeneous networks can initiate a handover when the carrier-
to-interference ratio or the received signal strength (RSS) falls below a specifi ed 
threshold. Th is is known as horizontal handover. However, when a MS can move 
between WiFi and WiMAX networks, vertical handover happens.

Vertical handover has the following characteristics [6,7]. First, when a MS moves 
from a WiMAX network to a WiFi network, it may not know that it has entered 
a WiFi network. Some decision algorithms based on subjective criteria, such as 
energy cost, would be necessary for the handover decision. Second, in vertical 
 handover, because the signal qualities in WiFi and WiMAX networks are hetero-
geneous, these signals cannot be compared directly. Finally, the metrics for making 
a handover  decision may involve not only the PHY layer parameters, but also the 
network conditions from upper layers, for example, available bandwidth and delay, 
and user preference.

Based on the aforementioned observations, we list some design requirements for 
handover between WiFi and WiMAX networks:

Reducing unnecessary handovers to avoid overloading the network with 
 signaling traffi  c.
Maximizing the network utilization and minimizing users’ energy consumption.

�

�
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Avoiding moving into a congested network.
Smooth and fast handover.
Providing applications with the required degrees of QoS.

2.4.5 Energy-Aware Vertical Handover
Next, we propose a vertical handover scheme, which is able to effi  ciently use MS’s 
energy while considering its bandwidth requirements. Our scheme is both energy- 
and bandwidth-aware. Let us consider the MO-from-AP mobility group. When a 
MS moves out of its serving AP, it has to choose another target access station. Two 
possible target points of attachments can be chosen: AP and RS. Th e handover 
 process consists of the following phases:

Triggering phase: When the MS fi nds that the value of RSS from its serving 
AP is lower than some thresholds, it will enter the next scanning neighboring 
AP phase. 
Scanning neighboring AP phase: Because the MS prefers to use the WiFi chan-
nel over the WiMAX channel for the sake of saving power, the MS will scan 
neighboring APs fi rst. If an AP is found, it will go to the handover decision 
phase. Otherwise, the next scanning neighboring RS phase will be executed.
Scanning neighboring RS phase: When the MS fi nds that its energy remains is 
above a threshold, it will turn on its WiMAX interface to scan neighboring 
RSs. If a RS is found, it will go to the handover decision phase. Otherwise, it 
will get back to the triggering phase.
Handover decision phase: A decision algorithm will be applied to select a target 
point of attachment for handover.
Performing handover phase: Th e MS initiates handover to the target access 
station, which contains re-establishment of connection links, data streams 
synchronization, and cross networks authentication between WiFi and 
WiMAX networks.

Th e handover process for the MO-from-RS mobility group is similar to the 
MO-from-AP group, except that in the triggering and scanning phases, the MS will 
decide to check neighboring APs only if its remaining energy is above a threshold.

Next, we will explain the details of triggering process and handover decision. 
Depending on the MS’s current network, the triggering process splits into two 
branches as illustrated in Figure 2.10. Th e following parameters are used in the 
process:

PowerMS: Th e remaining energy of a MS.
P-MOAP: Th e probability that a MS may move out of its current serving AP.
TAP: Th e probability threshold to trigger handover in the MO-from-AP 
mobility.

�
�
�
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TAPPower: Th e power threshold for a MS to turn on its WiMAX interface in the 
MO-from-AP mobility case.
P-MORS: Th e probability that a MS may move out of its current serving RS.
TRS: Th e probability threshold to trigger handover in the MO-from-RS 
mobility.
TRSPower: Th e power threshold of a MS to turn on its WiFi interface in the 
MO-from-RS mobility case.

Consider the MO-from-AP mobility scenario (refer to the left branch in 
Fig. 2.10). An MS will periodically measure the RSS to estimate its current 
P-MOAP. Th e MS then compares the values of P-MOAP and TAP. If P-MOAP > TAP, 
the MS will scan neighboring APs. If any AP is found, the triggering process is 
 terminated and a handover decision will be made. Otherwise, the MS will compare 
its PowerMS against TAPPower, Th e MS will turn on its WiMAX interface to search for 
neighboring RSs if PowerMS > TAPPower.

�

�
�

�

Figure 2.10 Proposed triggering process for energy-aware vertical handover.
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Next, consider the MO-from-RS mobility scenario (refer to the right branch in 
Fig. 2.10). Similarly, a MS will periodically measure the RSS to estimate its P-MORS. 
If it fi nds that P-MORS > TRS, the MS will scan neighboring RSs. If any RS is 
found, the triggering process is terminated and a handover decision will be made. 
If no RS is found or P-MORS =< TRS, the MS will check whether PowerMS is above 
the threshold TRSPower or not. If so, the MS will turn on its WiFi interface to search 
for neighboring APs.

After this triggering, the handover decision algorithm will select a target point 
of attachment for the MS. Th ere are four cases of handover, namely AP-to-RS, AP-
to-AP, RS-to-RS, and RS-to-AP. Th e decision will be based on the scanning results. 
We suggest to use two cost functions, f and g, to estimate the qualities of the 
scanned AP and RS, respectively. Th e bandwidth BWAPi

 of APi can be estimated 
by its current contention probability (PC), and its current workload (α): BWAPi

 = 
f {PC (APi), α(APi)}. Th e BWRSi

 of RSi can be estimated by the density of deployed 
APs inside the coverage area of RSi (DAP), and the current workload of RSi (α): 
BWRSi

 = g {DAP (RSi), α(RSi)}. Th en the AP or RS with the highest BW value will 
be selected as the target point of attachment of the MS. One possible way to design 
functions f and g is to give some weights to the parameters in them. However, this 
still deserves further investigation.

2.5 Conclusion and Future Work 
We have reviewed important aspects of the current development of WiMAX. We 
have also pointed out an important direction of WiFi and WiMAX integration. In 
the converged WiFi- and WiMAX-integrated networks, designing an effi  cient 
 vertical handover scheme is critical for the overall system performance. We have 
proposed a bandwidth- and energy-aware vertical handover scheme, which takes 
into account both MSs’ remaining energy and their bandwidth requirements. Th e 
proposed scheme has potential to provide ubiquitous broadband access for real-time 
streaming services. For future work, one direction is to apply adaptive thresholds 
for MS’s remaining energy to balance energy and bandwidth considerations. Th e 
other direction is to consider the density of APs inside the coverage area of RS as a 
parameter to decide how frequently a MS should scan neighboring APs.
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Chapter 3

QoS Support in IEEE 
802.16-Based Broadband 
Wireless Networks

Hsi-Lu Chao and Yi-Bing Lin

Th is chapter focuses on quality of service (QoS) support in IEEE 802.16-based 
 systems. We fi rst introduce the WiMAX architecture, and the components of 
Medium Access Control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers. Th en we describe some 
protocols proposed to fulfi ll QoS support, including goodput estimation, link 
adaptation, connection admission control (CAC), and scheduling. In addition, we 
show the performances of the introduced protocols through simulation results.

3.1 Introduction
Th e rapid growth in demanding high-speed and high-quality multimedia com-
munications creates opportunities and challenges for next-generation wireless net-
work designs. Multimedia communications entail diverse QoS requirements for 
applications including, for example, voice and real-time video. Th erefore, provid-
ing QoS-guaranteed services is essential for future wireless networks. IEEE 802.16 
is a next-generation broadband wireless access (BWA) network standard, which 
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defi nes PHY and MAC layers to support multiple services with point-to-multi-
point (PMP) BWA [1,2]. IEEE 802.16 is broadly applicable to systems operating 
between 2 and 66 GHz and is capable of supporting large capacity, high-data rate, 
and advanced multimedia services. However, some QoS-related issues such as 
bandwidth allocation (BA), CAC, and scheduling are still open to IEEE 802.
16-based wireless systems.

In this chapter, we introduce general concepts of PHY and MAC layers, and 
then explore protocols designed to achieve QoS guarantee.

3.2 IEEE 802.16 Architecture
Th e IEEE 802.16 architecture includes the following advantages:

 1. Flexibility: Th e MAC defi ned in IEEE 802.16 is capable of working with 
multiple PHY technologies.

 2. Modularity: Both IEEE 802.16 MAC and PHY have a set of mandatory and 
optional features for fi xed and mobile confi gurations. Th e optional features 
are negotiable between Base Stations (BSs) and Subscriber Stations (SSs).

 3. Versatility: Th e IEEE 802.16 MAC supports various payload types by defi n-
ing several convergence sublayers (CSs) and a standard interface between the 
core MAC and CSs.

 4. Subscriber-level PHY adaptation: Th e IEEE 802.16 PHY allows a variety of 
parameters setups for an SS to adaptively select a suitable service level.

 5. QoS capability: Th e IEEE 802.16 defi nes multiple QoS service types. For 
each service type, several parameters (such as minimum reserved traffi  c rate 
and maximum sustained traffi  c rate) are used to defi ne the behavior of a spe-
cifi c fl ow.

3.2.1 Reference Model
Th e IEEE 802.16 standard defi nes both the MAC and PHY layers through the data 
and the management planes. Th e data plane defi nes how information is encapsu-
lated/decapsulated in the MAC layer and modulated/demodulated by the PHY layer. 
A set of control functions supports various confi gurations and operations. Th e man-
agement plane is responsible for classifi cation, security, QoS, and connection setup. 
Figure 3.1 shows the IEEE 802.16 reference model. Th ere are three sublayers in 
IEEE 802.16 MAC layer: service-specifi c CS (Fig. 3.1a), the MAC common part 
sublayer (MAC CPS; Fig. 3.1b), and the security sublayer (Fig. 3.1c).

A service-specifi c CS performs functions that are specifi c to the higher layer 
protocols it supports. Th e IEEE 802.16 currently supports a set of CSs to interface 
with IP, Ethernet, and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) protocol layers.
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Th e MAC CPS provides the medium access, connection management, and 
QoS functions that are independent of specifi c CSs. In particular, the MAC CPS 
receives MAC service data units (MSDUs) from the CS and transforms them into 
MAC protocol data units (MPDUs).

Th e security sublayer provides privacy and protection through encryption, 
decryption, and authentication. Details will be elaborated in Section 3.3.

Th e MAC CPS interfaces with several PHYs through the PHY service access 
point (SAP). Th e MAC CPS may receive MSDUs from multiple MAC CSs. Each 
MAC CPS instance is expected to support only one specifi c PHY implementation.

Th e management plane consists of four management entities corresponding to 
the CS, CPS, security sublayer, and the PHY. Th e IEEE 802.16 does not specify the 
details of the management plane. However, specifi c interfaces and messages may be 
discussed and then standardized to support management functions in IEEE 802.16 
amendments. For example, IEEE 802.16g [3] amendment emphasizes on the 
 procedures and services of the management plane.

3.2.2 Frame Structure
IEEE 802.16 supports both time division duplex (TDD) and frequency division 
duplex (FDD). As shown in Figure 3.2, a TDD frame is divided into a downlink 

Figure 3.1 IEEE 802.16 reference model for physical (PHY) and Medium Access 
Control (MAC) layers.
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(DL) subframe and an uplink (UL) subframe. Th e numbers of time slots in UL and 
DL subframes are adjustable on a per-frame basis according to system parameter 
setups (such as QoS demands of DL and UL traffi  c). Th e BS broadcasts downlink 
map (DL-MAP) and uplink map (UL-MAP) messages at the beginning of each 
frame to inform the SSs of DL and UL allocation. Th ere is a receive-transmit transi-
tion gap (RTG) between the UL subframe and the subsequent DL subframe, and 
the duration of RTG depends on the selected PHY implementation. A BS will 
switch from the receiving mode to the transmitting mode, and a SS will switch 
from the transmitting mode to the receiving mode within this gap. Similarly, 
a transmit-receive transition gap (TTG) is required between a DL subframe and 
the subsequent UL subframe.

In an FDD system, the UL and DL channels are located in separate fre-
quency bands. To simplify the BA algorithm, frame duration is fi xed for both 
UL and DL transmissions. Th e system can simultaneously support full-duplex 
and half-duplex SSs. A full-duplex SS can transmit and receive data at the same 
time (Fig. 3.3a). Contrarily, a half-duplex SS can either transmit or receive data 
but not both (Fig. 3.3b). Th erefore, the bandwidth controller shall not allocate 
UL bandwidth for a half-duplex SS when it is expected to receive data on the 
DL channel. A BS uses broadcast time period to send all SSs the DL-MAP and 
UL-MAP (Fig. 3.3c).

3.3 MAC Layer
Th e IEEE 802.16 MAC layer is similar to those in the Data Over Cable Service 
Interface Specifi cation (DOCSIS) standards [3,4]. Operations defi ned in the IEEE 
802.16 MAC include network entry and initiation, PHY maintenance, QoS service 
fl ows, security, Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), and Hybrid Automatic Repeat 
reQuest (HARQ).

Figure 3.2 IEEE 802.16 time division duplex (TDD) frame structure.
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3.3.1 Security
To provide privacy, authentication, and protection, the IEEE 802.16 security 
sublayer defi nes two protocols:

 1.  An encryption protocol is utilized for encrypting MAC PDU payload. All 
MAC management messages are sent in plain text.

 2.  A private key management (PKM) protocol is for secure distribution of 
key establishment between a BS and an SS.

In IEEE 802.16, the PKM protocol is a two-tier mechanism. Th e SS and the BS 
establish a shared secret [i.e., authorization key (AK)] through the fi rst-tier mecha-
nism; the shared secret is then used to secure subsequent PKM exchange in the 
second-tier mechanism. Th e security tasks are achieved through PKM request 
(PKM-REQ) and PKM response (PKM-RSP) message exchange. PKM-REQ mes-
sages are sent from an SS to the BS; PKM-RSP is sent from the BS to the SS.

3.3.2 Network Entry and Initiation
When an SS is powered on, it starts the network entry and initiation process. 
Th rough this process, the SS obtains all required addresses and parameters used to 
communicate with the network. Th e process consists of six phases described as 
follows:

 1. DL channel scanning and synchronization. As shown in Figure 3.4a, an SS fi rst 
scans the possible channels of the operating DL frequency band until a valid 
DL signal is found. A BS shall periodically transmit downlink channel 

Figure 3.3 Example of bandwidth allocation in a frequency division duplex 
(FDD) system.
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Figure 3.4 Network entry and initiation process.
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descriptor (DCD) and uplink channel descriptor (UCD) messages to defi ne 
the characteristics of a DL channel and an UL channel, respectively. From 
the received DCD and UCD messages, the SS determines the DL and the UL 
transmission parameters.

An SS maintains synchronization at both the PHY and the MAC layers. 
To maintain PHY synchronization, the SS keeps receiving DCD or UCD 
messages. Similarly, to achieve MAC synchronization, the SS must continue 
receiving the DL-MAP and DCD messages. If the DL-MAPs or DCD mes-
sages are not received for a predefi ned time interval, the SS should conduct 
the synchronization procedure again.

 2. Initial ranging and registration. Th e ranging process acquires the correct 
timing off set and power adjustment for an SS to align transmissions. Th e BS 
allocates an initial ranging interval which consists of several time slots, and 
an SS will send a ranging request (RNG-REQ) to the BS at a randomly 
selected slot. If this RNG-REQ is correctly received, the BS replies a ranging 
response (RNG-RSP) to specify the timing off set and power for the SS 
(Fig. 3.4b). After exchanging RNG-REQ and RNG-RSP messages, two 
management connections identifi ed by unique connection identifi cations 
(CIDs) are established between the BS and the SS. One is the basic manage-
ment connection used to exchange short and time-urgent MAC management 
messages; the other is the primary management connection used to exchange 
longer and more delay-tolerant MAC management messages.

It is possible that two SSs send their RNG-REQs at the same slot, and the 
BS can decode none of the messages. In such situation, the BS will not 
respond, and the SSs need to resend the RNG-REQ after waiting for a ran-
domly selected number of initial ranging slots.

An SS also needs to perform registration by sending a registration request 
(REG-REQ) message. Th e BS will authorize the registration with a response 
(REG-RSP) message (Fig. 3.4b). In this process, the SS and the BS can further 
negotiate operational MAC parameters and an optional secondary manage-
ment CID. Besides the primary management connection, a secondary man-
agement connection is used to transfer standard-based protocol messages by 
the BS and the SS. Examples of standard-based protocols are dynamic host 
confi guration protocol (DHCP) and trivial fi le transfer protocol (TFTP).

 3. Capability negotiation. After adjusting timing and power, the SS and the BS 
need to negotiate optional parameters including maximum transmit power, 
modulation schemes, forward error correction (FEC) codes, and BA schemes. 
An SS informs the BS of its basic capabilities by sending an SS basic capability 
request (SBC-REQ). After successful decoding of that message, the BS replies 
with an SS basic capability response (SBC-RSP) to the SS (Fig. 3.4b).

 4. Authorization, security association (SA) establishment, and key exchange. An SS 
starts the device authorization process by sending an authentication informa-
tion message, which contains the SS manufacturer’s X.509 [4] certifi cate, 
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to the BS (Fig. 3.4c). After passing the authentication, the SS and the authen-
tication, authorization, and accounting (AAA) server independently create a 
same master session key (MSK) to proceed to the authorization process, and 
this MSK is further sent from the AAA server to the authenticator [i.e., the 
access service network gateway (ASN-GW)]. Upon the receipt of MSK, the 
ASN-GW generates a pair-wise master key (PMK). Together with both MSK 
and PMK and other information, the SS and the ASN-GW independently 
generate an authentication key (AK). Th e ASN-GW then sends the AK to the 
BS. Based on the generated AK, the SS further sends a digitally signed key 
request message to the BS to acquire a traffi  c encryption key (TEK) for each 
SA. After receiving the key reply message sent from the BS, the SS can start 
the next steps.

 5. IP connectivity establishment. As shown in Figure 3.4d, through the DHCP 
mechanism, an SS obtains an IP address and other parameters needed to 
establish IP connectivity. Th e SS fi rst broadcasts a DHCP request. Th e BS 
then off ers the SS a list of DHCP servers. After choosing a DHCP server, the 
SS sends a DHCP request message to that server. Th e IP connectivity is estab-
lished when the SS receives the corresponding DHCP response message.

 6. Dynamic service establishment. Before data delivery, dynamic service establish-
ment is exercised to activate service fl ows. Th ere are three types of dynamic 
service establishment: dynamic service addition (DSA), dynamic service 
change (DSC), and dynamic service deletion (DSD). Both DSA and DSC are 
three-way handshakes (Fig. 3.4e). Either an SS or a BS can initiate a DSA 
(or a DSC) to create (or change parameters) a new (or an existing) service 
fl ow. An SS or a BS deletes an existing service fl ow by sending a DSD-REQ 
message, and a DSD-RSP message is generated in response to a received 
DSD-REQ message.

3.3.3 Scheduling Services
Scheduling services represent data handling mechanisms supported in IEEE 802.16 
MAC. To support QoS, IEEE 802.16 MAC utilizes two types of scheduling: 
outbound transmission scheduling and UL request/grant scheduling.

 1. Outbound transmission scheduling is utilized by an SS or a BS to select a 
data for UL or DL transmission in a particular frame. Th e SS and the BS can 
choose a same or diff erent transmission scheduling mechanisms.

 2. UL request/grant scheduling is performed at a BS to provide each subordi-
nate SS with bandwidth for UL transmissions or opportunities to send band-
width-request (BW-REQ) messages. A service fl ow’s service class and QoS 
parameters are carried in the BW-REQ. Based on the received message, the 
BS provides polls or grants at the appropriate times.
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In IEEE 802.16, each connection is associated with one of fi ve service classes:

 1. Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS) supports constant bit-rate (CBR) or CBR-
like fl ows such as VoIP. Th ese applications require constant BA.

 2. Real-Time Polling Service (rtPS) supports real-time variable bit-rate (VBR)-
like fl ows such as Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) video, or telecon-
ference. Th ese applications have specifi c bandwidth requirements as well as a 
deadline (maximum delay). Late packets that miss the deadlines will be 
discarded.

 3. Non-Real-Time Polling Service (nrtPS) supports non-real-time fl ows which 
require better QoS than the Best Eff ort (BE) service. Th e nrtPS applications 
are time-insensitive and require minimum BA. An example is bandwidth-
insensitive fi le transfer.

 4. Best Eff ort (BE) service supports BE traffi  c such as Hyper Text Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP). Th ere is no QoS guarantee. An application in this service 
fl ow is allocated the available bandwidth only after the bandwidth requests 
from the previous three service fl ows have been satisfi ed.

 5. Enhanced Real-Time Polling Service (ertPS) is defi ned in IEEE 802.16e to 
support VoIP with silence suppression or real-time services with variable bit-
rates. Th e diff erence between UGS and ertPS is that in ertPS a BS provides a 
mechanism for an SS or a Mobile Station (MS) to dynamically change its UL 
allocation to improve the overall radio resource utilization.

For UGS, the amount of allocated bandwidth is fi xed, and BW-REQ is not 
required; for rtPS class, a BS provides unicast request opportunities for an SS to 
send its BW-REQ at a predefi ned interval. In other words, the BS periodically polls 
the SS to allocate the UL bandwidth demand. In rtPS, an SS can transmit a BW-
REQ message for the nrtPS class through polling mechanism. In addition, the SS 
is allowed to use contention request opportunities to send a BW-REQ message. 
BW-REQ messages of BE class can only be transmitted through contention request 
opportunities. For ertPS, BW-REQ is used for an MS to modify its UL allocation 
demand. Th e current packet queue size is represented as the bandwidth demand in 
a BW-REQ message. An SS transmits a BW-REQ message for each connection and 
the BS only replies one bandwidth-grant message for each class of the SS.

Th e IEEE 802.16 defi nes the signaling mechanism for information exchange 
between BS and SS (such as connection setup, BW-REQ, and UL-MAP), and the 
UL scheduling for UGS service fl ows. However, IEEE 802.16 does not defi ne the 
UL scheduling for rtPS, nrtPS, and BE service fl ows, neither the admission control 
nor the traffi  c policing process.

Figure 3.5 shows the existing IEEE 802.16 QoS architecture, where the blocks 
with dashed line show the undefi ned parts in IEEE 802.16. An application is 
treated as a traffi  c fl ow (Fig. 3.5a) in this architecture. As the MAC protocol defi ned 
in IEEE 802.16 is connection oriented, each traffi  c fl ow needs to establish the 
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 connection with its BS as well as the associated service fl ow (UGS, ertPS, rtPS, 
nrtPS, or BE), and specifi es its QoS demand through parameters such as minimum 
reserved rate, maximum sustained rate, delay, and jitter. Th e BS performs CAC 
(Fig. 3.5e) mechanism to ensure that the QoS of the new connection is guaranteed. 
If the new connection can be accepted, the BS assigns it a unique CID. After 
obtaining a valid CID, the connection starts to generate packets and these packets 
are processed through traffi  c policing (Fig. 3.5b) to fi t the agreed QoS profi le. All 
packets are then classifi ed based on their CIDs and forwarded to the appropriate 
packet queues (Fig. 3.5c). At the SS, the scheduler (Fig. 3.5d) will retrieve the pack-
ets from the queues and transmit them to the network in the time slots specifi ed by 
the UL-MAP sent from the BS to the SS. Th e UL-MAP is determined by the BS’s 
scheduler (Fig. 3.5f ) based on the BW-REQ messages that report the current queue 
size of each connection in the SS.

3.4 PHY Layer
Th ere are four PHY specifi cations for IEEE 802.16 BWA systems, including 
WirelessMAN-SC PHY, WirelessMAN-SCa PHY, WirelessMAN-OFDM PHY 
(OFDM-PHY), and WirelessMAN-OFDMA PHY [1,2]. In this chapter, we focus 
on WirelessMAN OFDM PHY that is based on orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (OFDM) modulation and designed for non-line-of-sight (NLOS) 
operation in frequency bands below 11 GHz.

Figure 3.5 IEEE 802.16 quality-of-service (QoS) architecture.
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To support link adaptation, the IEEE 802.16 OFDM-PHY provides seven 
mandatory PHY modes with various modulation schemes and coding rates. Details 
of these PHY modes are listed in Table 3.1.

In OFDM-PHY, the forward error control (FEC) consists of a Reed-Solomon 
(RS) outer code and a rate-compatible convolutional inner code. Th e block dia-
gram of FEC operations is shown in Figure 3.6, where input data bits are fi rst 
coded in sequence by the RS encoder and convolutional-code encoder (CC 
encoder). After interleaving, these encoded data frames are transmitted on the 
radio channel with an error probability Pc. At the receiving side, a reverse process 
(including deinterleaving and decoding) is executed to obtain the original data 
bits. As the deinterleaving process only changes the order of received data, the 
error probability is intact. When passing through the CC-decoder and the 

Table 3.1 Seven PHY Modes of IEEE 802.16 OFDM-PHY

Mode
Data Rate

(Mbps) Modulation
Bytes Per 
Symbol

Overall 
Code Rate RS Code

CC Code 
Rate

1 3.9544 BPSK 12 1/2 (12,12,0) 1/2

2 7.9096 QPSK 24 1/2 (32,24,4) 2/3

3 11.8648 QPSK 36 3/4 (40,36,2) 5/6

4 15.82 16-QAM 48 1/2 (64,48,8) 2/3

5 23.7304 16-QAM 72 3/4 (80,72,4) 5/6

6 31.6408 64-QAM 96 2/3 (108,96,6) 3/4

7 35.596 64-QAM 108 3/4 (120,108,6) 5/6

Abbreviations:  PHY, physical; OFDM, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing; 
RS, Reed-Solomon; CC, convolutional code.

Figure 3.6 Block diagram of forward error correction (FEC) operations.
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RS-decoder, some errors may be corrected, which results in lower error rates, indi-
cated as Ps and Pbe, respectively. Th ese two measures can be used to estimate the 
wireless link’s goodput.

Th e goodput is the expected bandwidth excluding all overheads (such as MAC/
PHY overheads, acknowledgments, and retransmissions). Th e goodput of IEEE 
802.16 OFDM-PHY can be investigated through the bit error probability in the 
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel model. Based on this bit error rate, 
the corresponding bit error probability Pcb after CC-decode processing can be 
approximated as [5–7]
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where a is the number of bits input into the CC-encoder, df is the free distance 
of the convolutional code in a specifi c PHY mode, ck is the number of error bits 
that occur in all incorrect paths in the trellis that diff er from the correct path 
in exactly k positions, and Pk is the probability that an incorrect path at dis-
tance k from the correct path is chosen by the Viterbi decoder. From [5], Pk is 
expressed as
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An upper bound of the RS symbol error rate before RS-decoding for symbol in  
Galois Field, F(2b) is given as

 PS ≤ bPcb , (3.3)

where b is a positive integer. In IEEE 802.16 OFDM−PHY, b = 8 [8]. Th is symbol 
error rate is used to calculate an upper bound of the overall bit error rate Pbe after 
RS-decoding, as listed in Equation 3.4.
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where T is the maximum number of bits that can be corrected in each RS code 
block, and n is the number of bits in each block.
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We can use Equation 3.4 to estimate packet error probability Ppe as

 Ppe = 1 − (1-Pbe)B, (3.5)

where B is the packet size.
For PHY mode m, the estimated goodput Gm is expressed in Equation 3.6 by 

using Equation 3.5:
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In Equation 3.6, Sm,frame_UL and Sm,frame_DL represent the numbers of symbols of an 
UL and a DL subframes at PHY mode m, respectively. Similarly, Sm,control_UL and 
Sm,control_DL are the numbers of symbols of UL and DL control overheads at PHY 
mode m. Tframe is the frame duration and BL is the payload size within a packet, and 
lm is the number of bytes per symbol of PHY mode m. Th e simulated error perfor-
mances for all PHY modes are shown in Figure 3.7. Th e x- and y-axes are the 
measured Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) (denoted as Eb/N0) and the packet error 
rate (PER), respectively. As expected, for the same PER value, high-data-rate PHY 

Figure 3.7 Error performance in the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 
channel.
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Figure 3.8 Goodput performance versus Eb/N0 in the additive white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN) channel.

mode (e.g., mode 7) needs better channel quality as compared with low-data-rate 
PHY mode (e.g., mode 1). Figure 3.8 shows the goodput performance of OFDM-
PHY upon diff erent channel conditions. Th e maximum goodputs in Mbps of 
modes 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are 6.9, 14, 20.9, 27.9, and 31.3, respectively.

Table 3.1 indicates that some modulations (e.g., 64-QAM) are capable of send-
ing more bits per symbol and thus have higher throughputs (see the mode 7 curve 
in Fig. 3.7). However, these modulations must be operated with better SNRs to 
overcome interferences and fading. Selection of PHY mode impacts on a system’s 
goodput and QoS guarantee. Th is issue can be resolved by link adaptation that 
selects one out of multiple available transmission rates at a given time. Factors for 
PHY mode selection include the distance from the BS and the current channel 
condition. Figure 3.9 illustrates a general relationship between distance from the 
BS and the corresponding channel condition. As the distance between a specifi c SS 
and the BS increases, the signals fade more seriously, and lower adopted modula-
tion should be selected to avoid high error rate. On the other hand, when the link 
quality between an SS and the BS is good, the SS can choose high-data-rate mode 
to transmit data effi  ciently. Details of link adaptation can be found in [9,10].

Based on an end-to-end delay minimization criterion, a link adaptation scheme 
was proposed in [8]. Th is scheme uses Transport Control Protocol (TCP) delay as 
the link quality indicator to determine the SNR operation ranges for all typical 
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PHY transmission modes. By setting an acceptable end-to-end delay on the AWGN 
channel model, the study in [11] obtained the required SNR range for each PHY 
mode. Th erefore, based on current measured SNR value, the BS can suggest a 
 suitable PHY mode to satisfy the QoS demand of the SS.

In [9], an SS informs the BS of a connection QoS demand by specifying PER. 
Th e BS then calculates the corresponding SNR operation range for each PHY 
mode. In this approach, the BS should keep measuring SNR value of the radio 
channel of the SS, and dynamically suggest appropriate PHY modes for the SS.

3.5 CAC and Scheduling
Based on an admission control policy in the BS, the CAC scheme ensures that the 
QoS of existing connections are not degraded signifi cantly while new connection’s 
QoS is satisfi ed.

In [10], a simple admission control was proposed by using the minimum 
reserved rate as the control criterion. Th e BS collects all DSA/DSC/DSD requests 
and updates the estimated available bandwidth (Ca) based on bandwidth change. 
Suppose that there are I classes of service and the ith class of service has Ji connec-
tions. Th e available bandwidth can be expressed as
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Figure 3.9 General relationship between distance and modulation.
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where rmin(i,j) is the minimum reserved rate of the jth connection in the ith service 
class, and Ctotal is the total capacity of the wireless link. For connections whose rmin 
are equal to zero, they are always admitted without any QoS guarantee. When a 
new service fl ow request arrives or an old service fl ow requests to change its QoS, 
the recalculated Ca should not be negative when the request is accepted.

Scheduling determines the service order of packets according to the selected 
metrics including packet timestamp, delay, and cumulative credit. It allows data 
fl ows to share the resources in a designated form such as fair or weighted share.

Existing scheduling algorithms for IEEE 802.16 can be classifi ed into two cate-
gories: class-based [12,13] and connection-based [14]. In class-based scheduling 
algorithms, each service class is assigned a unique priority level, and resources are 
fi rst allocated to the fl ows belonging to the highest priority class, followed by those 
with lower priorities. For connection-based scheduling algorithms, resource alloca-
tion is based on connection’s satisfaction, where the most unsatisfi ed connection 
has the highest priority to transmit packets.

3.5.1 Class-Based Scheduling
To support various types of service fl ows (UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE), an UL sched-
uling was introduced in [12,13]. Th is scheduling protocol combines Strict priority 
service discipline, earliest deadline fi rst (EDF), and weight fair queue (WFQ), as 
illustrated in Figure 3.10. Strict priority discipline ensures that the available band-
width is always allocated to the data fl ows from the highest priority to the lowest 
priority, that is, UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and then BE. A major drawback of strict priority 
is that higher priority connections may cause bandwidth starvation for the lower 
priority connections. To resolve this issue, one can implement traffi  c policing to 
force every connection to follow the agreed traffi  c behavior.

Th e BS allocates bandwidth to UGS fl ows at periodic intervals and this alloca-
tion is suffi  cient to guarantee their QoS requirements. As the BS off ers fi xed-size 
grants on a periodic basis [12,13], does not design a scheduling algorithm for UGS 
class (Fig. 3.11a). Th e intraclass scheduling protocol of rtPS service class is EDF, 
where all queued packets are sorted based on their deadlines in the increasing order; 
that is, the one with the earliest deadline will be scheduled fi rst (Fig. 3.11b). For 
nrtPS service class, the intraclass scheduling adopts WFQ, where resource share is 
based on a preset weight assigned to each connection (Fig. 3.11c). Finally, the 
remaining bandwidth is equally distributed to all BE connections (Fig. 3.11d).

3.5.2 Connection-Based Scheduling
A two-phase scheduling mechanism for IEEE 802.16, named two-tier slot alloca-
tion (2TSA), is introduced in [14]. Th e fi rst-tier and second-tier scheduling are 
category-based and satisfaction degree-based, respectively. By comparing QoS 
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Figure 3.10 Throughput performance of 2TSA.

Figure 3.11 Hierarchical structure of class-based scheduling algorithm.
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demand and allocated bandwidth, the BS classifi es all connections into three 
categories: over-satisfi ed, satisfi ed, and under-satisfi ed. In this mechanism, each 
connection is associated with a dynamically calculated satisfaction degree. Th e 
scheduling priority in the fi rst-tier adopts the concept of strict priority. Specifi cally, 
the BS fi rst allocates the bandwidth to service fl ows of unsatisfi ed category, followed 
by satisfi ed category, and fi nally over-satisfi ed category. To perform the second-tier 
scheduling, the SS calculates each fl ow’s satisfaction degree. Among the fl ows of a 
category, the scheduling is exercised based on the increasing order of satisfaction 
degree.

Th e simulation results of 2TSA are shown in Figure 3.10. In this simulation 
experiment, each service class has seven service fl ows. Th e available UL bandwidth 
is 8 Mbps. Th e minimum reserved rate and maximum sustained rate of rtPS, nrtPS, 
and BE are (500 kbps, 700 kbps), (300 kbps, 500 kbps), and (0, 200 kbps), respec-
tively. Th e fi gure indicates that 2TSA guarantees each service’s minimum QoS 
demand and appropriately distributes the available bandwidth to the three 
categories.

3.6 Conclusions
Th e IEEE 802.16 is a viable technology for wireless local and metropolitan area 
networks with high transmission rate and fl exible QoS support. In particular, it is 
a promising alternative for last mile access for those areas where installation of a 
cable-based infrastructure is economically infeasible. However, the IEEE 802.16 
specifi cations only defi ne fundamental components such as frame structures, 
authorization and authentication, and dynamic service creation change and dele-
tion. Cross-layer protocol designs are not elaborated to improve system throughput 
and to realize QoS support. In this chapter, we introduced CAC, scheduling good-
put estimation, and link adaptation protocol to illustrate the concept of PHY/MAC 
cross-layer design. Th e core network design for IEEE 802.16 is out of the scope of 
this chapter, and the reader is referred to [15] for the details.
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Chapter 4

Security in Fixed and 
Mobile IEEE 802.16 
Networks

Subbu Ponnuswamy, Todor Cooklev, Yang Xiao, 
and Krishna Sumanth Velidi

IEEE 802.16 standard specifi es air interfaces for fi xed and mobile point to multi-
point broadband wireless systems, including Medium Access Control (MAC) and 
physical (PHY) layers. Th e security sublayer of IEEE 802.16 provides subscribers 
with encryption and authentication services across broadband wireless networks. 
In addition, a digital-certifi cate-based Subscriber Station (SS) device authentica-
tion model provides operators with strong protection from theft of service. Th e 
security sublayer employs an authenticated client/server key management protocol 
in which a Base Station (BS), the server, controls distribution of keying material to 
clients, SSs. In this chapter, we provide an overview of the IEEE 802.16 security 
sublayer and detailed operation of Private Key Management (PKM) protocol 
 versions 1 and 2.
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4.1 Introduction
Security threats that can arise in any wireless network include the following:

 1. An unauthorized user can get access to a network by masquerading as a 
legitimate user. 

 2. An eavesdropper can listen to transmissions and decode the information. Th is 
information may be later replayed in its original or possibly modifi ed form. 

 3. An attacker can fl ood the network with spurious data, resulting in network 
overload and denial-of-service to authorized users. 

 4. An unauthorized user can be the man-in-the-middle, convincing part of 
the network that it is a client (e.g., SS), and convincing the other part of the 
network that it is a server (e.g., BS).

Th e security mechanisms in wireless networks should be designed to provide 
protection against these security threats. Encryption algorithms are at the founda-
tion of many of these security mechanisms in wireless networks.

4.1.1 Encryption Methods
A message to be encrypted is called plain text and the resulting encrypted message 
is called cipher text. Th e objective of encryption is to be practically impossible for 
an unauthorized party to understand the contents of the cipher text. Two main 
 categories of cryptographic systems are secret key and public key systems.

In secret key cryptographic systems, the sender uses a secret key for the encryp-
tion. Th e intended receiver recovers the plain text using the same key. It is the 
sharing of a secret (also known as shared key algorithm) that makes the commu-
nication secure. If an eavesdropper is able to reconstruct the key, this method will 
fail to provide security. 

Th e Data Encryption Standard (DES) was adopted in 1977 by the National 
Bureau of Standards, now National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). 
DES is a shared key cryptographic algorithm. In the encryption process, DES fi rst 
divides the data into blocks of 64 bits. Each block is separately encrypted into a 
block of 64-bit cipher text. Th e DES key is 56 bits. Th e encryption algorithm has 
19 steps. Each step has a 64-bit input and produces a 64-bit output. Th e fi rst step 
is a permutation independent of the key. Th e last step is a permutation that is the 
inverse of the initial permutation. Th e stage immediately before the last simply 
swaps the 32 bits on the left with the 32 bits on the right. Each of the remaining 16 
iterations performs the same processing, but uses a diff erent key. Th e key at every 
step is generated from the key at the previous step by applying a permutation, 
 circular rotation, and another permutation. Of the 56 bits, only 48 bits are used 
for the key at all iterations. Th e following operations are performed during every 
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iteration. First, the 64-bit input is divided into two equal portions, Li–1 and Ri–1. 
Th e output Li is equal to Ri–1. Th e right part of the output Ri is the result of a bitwise 
exclusive-or (XOR) of the left part of the input and a function of the key at the 
given iteration Ki and the right part of the input, that is, Ri = Li−1 ⊕ f (Ri−1, Ki). Th is 
is Electronic Codebook (ECB) mode of DES. Th e ECB mode may not be secure 
when the structure of a message is known to an attacker, as is typical in communi-
cation standards. Improvements to ECB are possible. One way to improve the 
 algorithm is at every step to XOR the current plain text block with the preceding 
cipher text block. Th e fi rst plain text block is XORed with an initialization vector 
(IV). Th is is the Cipher Block-Chaining (CBC) mode. Another problem with DES 
is that the 56-bit key is not suffi  ciently long for protection against brute-force 
attacks. An improvement called triple DES (3-DES) mitigates this problem. 3-DES 
uses two keys and therefore the total key length becomes 112 bits. According to 
3-DES cipher text C is produced from plain text P by 

 C = EK1(DK2(EK1(P))).

Th e corresponding decryption algorithm is 

 P = DK1(EK2(DK1(C))).

If the two keys are identical triple DES reduces to single DES. 
In 1997 NIST announced a public contest to select the successor of DES. In 

2001, the Rijandel proposal by Belgian scientists Rijmen and Daemen was selected 
as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Th e Rijndael algorithm encrypts 
128-bit blocks of data with keys of 128, 192, and 256 bits in length and can be 
implemented in a very effi  cient manner. AES can be used in many diff erent modes, 
including ECB, CBC, Cipher Feedback (CFB), Output Feedback (OFB), and 
Counter (CTR).

In public key cryptography, keys are not shared between a sender and a receiver. 
It relies on two diff erent keys, a public key and a private key. Encryption is per-
formed using the public key and decryption is performed by using the private key. 
Privacy is enforced as only the holder of the specifi c private key can decrypt an 
encrypted message. Th e Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman (RSA) 
algorithm is one of the most popular public key  algorithms. It is named after its 
inventors Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman. It is based on the fact that while it is simple 
to fi nd the product of two numbers, factorization is not simple. Th e public and 
 private keys are generated as follows. First, two large prime numbers p and q are 
chosen, where pq = n. Th en, a number e is found, which is relatively prime to (p − 1) 
(q − 1), and a number d is found so that de = 1 mod (p − 1) (q − 1). Th e public key is 
{e, n}, and the private key is {d, n}. Th is algorithm guarantees that for every 
 number P smaller than n, Pde = P mod n. Th e encryption operation is defi ned as 
C = Pe mod n and the decryption operation is defi ned as C d = P mod n.
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It should be noted that shared key algorithms are computationally simpler 
 compared with the public key algorithms. However, key management is often com-
plex with shared key algorithms. On the other hand, public key algorithms are 
computationally intensive. Public key algorithms simplify key management by 
requiring each user to have a secret private key and a public key that can be freely 
distributed. In practice, public key algorithms require certifi cates to verify that a 
given public key corresponds to a certain user.

4.1.2 Overview of IEEE 802.16
Th e IEEE 802.16 standard [1–3] defi nes air interfaces for fi xed and mobile broad-
band wireless systems, including the MAC and PHY layers. Th e MAC layer is 
further subdivided into three sublayers, namely convergence (CS) sublayer, com-
mon part sublayer (CPS), and security sublayer as shown in Figure 4.1. Th e CS 
sublayer receives packets from various higher-layer protocols, performs higher-
layer protocol-specifi c functions such as packet/frame classifi cation and header 
suppression, and encapsulates these packets into common IEEE 802.16 MAC 
Service Data Unit (MAC SDU) format. Th e MAC SDUs are then delivered to 
the CPS sublayer. Currently, two such CS sublayers are defi ned, namely the asyn-
chronous transfer mode (ATM) CS and packet CS. Additional CS sublayer can 
be easily added to the IEEE 802.16 MAC. For example the 802.16g amendment, 
currently under development, is adding a generic packet convergence sublayer 
(GPCS) that is independent of the higher-layer protocols, by defi ning a generic 
interface and allowing protocol-dependent functions to be performed  outside the 
MAC CS.

Th e CPS layer performs functions such as connection establishment, connec-
tion maintenance, media access, and quality of service (QoS) enforcement [4]. Th e 
security sublayer provides authentication, privacy, and confi dentiality services by 

Physical layer

Security
sublayer

Common part
sublayer

Convergence
sublayer

MAC

PHY

Figure 4.1 IEEE 802.16 sublayers.
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authenticating SS or BS and encrypting connections between SS and BS across the 
broadband wireless network. 

4.1.3 Acronyms and Defi nitions
In this subsection, we briefl y discuss some of the commonly used acronyms and 
defi nitions in this chapter.

Downlink (DL) and uplink (UL): It should be noted that the IEEE 802.16 
defi nes a framed PHY, where fi xed sized frames that repeat at regular inter-
vals are used. If frequency division duplexing (FDD) is used, a PHY frame 
may only carry information from the BS to the SS or vice versa. If time 
 division duplexing (TDD) is used, a PHY frame may carry information 
from BS to SS and vice versa. Th e term DL refers to the direction from the 
BS to the SS in fi xed and mobile 802.16 wireless networks. Similarly, the 
term UL refers to direction from the SS to the BS. When TDD is used, a 
PHY frame may be subdivided into DL and UL subframes, indicating the 
DL and UL portions, respectively.
DL-MAP and UL-MAP: IEEE 802.16 is a centrally managed system, where 
the DL and UL transmissions are allocated and scheduled by the BS. 
Th e DL-MAP describes the DL allocations in a PHY frame so that the 
receiving SSs can properly decode the DL portion of the frames. Similarly, 
the UL-MAP describes UL allocations so that the SSs can transmit at their 
allocated time.
Finite state machine (FSM): Th e term FSM is used in the traditional sense to 
denote various state machines used to represent and implement various parts 
of the system. An FSM consists of a fi nite number of states, state transitions, 
and specifi c actions (during entry, exit, input, and transition) at each state.
REQ/RSP messages: Th e IEEE 802.16 MAC defi nes a set of MAC management 
messages to support various MAC and PHY management functions that 
require exchanging messages between BS and SS. Each MAC management 
message is referred to by an abbreviated name. Some of the management mes-
sages are used for request–response protocols and the suffi  xes REQ and RSP 
are used to refer request and response messages, respectively. For example, the 
ranging request message is referred to as RNG-REQ. 

4.2 Security Sublayer Overview
Th e architecture of the security sublayer is shown in Figure 4.2. Th e security model 
of IEEE 802.16 is built around two major components, an encapsulation method 
and a key management protocol. 

�

�

�

�
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Th e encapsulation method defi nes the encryption and authentication methods. 
Th ese methods are defi ned in the form of cryptographic suites, where a suite is a 
pairing of an encryption algorithm and an authentication algorithm. Th e rules for 
applying these algorithms to the MAC Protocol Data Unit (PDU) are also defi ned 
by the encapsulation method. 

In the IEEE 802.16 authenticated client/server key management model, the 
 logical BS acts as a server for the keying material. Th e PKM protocol defi nes 
methods for secure distribution of keys from the server (BS) to all clients (SSs) and 
 synchronization of keys between the BS and SS. Th e BS also uses the PKM proto-
cols to enforce conditional access to the network services. Currently, two versions 
of the PKM protocol, PKMv1 and PKMv2 are defi ned in the IEEE 802.16 
standard.

PHY-SAP

PKM control management

EAP
(out of the scope

of 802.16)

Message
authentication

processing

Control message
processing

Traffic data
encryption/authentication

processing

RSA-based
authentication

Authorization/SA
control

EAP encapsulation/
decapsulation

Figure 4.2 Security sublayer architecture.
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4.2.1 IEEE 802.16 Encryption Overview
Encryption is only applied to the MAC PDU payload and the generic MAC header 
is not encrypted. It should be noted that in the IEEE 802.16 MAC, the MAC sub-
headers are considered part of the MAC PDU payload for encryption/decryption 
purposes. Th e generic MAC header carries information specifi c to the encapsulation 
method being used, in the encryption control and encryption key sequence fi elds. 
Th e MAC management messages are not encrypted.

Th e encryption capabilities of the SSs are communicated during the registra-
tion and connection setup process and the BS determines whether to allow a spe-
cifi c encryption for the connection based on the supported cryptographic suites and 
other provisioned parameters. Th e one-bit encryption control fi eld of the generic 
MAC header indicates if the MAC PDU that follows is encrypted or not.

Th e encryption modes supported in IEEE 802.16 are summarized in Table 4.1. 
Th e AES CTR and AES CBC modes were added as part of the IEEE 802.16e 
amendment. Th e AES CTR mode is used for encrypting Multicast Broadcast 
Services (MBS).

Th e supported cryptographic suites are shown in Table 4.2. A cryptographic 
suite defi nes the data encryption method, data authentication method, and the 
method for encrypting Traffi  c Encryption Keys (TEK).

4.2.2 PKM Protocol Overview
Th e PKM protocol is used for multiple purposes including, initial key distribu-
tion, key refresh, key synchronization, authentication, and reauthentication. Th e 
authentication protocol establishes a share secret between the BS and the SS, known 

Table 4.1 Supported Encryption Modes in IEEE 802.16

Encryption Mode Reference

DES in CBC mode DES algorithm [FIPS 46-3, FIPS 74, FIPS81]

AES in CCM mode AES algorithm [NIST Special Publication 800-38C, 
FIPS-197]

AES in CTR mode AES algorithm [NIST Special Publication 800-38A, 
FIPS 197, RFC 3686]

AES in CBC mode AES algorithm [NIST Special Publication 800-38A, 
FIPS 197, RFC 3686]

Abbreviations:  DES, Data Encryption Standard; AES, Advanced Encryption 
Standard; CBC, Cipher Block-Chaining; CCM, CTR and 
CBC modes; CTR, Counter; NIST, National Institute of 
Standards and Technology.
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as the Authorization Key (AK). Once this AK is established, other encryption and 
authentication keys are derived from this AK to secure subsequent exchange of 
PKM messages. Th is two-tiered process avoids the computationally expensive pro-
cess of deriving the AK for every key refresh.

For the initial distribution and subsequent refreshing of keying material, the PKM 
protocol follows the typical client/server model. Th e PKM client (SS) requests keying 
material and the PKM server (BS) responds with the keys, if the client is authorized 
to obtain the requested keys. Th e PKM-REQ and PKM-RSP MAC management 
messages are used to exchange PKM messages between the client and the server.

Th e PKMv1 protocol defi ned in the IEEE 802.16-2004 1 supports RSA-based 
authentication of the SS, key distribution, key refresh, key synchronization, and 
reauthentication. Th e PKMv2 protocol, introduced as part of the IEEE 802.16e-
2005 amendment 1, supports additional features such as a new key hierarchy, 
Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)-based authentication, mutual authenti-
cation, new encryption methods, AES key wraps for secure distribution of keys, 
and security for MBS.

4.2.3 Authentication Overview
Th e PKM protocol supports both unilateral and mutual authentication. In the uni-
lateral authentication model, the BS may authenticate the SS, but not vice versa. In 
mutual authentication, both BS and SS authenticate each other. Th e PKM protocol 

Table 4.2 Supported Cryptographic Suites in 802.16

Data Encryption/Key 
Length (Bits)

Data 
Authentication

TEK Encryption/Key 
Length (Bits)

None None 3-DES/128

DES CBC/56 None 3-DES/128

None None RSA/1024

DES CBC/56 None RSA/1024

AES CCM/128 AES CCM/128 AES ECB/128

AES CCM/128 AES CCM/128 AES key wrap/128

AES CBC/128 None AES ECB/128

AES CTR/128 None AES ECB/128

AES CTR/128 None AES key wrap/128

Abbreviations:  DES, Data Encryption Standard; AES, Advanced 
Encryption Standard; CBC, Cipher Block-Chaining; 
CTR, Counter; ECB, Electronic Codebook.
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supports RSA authentication (PKM RSA) and EAP-based authentication (PKM 
EAP) of the SS.

When a SS authenticates with a BS, it presents its credentials, which will be a 
X.509 digital certifi cate from the manufacturer for PKM-RSA authentication or an 
operator-specifi ed credential for PKM EAP authentication. Th e PKMv1 protocol only 
supports the PKM-RSA authentication using X.509 digital certifi cates. Th e IEEE 
802.16e amendment added the PKMv2 protocol, which supports the optional PKM-
EAP authentication, as many mobile operators have already invested in many EAP 
authentication infrastructures. Th erefore, the PKM-RSA is mandatory if PKMv1 is 
used and is optional otherwise. Th e PKM-EAP is an optional feature in PKMv2.

Th e X.509 digital certifi cate used in the PKM-RSA authentication protocol 
consists of the SS’s public key and SS’s 48-bit IEEE MAC address. SSs using the 
PKM-RSA authentication also require that they have factory-installed RSA pri-
vate/public key pairs or provide an algorithm to generate such key pairs dynami-
cally. If the RSA private/public key pairs are factory-installed, the X.509 digital 
certifi cate also has to be factory-installed. If an algorithm is provided to dynami-
cally generate RSA private/public key pairs, the SS has to support a mechanism for 
installing the X.509 digital certifi cates followed by the key generation.

Th e PKM EAP authentication protocol uses the EAP as defi ned in RFC 3748 
[5]. Th e specifi c type of credential used in this method of authentication depends 
on the selected EAP method. For example, EAP-TLS uses X.509 certifi cates and 
EAP-SIM uses Subscriber Identity Modules (SIM) as credentials. Th e specifi c type 
of credentials and corresponding EAP methods to be used with the PKM-EAP 
authentication is outside the scope of the IEEE 802.16 standard. However, it is 
required that the selected EAP method meets the mandatory criteria defi ned in 
RFC 4017 [4]. For example, the EAP-MD5 CHAP that uses passwords as creden-
tials does not meet the criteria defi ned in RFC 4017 [4]. Th e PKM messages that 
transfer EAP information during authentication and reauthentication are protected 
by the Hashed Message Authentication Code/Cipher-based Message Authentication 
Code (HMAC/CMAC) tuple and messages with invalid HMAC/CMAC digests 
are discarded by both the BS and SSs.

Th e PKMv2 protocol also supports mutual RSA authentication. A client may 
request mutual authentication using the PKMv2 RSA-request message, which 
includes the client’s X.509 digital certifi cate. Th e PKMv2 RSA-response message 
from the BS contains the BS’s X.509 digital certifi cate, which can be used to 
authenticate the BS’s identity. Mutual authentication can be used by itself or it can 
be followed by PKM-EAP authentication. If PKM-EAP authentication is also used, 
the mutual authentication is used only during initial network entry.

4.3 Cryptographic Methods
Th e format of 802.16 MAC PDU is shown in Figure 4.3. Th e generic MAC 
header is of fi xed size (6 bytes) and is not encrypted. Th e variable size payload is 
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encrypted using one of the cryptographic methods described in the following 
subsections.

4.3.1 Data Encryption: DES in CBC Mode
When the DES encryption is specifi ed for a connection, the CBC mode of the 
U.S. Data DES algorithm is used to encrypt the MAC PDU payloads. Th e CBC IV 
is calculated diff erently for the DL and UL. In the DL, the CBC is initialized with 
the XOR of the IV parameter included in the TEK keying information and the 
current frame number (right justifi ed). In the UL, the CBC is initialized with the 
XOR of the IV parameter included in the TEK keying information and the frame 
number of the frame in which the UL-MAP granting this specifi c transmission was 
transmitted. 

For the encryption of the fi nal block of the plain text that is less than 64 bits, 
residual termination block processing is used. For example, consider a fi nal block of 
plain text having n bits, where n is less than 64, the next-to-last cipher text block will 
be encrypted for a second time with DES algorithm, using the ECB mode, and the 
most signifi cant n bits of the result are XORed with the fi nal n bits of the payload to 
generate the short fi nal cipher block. On the receiver’s end, for decryption of the 
short fi nal cipher block, the receiver encrypts the next-to-last cipher text block with 
the DES algorithm, using the ECB mode and XORs the most signifi cant n bits with 
the short fi nal cipher block to recover the short fi nal clear text block. 

If more than two MAC PDUs of length less than 64-bits are transmitted with 
the same security association (SA) on the same PHY frame, it is possible to derive 
the XOR of the plain texts easily. However, this is unlikely to occur in real world, 
as the MAC PDUs are typically larger than 64 bits. Some preventive measures such 
as using packing (with other SDUs or zero-length dummy SDUs) can be used to 
extend the size of the MAC PDU.

4.3.2 Data Encryption: AES in CCM Mode
When the AES CCM mode encryption is specifi ed for a connection, the CCM 
mode of the U.S. AES algorithm specifi ed in NIST Special Publication 800-38C, 
FIPS-197 is used to encrypt the MAC PDU payloads.

In this mode, the size of the MAC PDU is expanded to include the packet 
number (PN) and message authentication code. If the plain text contains L bytes, 

Generic MAC Header Payload CRC

Figure 4.3 Medium Access Control PDU format.
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the encrypted frame contains a 4-byte PN, cipher text with L bytes, and a cipher 
text message authentication code of 8 bytes, known as the Integrity Check Value 
(ICV). Th erefore, the total length of the encrypted frame is increased to L + 12 
bytes. Th e 8-byte ICV is appended to the end of the MAC PDU payload and the 
encryption is performed on both the plain text payload and the appended ICV. Th e 
plain text PDU and the appended ICV are encrypted and authenticated using the 
active TEK, as per the algorithm specifi ed in the CCM specifi cation.

Th e PN associated with an SA is set to 1 when the SA is established and when 
a new TEK is installed. After each PDU transmission, the PN is incremented by 1. 
Th e SS should ensure that a new TEK is requested and transferred before the PN 
on either the SS or the BS reaches 0x7FFFFFFF. On UL connections, the PN is 
XORed with 0x80000000 prior to encryption and transmission. On DL connec-
tions, the PN is used without modifi cations. Th e PN is used by the receiver to 
detect replay attacks and take corrective actions.

4.3.3 Data Encryption: AES in CTR Mode
Th is mode requires unique initial counters and key pairs across all messages. 
128-bit AES block and cipher counter block sizes are used in CTR mode. Th e 
counter is 128 bits long and is constructed from the frame number. It also requires 
an 8-bit rollover counter (ROC). Note that a new MAC PDU requires a new frame 
number and reinitialization of the counter. When the frame number reaches 
0x000000 (from 0xFFFFFF), the ROC is incremented. Th e 8-bit ROC is inserted 
before the MAC PDU payload for AES-CTR encryption, that is, the ROC is the 
8 MSBs of the 32-bit nonce. Th e ROC is not encrypted.

It is very important that the tuple value of {AES counter, KEY} not be used 
more than once. Th erefore, a new Multicast Broadcast Service Group Traffi  c 
Encryption Key (MGTEK) must be requested and transferred before the ROC 
reaches 0xFF.

A 32-bit nonce is made from the concatenation of the 8-bit ROC and the 24-bit 
frame number. Th is 32-bit nonce is repeated four times to construct the initial 
128-bit counter block required by the AES-128 cipher. At the most 2^32 PDUs can 
be encrypted with a single MBS_Traffi  c_Key (MTK). Th e plain text PDU is 
encrypted using the active MTK derived from MBS Authorization Key (MAK) 
and MGTEK, according to the CTR mode specifi cation. A diff erent 128-bit coun-
ter value is used to encrypt each 128-bit block within a PDU.

Th e processing yields a payload that is 8 bits longer than the plain text payload.

4.3.4 Data Encryption: AES in CBC Mode
In AES, CBC mode, encryption is performed on a block-by-block basis. However, 
residual termination block processing is used to encrypt the fi nal block of plain text 
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when the fi nal block is less than the cipher block size. Given a fi nal block with n 
bits, where n is less than the cipher block size m, the next-to-last cipher text block 
is divided into two parts. Th e fi rst part is n bits, and the other part is m–n bits. Th e 
former is sent to the receiver as the fi nal block cipher text. Th e fi nal short block is 
padded to obtain a complete plain text block, and then encrypted with the AES 
algorithm in CBC mode. In the special case when the payload portion of the MAC 
PDU is less than the cipher block size, the most signifi cant n bits of the generated 
CBC-IV, corresponding to the number of bits of the payload, are XORed with the 
n bits of the payload to generate the short cipher block.

Th e CBC IV is produced as follows. Th e zero hit counter is initialized to zero 
when the key reply message is received, and updated whenever either the PHY 
frame number is zero or a MAC PDU is received in a frame. Th e zero hit counter 
increases by one if the previous PHY frame number is equal to or greater than the 
current PHY frame number. Th e CBC IV is generated as the result of the AES 
block ciphering algorithm with the key of TEK. Th e plain text for the CBC IV 
generation is calculated with the XOR of [1] the CBC IV parameter value included 
in the TEK keying information [2], the 128 bits obtained by the concatenation of 
the 48-bit MAC PDU header, the 32-bit PHY synchronization value of the MAP 
that a data transmission occurs, and the XOR value of the 48-bit SS MAC address 
and the zero hit counter. Th e CBC IV is updated for every MAC PDU.

4.3.5 Encryption of TEK-128 with AES Key Wrap
As discussed before, the BS encrypts the value fi elds of the TEK-128 in the key 
reply messages it sends to a client SS. Encryption and decryption using the AES key 
wrap algorithm are performed as follows: 

 C,I = Ek [P]

 P,I = Dk [C],

where P = plain text 128-bit TEK, C = cipher text 128-bit TEK, I = Integrity 
Check Value, k = the 128-bit key encryption key (KEK), Ek[ ] = AES key wrap 
encryption with key k, and Dk[ ] = AES key wrap decryption with key k. 

Th e AES key wrap encryption algorithm accepts both a cipher text and ICV. 
Th e decryption algorithm returns a plain text key and the ICV. Th e default ICV in 
the NIST AES key wrap algorithm shall be used.

4.3.6 Calculation of HMAC Digests
Th e calculation of the keyed hash in the HMAC-digest attribute and the HMAC 
tuple uses the HMAC (IETF RFC 2104) with the secure hash algorithm SHA-1 
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(FIPS 180-1). Th e DL authentication key HMAC_KEY_D is used for authenticat-
ing messages in the DL direction. Th e UL authentication key HMAC_KEY_U is 
used for authenticating messages in the UL direction. Th e UL and DL message 
authentication keys are derived from the AK. Th e HMAC sequence number in 
the HMAC tuple is equal to the AK sequence number of the AK from which the 
HMAC_KEY_x was derived. When calculating the digest with this key, the HMAC 
sequence number in the HMAC tuple is equal to the operator shared secret sequence 
number. Th e digest is calculated over the entire MAC management message with 
the exception of the HMAC-digest and HMAC tuple attributes.

Th e HMAC sequence number in the HMAC tuple or short-HMAC tuple is 
equal to the AK sequence number of the AK from which the HMAC_KEY_x was 
derived. In the case of PKMv2, short-HMAC digest calculations include the 
HMAC_PN_* that should be concatenated after the MAC management message.

4.3.7  Derivation of TEKs, KEKs, and Message 
Authentication Keys

Th e BS generates AKs, TEKs, and IVs. A random or pseudo-random number gen-
erator is used to generate AKs and TEKs. A random or pseudo-random number 
generator may also be used to generate IVs. 

Th e 56-bit DES keys are 8-byte (64-bit) quantities where the seven most signifi -
cant bits (i.e., seven leftmost bits) of each byte are the independent bits of a DES key, 
and the least signifi cant bit (i.e., rightmost bit) of each byte is a parity bit computed 
on the preceding seven independent bits and adjusted so that the byte has odd parity.

PKM does not require odd parity. Th e PKM protocol generates and distributes 
8-byte DES keys of arbitrary parity, and it requires that implementations ignore the 
value of the least signifi cant bit of each byte. 

Th e keying material for two-key 3-DES consists of two distinct (single) DES 
keys. Th e 3-DES KEK used to encrypt the TEK is derived from a common AK. 
Th e KEK is derived as follows: 

 KEK = Truncate(SHA(K_PAD_KEK | AK),128)

K_PAD_KEK = 0x53 repeated 64 times, that is, a 512-bit string.
Th e function Truncate(x,n) denotes the result of truncating x to its leftmost 

n bits, and SHA(x|y) denotes the result of applying the SHA-1 function to the con-
catenated bit strings x and y. Th e keying material of 3-DES consists of two distinct 
DES keys. Th e 64 most signifi cant bits of the KEK are used in the encrypt opera-
tion. Th e 64 least signifi cant bits are used in the decrypt operation. 

Th e HMAC authentication keys are derived as follows:

 HMAC_KEY_D = SHA(H_PAD_D|AK)
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 HMAC_KEY_U = SHA(H_PAD_U|AK)

 HMAC_KEY_S = SHA(H_PAD_D|operator shared secret).

with

 H_PAD_D = 0x3A repeated 64 times

 H_PAD_U = 0x5C repeated 64 times.

Th e construction of the KEK for use with TEK-128 keys is the same as for 
3-DES KEKs except that the full 128 bits of the KEK are used directly as the 
128-bit AES key, instead of the KEK being split into two 64-bit DES keys.

4.3.8 Cipher-Based MAC
A BS or SS may support management message integrity protection based on cipher-
based MAC—together with the AES block cipher. 

Th e calculation of the keyed hash value contained in the CMAC-digest 
attribute and the CMAC tuple uses the CMAC Algorithm with AES. Th e DL 
authentication key CMAC_KEY_D is used for authenticating messages in the 
DL direction. Th e UL authentication key CMAC_KEY_U is used for authenticat-
ing messages in the UL direction. UL and DL message authentication keys are 
derived from the AK.

For authentication of multicast messages in the DL, a CMAC_KEY_GD per 
group is used, where the group authentication key is derived from Group Key 
Encryption Key (GKEK). Th e CMAC-digest and CMAC tuple attributes are appli-
cable only to the PKM version 2 [2]. In PKM version 2, the AK identifi er (AKID) 
used in the computation of the CMAC value tuple is the 64-bit AKID of the AK 
from which the CMAC_KEY_x was derived. 

Th e CMAC packet number counter (CMAC_PN_*) is a 4-byte sequential 
counter that is incremented in the context of UL messages by the SS, and in the con-
text of DL messages by the BS. Th e BS will also maintain a separate CMAC_PN_* 
for multicast packets per each Group Security Association (GSA) and increment that 
counter in the context of each multicast packet from the group. For MAC messages 
that have no CID, for example, RNG-REQ message, the CMAC_PN_* context 
will be the same as used on the basic CID. If basic CID is unknown (e.g., in network 
reentry situation) then CID 0 should be used. 

Th e CMAC packet number counter, CMAC_PN_*, is part of the CMAC 
 security context and must be unique for each MAC management message with the 
CMAC tuple or digest. Any tuple value of {CMAC_PN_*, AK} shall not be used 
more than once. Th e reauthentication process must be initiated by BS or SS to estab-
lish a new AK before the CMAC_PN_* reaches the end of its number space. Th e 
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digest is calculated over a fi eld consisting of the AKID by the CMAC packet  number 
counter, expressed as an unsigned 32-bit number, followed by the 16-bit connection 
ID on which the message is sent, followed by 16-bit zero padding (for the header 
to be aligned with AES block size), and followed by the entire MAC management 
message with the exception of the CMAC-TLV (Type-Length-Value). 

Th e least signifi cant bits of the digest are truncated to yield a 64-bit length 
digest: 

 CMAC value <= Truncate64 (CMAC (CMAC_KEY_*, AKID CMAC key
 sequence number | CMAC_PN |CID |16-bit zero padding | MAC_Management_ 
 Message))

If the digest is included in an MPDU that has no CID, for example, a RNG-
REQ message, the CID used takes the value of the basic CID. If basic CID is 
unknown (e.g., in network re-entry situation) then CID 0 is used.

4.3.9 Key Derivation Functions for PKM Version 2
Th e construction of the KEK for use with TEK-128 keys is the same as for 3-DES 
KEKs except that the full 128 bits of the KEK are used directly as the 128-bit AES 
key, instead of the KEK being split into two 64-bit DES keys.

For broadcast services, the BS encrypts the value fi elds of the GKEK in the key 
update command message for the GKEK update mode and sends the encrypted 
GKEK to each SS. GKEK can be encrypted with 3-DES, RSA, or AES in the fol-
lowing way. 

First, two-key 3-DES in the encrypt-decrypt-encrypt (EDE) mode is used to 
encrypt the GKEK when the encryption algorithm identifi er in the cryptographic 
suite is equal to 0x01. Encryption and decryption are performed according to 

 C = Ek1[Dk2[Ek1[P]]],

 P = Dk1[Ek2[Dk1[C]]],

where P = plain text 128-bit GKEK, C = cipher text 128-bit GKEK, k1 = leftmost 
64 bits of the 128-bit KEK, k2 = rightmost 64 bits of the 128-bit KEK, E[ ] = 56-
bit DES ECB mode encryption, and D[ ] = 56-bit DES ECB mode decryption. 

Th e RSA method of encrypting the GKEK is used when the encryption algo-
rithm identifi er in the cryptographic suite is equal to 0x02.

128-bit AES in ECB mode is used when the encryption algorithm identifi er in 
the cryptographic suite equal to 0x03. Encryption and decryption are performed as:

 C = Ek1[P],
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 P = Dk1[C],

where P = plain text 128-bit GKEK, C = cipher text 128-bit GKEK, k1 = the 
128-bit KEK, E[ ] = 128-bit AES ECB mode encryption, and D[ ] = 128-bit AES 
ECB mode decryption. 

Th e 128-bit AES key wrap algorithm is used when the encryption algorithm 
identifi er in the cryptographic suite is equal to 0x04. Th is 128-bit AES key wrap 
algorithm is defi ned only for PKM version 2. Encryption and decryption are per-
formed as: 

 C,I = Ek[P],

 P,I = Dk[C],

where P = plain text 128-bit GKEK, C = cipher text 128-bit GKEK, k = the 
128-bit KEK derived from the AK, Ek[ ] = AES key wrap encryption with key k, 
Dk[ ] = AES key wrap decryption with key k. 

4.4 X.509 Digital Certifi cates
4.4.1 SS X.509 Digital Certifi cate
Th e format of the X.509 version 3 digital certifi cate used in IEEE 802.16 is shown 
in Table 4.3. However, there are some restrictions on the attribute values of the cer-
tifi cate. Th e SS’s certifi cate is required to have a lifetime greater than the operational 
lifetime of the SS and these certifi cates are not renewable. Th e validity period of the 
manufacturer’s certifi cate must exceed that of the SS’s certifi cate. Th e SS certifi cate 
validity period begins with the date of generation of the device’s certifi cate.

SS certifi cates have serial numbers and are signed by a particular issuer and 
these serial numbers should be issued by the manufacturer in increasing order. 
Th erefore, the certifi cate with the later (i.e., higher) value of the Certifi cate Validity 
(tbsCertifi cate.validity.notBefore) fi eld is required to have a serial number that is 
greater than the serial number of a certifi cate with an earlier (i.e., lower) tbs 
Certifi cate.validity.notBefore fi eld value.

All the digital certifi cates used in IEEE 802.16 are required to be signed with 
the RSA signature algorithm using SHA-1 as one-way hash function. Th e RSA 
 signature algorithm is shown in Figure 4.4.

Th e format of the manufacturer’s certifi cate is shown in Figure 4.5. Th e country 
name, organization name, and the common name attributes are required to be 
included with the specifi c values as shown in Figure 4.5. An OrganizationalUnit-
Name attribute with a specifi c value of “wireless MAN” must be included in all 
manufacturer certifi cates.
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sha-1WithRSAEncryption OBJECT IDENTIFIER :=
{iso(1) member-body(2) us(840) rsadsi(113549) pkcs(1) pkcs-
1(1) 5}

Figure 4.4 RSA signature algorithm.

Country Name=<Country of Manufacturer>
[StateOrProvinceName=<state/province>]
[Locality Name=<City>]
Organization Name=<Company Name>
OrganizationalUnitName=Wireless MAN
[OrganizationalUnitName=<Manufacturing Location>]
commonName=<Company Name><Certification Authority>]

Figure 4.5 Manufacturer certifi cate.

Table 4.3 X.509 Version 3 Digital Certifi cate Format

X.509 v3 Field Description

Version Indicates X.509 certifi cate version

Serial number Integer that an CA assigns to the certifi cate

Signature OID and parameters used to sign the 
algorithm

Certifi cate issuer Name of CA that issued the certifi cate

Certifi cate validity Specifi es when the certifi cate becomes active 
and expires

Subject Name identifying whose public key is 
certifi ed

Public key info Contains public key information

Issuer unique ID Optional fi eld

Subject unique ID Optional fi eld

Extensions The extension data

Signature algorithm OID and algorithm for signing certifi cate

Signature value Digital signature computed on certifi cate
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Country Name=<Country of Manufacturer>
Organization Name=<Company Name>
OrganizationalUnitName=<manufacturing location>
Common Name=<Serial Number>
Common Name=<MAC Address>

Figure 4.6 Subscriber Station certifi cate.

If the OrganizationalUnitName representing the actual manufacturing loca-
tion is included, it must be preceded by the OrganizationalUnitName with the 
value “wireless MAN.” Th e StateOrProvinceName and locality name are optional 
attributes that may be included. No other attributes are allowed and should not be 
included in the manufacturer certifi cate.

Th e SS’s certifi cate with all the fi elds is shown in Figure 4.6. Th e MAC address 
fi eld contains the SS’s 48-bit IEEE MAC address. Th e MAC address is represented 
as six pairs of hexadecimal digits separated by colons, where the hexadecimal alpha-
bets are in uppercase. Th e manufacturing location of the SS is specifi ed in the 
OrganizationalUnitName in an SS certifi cate and must be the same as the one 
used in the manufacturer certifi cate. Th e country name, organizational name and 
common name attributes are required and no other attributes are allowed.

Th e public key Information fi eld (Table 4.3) contains the public key algorithm 
identifi er and the public key. Th e SS certifi cate issued by the manufacturer is 
expected to be stored in a permanent, write-once memory. If SSs have factory-
installed RSA private/public key pairs, they are also required to have factory-
installed SS certifi cates. If the SSs depend on internal algorithms to generate an 
RSA key pair, then the SSs are required to support a mechanism for installing a 
manufacturer-issued SS certifi cate following key generation. Th e SS software should 
also contain one ore more Certifi cate Authority (CA) certifi cate of the manufac-
turer CA(s) that signed the SS certifi cate. Th e BS establishes the identity of the 
SS and its services with the AK exchange as shown in Figure 4.7. Th e details of the 
authorization procedure are described in later sections.

4.4.2 BS Certifi cate
Th e BS certifi cate has the format shown in Figure 4.8. 

4.5 PKM Version 1: Security Associations
IEEE 802.16 defi nes an SA as a set of security information that need to be shared 
between an SS and one or possibly more SSs to establish secure communication 
over the broadband wireless network.
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Th ree types of SAs (primary, static, and dynamic) are defi ned in 802.16. Th e 
primary security association is established during initialization of an SS. Static SAs 
are provisioned within the BS ahead of time. Dynamic SAs are the SAs that are 
established and eliminated dynamically in response to the requests for initialization 
and termination of specifi c service fl ows. Dynamic SAs are established by BS by 
issuing an SA add message. When an SS receives an SA add message, it creates a 
TEK state machine for each SA that is listed in the message. Th e SA’s shared 
 information consists of cryptographic suites, which may include TEKs and IVs, 
depending on the type of the cryptographic suite.

SAs are identifi ed by security association identifi ers (SAIDs). Th e basic CID 
(connection identifi er) of the SS is the SAID of SS’s primary SA. SS requests the 
SA’s keying material from BS using PKM protocol messages. Th e keying material, 
which may include keys and IVs, has limited lifetime. Before the expiration of the 
older keys, SS may request new keying material from the BS. It is the responsibility 
of SS to keep track of all the expiration times of the keying material. All transport 
connections are mapped to an existing SA. Multicast transport connections may be 

Country Name=<Country of Operation>
Organization Name=<Name of Operator>
OrganizationalUnitName=<WirelessMAN>
Common Name=<Serial Number>
Common Name=<BS Id>

Figure 4.8 Subscriber Station certifi cate.

Figure 4.7 Authentication and authorization message exchanges between 
Subscriber Station and Base Station.

Subscriber Station (SS) Base Station (BS)

Step1:  Authentication

Step2:  Authorization request

Step3:  Authorization reply
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mapped to any static or dynamic SA, and the secondary management connections 
are mapped to primary SA. Th e basic and primary management connections are 
not mapped to any SA.

4.6  PKM Version 1: Authorization 
and Key Exchange

An SS uses the PKM protocol to exchange authorization messages with and to 
obtain traffi  c encryption keying material from the BS. Th e PKM protocol follows 
a client-server model, where the client (SS) authenticates with the BS and requests 
keying material from the server (BS). Th e PKM establishes a shared secret key, 
known as the AK between BS and SS. Th is secret key is used for subsequent 
exchanges of TEKs. During the authorization process, SS presents its unique X.509 
certifi cate which contains SS’s public key and SS MAC address. Th e BS verifi es the 
SS’s X.509 certifi cate and sends the AK encrypted with public key of that SS.

4.6.1 SS Authorization and AK Exchange
After the BS authenticates a client SS’s identity, then the BS provides an AK for 
the authenticated SS. Th is AK is the key from which a KEK and message authen-
tication keys are derived and fi nally the authenticated SS will be provided with 
the identities (i.e., the SAIDs) and properties of primary and static SAs by the BS 
for which the SS is authorized to obtain keying information. SS periodically seeks 
reauthorization with the BS once the initial authorization is achieved from the 
BS. Authorization state machine is the one which manages the reauthorization of 
the SS. SS must maintain its reauthorization status to maintain fresh keying 
material. Th e detailed process of authorization and the AK exchange is described 
subsequently.

 1. Step 1: Authentication information message

 SS  Certifi cate (Manufacturer (SS))   BS

SS begins the authorization by sending authentication information message to 
the BS. Th is authentication information message contains the X.509 certifi cate 
issued by the manufacturer of the SS. Th is is used by the BS to identify the manu-
facturer of the SS.
 2. Step 2: Authorization request message

 SS Cert (SS) | Capabilities | CID  BS
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Immediately following the authentication information message, SS sends an 
authorization request message. Th is is the request for the AK and for the SAIDs. 
Th e parameter “cert” (SS) is the certifi cate of the SS which sends the authorization 
request message. Th e second parameter in the authorization request message is the 
“capabilities.” Th e capabilities include the cryptographic algorithms the requesting 
SS supports, cryptographic suite identifi ers indicating packet data encryption, and 
packet data authentication algorithm.

Cryptographic suites: Th e cryptographic suite defi nes the set of methods or algo-
rithms for data encryption, data authentication, and TEK encryption. Th e list of 
supported cryptographic suites in 802.16 is summarized in Table 4.2. Th e crypto-
graphic suite is identifi ed by a 24-bit integer. Th e most signifi cant byte indicates the 
encryption algorithm and key length. Th e middle byte indicates the data authentica-
tion algorithm. Th e least signifi cant byte indicates the TEK encryption algorithm.

Th e list of currently supported data encryption algorithm identifi ers is shown in 
Table 4.4. If the value fi eld is 0 then no data encryption is performed. 

Th e list of supported authentication algorithm identifi ers is shown in Table 4.5. 
If the value fi led is 0 then no data authentication is used. 

Table 4.4 Data Encryption Algorithm Identifi ers

Value Description

0 No data encryption

1 CBC Mode, 56-bit DES

2 CCM Mode, 128-bit AES

3 CBC Mode, 128-bit AES

128 CTR Mode, 128-bit AES for MBS

4–127 and 129–255 Reserved

Abbreviations:  DES, Data Encryption Standard; AES, Advanced 
Encryption Standard; CBC, Cipher Block-Chaining; 
CTR, Counter; MBS, Multicast Broadcast Services.

Table 4.5 Data Authentication Algorithm Identifi ers

Value Description

0 No data authentication

1 CCM Mode, 128-bit AES

2–255 Reserved
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Table 4.6 TEK Encryption Algorithm Identifi ers

Value Description

0 Reserved

1 3-DES EDE with 128-bit key

2 RSA with 1024-bit key

3 AES ECB with 128-bit key

4 AES key wrap with 128-bit key

5–255 Reserved

Abbreviations:  AES, Advanced Encryption Standard; DES, 
Data Encryption Standard; ECB, Electronic 
Codebook; TEK, Traffi c Encryption Keys; 
EDE, encrypt-decrypt-encrypt.

Th e list of supported TEK encryption algorithm identifi ers is shown in Table 4.6. 
If the value fi eld is 0 then it is reserved.

Th e third parameter in the authorization request message is the CID. In 802.16, 
all connections are identifi ed by a 16-bit CID. When an SS initializes and registers 
with the BS, three management connections are established between the SS and the 
BS in each direction (UL and DL). Th e basic connection is used by the BS MAC 
and SS MAC to exchange short, time-critical MAC management messages. Th e 
primary management connection is used by the BS MAC and SS MAC to exchange 
longer, more delay-tolerant MAC management messages. Finally, the secondary 
management connection is used by the BS and SS to transfer delay-tolerant, standard-
based management messages.

After the initial ranging is completed, an SS needs to authorize with the BS. 
Th is process is initiated by sending an authorization request message. In response 
to the authorization request message, BS determines the encryption algorithms and 
protocol it shares with the SS, and issues AK encrypted with SS’s public key by vali-
dating SS’s identity. Th e BS rejects authorization request message if none of the 
cryptographic suites off ered by the SS are satisfactory.
 3. Step 3: Authorization reply message

 BS  RSA-Encrypt (PubKey (SS), AK),lifetime,SeqNo,SAID list  SS

Th is authorization reply message is sent from the BS to SS in response to the 
authorization request message. Th e SeqNo is used to distinguish between successive 
generations of AKs. Th is SeqNo indicates the SS the AK that it has to use. SS peri-
odically refreshes its AK by reissuing an authorization request to the BS. Th e active 
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 lifetime of the AK is indicated by the lifetime parameter. Th e reauthorization is 
 similar to the authorization with the exception that authentication information mes-
sage will not be issued by the SS. To avoid service interruptions between SS and BS, 
SS AKs have overlapping lifetimes. During transition periods, that is, when BS or SS 
changes from one AK to another, two simultaneously active AKs will be supported 
by both BS and SS. Th e fourth parameter is SAID.

4.6.2 TEK Exchange Overview
A separate TEK state machine will be started by the SS for each of the SAIDs 
 identifi ed in the authorization reply message. Th e keying material associated for 
each SAID is managed by the TEK state machine. Th e TEK state machine is 
responsible for periodically refreshing the keying material for SAIDs. Th e key reply 
message that is sent from BS to SS determines keying material of the BS for a 
 specifi c SAID. Th e key reply contains TEK that is encrypted by triple DES (EDE 
mode), which uses two-key. Triple DES KEK is derived from AK.

Key Reply Message

 BS Triple-DES (TEK), Lifetime. SS

4.6.3 Encryption of TEK with 3-DES
If the TEK encryption algorithm identifi er in the cryptographic suite equal to 
0x01, 3-DES will be used for encryption. Th e TEK that is sent to SS in the key 
reply message from the BS is encrypted using 3-DES. Encryption is done using 
two-key triple DES in the EDE mode.

Th e keying material for the 3-DES algorithm is derived from the KEK, which 
is initially derived from the AK. If the key request message from the SS indicates 
the key sequence number of the new active AK, then this AK will be used to decrypt 
KEKs otherwise the older AK will be used.

Th e function Truncate(x, n) truncates x to its leftmost n bits. SHA(x | y) func-
tion denotes the result of applying the SHA-1 function to the concatenated bit 
strings x and y. Th e keying material of 3-DES consists of two distinct DES keys. 
For the encryption operation the 64 most signifi cant bits of the KEK will be used 
and for the decryption operation the 64 least signifi cant bits will be used.

Two sets of keying material will be maintained by the BS for each of the 
SAID. Th ese keying materials have overlapping lifetimes to avoid disruption of 
service, where each generation (of keying material) becomes active halfway 
through the life of the predecessor and expires halfway through the life of its 
 successor. When a BS responds with key reply message, it includes both the 
 generations of keying material and remaining life time of each of the two sets of 

�
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keying material in addition to TEK and CBC IV. Th e SS depends on the lifetimes 
of the keying material specifi ed in the key reply message and determines when 
the BS will invalidate the keying material for that particular TEK and depending 
on this the SS will schedule key requests such that SS requests and receives new 
keying material before the expiration of the present keying material. TEK state 
machine is active as long as

 1. SS is authorized and is operating in the BS’s security domain, that is, SS has 
a valid AK and

 2. SS is authorized and is allowed to participate in a particular SA, that is, BS 
continues to provide fresh keying material during rekey cycles.

When authorization reject is received by the SS from the BS, the parent authori-
zation state machine stops all its child TEK state machines. During reauthorization 
if the static SAIDs change, individual TEK state machines can be started or stopped. 
Authorization and TEK state machines communicate through the passing of events 
and protocol messaging. Th e events generated by the authorization state machine are 
stop, authorized, authorization pending, and authorization complete. Any of these 
events are not targeted by the TEK state machines to the authorization machine. 
TEK state machine indirectly aff ects authorization state machine through messag-
ing a BS sends in response to an SS’s requests. SS will not start a TEK state machine 
for a static SA’s if the SS receives an authorization reply from the BS that indicates 
the cryptographic suites that SS does not support.

4.6.4 Authorization State Machine
Authorization state machine contains six states and eight events. Figure 4.9 
depicts the protocol messages transmitted and internal events generated for each 
of the model’s state transitions. Any additional internal actions such as clearing 
or starting of timers that accompany the specifi c state machines are not shown in 
the diagram. Th is authorization state machine maintained by the SS is responsi-
ble for achieving authorization from the BS. Reauthorization is also achieved 
through this authorization state machine.

In the authorization state machine fl ow diagram,

 a) Ovals represent states.
 b) Events are represented in italics.
 c) Messages are represented in normal font.
 d) Th e labeling of state transitions is shown as: <the cause of the transition>/<Th e 

triggered messages and events by the transition>. If there are many events or 
messages before the slash “/”, any of them can cause the transition. If there are 
many events or messages after the slash “/”, all of the actions will take place.
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4.6.4.1 States

Start: Th is is the initial state of the state machine and no resources are 
assigned. 
Authorize wait (auth wait): SS after receiving communication established 
event issues authentication information and authentication request message 
and is waiting for reply. 
Authorized: SS receives authorization reply message and starts TEK state 
machine for each of the SAID identifi ed in the reply message. 
Reauthorize wait (reauth wait): When SS receives an indication that 
 authorization is no longer valid or SS was about to expire and when it 
receives this indication it sends auth request message to BS and is waiting 
for response. 
Authorize reject wait (auth reject wait): If the error code in the authorization 
reject message indicates that the error was not of permanent nature, SS sets a 
timer and goes to auth reject wait state. 
Silent: If the error code in the authorization reject message indicates that the 
error was of permanent nature, this triggers the transition into silent state.
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start

Op Reauth
Wait

Op Wait

Operational Rekey
Wait 

Rekey
Reauth
Wait 

Authorized/
Key Request

Auth Comp/
Key Request

Auth Pend/ Key Reject,
Stop/

Key reply/TEK Invalid/
Key Request

Stop/

TEK Refresh Timeout/
Key Request

TEK Invalid/
Key Request

Timeout/
Key Request

Key Reply/

Key Reject,
Stop/

TEK Invalid/

Auth pend/
Auth Comp/
Key Request

Timeout/
Key Request

Stop/

Stop/

Figure 4.9 Authorization state machine.
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4.6.4.2 Messages

Authorization request (auth request): Th is message is sent from SS to BS for 
requesting AK, SAIDs. 
Authorization reply (auth reply): Receive AK, SAIDs. Th is message is sent 
from BS to SS.
Authorization reject (auth reject): Th is message is sent from BS to the SS when 
authorization is rejected. 
Authorization invalid (auth invalid): Th is message is sent from BB to SS when 
BS does not recognize the SS being authorized. 
Authentication information (authent info): Th is message contains SS’s manu-
facturer’s X.509 Certifi cate. Th is is sent from SS to BS.

4.6.4.3 Events

Communication established: SS sends this event to the authorization FSM 
when the basic capability negotiation is completed. 
Timeout: Th e wait timer is timed out and the request is resent. 
Authorization grace timeout (auth grace timeout): Th e authorization timer is 
timed out. Th is timer specifi es a confi gurable amount of time that signals SS 
to reauthorize before authorization actually expires. 
Reauthorize (reauth): Th is event is generated for reauthorization cycle. 
Authorization invalid (auth invalid): Th is event is generated when there is a 
failure in authenticating key reply or key reject message. Th is message is also 
sent from BS to SS. 
Authorization reject (auth reject): SS receives auth reject in response to an 
auth request. If the error code indicates that the error was not of permanent 
nature, the state machine will set a timer and transition into auth reject wait 
state.

4.6.5 TEK State Machine
Th e TEK state machine, as shown in Figure 4.10, consists of six states and nine 
events. BS maintains two active TEKs per SAID. Th e key reply message consists 
of both of these TEKs. BS uses older of the two TEKs to encrypt DL traffi  c and 
either older or newer TEK for decryption depending on which of the two keys SS 
was using. SS uses the newer of its two TEKs to encrypt UL traffi  c and either 
newer or older TEK for decryption depending on which key the BS was using. 
SS uses TEK state machine to synchronize TEKs with those of BS. After the 
expi ration time of the older of the SS’s TEK and before the expiration of its 
newer TEK, TEK state machine issues key request message for refreshing keying 
material.
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4.6.5.1 States

Start: Th is is the initial state of FSM and no resources are assigned. 
Operational wait (op wait): Th e TEK state machine sent its initial request (key 
request) for its SAID’s keying material (TEK and CBC IV), and is waiting in 
this state for a reply from the BS.
Operational reauthorize wait (OP reauth wait): Th e TEK state machine is in 
this state if it does not have valid keying material.
Operational: In this state the SS will have valid keying material for the parti-
cular SAID. 
Rekey wait: SS requests for update for this SAID. At this point the newer key 
of the two TEKs does not expire and the newer key can be used for both 
encryption and decryption. 
Rekey reauthorize wait (rekey reauth wait): If the TEK state machine 
has valid traffi  c keying material, TEK machine will be placed in this state. 
Re-authorization cycle is initiated by the authorization state machine.

4.6.5.2 Messages

Key request: Th e key request message is sent by the SS to the BS for a TEK for 
SAID. 
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Start Auth Reject Wait Silent
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Authorized Reauth Wait
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Authent Info,
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Auth Reply/
[TEK] Authorized

Timeout/
Authent Info,
Auth Request 
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Auth Request

Auth Invalid/
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[TEK]Auth Pend
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[TEK]Stop
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[TEK]stop
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[TEK] Auth Pend
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Figure 4.10 Traffi c Encryption Keys state machine.
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Key reply: Th is message consists of two active sets of traffi  c keying materials 
and is sent by BS to SS. Th is consists of SAIDs TEKs encrypted with triple 
DES with keys derived from AK. 
Key reject: When the SAID is no longer valid, key reject message is sent by the 
BS to SS’s TEK.
Invalid: Th is message is sent by the BS to SS when the SS encrypted UL PDU 
with an invalid TEK, that is, TEK sequence number is out of BS’s range. 

4.6.5.3 Events

Stop: Th is event is sent by authorization FSM to an active TEK FSM to 
 terminate TEK FSM and all the keying material from SS’s key table will be 
removed. 
Authorized: Th is event is sent by authorization FSM to a nonactive TEK FSM 
to indicate that the authorization was successful. 
Authorization pending: Th is event is sent by authorization FSM to TEK FSM 
and TEK FSM is placed in wait state while authorization FSM completes 
reauthorization.
TEK invalid: Th is event is triggered on receipt of a TEK invalid message from 
the BS. Th is is also triggered when there is loss of synchronization between 
SS and BS.
Timeout: Th e retry timer is timed out. Th e request is retransmitted.
TEK refresh timeout: Th e TEK refresh timer timed out. Th is event signals TEK 
state machine to issue a new key request for refreshing keying material.

4.7 PKM Version 1: Parameter Values
Th e privacy confi guration parameters are shown in Table 4.7. Th e AK lifetime is the 
lifetime of the AK, the BS sends to the SS. Th is lifetime is assigned by the BS. Th e 
minimum value of this parameter is one day and the maximum value is 70 days. 
Th e default value for the AK lifetime is seven days. Th e second parameter in 
the table is the TEK lifetime. Th is is the lifetime of the TEK, the BS sends to the 
requesting SS. Th e lifetime of this parameter is set by the BS. Th e minimum value 
for the TEK lifetime is 30 minutes and maximum value is seven days. Th e default 
value is 12 hours. Th ese two parameters are assigned by the BS. 

Th e authorization request retransmission interval from authorize wait state is 
specifi ed by the authorization wait timeout and the minimum value for this para-
meter is 2 seconds, maximum value is 30 seconds and the default value is 10 seconds. 
Th e authorization request retransmission interval from reauthorize wait state is 
specifi ed by the reauthorization wait timeout and the minimum value for this 
parameter is 2 seconds, maximum value is 30 seconds and the default value is 10 
seconds. Th e time prior to authorization expiration SS begins reauthorization is 
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specifi ed by authorization grace time and the minimum value for this parameter is 
5 minutes, maximum value is 35 days and the default value is 10 minutes. Th e key 
request retransmission interval from operational wait state is specifi ed by  operational 
wait timeout parameter and the minimum value is one second, maximum value is 
ten seconds and the default value for this parameter is one second. Th e key request 
retransmission interval from rekey wait state is specifi ed by rekey wait timeout 
parameter and the minimum value is one second, maximum value is ten seconds, 
and the default value for this parameter is one second. Th e time at which the SS 
begins rekeying prior to expiration of TEK is specifi ed by TEK grace time and the 
minimum value is 5 minutes, maximum value is 3.5 days, and the default value for 
this parameter is 1 hour. Th e delay before resending auth request after receiving 
auth reject is specifi ed by authorize reject wait time out and the minimum value for 
this parameter is 10 seconds, maximum value is ten minutes, and the default value 
is 60 seconds. Th ese are all the timer values that are set in the authorization state 
machine and the TEK state machine. Th e time of TEK grace time must be less 
than half the TEK lifetime.

4.8 PKM Version 1: Message Encodings
All PKM messages are encoded in the TLV format.

Type: Th e type fi eld is of one byte. An attribute with unknown type will be 
ignored by the PKM server. Similarly, attributes of unknown type will be ignored 
by the PKM client. All the unknown attribute types will be kept in log fi les by both 
the PKM client and the server.

Length: Th e length of the attributes value is determined by the length fi led 
and the value is in bytes. Th e length fi eld does not contain the type and length 
fi elds.

Value: Th e value fi eld contains zero or more bytes and information specifi c to 
the attributes is contained in this fi eld. Th e format and length of the value fi eld is 
determined by the type and length fi elds.

4.9 PKM Version 2: Three-Way Handshake
Th e AK can be derived in one of the three diff erent ways depending on the 
authentication scheme used. Before the three-way handshake begins, both the BS 
and SS derive a shared KEK and the HMAC/CMAC keys. Th e PKMv2 three-
way handshake sequence proceeds as follows.

 1. During the initial network entry or reauthorization, the BS sends PKMv2 
SA-TEK-Challenge (including a random number BS_Random) to the SS 
after protecting it with the HMAC/CMAC tuple. If the BS does not receive 
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PKMv2 SA-TEK-Request from the SS within SAChallenge-Timer, it resends 
the previous PKMv2 SA-TEK-Challenge up to SAChallengeMaxResends 
times. If the BS reaches its maximum number of resends, it initiates another 
full authentication or drops the SS.

 2. If HO Process Optimization Bit #1 is set, indicating that PKM authentica-
tion phase is omitted during network re-entry or handover, the BS begins 
the three-way handshake by appending the SAChallenge tuple TLV to the 
RNG-RSP. If the BS does not receive PKMv2 SA-TEK-Request from the MS 
within SaChallengeTimer (suggested to be several times greater than the 
length of SaChallengeTimer), it may initiate full reauthentication or drop 
the MS. If the BS receives an initial RNG-REQ during the period that 
PKMv2 SA-TEK-Request is expected, it shall send a new RNG-RSP with 
another SaChallenge TLV. 

 3. Th e SS sends PKMv2 SA-TEK-Request to the BS after protecting it with the 
HMAC/CMAC. If the SS does not receive PKMv2 SA-TEK-Response from 
the BS within SATEKTimer, it must resend the request. Th e SS may resend the 
PKMv2 SA-TEK-Request up to SATEKRequestMaxResends times. If the SS 
reaches its maximum number of resends, it must initiate another full authenti-
cation or attempt to connect to another BS. Th e SS includes, through the secu-
rity negotiation parameters attribute, the security capabilities that it included in 
the SBC-REQ message during the basic capabilities negotiation phase.

 4. Upon receipt of PKMv2 SA-TEK-Request, the BS confi rms that the supplied 
AKID refers to an AK that is available. If the AKID is unrecognized, the BS 
ignores the message. Th e BS also verifi es the HMAC/CMAC. If the HMAC/
CMAC is invalid, the BS ignores the message. Th e BS must verify that the 
BS_Random in the SA TEK Request matches the value provided by the BS 
in the SA Challenge message. If the BS_Random value does not match, the 
BS shall ignore the message. In addition, the BS must verify the SS’s security 
capabilities encoded in the security negotiation parameters attribute against 
the security capabilities provided by the SS through the SBC-REG message. 
If security negotiation parameters do not match, the BS should report the 
discrepancy to higher layers.

 5. Upon successful validation of the PKMv2 SA-TEK-Request, the BS sends 
PKMv2 SATEK-Response back to the SS. Th e message includes a compound 
TLV list each of which identifi es the primary and static SAs, their SA identi-
fi ers (SAID), and additional properties of the SA (e.g., type, cryptographic 
suite) that the SS is authorized to access. In case of HO, the details of any 
dynamic SA that the requesting MS was authorized in the previous serving 
BS are also included. In addition, the BS must include, through the security 
negotiation parameters attribute, the security capabilities that it wishes to 
specify for the session with the SS (these will generally be the same as the ones 
insecurely negotiated in SBC-REQ/RSP). Additionally, in case of HO, for 
each active SA in previous serving BS, corresponding TEK, GTEK, and 
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GKEK parameters are also included. Th us, SA_TEK_Update provides a 
short-hand method for renewing active SAs used by the MS in its previous 
serving BS. Th e TLVs specify SAID in the target BS that shall replace active 
SAID used in the previous serving BS and also “older” TEK-parameters and 
“newer” TEK-parameters relevant to the active SAIDs. Th e update may also 
include multicast/broadcast Group SAIDs (GSAIDs) and associated GTEK 
parameter pairs. In case of unicast SAs, the TEK-parameters attribute con-
tains all of the keying material corresponding to a particular generation of an 
SAID’s TEK. Th is would include the TEK, the TEK’s remaining key life-
time, its key sequence number, and the CBC IV. Th e TEKs are encrypted 
with KEK. In case of group or multicast SAs, the TEK-parameters attribute 
contains all of the keying material corresponding to a particular generation of 
a GSAID’s GTEK. Th is would include the GTEK, the GKEK, the GTEK’s 
remaining key lifetime, the GTEK’s key sequence number, and the CBC IV. 
Th e type and length of the GTEK is equal to the ones of the TEK. Th e 
GKEK should be identically shared within the same multicast group or the 
broadcast group. Contrary Key-Update Command, the GTEKs and GKEKs 
are encrypted with KEK because they are transmitted as a unicast here. 
Multiple iterations of these TLVs may occur suitable to recreate and reassign 
all active SAs and their (G)TEK pairs for the SS from its previous serving BS. 
If any of the SA parameters change, then those SA parameters encoding TLVs 
that have changed will be added. Th e HMAC/CMAC is the fi nal attribute in 
the message’s attribute list.

 6. Upon receipt of PKMv2 SA-TEK-Response, an SS verifi es the HMAC/
CMAC. If the HMAC/CMAC is invalid, the SS ignores the message. Upon 
successful validation of the received PKMv2 SA-TEK-Response, the SS 
installs the received TEKs and associated parameters appropriately. Th e SS 
also must verify the BS’s security negotiation parameters of TLV encoded in 
the security negotiation parameters attribute against the security negotiation 
parameters of TLV provided by the BS through the SBC-RSP message. If the 
security capabilities do not match, the SS should report the discrepancy to 
upper layers. Th e SS may choose to continue the communication with the BS. 
In this case, the SS may adopt the security negotiation parameters encoded in 
SA-TEK-Response message.

4.10 PKM Version 2: Mutual Authentication
Mutual authentication can take place in one of the two modes of operation. In 
the fi rst mode, only mutual authentication is used. In the other mode, mutual 
authentication is followed by EAP authentication. In this second mode, the mutual 
authentication is performed only for initial network entry and only EAP authenti-
cation is performed in the case that authentication is needed for re-entry. 
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SS mutual authorization, controlled by the PKMv2 authorization state machine, 
is the process of: 

 1. Th e BS authenticating a client SS’s identity.
 2. Th e SS authenticating the BS’s identity.
 3. Th e BS providing the authenticated SS with an AK, from which a KEK and 

message authentication keys are derived. 
 4. Th e BS providing the authenticated SS with the identities (i.e., the SAIDs) 

and properties of primary and static SAs for which the SS is authorized to 
obtain keying information.

After achieving initial authorization, an SS should periodically seek reauthori-
zation with the BS. Th is reauthorization is also managed by the SS’s PKMv2 autho-
rization state machine. An SS must maintain its authorization status with the BS to 
be able to refresh aging TEKs and GTEKs. TEK state machines manage the 
refreshing of TEKs. Th e SS or BS may run optional authenticated EAP messages 
for additional authentication. 

Th e SS sends an authorization request message to its BS immediately after 
 sending the authentication information message. Th is is a request for an AK, as well 
as for the SAIDs identifying any static security SAs that the SS is authorized to 
participate in. Th e authorization request includes:

A manufacturer-issued X.509 certifi cate.
A list of cryptographic suite identifi ers, each indicating a particular pairing of 
packet data encryption and packet data authentication algorithms that the SS 
supports.
Th e SS’s basic CID. Th e basic CID is the fi rst static CID that the BS 
assigns to an SS during initial ranging—the primary SAID is equal to the 
basic CID.
A 64-bit random number generated in the SS.

In response to an authorization request message, a BS validates the requesting 
SS’s identity, determines the encryption algorithm and protocol support it shares 
with the SS, activates an AK for the SS, encrypts it with the SS’s public key, and 
sends it back to the SS in an authorization reply message. Th e authorization reply 
includes:

Th e BS’s X.509 certifi cate.
A pre-PAK encrypted with the SS’s public key.
A 4-bit PAK sequence number, used to distinguish between successive gener-
ations of AKs.
A PAK lifetime.

�
�

�
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�
�
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Th e identities (i.e., the SAIDs) and properties of the single primary and zero or 
more static SAs for which the SS is authorized to obtain keying information.
Th e 64-bit random number generated in the SS.
A 64-bit random number generated in the BS.
Th e RSA signature over all the other attributes in the auth-reply message by 
BS, used to assure that the authenticity of the earlier PKMv2 RSA-Reply 
messages.

An SS must periodically refresh its AK by reissuing an authorization request to 
the BS. Reauthorization is identical to authorization. To avoid service interruptions 
during reauthorization, successive generations of the SS’s AKs have overlapping 
lifetimes. Both SS and BS must be able to support up to two simultaneously active 
AKs during these transition periods. Th e operation of the authorization state 
machine’s authorization request scheduling algorithm, combined with the BS’s 
 regimen for updating and using a client SS’s AKs, ensures that the SS can refresh 
TEK keying information without interruption.

4.11 PKM Version 2: Multicast and Broadcast
4.11.1 Multicast and Broadcast Services Support
PKMv2 supports strong protection from theft of multicast and broadcast service by 
encrypting MBS defi ned in the IEEE 802.16e amendment.

MBS requires a MBS GSA. It is the set of security information that multiple 
BS and one or more of its client SSs share but not bound to any MS authorization 
state to support secure and access-controlled MBS content reception across the 
IEEE 802.16 network. Each MBS capable of MS may establish a MBS SA during 
the MS initialization process. MBS GSAs shall be provisioned within the BS. A 
MBS GSA’s shared information includes the cryptographic suite employed within 
the GSA and key material information such as MAKs and MGTEKs. Th e exact 
content of the Marin General Services Authority (MGSA) is dependent on the 
MGSA’s cryptographic suite. As like any other unicast SAs, MBS GSA is also 
identifi ed using 16-bit SAIDs. Each MS shall establish one or more MBS GSA 
with its serving BS. Using the PKMv2 protocol, an MS receives or establishes an 
MBS GSA’s keying material. Th e BS and MBS content server must ensure that 
each client MS only has access to the MGSAs it is authorized to access. An SA’s 
keying material (e.g., MAK and MGTEK) has a limited lifetime. When the MBS 
content server or BS delivers MBS SA keying material to an MS, it also provides 
the MS with that material’s remaining lifetime. It is the responsibility of the MS 
to request new keying material from the MBS server or BS before the set of keying 
material that the MS currently holds expires at the MBS server or BS.

�

�
�
�
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4.11.2 Optional Multicast Broadcast Rekeying Algorithm
When the Multicast Broadcast Rekeying Algorithm (MBRA) is supported, the 
MBRA is used to refresh traffi  c keying material effi  ciently not for the unicast 
 service, but for the multicast or the broadcast service.

Note that an SS may get the traffi  c keying material before an SS is served with 
the specifi c multicast service or the broadcast service. Th e initial GTEK request 
exchange procedure is executed by using the key request and key reply messages 
that are carried on the primary management connection. Th e GTEK is the TEK 
for multicast or broadcast service. Once an SS shares the traffi  c keying material 
with a BS, the SS does not need to request new traffi  c keying material. A BS updates 
and distributes the traffi  c keying material periodically by sending two key update 
command messages.

A BS manages the M&B (Multicast & Broadcast) TEK grace time for the 
respective GSA-ID in itself. Th e GSA-ID is the SA-ID for multicast or broadcast 
service. Th is M&B TEK grace time is defi ned only for the multicast service or the 
broadcast service. Th is parameter means time interval (in seconds), before the 
 estimated expiration of an old distributed GTEK. In addition, the M&B TEK 
grace time is longer than the TEK grace time managed in an SS.

A BS distributes updated traffi  c keying material by sending two key update 
command messages before old distributed GTEK is expired. Th e usage type of 
these messages is distinguished according to the key push modes included in the 
key update command message. Th e purpose of the key update command message 
for the GKEK update mode is to distribute the GKEK. Th e key update command 
message for the GKEK update mode is carried on the primary management 
 connection. A BS intermittently transmits the key update command message for 
the GKEK update mode to each SS to reduce the BS’s load in refreshing traffi  c key 
material. Th e GKEK is needed to encrypt the new GTEK. Th e GKEK may be 
 randomly generated in a BS or an ASA server.

A BS transmits the PKMv2 group key update command message for the GTEK 
update mode carried on the broadcast connection after the M&B TEK grace time 
starts. Th e aim of the key update command message for the GTEK update mode is 
to distribute new GTEK and the other traffi  c keying material to all SSs served with 
the specifi c multicast service or the broadcast service. Th is GTEK is encrypted with 
already transmitted GKEK. 

An SS shall be capable of maintaining two successive sets of traffi  c keying mate-
rial per authorized GSA-ID. Th rough operation of its GTEK state machines, an SS 
shall check whether it receives new traffi  c keying material or not. If an SS gets new 
traffi  c keying material, then its TEK grace time is not operated. However, if it does 
not have that, then an SS shall request a new set of traffi  c keying material a confi gu-
rable amount of time, the TEK grace time, before the SS’s latest GTEK is scheduled 
to expire.
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If an SS receives two valid key update command messages and shares new valid 
GKEK and GTEK with a BS, then that SS does not need to request a new set of 
traffi  c keying material.

If an SS does not receive at least one of the two key update command messages, 
then that SS sends the key request message to get a new traffi  c keying material. A 
BS responds to the key request message with the key reply message. In other words, 
if an SS does not get valid new GKEK or GTEK, then the GTEK request exchange 
procedure initiated by an SS is executed.

An SS tries to get the GTEK before an SS is served with the specifi c service. Th e 
initial GTEK request exchange procedure is executed by using the key request and 
key reply messages that are carried on the primary management connection. 

A BS must be capable of maintaining two successive sets of traffi  c keying 
material per authorized GSA-ID. Th at is, when GKEK has been changed a BS 
manages the M&B TEK grace time for the respective GSA-ID in itself. Th rough 
operation of its M&B TEK grace time, a BS shall push a new set of traffi  c keying 
material. Th is M&B TEK grace time is defi ned only for the multicast service or 
the broadcast service in a BS. Th is parameter means time interval (in seconds) 
before the estimated expiration of an old distributed GTEK. Th at is, the M&B 
TEK grace time is longer than the TEK grace time managed in an SS.

A BS distributes updated GTEK by using two key update command messages 
when the GKEK has been changed, or by using one (the second) key update com-
mand message otherwise, around the M&B TEK grace time, before the already 
distributed GTEK expires. Th ose messages are distinguished according to a param-
eter included in that message, “key push modes.” A BS transmits the fi rst key 
update command message to each SS served with the specifi c service before 
the M&B TEK grace time. Th e fi rst key update command message is carried on 
the primary management connection. A BS intermittently transmits the fi rst 
key update command message to each SS to reduce the BS’s load for key refresh-
ment. Th e purpose of the fi rst key update command message is to distribute the 
GKEK. Th is GKEK is needed to encrypt the updated GTEK. Th e GKEK is also 
encrypted with the SS’s KEK. Th e GKEK may be randomly generated in a BS or 
an ASA server.

A BS transmits the PKMv2 group key update command message carried on 
the broadcast connection after the M&B TEK grace time. Th e aim of the second 
key update command message is to distribute the GTEK to the specifi c service 
group. Th is GTEK is encrypted with transmitted GKEK before the M&B TEK 
grace time. 

An SS must also be capable of maintaining two successive sets of traffi  c keying 
material per authorized GSA-ID. Th rough operation of its GTEK state machines, 
an SS checks whether it receives new traffi  c keying material or not. If an SS gets 
new traffi  c keying material, then its TEK grace time is not operated. However, if it 
does not have that, then the SS requests a new set of traffi  c keying material for the 
TEK grace time before the SS’s latest GTEK is scheduled to expire.
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4.12 Key Usage
BS maintains all the keying information for all SAs. Th e PKM protocol defi ned in 
this specifi cation is responsible for synchronizing all the keying information 
between the BS and the SS.

4.12.1 AK Key Lifetime
SS initiates an authorization exchange with its BS after completing initial capabili-
ties. When the BS receives an auth request message from the unauthorized SS, it 
will initiate the activation of a new AK. Th is key is sent back in the key reply 
 message by the BS. Th us according to the predefi ned AK will expire. Th e SS is con-
sidered unauthorized if SS fails to reauthorize before the expiration of its current 
AK and BS will not hold any active AKs for the SS. If SS does not reauthorize 
within a specifi ed time to the BS then all the keys from the keying table will 
removed. Th e AK’s active lifetime in an authorization reply message that a BS 
reports is refl ected perfectly in implementation permits.

4.12.2 AK Transition Period on BS Side
Whenever an SS requests for an AK, the BS is ready to send an AK. Th e BS will be 
able to support two active keys for an SS. Th ese two keys have overlapping life-
times. AK transition period begins when the BS receives an auth request message 
from an SS and the BS has a single active AK for that SS. When the BS receives an 
auth request, the BS will activate a second AK. Th e key sequence number of this 
second AK will be greater than one than that of the previous AK. Th e lifetime of 
the second AK will be the remaining lifetime of the fi rst AK plus the predefi ned AK 
lifetime parameter and this value is set by the BS. Th us the active lifetime of the 
second key which is new will remain active for one AK lifetime beyond the expira-
tion of the fi rst. Th e transition period will end with the expiration of the older key. 
If BS is in the middle of an SS’s AK transition period, and if SS holds two active 
AKs, the response to auth request messages will be with the newer of the two 
active keys. An auth request will be triggered upon the expiration of the older AK. 
New key transition period begins once the older key expires.

4.12.3 BS Usage of AK
Th e keying material that is derived from the SS’s AK will be used by the BS for veri-
fying the HMAC-digests in the key request messages that are sent by the SS. Th e 
same keying material will also be used for calculating the HMAC-digests that a BS 
writes into key reply, key reject, and TEK invalid messages that are sent to the SS. 
Th e same keying material can also be used for encrypting the TEK that is sent in the 
key reply messages to an SS. 
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For the verifi cation of the HMAC-digest in key request messages that is received 
from the SS, a BS will use an HMAC_KEY_U derived from one of the SS’s active 
AKs. Th e key request message contains the AK key sequence number which allows 
the BS to determine which HMAC_KEY_U was used to authenticate the message. 
If the key sequence number of the AK indicates the newer of the two AKs, the BS 
will identify this as an implicit acknowledgment and confi rms that the SS has 
obtained the newer of the SS’s two active AKs. A BS will use an HMAC_KEY_D 
derived from the active AK when calculating HMAC-digests in key reply, key 
reject, and TEK invalid message. When sending key reply, key reject, or TEK 
invalid messages, if the newer key has been implicitly acknowledged, the BS will 
use the newer of the two active AKs. If the newer key has not been implicitly 
acknowledged, the BS will use the older of the two active AKs to derive the KEK 
and the HMAC_KEY_D. Th e BS will use a KEK derived from an active AK when 
encrypting the TEK in the key reply messages.

Th e BS uses the HMAC_KEY_U and HMAC_KEY_D that are derived from 
one of the active AKs for calculating the HMAC digests. If the newest AK has been 
implicitly acknowledged from the SS then the BS uses the newer of the two active 
AKs to derive the HMAC_KEY_D for signing messages. If there is no implicit 
acknowledgment of the newer key, the older of the two active AKs will be used by 
the BS to derive the MAC_KEY_D.

Th e following subsections describe the calculation of HMAC-digests, derivation 
of DES, authentication keys, and derivation of HMAC authentication keys.

4.12.3.1 Calculation of HMAC-Digests

Th e keyed hash in the HMAC-digest attribute and the HMAC tuple will be 
 calculated by using the HMAC with the SHA-1 hash algorithm. For authenticat-
ing messages in the DL direction, the DL authentication key HMAC_KEY_D will 
be used and for authenticating messages in the UL direction, the UL authentica-
tion key HMAC_KEY_U will be used. Authentication keys in the UL and DL 
message are derived from the AK. Th e sequence number of the HMAC in the 
HMAC tuple will be equal to the AK sequence number of the AK from which the 
HMAC_KEY_X was derived. Th e HMAC digest will be calculated over the entire 
MAC management message.

4.12.3.2 Derivation of DES, Authentication Keys

AKs are generated by the BS. To generate AK and TEK a random or pseudo-
 random number generator will be used. IV are also generated by random or pseudo-
random generators. FIPS 81 defi nes “56-bit DES keys as 8-byte (64-bit) quantities 
where the seven most signifi cant bits (i.e., seven leftmost bits) of each byte are the 
independent bits of a DES key, and the least signifi cant bit (i.e., rightmost bit) of 
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each byte is a parity bit computed on the preceding seven independent bits and 
adjusted so that the byte has odd parity. PKM does not require odd parity. 
Th e PKM protocol generates and distributes 8-byte DES keys of arbitrary parity, 
and it requires that implementations ignore the value of the least signifi cant bit 
of each.”

4.12.3.3 Derivation of HMAC Authentication Keys

Th e derivation of HMAC authentication keys are shown in Table 4.7. HMAC 
authentication keys are derived using secure hash algorithm. AK in the table is the 
authorization key. Th is AK may be either the older AK or newer AK depending on 
the key sequence number in the key request message that is sent by the SS to the 
BS. If the key request message indicates the key sequence number of the newer AK 
the new AK will be used to derive HMAC keys otherwise old AK will be used to 
derive HMAC keys.

4.12.3.4 Encryption of AK

For encrypting the AK, RSA public key encryption algorithm will be used with the 
public key of the SS as the key. Th e protocol uses 65537 (0x010001) as its public 
exponent and a modulus length of 1024 bits. Th e PKM protocol employs the 
RSAES-OAEP encryption scheme (PKCS #1). RSAES-OAEP requires the selection 
of a hash function, a mask-generation function, and an encoding parameter string. 
When encrypting the AK the default selections specifi ed in PKCS #1 is used. Th ese 
default selections for the hash function are SHA-1, the empty string for the encod-
ing parameter string and MGF1 with SHA-1 for the mask generation function.

4.12.4 AK Period on SS Side
SS maintains an AK and is responsible for obtaining authorization from BS. SS will 
be ready to use two of the recently obtained AKs in the following manner.

4.12.4.1 SS Authorization

AK that has been sent to SS have limited lifetime. It is the responsibility of the SS 
to periodically refresh the AK by issuing the authorization request message. 
Authorization state machine manages the scheduling of the authorization requests 
and the scheduling and refreshing of the keys. Before a confi gurable duration of 
time, called the authorization grace time, the SS’s authorization state machine 
schedules the beginning of reauthorization before the latest AK expires. Th is 
 authorization grace time is confi gured so that the SS’s authorization retry period 
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is suffi  ciently long enough to allow system delays and for providing adequate time 
for the SS for successful completion of an authorization exchange so that all this 
happens before the expiration of its most current AK. Th e knowledge of the autho-
rization grace time is not necessarily known to BS. Th e BS will deactivate a key by 
tracking the lifetimes of its AKs once it has expired. Th e TEK management on both 
the BS and the SS sides is shown in Figure 4.11. Th e key request message that is sent 
from SS to BS represents the key sequence number of the key that is used by the SS. 
Th e SS uses AK for diff erent purposes. Th is is described in the next session.

4.12.4.2 SS Usage of AK

SS when calculating the HMAC_digests will use the HMAC_KEY_U derived 
from the newer of its two most recent AKs. For authenticating key reply, key reject, 
and TEK reject messages the SS uses the HMAC_KEY_D derived from either 
newer or older AKs. Th e SS decrypts an encrypted TEK that is found in the key 
reply message with the KEK derived from either newer or older AKs. Th e most 

SS BS

Authentication Request

Authentication Information

Authorization Reply (AK0)

Authorization Request

Authorization Reply (AK1)

Key Request (AK1)

Authorization re-Request

Authorization Reply (AK2)

Key Request (AK2)

Authorization Request

AK1
lifetime

AK2
lifetime

AK0
lifetime

AK1
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Figure 4.11 Authorization key use in the Base Station and Subscriber Station.
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recent AK will be used for deriving KEK if the key request message indicates the 
key sequence number of the most recent AK, then this key is used for encrypting 
and decrypting TEKs. HMAC_KEY_U that is derived from the newer of its two 
most recent AKs will be used by the SS when calculating the HMAC-digests of the 
HMAC tuple attribute.

4.12.5 TEK Lifetime
Two sets of active TEKs per SAID will be maintained by the BS. Th ese two sets 
 correspond to two successive generations of keying material. Th e TEKs generated by 
the two sets will have overlapping lifetimes as determined by the TEK lifetime which 
is a predefi ned BS parameter determined by the system confi guration. Th e key 
sequence number of the newer TEK will be one greater (modulo 4) than that of the 
older TEK. “Each TEK becomes active halfway through the lifetime of its predeces-
sor and expires halfway through the lifetime of its successor.” TEK will be no longer 
be used once the lifetime expires and the TEK becomes inactive. TEK parameters 
for the two active TEKs will be present in the key reply messages that are sent by BS 
to SS. Th e active lifetimes of TEKs’ that a BS sends in a key reply message will be 
refl ected as accurately as implementation rules and according to the time the key 
reply message is sent which indicates the remaining lifetimes of these TEKs. 

4.12.5.1 BS Usage of TEK

Th e transitions of the BS between the two active TEKs, depends on whether a 
 particular TEK is used for either DL or UL traffi  c. For every SAID, the BS will 
have transitions between active TEKs with the expiration of the older TEK, and 
the transition to the newer TEK for encryption will be done immediately by the BS 
and hence the UL transition period begins from the time the BS sends the newer 
TEK in a key reply message and the transition ends on the expiration of the older 
TEK. It is the responsibility of the SS to send key request messages for updating its 
keys in a timely fashion. Regardless of whether a client SS has received a copy of a 
TEK, the BS will make transition to a new key. Depending on the TEK that is used 
for DL or UL traffi  c, the BS uses the two active TEKs diff erently. Th e BS uses the 
two active TEKs of the SAID, that is, BS uses the older of the two TEKs for the 
encryption in the DL traffi  c and either the older or the newer one for decrypting 
DL traffi  c. Only the second half of that TEK’s total lifetime will be used by the BS 
for encryption and the entire lifetime of the TEK for decryption.

4.12.5.2 SS Usage of TEK

SS maintains two successive sets of traffi  c keying material per authorized SAID. 
Th ese keying materials have overlapping lifetimes. An SS requests a new set of 
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 traffi  c keying material through the operation of its TEK state machines and this is 
done as before by a confi gurable amount of time called the TEK grace time. All this 
happens before the SS’s latest TEK expires. For each SAID that is authorized, the 
SS uses newer of the two TEKs for encrypting the DL channel and either newer or 
older of the two TEKs for decrypting the DL channel.

Th e left side of Figure 4.12 illustrates the SS’s maintenance and usage of an SA’s 
TEKs, the TEK that will be used to encrypt MAC PDU payloads is indicated by 
the shaded portion of a TEK’s lifetime.

4.13 Conclusions
Multiple security threats arise in wireless networks. Security in IEEE 802.16 is 
considered especially important. Th e security sublayer in the fi xed and mobile 
802.16 standard provides subscribers with encryption and authentication services 

SS BS
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Key Reply (TEK0,TEK1)

TEK 0

TEK 1
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TEK 2

Key Request

Key Reply (TEK0,TEK1)
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Key Request
Key Request
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Figure 4.12 Traffi c Encryption Keys lifetime in the Base Station and Subscriber 
Station.
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across the broadband wireless network. Th e security sublayer employs an authenti-
cated client/server key management protocol. Th e technology provides vendors 
with a number of options, which is expected to stimulate a considerable amount of 
further research.
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Chapter 5

Mobility Support and 
Conservation of Terminal 
Energy in IEEE 802.16 
Wireless Networks

Sayandev Mukherjee, Kin K. Leung, and 
George E. Rittenhouse

Th e IEEE 802.16-2004 standard (formerly called 802.16d) has been proposed 
to provide last-mile connectivity to fi xed locations by radio links. Despite this origi-
nal objective, we study in this paper whether mobility can be supported by the 
802.16-2004 network without any change in the specifi cation. Mobility enhance-
ments are considered in a later standard (IEEE 802.16e). However, we anticipate 
that 802.16-2004 devices will be deployed in the fi eld before the 802.16e standard 
does. Th us, our proposed techniques can be useful independent of the new 802.16e 
standard. Mobility capability involves two main issues: connection handoff  and 
 correct reception for moving terminals. We fi nd that seamless connection handoff  
can be achieved within the 802.16-2004 standard by: (i) applying some of the exist-
ing functionalities defi ned for the terminal initialization process, (ii) devising a set 
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of protocols for message exchanges for handoff , and (iii) forwarding some of the 
operational parameters from the current Base Station (BS) to a new one via the 
backhaul network, instead of over the radio link. As for reception at moving termi-
nals, our analysis of bit-error rate (BER) for the 802.16-2004 orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing access (OFDMA) mode shows that under typical radio condi-
tions, the 802.16-2004 link can provide satisfactory error performance for terminal 
speed up to tens of kilometers per hour. As a result we show that the current 802.
16-2004 standard with our proposed technique can support user mobility. 

5.1 Introduction
Wireless local area networks (WLANs) based on the IEEE 802.11 standards have 
been widely deployed and used in airports, offi  ces, and homes. Building on this 
success, the IEEE 802.16 standard [1–3] approved in 2001 specifi es the air interface 
and Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for wireless metropolitan area net-
works (MANs). Th e idea there is to provide broadband wireless access to buildings 
through external antennas communicating with radio BSs. Th e wireless MAN thus 
off ers an alternative to fi ber-optic link, cable modem, and digital subscriber loop. 
Using the new standard, home and business users can be connected via radio links 
directly to telecommunication networks and Internet. 

To overcome the disadvantage of the line-of-sight requirement between trans-
mitters and receivers in the 802.16 standard, the 802.16a standard was approved in 
2003 to support non-line-of-sight links, operational in both licensed and unli-
censed frequency bands from 2 to 11 GHz, and subsequently revised to create the 
802.16d [4] standard. With such enhancements, the 802.16d standard (now called 
802.16-2004) has been viewed as a promising alternative for providing the last-mile 
connectivity by radio link. As a result, many large and small companies are actively 
developing and testing 802.16-2004 products. However, the 802.16-2004 specifi -
cation was devised primarily for fi xed wireless users. Th e 802.16e committee [5] 
was subsequently formed with the goal of extending the 802.16-2004 standard to 
support mobile terminals.

Th e primary objective of this chapter is as follows. Although the 802.16-2004 
standard is devised for fi xed terminal locations, we explore whether the existing 
specifi cation itself, without any changes or modifi cations, can be applied to sup-
port terminal mobility. Our results in this paper reveal that it is indeed possible for 
802.16-2004 without changes to support mobility. Th ere are two aspects of the 
mobility support. First, the quality of service (QoS) requirements between a 
mobile terminal and its BS should be satisfi ed, while the terminal is moving within 
the coverage area of the BS. Secondly, when the terminal moves from one BS to the 
next, the network should be capable of handing off  the connection from the origi-
nal BS to the new one, with an objective of minimizing data loss and delay in the 
handoff  process. Correspondingly, we establish the feasibility of mobility support 
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for the 802.16-2004 standard by: (i) devising a set of protocols for exchanges of 
 signaling messages for connection handoff  from a BS to a neighboring one, and (ii) 
showing reasonable performance in terms of BER under typical radio and user-
mobility conditions.

Besides providing new insights into whether the existing 802.16-2004 standard 
with its original intent to serve fi xed locations can indeed support mobility, this 
work may also have signifi cant commercial implications. First, the 802.16e equip-
ment for mobile environments will not be widely available for at least a couple of 
years. On the other hand, the 802.16-2004 products will become commonly avail-
able very soon (e.g., Intel has promised such with their “Rosedale” chip). Th erefore, 
service providers could start to realize revenue right away by applying the techniques 
in this chapter to support mobility using existing 802.16-2004 standard. Furthermore, 
as 802.16-2004-enabled devices will be widely available soon, our proposed tech-
niques can be applied to support mobility capabilities for the “legacy” 802.16-2004 
devices, regardless of the fi nal acceptance of the new 802.16e standard. As user 
mobility now causes the important issue of battery life, which does not exist for fi xed 
wireless networks where power supply is “unlimited,” we also propose here a scheme 
that implements sleep and wakeup for 802.16-2004 devices without any change to 
the standard to save battery energy. Th is may be seen as the complementary develop-
ment to the mobility support proposal, without which service to mobile users will be 
constrained.

Th e rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the objec-
tive of connection handoff , application of certain functionalities defi ned in the 
802.16-2004 standard for connection handoff , and handoff  protocols. We also 
identify an existing message in the 802.16-2004 standard that can be used to enable 
handoff . In Section 5.3, we propose a sleep and wakeup scheme that also does not 
use new messages. Th en, we analyze and show in Section 5.4 the feasibility of the 
802.16-2004 physical (PHY) layer for supporting hard handoff  and mobility, and 
the feasibility of the proposed sleep/wakeup mechanism to prolong terminal bat-
tery life. We present our conclusions in Section 5.5.

5.2 Protocols for Connection Handoff
5.2.1 Handoff Objective and Mobility Management
As the quality of an established radio link between a Subscriber Station (SS) (or 
terminal) and its BS deteriorates due to mobility, the objective of handing off  the 
connection to a neighboring BS is to maintain the Internet Protocol (IP) connec-
tivity between the SS and the corresponding host. A major goal is to minimize 
packet loss and delay induced by the handoff  process. As the 802.16-2004 standard 
defi nes only the PHY and MAC layers, without loss of generality, suppose that the 
network under study employs the Hierarchical Mobile IP (HMIP) algorithm [6] 
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for micromobility management. (Similar observations apply to other mobility 
management algorithms such as [7] and [8].) Using the common terminology for 
mobile networks, Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of the HMIP for the 802.16 
network under consideration. Specifi cally, one router is designated the Primary 
Foreign Agent (PFA) and serves as the “anchor point” for each SS (or connection). 
Th at is, data from and to a given SS always goes through the corresponding PFA. 
In addition, the PFA also keeps track of the operational parameters for the 802.16-
2004 connections associated with the SS. As shown in the fi gure, the communica-
tion path consists of multiple IP tunnels and packets are forwarded by tunneling. 

5.2.2 Initialization Process
As our objective is to support mobility without standard change, we have to use the 
features and protocols defi ned in the existing 802.16-2004 standard. We observe 
that in the most basic sense, handoff  is to tear down the existing connection with the 
current BS and to set up a new connection with a neighboring BS with better link 
quality. Let us ignore the delay in setting up the new connection for a moment. Th e 
key functionalities for handoff  are quite similar to the initialization process of a SS 
when registering with a BS upon power up. Th is is the starting point of our approach. 
Namely, we attempt to reuse some of the functionalities of the initialization process 

Internet

Home
Agent

Old BS

New BS
BS

BS

IP Intranet

PFA

Correspondent
host

IP Tunnel

802.16d

Gateway

Figure 5.1 Hierarchical mobile Internet Protocol for 802.16-2004 network. 
(From K. K. Leung, S. Mukherjee, and G. E. Rittenhouse, Proc. 2005 IEEE Wireless 
Communications and Networking Conference, WCNC 2005. With permission.)
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defi ned in the 802.16-2004 standard to assist connection handoff . Toward this goal, 
it is instructional to fi rst review the initialization process. Th en, we identify a set of 
required functionalities for connection handoff .

A schematic diagram of steps in the initialization process is given in Figure 5.2, 
which is a simplifi ed version of Figure 55 in Section 6.3.9 of the draft standard [4]. 
In the fi rst step of the process, an SS begins scanning its frequency list to identify 
an operating channel (or it may be programmed to log on with a specifi ed BS). 
After deciding on the channel to attempt communication, the SS tries to synchro-
nize to the downlink (DL) transmission by detecting the periodic frame preambles. 
Once the PHY layer is synchronized, the SS in step 2 looks for the periodically 
broadcast downlink channel descriptor (DCD) and uplink channel descriptor 
(UCD) messages, from which the SS learns the modulation and forward-error-
control information for the chosen channel.

With the channel parameters known, the SS identifi es a transmission opportu-
nity from the uplink (UL) medium access protocol (MAP) to send ranging 
message(s) to the target BS. Based on the range-response message from the BS, the 
SS can adjust its transmission power and timing. Furthermore, the message also 
provides the SS with the basic and primary management connection identifi ers 
(CIDs). After the ranging process is completed, the SS and BS exchange two 
 messages to inform each other of their capabilities. 

Th e next step is for the SS to go through the authentication procedure and 
exchange of encryption keys with the BS. Th e step involves several messages 

Figure 5.2 Initialization steps for 802.16-2004. (From K. K. Leung, S. Mukherjee, 
and G. E. Rittenhouse. Proc. 2005 IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking 
Conference, WCNC 2005. With permission.)
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exchanged between the SS and BS. It starts with the SS sending its X.502 digital 
certifi cate (MAC address and SS public key), cryptographic algorithm, and basic 
CID to the BS. At the end of the step, both the SS and BS agree upon the authori-
zation and traffi  c-encryption keys and their associated lifetimes.

In the registration step, the SS sends the BS a request message to register with 
the network. Th e BS returns a response message to indicate success or failure of the 
registration and, if successful, a secondary management CID. Th en, the SS acquires 
an IP address and related parameters via dynamic host communication protocol 
(DHCP). In the next step, the SS sends a request for time and receives a response 
from a timeserver. Th e DHCP server also provides the address of the Trivial File 
Transfer Protocol (TFTP) server from which the SS can obtain a confi guration fi le 
containing operational parameters. As a fi nal step, connections are set up for ser-
vice fl ows between the SS and BS. Th ere are alternative ways to set up the connec-
tions. One way is for the BS to send a dynamic service addition (DSA) message to 
the SS. Th e request message contains service fl ow IDs, possibly CIDs and their 
QoS parameters. Th e connection setup is completed after the SS returns a DSA 
response to the BS and the BS sends an acknowledgment.

5.2.3 Functionalities for Connection Handoff
We obtain the functionalities required by connection handoff  by eliminating 
unnecessary steps in the initialization process. As a result, the schematic diagram 
in Figure 5.2 can be reduced to Figure 5.3 for connection handoff .

Let us discuss why the functionalities (with over-the-air message exchanges) in 
Figure 5.2 are suffi  cient for connection handoff . First, it is assumed that the current 
BS and the new BS involved in the handoff  have identical capabilities, so the nego-
tiation of basic capabilities in step 4 in Figure 5.2 becomes unnecessary. User reau-
thentication can be achieved by exchange of control messages in the backhaul 
network. In addition, encryption keys and their associated parameters can be for-
warded from the current BS to the new BS also via the backhaul network. Th us, 
messages exchanged over the radio link for steps 5 and 6 can be avoided. (How 
authentication and forward of encryption keys can be done via the backhaul net-
work is discussed in the following subsection.)

Furthermore, as the same IP connectivity is maintained by use of HMIP in 
spite of handoff , one can avoid the need for re-establishing a new IP connection. As 
the existing IP connection remains unchanged, there is no need for the SS to receive 
new operational parameters. In addition, as it is reasonable to assume that BSs are 
synchronized, say by the Global Positioning System (GPS), it is unnecessary for the 
SS to re-establish time of day as part of the handoff  process. Based on all these 
observations, the functionalities required by the handoff  process are thus obtained, 
as shown in Figure 5.3.

It is worth noting that by comparing Figures 5.2 and 5.3, the handoff  procedure 
actually represents a “short” initialization process. Th is not only enables handoff  
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to reuse existing functionalities but also helps keep the handoff  latency satisfac-
torily low.

We now estimate the latency for the handoff  functionalities. Table 5.1 shows the 
messages involved in the functionalities and their estimated latency by assuming: (i) 
Seven milliseconds per frame, which is a medium frame length, (ii) transmission of 
DCD and UCD every fi ve frames, and (iii) messages can be processed and respond-
ing messages can be sent in the next frame. Note that delay incurred in channel syn-
chronization and observation of UL parameters can be reduced if a second radio 
chain is used to perform the task while the fi rst one continues its normal operations.

5.2.4 Handoff Protocol and Message Exchanges
Figure 5.4 shows the sequence of message exchanges for connection handoff . We 
note that as a SS can stay silent (with no transmission) at times, its BS may not 
 recognize the need of handoff  when the SS moves away for the BS. So SS initiated 
handoff  is more appropriate than that initiated by BS. When a SS realizes a need 
for handoff  (e.g., by checking error rate for the MAPs periodically broadcast from 
BS on the DL or by measuring the received signal strength), it sends a handoff  
request (HO-REQ) to its current BS (denoted as the old BS). In turn, the BS 
returns with a handoff  acknowledgment (HO-ACK) message to signify that the SS 
can start the handoff  process. It is important to note that both HO-REQ and 
HO-ACK messages are not defi ned in the 802.16-2004 standard. We include them 
here mainly to illustrate the handoff  protocol and discuss later how one can replace 
these messages by an existing one defi ned in the standard. 

Soon after the old BS responds to the SS’s request for handoff , the old BS sends 
the Backhaul Network message 1 (BN-MSG1) to inform the PFA, which is the 
“anchor” point for the SS, of the MAC address, CIDs, encryption keys, and other 

Figure 5.3 Functionalities for connection handoff. (From K. K. Leung, S. Mukherjee, 
and G. E. Rittenhouse, Proc. 2005 IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking 
Conference, WCNC 2005. With permission.)
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service parameters associated with the SS. Upon receiving the MSG1, the PFA 
forwards BN-MSG2 messages, which contain information about the SS’s MAC 
address, connections, and operational parameters, via the backhaul network to 
alert all BS’s surrounding the old BS, to look out for the possible handoff  of the SS. 
Th is list of neighboring BSs, which are the likely candidates for handoff , is main-
tained at the PFA, and is analogous to the neighbor list in code division multiple 
access (CDMA) systems.

Following the reception of the HO-ACK message, the SS proceeds to execute 
the functionalities in Figure 5.3. Th at is, it scans and synchronizes with a new 
channel of a neighboring BS (denoted as the new BS in the diagram). Th en, it 
obtains the UL transmission parameters, completes the ranging and adjustment 
procedure, registers and sets up provisional connections with the new BS. Once the 
“short initialization process” is completed, the new BS sends the BN-MSG3 to 
inform the PFA of the completion of the handoff . In turn, the PFA sends the BN-
MSG4 to reset PHY and MAC associated with the SS on the old BS. As the new 
connections are established between the SS and the new BS, the PFA starts to tun-
nel data to the new BS for forwarding to the SS.

Before continuing, we note that there is a key delay requirement for the handoff  
protocol to work properly. Th at is, the BN-MSG2 sent from the PFA must be 
received and processed by all BSs surrounding the old BS before the fi rst ranging 

Table 5.1 Estimated Latency for the “Short” Initialization

Functions

Message Exchanged Delay (for 7 ms per Frame)

Subscriber 
Station Base Station

Number of 
Frames msec

Synch up with 
downlink 
channels

– – 5 35

Observe 
uplink 
parameters

– – 5 35

Ranging and 
adjustment

2x RNG-REQ 2x RNG-RSP 4 28

Registration REG-REQ REQ-RSP 2 14

Establish 
connections

DSA-RSP DSA-REQ,

DSA-ACK

3 21

Total handoff latency 19 133

Source:  From K. K. Leung, S. Mukherjee, and G. E. Rittenhouse, Proc. 2005 IEEE 
Wireless Communications and Networking Conference, WCNC 2005. 
With permission.
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(RNG-REQ) message from the SS arrives. Th is is so because without receiving the 
BN-MSG2 message, the neighboring BSs will not be aware of the handoff , and 
thus follow the rest of the steps for the normal initialization process, instead of 
those of the “short” process for handoff . (On the other hand, the SS knows that it 
has to follow the short process because it has been told to do so by receiving the 
HO-ACK message from the old BS.) As the scanning and synchronization with a 
new channel may take at least tens of milliseconds to complete, the delay require-
ment does not appear to be a stringent one. Rather, with a typical high-speed IP 
backhaul network, it is expected that the BN-MSG2 message can reach and be 
processed by the neighboring BSs within a couple of tens of milliseconds, which 
should be short in comparison with the delay incurred in channel scanning and 
synchronization.

Figure 5.4 Handoff protocol. (From K. K. Leung, S. Mukherjee, and G. E. Rittenhouse, 
Proc. 2005 IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference, WCNC 
2005. With permission.)
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5.2.5  Use of Existing Message to Request and 
ACK Handoff

As mentioned earlier, the HO-REQ and HO-ACK messages have not been defi ned 
in the 802.16-2004 standard and defi ning the new messages in the standard is not 
our goal either. To avoid a change to the standard, we observe that it is possible to 
reuse an existing message, namely the Deregistration Command (DREG-CMD) 
with action code of 03, to serve the place of the HO-REQ and HO-ACK messages. 
Th at is, when the SS initiates the handoff , it sends a DREG-CMD (code = 03) mes-
sage to its BS. If the BS agrees to the handoff , it returns another DREG-CMD 
(code = 03) to the SS. When the latter is received by the SS, it signifi es that the 
handoff  process is started. Th e rest of the protocol and message exchanges pre-
sented in Figure 5.4 are carried out.

We now explain why the DREG-CMD (code = 03) message can be applied as 
such. Th e standard specifi es [5] that “the DREG-CMD message shall be transmit-
ted by the BS on an SS’s basic CID to force the SS to change its access state. Upon 
receiving a DREG-CMD, the SS shall take the action indicated by the action 
code.” If the action code is 03, the “SS shall return to normal operation and may 
transmit on any of its active connections.” First of all, BS does not expect to receive 
the DREG-CMD (code = 03) message from its SSs. If it is indeed received, how the 
BS would interpret the message has not been specifi ed in the standard. Th us, it is 
acceptable if the BS chooses to interpret the message as a request for handoff  (HO-
REQ). After the SS sends the fi rst DREG-CMD (code = 03) message, the SS 
intends to begin a handoff , thus has a context to interpret the returned DREG-
CMD from the BS as an ACK (HO-ACK).

Th e choice of the DREG-CMD (code = 03) message has an additional advan-
tage. Namely, the message simply asks the SS to resume normal operations, thus it 
does not cause any adverse eff ects to the SS if it does not interpret the message in 
such a special way for supporting handoff . Furthermore, the message also enables 
correct operations for mixed SSs and BSs with or without the new handoff  capabil-
ity. For example, suppose that the SS has the handoff  capability, but its BS does not. 
In this case, after receiving the fi rst DREG-CMD (code = 03) from the SS, the BS 
will not send the second DREG-CMD (code = 03) to acknowledge (or approve) 
the handoff . Without the returned DREG-CMD, the SS simply continues its oper-
ations as defi ned in the original standard. In short, by initiating the handoff  process 
from the SS, and by reusing the DREG-CMD (code = 03) message, we ensure that 
there are no problems arising from the misinterpretation of a message that arrives 
at an unexpected time due to a failure of synchronization, for example.

To prevent “ping-ponging” of an SS between an old and new BS, we propose the 
usual solution of a hysteresis threshold, such that a handoff  will only be requested by 
the SS if the received signal strength from the new BS exceeds that from the old BS 
by at least this threshold. However, as the handoff  scheme uses a “short” version of the 
initialization process, and in particular omits the authentication and key exchanges 
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and request/grant of connection IDs (which are retained by the old BS and transmit-
ted over the backhaul to the new BS), it is possible for the SS to abort the handoff  
at any stage before the MAC and PHY are reset at the old BS with BN-MSG4 in 
Figure 5.4, simply by sending another DREG-CMD (code = 03) to the old BS.

With the protocol designed for supporting terminal mobility in the 802.16-2004 
networks, mobile terminals now can no longer enjoy the “unlimited” supply of 
power as in the fi xed wireless networks. In the following, we propose and study a 
mechanism to conserve battery energy for terminals in the 802.16-2004 networks.

5.3 Energy Conservation via Sleep Mode
5.3.1 Need for “Sleep” and “Wakeup” Modes
Th e simplest way to save energy and thus prolong the battery life of a SS is to put 
the SS to “sleep” (i.e., kill all processes running on the SS except for the minimum 
required to sustain the connection) when it is not involved in any communications. 
During the sleep period, the SS will not transmit, but “listen” to the channel occa-
sionally to maintain connectivity. Th is feature is not specifi ed in the 802.16-2004 
standard, as that standard was proposed for stationary SSs and it was assumed that 
power supply for the SSs would not be a critical problem. 

Clearly, an SS in the sleep mode requires a complementary mechanism for 
“waking up” so that it can resume transmitting or receiving. Th e signaling message 
that accomplishes this is usually called the “paging” signal. Again, the 802.16-2004 
standard does not include a paging signal either.

5.3.2 Message Exchanges to Enter Sleep Mode
We propose the following sequence of steps before an SS enters the sleep mode.

Based on a lack of traffi  c on the DL and UL, the SS decides that it should enter 
the sleep mode. Th us, the decision to enter the sleep mode is SS-initiated. Th e algo-
rithm that the SS applies to arrive at this decision is arbitrary, and can be specifi c to 
that SS alone while being unknown to the BS.

Th e SS uses a CID belonging to one of its current sessions to send a bandwidth 
request (BR) message to the BS. Th is is the mechanism for requesting additional 
bandwidth specifi ed in the current 802.16-2004 standard. As it is very unlikely for 
a SS to specify 0 bytes in the BR message (i.e., requesting zero additional band-
width), we propose for the BS to interpret such a message from the SS as a request 
for permission to enter the sleep mode. A key advantage of such use of BR message 
with 0-byte request is that if the BS is not enabled to support this sleep/wakeup 
function, then a request for an additional bandwidth of zero bytes will simply be 
ignored or discarded, thereby causing no changes to the current session.

If the BS is capable of supporting sleep/wakeup in the SS, then it includes a pre-
specifi ed Uplink Interval Usage Code (UIUC) that serves as an acknowledgment 
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to the SS that it is allowed to enter into the sleep mode. Th e specifi c UIUC is 
known and hard-wired in the BS and SS.

On receipt of this acknowledgment message from the BS, the SS enters the sleep 
mode after a fi xed time interval (measured in the number of frames), which is set 
by the network operator and assumed known to both the BS and the SS. Th is obvi-
ates the need to transmit this interval defi ning the sleep start time from BS to SS or 
vice versa, thereby eliminating the need to change the standard to accommodate a 
message that does so.

During the sleep mode, the SS maintains frame synchronization (this is one of 
the few processes that are maintained during the sleep mode). Further, the SS 
decodes DL information periodically to check whether the SS is being “paged” by 
the BS (see the description of the “wakeup” subsequently). Th e period (e.g., once 
every fi ve frames) is predefi ned by the network operator and hard-wired in the SS. 
Battery energy is conserved as the SS decodes data occasionally.

Note that from the perspective of the BS, the SS is treated just the same as if it 
were not in the sleep mode, with the exception that the BS does not transmit data 
to a sleeping SS without fi rst ensuring that the SS has been waken up. Th e session 
parameters associated with a sleeping SS are retained.

Th e sleep period is not indefi nite, but continues only for a fi nite number of 
frames, after which the SS wakes up by default if it has not already been waken up 
by a paging message sent from the BS, or by the arrival of data at the SS intended for 
transmission on the UL. Th is maximum sleep duration is also predetermined, fi xed, 
and set by the network operator and assumed to be known to both BS and SS.

5.3.3 Message Exchanges to Wakeup a Sleeping SS

5.3.3.1 SS Wakes Up on Its Own

If the SS has any data to send on the UL to the BS, it simply wakes up by reviving 
all processes that were running before it entered the sleep mode, and then transmit-
ting the data just as it would have if it had never entered the sleep mode. As the BS 
retained all session parameters when the SS fi rst entered the sleep mode, the BS is 
ready to receive the data and does so. Th e arrival of this data from the SS alerts the 
BS to the fact that the “sleeping” SS has now woken up by its UL transmission. Th e 
BS then treats the SS as if it is no more in sleep mode.

5.3.3.2 BS Wakes Up the SS via a Paging Message

Th e BS wakes up a sleeping SS by transmitting a “paging” message during one of 
the periodic frames that is received and decoded by the SS. A specifi c “paging” mes-
sage is not supported by the current 802.16-2004 standard. However, the standard 
permits network operators to use several UIUCs to defi ne modulation and coding 
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rates (burst profi les) for both the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) and OFDMA modes of operation. Th e network operator may therefore 
reserve one of these UIUCs for “paging.” Th e steps involved in waking up a sleeping 
SS to receive DL data is given next.

In the UL-MAPs transmitted by the BS over a number of consecutive frames, 
the BS specifi es the CID of the SS scheduled for wakeup, employing the UIUC 
designated for “paging” purposes with the most robust modulation and coding 
scheme available. Th e reason for this is that the SS is only receiving and decoding 
periodic frames during sleep mode. Further, as the sleeping SS does not transmit 
anything on the UL, the BS has no information about DL channel quality, and 
cannot tailor its coding scheme accordingly. Th us, if the DL channel suff ers degra-
dation, the SS may not receive the BS transmission, so robust modulation/coding 
with repetition maximizes the chance of the SS receiving the paging “message.”

Upon receiving the UIUC information in the UL-MAP, the SS exits the sleep 
mode. To confi rm with the BS that the SS has indeed exited the sleep mode, the SS 
transmits another bandwidth request message with 0 bytes in the BR fi eld. Th e 
receipt of this message by the BS is interpreted by the BS as an acknowledgment by 
the SS that it has now “woken up” and resumed normal operation.

5.4 Feasibility of Supporting Hard Handoff
In this section, we show that the PHY layer of 802.16-2004 standard can support 
terminals moving with moderate speed. In particular, we present a simple analysis 
leading to an expression for the BER on a wireless link between a BS and an SS with 
the OFDMA air interface as specifi ed in 802.16-2004. It is reasonable to assume 
[9] that such a link is limited by intercarrier interference (ICI), rather than by inter-
ference between OFDMA users. Th is is because the latter is averaged over multiple 
users and, for universal or low frequency reuse, may be taken to be small and rela-
tively constant overtime, and thus absorbed into the Gaussian thermal noise. (On 
the other hand, for the OFDM with time division multiple access (TDMA) PHY 
mode, this assumption may be problematic for systems with high frequency reuse. 
Th is is so because the lack of fast power control and the bursty nature of interfer-
ence in a TDMA system implies that the out-of-cell interference is more accurately 
modeled by a log-normal distribution [10].) In addition, we assume no fast or soft 
handoff  (so that the terminal of interest remains supported by the given BS over the 
duration of the following analysis). Further, we assume no or slow power control, 
so that the transmitted symbol energy stays the same over the time interval of 
interest.

Th e link is subject to both fast and slow fading, the latter assumed to be almost 
unchanged over the duration of observation and hence absorbed into the average 
symbol energy at the receiver. Th e fast fading is assumed to be Rayleigh, given by 
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the Clarke-Jakes model [11]. Th en, it can be shown [9] that the average received 
symbol energy-to-noise ratio is given by
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where N is the number of OFDM subcarriers, Ts is the duration of each M-ary 
Quadrature Amplitude Modulated (QAM) symbol transmitted on a subcarrier, N0 
is the noise power, Es is the average transmitted symbol energy, and fm = fc(v/c)π is 
the Doppler frequency, where fc is the carrier frequency, the terminal speed, and c 
the speed of light. Th e corresponding average received bit energy-to-noise ratio is 
given by γ
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for M-ary QAM modulation [e.g., M = 4 for Quadrature Phase Shift Keying 
(QPSK) and M = 16 for 16-QAM]. Note that Eb = Es/log2M is the average transmit 
energy per bit.

We assume symbol-by-symbol detection at the receiver. Let Pb(γb) be the proba-
bility of BER when the received bit energy-to-noise ratio is γb. Th en we have
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where fgb (g) is the probability density function (pdf) of the bit energy-to-noise 
ratio under the chosen fading model. For the case of Rayleigh fading, we have
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Finally, we make the assumption that the ICI may be approximated by additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). As shown in [9], this approximation is very accurate 
for N = 256 and virtually exact for N ≥ 1024. Th is approximation allows for the reuse 
of well-known expressions for the probability of bit-error on an AWGN channel. For 
QPSK modulation, the exact expression for bit error probability is available:
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(5.3)
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whereas for general M-ary QAM, we only have the approximation (which 
applies to Gray coding)
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where PM is the symbol-error probability. For example, the symbol-error probability 
for 16-QAM is
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Let us consider as an example the OFDMA mode in the Multi-channel Multi-
port Distribution Systems (MMDS) band (carrier frequency fc = 2.6 GHz), with a 
bandwidth of 12 MHz. As specifi ed in the 802.16-2004 standard, the number of 
subcarriers is N = 2048 and the OFDM useful symbol period is NTs = 149.33 ms. 
Th e raw bit rate for rate 1/2 coding is about 10 Mb/sec for QPSK, and about 20 Mb/
sec for 16-QAM when the cyclic prefi x duration is 1/32 of the useful symbol period. 
For this choice of parameters, in Figure 5.5a, we plot the BER as obtained from 
Equations 5.1 and 5.2 for QPSK modulation (Pb (g ) given by Equation 5.3) as a 
function of the terminal speed V  for several choices of the average bit energy to noise 
ratio Eb/N0. In Figure 5.5b, we repeat the plots for the case of 16-QAM modulation 
(Pb (g ) given by Equations 5.4 and 5.5). For QPSK, the lack of dependence of BER 
on Eb/N0 supports the validity of the approximation that the system is ICI-limited 
and not noise-limited, while the accuracy of this approximation is lower for the 
16-QAM case. Note that with QPSK modulation, we can maintain a BER of 0.002 
percent or less for terminal speeds up to 40 km/h, and with 16-QAM, we can main-
tain this BER for terminal speeds up to about 10 km/h. Th us, terminal mobility can 
be supported for these moderate speeds. It is important to note that these results 
correspond to cases without coding. Th erefore, it is expected that higher terminal 
speeds can be supported when coding techniques are used.

Next, let us consider the handoff  latency requirement. In a practical system, SSs 
anywhere in a cell could see the dominant pilot change or a new BS enter the set of 
candidates for handoff . Th e frequency of this event, which could potentially trigger a 
HO-REQ, depends on the speed of the SS. For slowly-moving SSs, the channel quality 
to the old BS does not change rapidly, so the maximum latency possible for the handoff  
is given by the decorrelation distance of the shadow fading from the old BS, which are 
several tens or even hundreds of meters. For slowly-moving SSs, the time taken to cover 
this distance is much larger than the time taken to complete the handoff . For a fast-
moving SS in the interior of the cell, the channel quality changes rapidly over a short 
time interval. Th us, the introduction of a time hysteresis for the HO-REQ, that is, 
requiring that a new BS should have a better channel for at least some length of time 
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Figure 5.5 Bit-error rate versus terminal speed for an MMDS orthogonal 
 frequency division multiplexing access link with Rayleigh fading, 2048 subcarriers,  
2.6-GHz carrier frequency, and 12-MHz bandwidth for: (a) QPSK and (b) 16-QAM 
modulation. (From K. K. Leung, S. Mukherjee, and G. E. Rittenhouse, Proc. 2005 
IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference, WCNC 2005. With 
permission.)
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before a HO-REQ is initiated, is likely to remove the need to perform handoff s arising 
from the majority of such events. In general, for a fast-moving SS, the time hysteresis 
requirement is likely to be met when the SS is moving toward the periphery of the cell 
and into a new cell. We now focus on this case.

Assume that the cell radius (covered and served by one BS) is 1 km and that 
there is a 5 percent overlap in the coverage area of two adjacent cells. Modeling 
these cells as circles of radius 1 km each, with distance d km between the bases, the 
fractional area of overlap is given by
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which is 5 percent when d = 1.75 km. Th is in turn implies that the overlapping area 
extends 250 m into each cell. 

Finally, consider a user terminal moving from one cell to the next in a straight 
line with constant velocity. To simplify the analysis, let us assume that if the termi-
nal has not been handed off  to the adjacent cell (BS) when it has passed the com-
mon overlapping coverage area of the current cell, then the connection is dropped. 
Th en the maximum total distance over which the handoff  must be completed is 
250 m. For the maximum supported mobile speed of 40 km/h (with a BER of 
0.002 percent or less and QPSK modulation) we see that the handoff  must be com-
pleted within 22.5 sec. Such a requirement can be easily met when compared with 
latency estimates in Table 5.1 plus the typical delay in tens of milliseconds incurred 
in the message exchanges in Figure 5.4.

Consider now the probability that the BS is unable to wakeup a sleeping SS 
with the “paging” UIUC (due to channel degradation) in the maximum possible 
latency interval available to complete a handoff . Recall that the SS only receives and 
decodes one frame every Nf frames. If the frame duration is Tf , then each failed 
paging attempt represents an additional delay of NfTf in waking up the SS. 
Assuming independent fading conditions over successive frames when the sleeping 
SS receives and decodes, we see that the number of attempts Nw made by the BS to 
wakeup the SS before it is successfully awakened is a geometric random variable:  
P{Nw = n} = qn−1(1−q), n = 1, 2, K, where q is the probability that the paging UIUC 
is incorrectly received at the SS on any single attempt. 

Let Pb (gb) be the BER when the received bit energy-to-noise ratio is gb. Now, 
the UIUC is four bits in length. As the bit energy-to-noise ratio is assumed the 
same over the duration of the UIUC, we have
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Note that our proposed paging scheme requires the modulation to be QPSK. In 
Figure 5.6, we plot q vs. the mobile speed v for the same three choices of Eb/N0 as 
in Figure 5.5.

We have shown above that for cells with radius 1 km, 5 percent overlap between 
adjacent cells, and mobile speed of 40 km/h (the maximum speed that can be sup-
ported with a BER of 0.002 percent or less and QPSK modulation), the handoff  
must be completed within 22.5 sec, which considerably exceeds the estimate of 19 
frames or 133 milliseconds for exchanging the messages to perform the handoff . 
Even if we conservatively allocate only ten seconds to waking up a sleeping SS, 
with frames of duration Tf = 7 msec and the SS decoding one frame out of every 
Nf = 5, we have a maximum of 10s/NfTf = 286 attempts to wakeup the sleeping SS 
within the given time frame. Th us the probability of dropping the session during 
handoff  because of not being able to wakeup the SS in time is P{Nw ≥ 286} = q286−1, 
which is negligibly small for the range of speeds shown in Figure 5.6.

5.5 Conclusion
We have studied in this chapter that the 802.16-2004 standard can intrinsically 
support terminal mobility without any change in the specifi cation, although its 
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Figure 5.6 Plot of q as given by Equation 5.6 versus mobile speed v for the 
system parameters as in Figure 5.5a. (From S. Mukherjee, K. K. Leung, and G. E. 
Rittenhouse, Proc. 2005 IEEE Pacifi c Rim Conf. on Communications, Computers 
and Signal Processing, PACRIM 2005. With permission.)
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original intent is to provide the last-mile connectivity to fi xed locations. Specifi cally, 
we have shown that mobility capability can be achieved for the 802.16-2004 by: 
(i) applying some of the existing functionalities defi ned for the initialization process, 
(ii) devising a new set of protocols for connection handoff , and (iii) forwarding 
some of the operational parameters from the current BS to the handoff  BS via the 
backhaul network, instead of over the radio link. Our link-performance study 
shows that under typical radio conditions, the 802.16-2004 link can provide satis-
factory bit-error performance for terminal speed up to tens of kilometers per hour. 

We have also proposed protocol and control mechanisms to conserve battery 
energy via sleep and wakeup modes for mobile SSs in IEEE 802.16-2004 networks. 
A simple analysis demonstrates that the probability that the BS cannot successfully 
communicate with a sleeping SS to wake it up (to perform a handoff ) before the 
current channel degrades so much that the session is dropped, is negligibly small for 
the low and moderate mobile speeds for which the link BER has also been shown 
to be acceptably small. Combining protocols for mobility support and conservation 
of battery energy for mobile SSs, our results have revealed that the 802.16-2004 
standard can be used to support services in mobile environments, although the 
standard was originally devised for fi xed wireless applications. As the 802.16-2004 
devices will be widely available in the near future, our proposed techniques can be 
applied to enable mobility capabilities for the “legacy” devices, regardless of the 
fi nal acceptance of the new 802.16e standard. 
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Chapter 6

On the Best Frequency 
Reuse Scheme in WiMAX

S.-E. Elayoubi, O. Ben Haddada, 
and B. Fourestié

In this chapter, we present and compare the frequency reuse schemes proposed in 
the literature for WiMAX cellular systems. Th ese schemes are conceived to reduce 
intercell interference, especially at cell edges, and include the classical reuse three 
scheme in addition to novel hybrid frequency allocation schemes. Th ese later defi ne 
a mix of reuse one at cell centers and reuse three at cell edges, or a power/frequency 
scheduling that consists in allocating all available frequencies to each cell with 
power control to reduce interference at cell edge. Our results compare these schemes 
and show that the power/frequency scheduling scheme outperforms all other ones 
by confi ning intercell interference and optimally using frequency resources.

6.1 Introduction
When a frequency reuse of one is used (i.e., all sites have been assigned the entire 
frequency band), intercell interference becomes the limiting factor. In fact, due to 
heavy cochannel interference (CCI), users at cell edges may suff er degradation in 
connection quality. Th is cell edge interference problem has recently been addressed 
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by appropriately confi guring frequency usage without resorting to traditional fre-
quency planning methods. In a frequency reuse three scheme, each cell is allocated 
a third of the frequency band, and a three-cell pattern is used. If intercell interfer-
ence is diminished, capacity is also reduced as a cell can only use a third of the total 
frequency resources.

A mix of frequency-reuse one and three schemes has then been proposed to 
avoid interference at cell edges. Th is consists in dividing the frequency band into 
two subbands: a frequency-reuse one subband, allocated to users at cell center, and 
a frequency-reuse three subband, allocated to cell-edge users [1]. Th is scheme indeed 
decreases interference, but also reduces peak data rates as the entire frequency band 
is not allocated to each cell.

When using this fractional frequency allocation and to overcome the loss of 
capacity caused by the partial use of the frequency band in each cell, some manu-
facturers propose to implement fractional reuse as part of the scheduling decision 
[2]. Th e idea is to allocate cell-edge frequencies in adjacent cells with lower power 
to limit the interference. Th is can be viewed as a power/frequency scheduling tech-
nique based on the path loss of the user.

Th ese frequency allocation techniques have been proposed without any per-
formance analysis. In this paper, we analyze and compare four diff erent frequency 
allocation schemes: reuse one, reuse three, a mix of reuse one and three, and power/
frequency scheduling. We consider a system carrying elastic (FTP-like) traffi  c and 
evaluate the capacity taking into account that the modulation is chosen depending 
on the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). Note that the comparison 
between the diff erent scenarios is based on a basic interference simulator, combined 
with an analytical capacity calculation. In fact, the simulator considers a regular hex-
agonal cellular network and calculates the mean useful throughput per subchannel 
for various numbers of collisions, in each frequency planning scenario. Th is through-
put is then used to calculate the capacity using classical queueing theory methods.

Our numerical results show the following results:

 1. Th e reuse one scheme achieves high cell throughput, however it suff ers from 
very low cell-edge performance.

 2. Th e reuse three scheme decreases severely the overall throughput because 
only one-third of the capacity is used in each cell.

 3. A reuse one at cell centers combined with a reuse three at cell edges can 
achieve an acceptable compromise between overall throughput and cell-edge 
performance.

 4. Finally, if a power/frequency scheduling is implemented at the Base Station 
(BS), we can achieve the best performance by increasing both overall and 
cell-edge throughputs.

Th e remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. We fi rst recall in 
Section 6.2 the frequency allocation schemes in mobile WiMAX. In Section 6.3, 
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we show how to calculate the mean throughput in the cell. Section 6.4 presents a 
general methodology for the calculation of the capacity in WiMAX and shows the 
impact of the interference on the performance. Section 6.5 analyzes the classical 
frequency reuse schemes, while Sections 6.6 and 6.7 present the hybrid schemes. 
Section 6.8 eventually concludes the chapter.

6.2 Frequency Allocation in Mobile WiMAX
In orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), the frequency band is 
divided into subcarriers. Th ese subcarriers are grouped into sets, called subchannels 
in WiMAX, which are allocated to users. We will consider in our numerical appli-
cations the case of an Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) size of 1024 subcarriers, with 
an intercarrier spacing of 7.8 kHz.

Two allocation modes are possible: distributed and adjacent.

6.2.1 Distributed Allocation
In the distributed subcarriers allocation, full channel diversity is obtained by 
 distributing the allocated subcarriers to subchannels using a permutation mecha-
nism. Th is mechanism is designed to introduce frequency diversity, thus minimiz-
ing the performance degradation due to fast fading which is characteristic of mobile 
environments. In addition to that, WiMAX standards [3,4] specify two diff erent 
distributed allocation modes: the fully used subchannelization (FUSC) mode where 
all subcarriers are used to form subchannels in each cell, and the partially used 
 subchannelization (PUSC) mode where the frequency band is divided into three 
segments.

For illustration, with an FFT size of 1024 and after reserving the pilot and 
guard subcarriers, a FUSC allocation will correspond to 16 subchannels of 48 data 
subcarriers each, whereas a PUSC allocation will correspond to 30 subchannels, 
each containing 24 data subcarriers. Note that assigning subcarriers to subchannels 
in PUSC is a bit complicated, as it employs two permutations:

An outer permutation divides the subcarriers into six major groups of clusters 
using a specifi c renumbering sequence.
An inner permutation operates separately on each major group, distributing 
subcarriers to subchannels within the group and is based on the FUSC per-
mutation with distinct parameters for the odd and even major groups.

Th is is illustrated in Figure 6.1, where two groups are assigned to one segment 
 corresponding to a sector of the cell. Note that a segment can also be allocated to a 
cell in an omni-directional setting.

�

�
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6.2.2 Adjacent Allocation
Th is method uses adjacent subcarriers to form subchannels. It corresponds to the 
WiMAX AAS (Advanced Array Systems) mode, designed to support Multiple-
Input Multiple-Outpt (MIMO) techniques and adaptive modulation. Note that, to 
achieve a frequency diversity, mobiles using adjacent allocation may hop rapidly 
between diff erent subchannels during their communication times.

6.3  Calculation of the Mean (Instantaneous) 
Throughput of the Cell

6.3.1 What Is Interference in OFDMA?
In the presence of multi-path propagation, code division multiple access (CDMA) 
codes, used in 3G networks, loose their orthogonality property, leading to Inter-
Symbol Interference (ISI). On the contrary, the OFDM technology, used in 
WiMAX systems, multiplexes the data over a large number of subcarriers that are 
spaced apart at separate frequencies. Th is modulation scheme provides orthogonality  
between subcarriers which simplifi es the detection and eliminates the intracell 
interference [5].

However, when cellular networks are designed using OFDMA technology, 
intercell interference appears as the limiting problem. In the downlink for 
instance, intercell interference occurs at a mobile station when a nearby base sta-
tion transmits data over a subcarrier used by its serving base station, as illustrated 
in Figure 6.2. Th is is called collision and, depending on the number of interfering 

Figure 6.1 Construction of groups and segments in the partially used subchan-
nelization allocation mode.
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base stations, we can have more than one collision at the same subcarrier. 
As the frequency is allocated in WiMAX on the basis of subchannels, each con-
sisting of several subcarriers, diff erent scenarios are possible:

In the case of adjacent allocation, when a collision occurs, all the subcarriers 
of the subchannel are involved. Frequency hopping is then necessary to dis-
tribute the interference between users.
For distributed allocation, frequency diversity is ensured when constructing 
the subchannels, thus leading to an averaged interference between calls.

However, authors in Ref. [6] showed that the number of collisions is  independent 
of the allocation mode, and is always distributed following a hyper-geometric dis-
tribution when the system is homogeneous.

6.3.2 Why Is Interference Limiting?
In WiMAX, Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) will be used. Th e choice of 
the modulation depends on the value of SINR (also called C/I) through the per-
ceived Bloc Error Rate (BLER): the most effi  cient modulation that achieves a BLER 
larger than say 10−1 is used. For each SINR value, this leads to a couple of values 
(e, BLER), where e is the effi  ciency of the used modulation (e.g., e is equal to 1 bit/
symbol for QPSK 1/2 and to 5 bits/symbol for 64 QAM 5/6). Th ese values are 
determined by link-level curves e(C/I) and BLER(C/I), available in the literature 
[7]. When interference increases, the SINR decreases, and the BLER increases, 

�

�

Figure 6.2 Intercell interference in WiMAX.
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forcing the base station to use a more robust (less effi  cient) modulation. Th is may 
have two negative impacts, depending on traffi  c characteristics:

 1. If the connection corresponds to a real time call (e.g., a video conference), 
changing the modulation because of large interference may result in degrading 
the quality of the image, or even in completely dropping the call.

 2. If the connection corresponds to an elastic call (e.g., FTP-like data transfer), 
a lower effi  ciency modulation results in a lower throughput and a large trans-
fer time.

In the remainder of this chapter and for the sake of comparison, we will consider a 
WiMAX system, in the downlink, carrying elastic traffi  c and study the impact of 
 frequency reuse schemes on the interference and the system quality of service (QoS).

6.3.3 SINR Calculation
When calculating the SINR, we must take into account the geometric disposition of 
the interfering cells and the propagation conditions. Th ese latter are the distance 
between the transmitter and the receiver, the shadowing and the frequency-selective 
fading. However, as in OFDMA the data is multiplexed over a large number of sub-
carriers that are spaced apart at separate frequencies, the channel consists of a set of 
parallel, fl at and non-frequency selective fading, channels [5]. Th e received signal is 
then only impacted by distance and slow fading, and the SINR is given by:
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where P is the power emitted by the base station to each user, N0 is the background 
noise, and Li is the path loss between interfering base station i and the  corresponding 
mobile. Note that the path loss between a transmitter and a receiver depends on the 
distance between them, in addition to a shadowing variable resulting from the 
obstacles between them:

 L = K1 log(distance) + K2 (frequency) + shadowing

where K1 is a constant and K2 is another constant that depends on the frequency band.
For a seek of simplicity, we will neglect in our simulations the impact of the 

shadowing. A more complete mathematical model detailing the shadowing factor 
can be found in Ref. [6].

6.3.4 Mean Throughput Calculation
Let D

_
 be the instantaneous throughput of a typical call in the cell. Th is throughput 

depends, in addition to the off ered bandwidth by subcarrier W and the number M 
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of subcarriers by subchannel, on the effi  ciency of the used modulation and the 
BLER. Th is relationship is given by:

 D
_
 = E[MWe × (1 − BLER)]. (6.2)

Note that M is equal to 48 in FUSC and 24 is PUSC.
As stated here, the BLER depends on the physical layer characteristics (used 

modulation and path loss) and on the amount of interference. It is then correlated 
with the effi  ciency. Th is gives:
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However, the function f (C/I) is not known and depends on two parameters: 
the position of the user in the cell (impacting its path loss), and the number of col-
lisions that occur between the subchannel allocated to the user and subchannels 
allocated in adjacent cells.

To calculate the mean throughput, we then average the function f(C/I) follow-
ing these two parameters:

 1. We fi rst fi x the number of collisions by fi xing the vector of collisions X, where 
X is a vector or zeros and ones whose dimension is equal to the number of 
interfering cells and whose elements correspond each to an interfering cell. 
Th e value 1 signifi es that collision occurs with the corresponding cell.

 2. We determine, for each point of the cell at distance r from the base station, 
the throughput that is achieved with the vector of collisions X:

 D(X,r) = MWf    C __ I  (X,r).

For each vector X, the mean throughput D(X) can then be obtained by 
 integrating the function D(X,r) over the cell surface.

In our simulations, we then fi rst obtain the mean throughput D
_

. Th is is done 
by dividing the cell into a grid and calculating, at each point, the intercell interference, 
the SINR and the resulting throughput. We consider a classical reuse.

6.4  General Methodology for the Calculation 
of the Capacity

6.4.1  Why the Mean Throughput Is Not 
the Right Measure?

Th e simplest way to calculate the capacity of the system is to consider that users 
that arrive to the cell will have a throughput that is equal to the mean throughput 
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calculated before. Th is methodology has been considered in several systems like 3G 
ones [8], and is justifi ed when real time calls are considered, knowing that the 
sojourn time of these calls is independent from its position in the cell.

However, when elastic calls are considered like in this study, users that are far 
from the base station have a larger infl uence on the cell capacity than cell-center 
users, and cannot be granted the same weight in the calculations. In fact, an elastic 
call stills active in the cell until downloading a fi le of given size, and charges then 
the cell for a time that is proportional to the interference it receives. We show next 
how to fi nd the exact contribution of each user to the overall load of the cell.

6.4.2 Harmonic Mean
In Ref. [9], the authors faced the same problem when evaluating the capacity of a 
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) system. Th e solution they propose 
is to use the harmonic mean instead of the geometric mean when evaluating the 
capa city. In fact, let X be the random variable representing the sojourn time of a call 
that is allocated one subchannel. It is obvious that, in addition to the size of the fi le 
to be transferred, the value of the sojourn time of a user depends on the instant 
throughput that he receives. Th e mean service time of a call can then be calculated by 
a  double integration over the cell surface and the fi le size. Note that, these two para-
meters (position and fi le size) being independent, the mean service time is given by: 
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which corresponds to the calculation of the harmonic mean of the throughput over 
the cell surface: 
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6.4.3 Markovian Model
To evaluate the performance using this mean throughput, we use queueing theory 
models. We consider a system with Poisson arrivals of rate λ, where each new call 
is either accepted and granted a subchannel until ending the transfer of a fi le of 
mean size Z = 2.34 Mbytes, or blocked. Note that if no subchannels are available, 
the call is blocked (the number of subchannels, denoted by N, is equal to 16 in 
FUSC and 32 in PUSC). Th is system can be modeled as a classical loss network 
which has a product form solution as described in Ref. [10]. We can then calculate 
the steady-state probabilities of U, the number of users in the cell by:
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Using this model, we can illustrate the interference impact on the system. We 
plot in Figure 6.3 the cell throughput when it is isolated (with no interference) 
compared with its throughput with a frequency reuse one (obtained by a FUSC 
subchannel allocation in each cell). We fi rst observe that, when the arrival rate of 
new calls increases, the throughput increases as more calls are connected. However, 
the intercell interference in the reuse one scheme makes less effi  cient modulations 
to be used leading to lower throughputs.

Furthermore, Figure 6.4 plots the throughput of a cell-edge user. A large degra-
dation of this throughput is observed, and for large loads, it attains a limit of 0.15 
Mbits/s, compared with 0.6 Mbits/s achieved when no interference is considered. 
Limiting the intercell interference is thus crucial for cell-edge user performance.

6.5  Classical Interference Mitigation: Reuse One with 
Tri-Sectored Cells and Reuse Three Schemes

Th e classical interference avoidance scheme is obtained by dividing the frequency 
band into three equal subbands and allocate the subbands to the cells so that adjacent 
cells always use diff erent frequencies. Th is scheme, called reuse three scheme and 
illustrated in Figure 6.5, is possible using the PUSC mode. Th e underlying idea is to 
allow interference only from cells located in ring 2, leading thus to low interference.
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Figure 6.3 Overall cell throughput for different frequency planning schemes.
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Figure 6.4 Throughput of a cell-edge user for different frequency planning 
schemes.

Figure 6.5 Reuse three scheme: interfering cells are in ring 2.

When analyzing the system, we can use the same methodology described for 
reuse one systems, with the diff erence that interference originates from farther cells. 
As expected, the interference at the cell edge is substantially decreased and the 
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throughput of cell-edge users increases compared with a reuse one scheme, and is 
almost equal to the case with no interference. Th is is illustrated in Figure 6.4. 
However, this comes at a cost. Th e overall cell throughput plotted in Figure 6.3 is 
severely aff ected. Th is large capacity loss is due to the fact that only one-third of the 
resources are used in each cell, and the decrease in the interference cannot balance 
this loss. Innovative solutions are then to be found to decrease interference at cell 
edges without, or with less, capacity loss.

6.6  Fractional Reuse: A Hybrid Mix of Reuse One 
and Reuse Three Schemes

A hybrid solution between reuse one and reuse three schemes has been proposed [1]. 
Th e idea is to use a frequency reuse of one at the cell centers where interference is 
low, and a frequency reuse of three at the cell edges where users are more subject to 
interference. Th is is illustrated in Figure 6.6 and called fractional frequency reuse. 
Th is frequency allocation mode is possible in WiMAX using the PUSC mode. 
In fact, each segment in PUSC is decomposed into two groups, resulting in six 
 diff erent groups: three even groups of six subchannels each and three odd groups of 
four subchannels each. All even groups can thus be allocated to the cell centers, 
whereas only one odd group is allocated to cell-edge users. Th is results in the loss of 
two odd groups (eight subchannels); to compare with the loss of two segments, 
equivalent to 20 subchannels when reuse three is used.

When using this fractional reuse scheme, upon the arrival of a user, it is allo-
cated a subchannel within the frequency band that corresponds to its position in 

Figure 6.6 (a) Fractional frequency allocation scheme where a reuse three 
scheme is used at cell edges and (b) power/frequency scheduling with reduced 
power in cell 1 at the frequencies used for cell-edge users in the cells 2–7.
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the cell. As the location of the mobile cannot be precisely known, the choice is 
based on the path loss: a threshold on the path loss is fi xed and terminal equip-
ments with a path loss larger than this threshold are assigned a subchannel within 
the frequency reuse three bandwidth.

When analyzing the performance of this scheme, we must take into account 
that the origins of collisions depend on the position of the user in the cell: cell-
center users may receive interference from adjacent cells (cells located in ring 1 
around the target cell), while cell-edge users are interfered by signals originating 
from farther cells (in ring 2). Th is results in a cell-edge user throughput comparable 
with that obtained with reuse three. However, even if only 22 subchannels are used 
in each cell, compared with 30 subchannels in a classical reuse one scheme, the 
overall cell throughput plotted in Figure 6.3 is comparable and even better from 
the reuse one case. Th is is due to the elimination of the cell-edge users with largest 
download times that generate high loads. Th is scheme can then be considered as a 
simple solution to combat interference without loosing capacity.

Note that, if a geometric mean were considered in the calculations instead of the 
harmonic mean, the conclusion would have been diff erent as the elasticiy of the calls 
would not be taken into account. In fact, we plot in Figure 6.7 the overall cell through-
put for the reuse one and fractional reuse one to three schemes when using the geomet-
ric mean in the capacity calculations, and the tendancy is inverted (reuse one better).

Figure 6.7 Overall cell throughput when using the geometric mean in the capac-
ity calculations. FUSC, fully used subchannels; PUSC, partially used subchannels.
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6.7 Power/Frequency Scheduling
Even if the overall cell throughput is large in the hybrid frequency allocation 
scheme, there is still a loss of subchannels compared with the reuse one scenario. To 
overcome this problem, a proposed solution is to use a power control on some fre-
quency bands to limit interference at the cell edges. In this context and referring to 
Figure 6.6a, only cell 1 is allowed to transmit with full power using the “G1” part 
of the spectrum whereas cells 2–7 are allowed to transmit in this part of the spec-
trum using only a reduced power. Th is is illustrated in Figure 6.6b. Th is will reduce 
the downlink interference seen by cell-edge users served by cell 1 compared with a 
classical reuse one scheme. Th e radio resources used for transmission to users equip-
ments in a cell are controlled by the scheduler in the base station and fractional 
reuse can therefore be implemented as part of the scheduling decision. Fractional 
reuse can thus simply be seen as constraints to the scheduler.

Th is scheme has been proposed for the long-term evolution of 3G systems 
(3G LTE) systems [11], but we propose to extend it to WiMAX. Th is power/ frequency 
scheduling is possible in WiMAX, as for fractional reuse, using the even and odd 
groups in the PUSC mode, with the diff erence that all groups are used in each cell 
with diff erent powers. Only 22 subchannels are used with full power (18 subchannels 
for cell-center users and 4 for cell-edge ones). Th e remaining eight subchannels are 
allowed to be used within the cell center with a reduced power (P2 = P1/R, with R > 1), 
only when the 18 subchannels assigned for cell center are occupied.

To analyze the performance of the system, we must fi rst characterize the inter-
ference for the diff erent kinds of subchannels in cell 1.

 1. For the 18 subchannels dedicated for the cell-center users (the even groups), 
interference comes for all cells (in rings 1 and 2) as a reuse one is considered.

 2. For the odd group allocated to cell-edge users in cell 1 (say the group num-
bered 1), interference comes from center-cell users in adjacent cells with 
reduced power P2, and for cell-edge users in farther cells (in ring 2) with an 
original full power P1.

 3. For the remaining two odd groups (groups 3 and 5) allocated to cell-center 
users with power P2 when the odd groups are fully occupied, they may receive 
three kinds of interferences. Signals arriving from cells in ring 2 are emitted 
with power P2, whereas signals arriving from adjacent cells can be emitted 
with power P1 or P2, depending on the position of the corresponding users (at 
cell edge or at cell center).

Once the interference is characterized, the system can be analyzed as three 
 diff erent queues corresponding to the three aforementioned kinds of subchannels. 
Note that the third queue (corresponding to the eight subchannels of groups 3 and 5) 
receives only calls that are blocked in queue 1.

Figure 6.3 plots, again, the cell throughput when using power/frequency sched-
uling with P2 = P1/10 (R = 10). Th e PUSC power/frequency scheduling scheme 
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outperforms the FUSC reuse one and the hybrid reuse one-three schemes. Th is is 
due to the intelligent interference mitigation by assigning full power to users who do 
not create high interference. However, there is a degradation of the performance at 
cell edge, illustrated in Figure 6.4. Th is degradation is still acceptable as a relatively 
high bit rate is guaranteed at cell edge (0.44 Mbits compared with only 0.15 Mbits 
in a reuse one scheme and 0.6 Mbits in a reuse three one). We then conclude that 
this fractional power/frequency scheduling scheme is the more suitable as it achieves 
a high-cell throughput with an acceptable cell-edge performance.

6.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we studied and compared diff erent frequency reuse schemes in 
WiMAX cellular systems, namely a full reuse one allocation, a reuse three alloca-
tion, static and dynamic mixes of reuse one and three schemes, and power/frequency 
scheduling. We considered a cellular system with elastic traffi  c and considered as 
performance measures the overall cell throughput and the cell-edge user through-
put. When calculating the capacity, we considered the intercell interference and its 
impact on the throughput through the usage of adaptive modulation.

Our numerical results show that a partial frequency reuse increases cell-edge 
performance substantially, with a comparable at the cost of lower overall capacity 
compared with a reuse one scheme. However, a mix of reuses one and three outper-
forms a classical reuse three scheme by achieving better cell throughput and is thus 
preferable.

Finally, we show that a power/frequency scheduling, consisting of using all the 
frequency bands at each cell with an intelligent power allocation to mitigate inter-
ference, achieves high cell throughput with an acceptable cell-edge performance. 
It can then be considered as the best compromise between the diff erent proposed 
frequency planning schemes.
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Chapter 7

Support for QoS in IEEE 
802.16 Point-to-
Multipoint Networks: 
A Simulation Study

Claudio Cicconetti

Th e IEEE 802.16 is a mature standard for fi xed broadband wireless access (BWA), 
where a single Base Station (BS) coordinates the access to the wireless medium of 
many Subscriber Stations (SSs) in a frame-based centralized manner. Th e standard 
specifi es that the BS is responsible for providing the traffi  c fl ows of SSs with quality 
of service (QoS), in terms of a set of negotiated parameters. To this aim several 
mechanisms are defi ned at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. However, the 
standard does not specify the procedures that should be employed by the BS and 
SSs so as to enforce the negotiated level of QoS. In this work the mechanisms avail-
able for QoS support are reported in details, in the context of QoS architecture of 
IEEE 802.16. Furthermore, the approaches that have been proposed in the litera-
ture so far for QoS  support are reviewed. Due to high level of complexity of the 
IEEE 802.16, most proposed solutions have been evaluated using simulation, whose 
results are summarized here. Finally, a simulation analysis is  carried out, so as to 
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evaluate the performance of diff erent multimedia applications, with varying num-
ber of users and MAC frame duration.

7.1 Introduction
During the last years we have witnessed a rapid growth of the interest in wireless 
technologies to provide last-mile broadband access to the Internet [1]. On the one 
hand, this is due to the staggering developments in the fi eld of radio frequency 
communications, which allow for increasing transmissions rates at decreasing 
 production costs. On the other hand, users have become more accustomed to 
broadband access, thus rendering attractive market segments formerly not explored, 
such as that of rural or low population areas [2]. Th is eventually results in the 
spreading of novel applications, such as voice over IP (VoIP), which usually have 
stringent requirements of QoS.

Th e IEEE 802.16 is establishing itself as one of the leader technologies in the 
context of fi xed BWA [3], as corroborated by the huge number companies that have 
joined the WiMAX Forum [4] since it was formed in June 2001 to promote the 
adoption of IEEE 802.16 compliant equipment by operators of BWA systems. 
While in the revision of 2004 [5] several air interfaces have been added to the origi-
nal single-carrier (SC) profi le, which make the IEEE 802.16 well-suited for varied 
wireless environments, the core of the MAC layer with regard to QoS support was 
barely modifi ed. In fact the standard already included native support for QoS at the 
MAC layer since its fi rst version has been published in 2001, with several mecha-
nisms to support diff erent types of applications, which are classifi ed by the standard 
into four scheduling services. However, the standard does not specify mandatory 
nor informative algorithms to actually provide QoS support by means of these 
mechanisms. Th is allows any manufacturer to implement its own optimized 
 proprietary algorithms, thus gaining a competitive advantage over rivals.

Th is chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2 we briefl y review the 
IEEE 802.16 standard, both MAC and physical (PHY) layers, and introduce 
the notation that will be used throughout this work. In Section 7.3 we describe 
the QoS architecture of IEEE 802.16 fi rst. Th en we review the solutions that 
have been put forward in the literature to support QoS. Finally, the perfor-
mance of diff erent multimedia applications with varying off ered load and frame 
duration is evaluated through simulation in Section 7.4. Conclusions are drawn 
in Section 7.5.

7.2 IEEE 802.16
Th e IEEE 802.16 specifi es the data and control plane of the MAC and PHY layers, 
as illustrated in Figure 7.1. More specifi cally, the MAC layer consists of three 
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 sublayers: the service-specifi c convergence sublayer (SSCS), the MAC common part 
sublayer (MAC CPS), and the security sublayer. Th e SSCS receives data from the 
upper layer entities that lie on top of the MAC layer, for example, bridges, routers, 
hosts. A diff erent SSCS is specifi ed for each entity type, including support for asyn-
chronous transfer mode (ATM), IEEE 802.3, and Internet Protocol version 4 
(IPv4) services. Th e MAC CPS is the core logical module of the MAC architecture, 
and is responsible for bandwidth management and QoS enforcement. Finally, the 
security sublayer provides SSs with privacy across the wireless network, by encrypt-
ing data between the BS and SSs.

Th is section reports the basic IEEE 802.16 MAC CPS and PHY layer functions 
so as to introduce the notation that will be used in the rest of this work. Th e inter-
ested reader can fi nd all the details of the IEEE 802.16 specifi cations in the  standard 
document [5].

7.2.1 MAC Layer
Th e IEEE 802.16 standard specifi es two modes for sharing the wireless medium: 
point-to-multipoint (PMP) and mesh. With PMP, the BS serves a set of SSs within 
the same antenna sector in a broadcast manner, with all SSs receiving the same 
transmission from the BS. Transmissions from SSs are directed to and centrally 
coordinated by the BS. On the other hand, in mesh mode, traffi  c can be routed 
through other SSs and can occur directly among SSs. As access coordination is 

Figure 7.1 Scope of the IEEE 802.16 standard: data/control plane.
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 distributed among the SSs, the mesh mode does not include support to parameter-
ized QoS, which is needed by multimedia applications with stringent requirements. 
In this study we focus on the PMP mode alone.

In PMP mode uplink (UL) (from SS to BS) and downlink (DL) (from BS to 
SS) data transmissions occur in separate time frames. In the DL subframe the BS 
transmits a burst of MAC payload data units (PDUs). As the transmission is 
broadcast all SSs listen to the data transmitted by the BS. However, an SS is only 
required to process PDUs that are addressed to it or that are explicitly intended for 
all the SSs. In the UL subframe, on the other hand, any SS transmits a burst of 
MAC PDUs to the BS in a time division multiple access (TDMA) manner. DL 
and UL subframes are duplexed using one of the following techniques, as shown 
in Figure 7.2: frequency division duplex (FDD) is where DL and UL subframes 
occur simultaneously on separate frequencies, and time division duplex (TDD) is 
where DL and UL subframes occur at diff erent times and usually share the same 
frequency. SSs can be either full-duplex, that is, they can transmit and receive 
simultaneously, or half-duplex, that is, they can transmit and receive at nonover-
lapping time intervals.

Th e MAC protocol is connection-oriented: all data communications, for both 
transport and control, are in the context of a unidirectional connection. At the start 
of each frame the BS schedules the UL and DL grants to meet the negotiated QoS 
requirements. Each SS learns the boundaries of its allocation within the current UL 
subframe by decoding the UL-medium access protocol (MAP) message. On the 

Figure 7.2 Frame structure with frequency and time division duplexes. (From 
C. Cicconetti, C. Eklund, L. Lenzini, E. Mingozzi, IEEE Network Magazine, March 
2006. With permission.)
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other hand, the DL-MAP message contains the timetable of the DL grants in the 
forthcoming DL subframe. Both maps are transmitted by the BS at the beginning 
of each DL subframe, as shown in Figure 7.2. 

As the BS controls the access to the medium in the UL direction, bandwidth 
is granted to SSs on demand. For this purpose, a number of diff erent bandwidth 
request mechanisms have been specifi ed. With unsolicited granting a fi xed amount 
of bandwidth on a periodic basis is requested during the setup phase of an UL 
connection. After that phase, bandwidth is never explicitly requested. A unicast 
poll consists of allocating to a polled UL connection the bandwidth needed to 
transmit a bandwidth request. If the polled connection has no data awaiting trans-
mission (backlog, for short), or if it has already requested bandwidth for its entire 
backlog, it will not reply to the unicast poll, which is thus wasted. Instead, broad-
cast (multicast) polls are issued by the BS to all (multiple) UL connections. Th e 
main drawback of this mechanism is that a collision occurs whenever two or more 
UL connections send a bandwidth request by responding to the same poll. In this 
case all collided connections* need to resend the bandwidth requests, but a trun-
cated binary exponential backoff  algorithm is employed to reduce the chance of 
colliding again.

Bandwidth requests can also be piggybacked on PDUs. For instance, assume 
that a bandwidth request is sent by an SS for its connection x. Th en, before the 
entire backlog of connection x is served, more data is received from upper layers. In 
this case, the SS can notify the BS of the increased bandwidth demands by simply 
adding a Grant Management subheader to any outgoing PDU of connection x. 
Finally, while a connection is being served by the BS, the SS can use part of the 
bandwidth scheduled by the BS for data transmission to send a standalone PDU 
with no data that updates the amount of backlog notifi ed to the BS. Th is mecha-
nism is called bandwidth stealing.

It is worth noting that an SS notifi es the BS of the amount of bytes awaiting 
transmission at its connections’ buff ers, but the BS grants UL bandwidth to the SS 
as a whole. Due to this hybrid nature of the request/grant mechanism (i.e., requests 
per connection, grants per SS), an SS also has to implement locally a scheduling 
algorithm to redistribute the granted capacity to all its connections.

Finally, the BS and SSs can fragment a MAC service data unit (SDU) into mul-
tiple PDUs, or they can pack multiple SDUs into a single PDU, so as to reduce the 
MAC overhead or improve the transmission effi  ciency. A hybrid analytical simula-
tion study of the impact on the performance of this feature of the MAC layer has 
been carried out by Hoymann [6]. Results showed that, if the use of fragmentation 
is enabled, the frame can be fi lled almost completely, which can signifi cantly increase 

*  Note that bandwidth requests sent in a contention manner are not explicitly acknowledged 
by the BS, nor it is possible for the SSs to detect collision at the PHY layer because of self-
interference eff ects. Th erefore, the IEEE 802.16 specifi es that collision is detected implicitly 
through a timeout.
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the frame utilization, depending on the size of SDUs. Th ese optional features have 
also been exploited in a cross-layer approach between the MAC and application 
 layers, so as to optimize the performance of multimedia streaming [7].

7.2.2 PHY Layer
Th e IEEE 802.16 standard includes several noninteroperable PHY layer specifi ca-
tions. However, all the profi les envisaged by the WiMAX forum for fi xed BWA 
specify the use of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with a Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) size of 256, which is thus the primary focus of this study. 
Th is PHY layer has been designed to support non-line-of-sight (NLOS) and oper-
ates in the 2–11-GHz bands, both licensed and unlicensed. Transmitted data is 
conveyed through OFDM symbols, which are made up from 200 subcarriers. Part 
of the OFDM symbol duration, named the cyclic prefi x duration, is used to collect 
multi-path. Th e interested reader can fi nd a technical introduction to the OFDM 
system of the IEEE 802.16 in recent survey papers [8,9]. 

To exploit the location-dependent wireless channel characteristics, the IEEE 
802.16 allows multiple burst profi les to coexist within the same network. In fact, 
SSs that are located near the BS can employ a less robust modulation than those 
located far from the BS [6]. Th e combination of parameters that describe the 
transmission properties, in DL or UL direction, is called a burst profi le. Each 
burst profi le is associated with an interval usage code (IUC), which is used as an 
identifi er within the local scope of an IEEE 802.16 network. Th e set of burst pro-
fi les that can be used is periodically advertised by the BS using specifi c manage-
ment messages, that is, downlink channel descriptor (DCD) and uplink channel 
descriptor (UCD). To maintain the quality of the radio frequency communica-
tion link between the BS and SSs, the wireless channel is continuously monitored 
so as to determine the optimal burst profi le. Th e burst profi le is thus dynamically 
adjusted so as to employ the less robust profi le such that the link quality does not 
drop below a given threshold, in terms of the carrier-to-interference-and-noise 
ratio (CINR) [10]. However, as a side eff ect of the dynamic tuning of the trans-
mission rate, it is not possible for the stations to compute the transmission time 
of MAC PDUs a priori. Th erefore, SSs always issue bandwidth requests in terms 
of bytes instead of time, without including any overhead due to the MAC and 
PHY layers.

Although the link quality lies above a given threshold, it is still possible that 
some data get corrupted. To reduce the amount of data that the receiver is not 
able to successfully decode, several forward error correction (FEC) techniques 
are specifi ed, which are employed in conjunction with data randomization, 
puncturing, and interleaving. Finally, each burst of data is prepended by a 
short physical preamble (or preamble), which is a well-known sequence of pilot 
 subcarriers that synchronize the receiver. Th e duration of a preamble is one 
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OFDM symbol, which can be accounted as PHY layer overhead. In the DL 
 subframe a preamble is prepended to each burst, which can be directed to multi-
ple SSs employing the same burst profi le (Fig. 7.2). On the other hand, in the 
UL subframe, each SS always incurs the overhead of one preamble for each frame 
where it is served.

7.3 MAC QoS Support
In this section we describe the QoS architecture of the IEEE 802.16 fi rst. Th en, we 
review the mechanisms available at the MAC layer of the IEEE 802.16 for QoS 
support and discuss the prominent design choices of their implementation.

7.3.1 QoS Architecture
In general, the process of requesting and granting QoS in a network can be 
 logically split in two separate layers: application and network layers. Th e applica-
tion layer provides the end-user with a simplifi ed and standardized view of the 
quality level that will be granted for a given service. Th is layer is not aware of the 
technicalities of service requirements (such as bandwidth, delay, or jitter) and it 
does not depend on the technology-dependent issues related to the actual net-
works that will be traversed (such as a fi ber-optic, wireless, or xDSL). On the other 
hand, the network layer deals with a set of technical QoS parameters, which it maps 
on network-specifi c requirements that have to be fulfi lled to provide the end-user 
with the negotiated quality level. Usually, in wired IP networks the mapping is 
performed at the network layer. However, such an approach is hardly suitable for 
wireless networks [11], where there are a number of factors that infl uence the 
resource allocation: (i) the availability of bandwidth is much more limited with 
respect to wired networks, (ii) there is high variability of the network capacity due, 
for instance, to environmental conditions, (iii) the link quality experienced by 
diff erent terminals is location-dependent. Th erefore, it is often necessary to imple-
ment QoS provisioning at the MAC layer, as in IEEE 802.16, so as to gain a better 
insight of the current technology-dependent network status and to react as soon as 
possible to changes that might negatively aff ect QoS. 

In IEEE 802.16 the prominent QoS functions of network provisioning and 
admission control are logically located on the management plane. As already pointed 
out, the latter is outside the scope of the IEEE 802.16, which only covers the data/
control plane, as illustrated in Figure 7.3. Network provisioning refers to the process 
of approving a given type of service, by means of its network-layer set of QoS param-
eters that might be activated later. Network provisioning can be either static or 
dynamic. Specifi cally, it is said to be static if the full set of services that the BS sup-
ports is decided a priori. Th is model is intended for a service provider wishing to 
specify the full set of services that its subscribers can request, by means of manual or 
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semiautomatic confi guration of the BS’s management information base (MIB). On 
the other hand, with dynamic network provisioning, each request to establish a new 
service is forwarded to an external policy server (not shown in Fig. 7.3), which 
decides whether to approve or not. Th is model allows a higher degree of fl exibility, 
in terms of the types of service that the provider is able to off er to its subscribers, but 
it requires a signaling protocol between the BS and the policy server, thus incurring 
additional communication overhead and increased complexity.

Unlike the network provisioning function, which only deals with services that 
might be activated later, and that are therefore said deferred, the admission control 
function is responsible for resource allocation. Th us, it will only accept a new ser-
vice if (i) it is possible to provide the full set of QoS guarantees that it has requested, 
and (ii) the QoS level of all the services that have been already admitted would 
remain above the negotiated threshold. Quite clearly, admission control acts on a 
time scale smaller than that of network provisioning. Th is is motivated by the latter 
being much more complex than the former, as pointed out by a recent study [12] on 
an integrated end-to-end QoS reservation protocol in a heterogeneous environ-
ment, with IEEE 802.16 and IEEE 802.11e [13] devices. Tested results showed that 
the network provisioning latency of IEEE 802.16 equipments currently available in 
the market is in the order of several seconds, whereas the activation latency is in the 
order of milliseconds.

In IEEE 802.16, the set of network layer parameters that entirely defi nes the 
QoS of a unidirectional fl ow of packets resides into a service fl ow (SF) specifi cation. 
Each SF can be in one of the following three states: provisioned, admitted, active. 

Figure 7.3 Quality-of-service model of the IEEE 802.16.
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Provisioned SFs are not bound to any specifi c connection, because they are only 
intended to serve as an indication of what types of service are available at the BS. 
Th en, when an application on the end-user side starts, the state of the provisioned 
SF will become admitted, thus booking resources that will be shortly needed to 
fulfi ll the application requirements. When the SF state becomes admitted, then it 
is also assigned a connection identifi er (CID) that will be used to classify the SDUs 
among those belonging to diff erent SFs. However, in this phase, resources are still 
not completely activated; for instance, the connection is not granted bandwidth 
yet. Th is last step is performed during the activation of the SF, which happens just 
before SDUs from the application starts fl owing through the network.

Th us a two-phase model is employed, where resources are booked before the 
application is started. Th is is the model employed in traditional telephony applica-
tions. At any time it is possible to “put on hold” the application by moving back the 
state of the SF from active to admitted. When the application stops the SF is set to 
either provisioned or deleted; in any case, the one-to-one mapping between the 
 service fl ow identifi er (SFID) and the CID is lost, and the CID can be reassigned 
for other purposes. Th e SF transition diagram is illustrated in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.5 shows the blueprint of the functional entities for QoS support, which 
logically reside within the MAC CPS of the BS and SSs. Each DL connection has 
a packet queue (or queue, for short) at the BS (represented with solid lines). In 
accordance with the set of QoS parameters and the status of the queues, the BS DL 
scheduler selects from the DL queues, on a frame basis, the next SDUs to be trans-
mitted to SSs. On the other hand, UL connection queues (represented in Fig. 7.2 
with solid lines) reside at SSs.

Bandwidth requests are used on the BS for estimating the residual backlog of 
UL connections. In fact, based on the amount of bandwidth requested (and granted) 
so far, the BS UL scheduler estimates the residual backlog at each UL connection 
(represented in Fig. 7.5 as a virtual queue, with dashed lines), and allocates future 
UL grants according to the respective set of QoS parameters and the (virtual) status 
of the queues. However, as already introduced, although bandwidth requests are 

Figure 7.4 Service fl ow transition diagram.
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per connection, the BS nevertheless grants UL capacity to each SS as a whole. Th us, 
when an SS receives an UL grant, it cannot deduce from the grant which of its 
 connections it was intended for by the BS. Consequently, an SS scheduler must also 
be implemented within each SS MAC to redistribute the granted capacity to the 
SS’s connections (Fig. 7.5).

7.3.2 Scheduling Services
In IEEE 802.16 each SF is characterized by a set of network-layer QoS parameters 
that are used by the BS for both network provisioning and admission control, and 
to serve the UL/DL connections so as to meet the desired level of QoS, while the 
SF is active. Both traffi  c requirements and traffi  c specifi cations are included, 
depending on the application type. Specifi cally, the scheduler of the BS is responsi-
ble for guaranteeing the traffi  c requirements of admitted SFs, provided that their 
traffi  c specifi cations are met by the applications.

Four scheduling services exist in IEEE 802.16, which identify four classes of 
applications: Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Real-Time Polling Service (rtPS), 
Non-Real-Time Polling Service (nrtPS), and Best Eff ort (BE). Each scheduling ser-
vice is characterized by a mandatory set of QoS parameters, reported in Table 7.1, 
which is tailored to best describe the guarantees required by the applications for 
which the scheduling service is designed. Furthermore, for UL connections, it also 
specifi es which mechanisms to use to request bandwidth.

Figure 7.5 Medium Access Control architecture of the Base and Subscriber 
Stations. (From C. Cicconetti, C. Eklund, L. Lenzini, E. Mingozzi, IEEE Network 
Magazine, March 2006. With permission.)
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Traffi  c requirements are described fi rst. Th e minimum reserved traffi  c rate spec-
ifi es the minimum rate, in b/sec, that must be reserved by the BS for this SF. Th e 
maximum latency,* in seconds, upper bounds the interval between the time when 

Table 7.1 Quality-of-Service (QoS) Parameters of Different Scheduling 
Services

QoS Parameter

Unsolicited 
Grant 

Service

Real-Time 
Polling 
Service

Non-Real-
Time Polling 

Service
Best 

Effort

Minimum reserved traffi c rate

Maximum sustained traffi c rate

Maximum latency

Tolerated jitter

Traffi c priority

Maximum traffi c burst ( )

Unsolicited Grant Interval ( )

Unsolicited Polling Interval ( )

Bandwidth Request Mechanisms Allowed (Uplink Only)

Polling Unicast

Broadcast/multicast

Bandwidth stealing

Piggybacking

Note:  Parameters with a “ ” symbol cannot be specifi ed by service fl ows of that 
scheduling service. A “ ” instead means that the parameter is mandatory 
according to the IEEE 802.16 standard. Finally, we tagged as “( )” the 
parameters that are specifi ed as optional by the standard, but are required 
for correct operation in our QoS architecture. The Unsolicited Grant and 
Polling Interval parameters appeared in the IEEE 802.16e amendment.

Source:  IEEE 802.16e-2005, IEEE standard for local and metropolitan area 
 networks—Part 16: air interface for fi xed broadband wireless access 
 systems—amendment 2: physical and Medium Access Control layers 
for combined fi xed and mobile operation in licensed bands, 2006.

*  In IEEE 802.16 terminology, the latency is the queueing delay of MAC SDUs. In the packet 
scheduling literature, the maximum latency is usually known as the delay bound.
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an SDU is received by the MAC layer and the time when it is delivered to the PHY 
layer. Th e tolerated jitter, in sec, is the maximum delay variation that must be 
enforced. Th e traffi  c priority can be used by the BS to provide diff erentiated  service-
to-service fl ows that have the same QoS requirements. Th e Unsolicited Grant 
(Polling) Interval specifi es the nominal interval between two consecutive grants 
(unicast polls) for the SF. Th e maximum sustained traffi  c rate and the maximum 
traffi  c burst instead are traffi  c specifi cations. Th us, if the SF does not comply with 
these traffi  c specifi cations, the BS is not required to provide the negotiated QoS 
level, in terms of the admitted requirements. Although not requested by the IEEE 
802.16 standard, the MAC layer can implement traffi  c fi lters, for example, token 
buckets, so that traffi  c specifi cations are never exceeded.

Th e QoS parameters in Table 7.1 can also be specifi ed by means of service 
classes, which are collections of prespecifi ed sets of QoS parameters identifi ed by a 
string, whose scope is local to the BS. Service classes can be used as “macros” 
by system administrators within the same service provider domain to refer to a 
complex set of parameters through an easy-to-remember identifi er, such as “G.711” 
or “MPEG4.”

7.3.2.1 Unsolicited Grant Service

UGS is designed to support real-time applications with strict delay requirements 
that generate fi xed-size data packets at periodic intervals, such as T1/E1 and 
VoIP without silence suppression. Th e guaranteed service, which is illustrated in 
Figure 7.6, is defi ned so as to closely follow the packet arrival pattern: grants occur 
on a periodic basis, with the base period equal to the Unsolicited Grant Interval 
and the off set upper bounded by the maximum latency. With regard to UL connec-
tions, capacity is granted by the BS regardless of the current backlog estimation, 
thus SSs never send bandwidth requests. In other words, grants are assigned with 
the same pace as that of packets generation. Th is can lead to undesirable delays if 

Figure 7.6 Unsolicited Grant Service guarantees.
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the synchronization between the application and the BS is lost due to clock 
mismatch [14].

Support of UGS connections can be easily implemented at the BS, due to the 
periodic nature of the traffi  c for which UGS has been designed. For instance, grants 
to the admitted UGS connection can be statically allocated by means of a static 
timetable updated whenever a new UGS connection is admitted. Specifi cally, the 
grant size is the expected size of the SDUs, which is equal to SDUx = UGIx ⋅ Rx, 
where UGIx is the Unsolicited Grant Interval and Rx is the minimum reserved traf-
fi c rate of connection x. Moreover, the table has to be fi lled so as to comply with the 
QoS requirements, in terms of the maximum latency and tolerated jitter. An exam-
ple of the UGS static allocation is illustrated in Figure 7.7, with two connections 1 
and 2, which belong to SSa and SSb, respectively. Th e UGI of connection 1 is such 
that one SDU is generated every two frames, while connection 2 is expected to pro-
duce one SDU each frame. Th e resulting static timetable is reported in Table 7.2. 
Note that the static allocation is periodic with the period equal to two frames. In 

Table 7.2 Example of a Static Timetable to Serve Unsolicited 
Grant Service Connections (See Fig. 7.7)

Frame Number Grant Size Connection Identifi er

0 SDU1 1

0 SDU2 2

1 SDU2 2

SDU, service data unit.

Figure 7.7 Example of Unsolicited Grant Service uplink allocation. The static 
timetable is reported in Table 7.2. The downlink subframe, including the uplink 
medium access protocol, is not shown for the ease of readability.
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general, the timetable span is equal to the least common multiple of the UGI values 
of all admitted connections.

A drawback of UGS with UL connections is that grants are assigned regardless of 
the actual backlog at SSs. For instance, UGS is not suitable for VoIP applications 
with silence suppression. In fact, while packets of fi xed size are usually generated at a 
constant rate during talk-spurt (ON) periods, no packets are produced during silence 
(OFF) periods. Several modifi cations to the UGS have been proposed in the litera-
ture so as to effi  ciently support this kind of application by reducing the MAC over-
head of unnecessarily assigning UL grants to idle VoIP connections. For instance, 
Hong et al. [15] proposed two alternative strategies. Th e fi rst approach consists of 
dynamically adapting the grant interval, depending on the bandwidth that is actually 
consumed by the connection. Th e second is inspired to the UGS with activity 
 detection (UGS/AD) scheduling service of the Data Over Cable Service Interface 
Specifi cation (DOCSIS) standard [16], whose MAC layer design choices have been 
broadly reused by the IEEE 802.16 working group. Th is strategy relies on the SS 
notifying the BS when it enters/exits an OFF period, respectively. In this way, during 
the OFF periods, the BS will assign small UL grants instead of full-sized ones, which 
are used by the SS to notify the BS of the start of the next ON period as soon as the 
application becomes busy again. Th is solution has become part of the specifi cations 
of the IEEE 802.16e amendment [17] for mobile BWA as Enhanced Real-Time 
 polling service (ertPS). Both these approaches have been shown to perform better 
than the original UGS, in terms of the MAC overhead. Finally, Lee et al. [18]  proposed 
a modifi cation to the UGS to effi  ciently support VoIP applications with variable rate, 
that is, whose packet size changes during the ON periods. More recently they 
 compared all these mechanisms through simulation and showed that their proposal 
achieves the least MAC overhead with variable rate VoIP applications [19].

In the rest of this chapter we ignore service of UGS connections, as the latter is 
based on periodic scheduling only. Th e only eff ect of having UGS connections is 
that the amount of capacity available in each subframe varies depending on the 
allocation of DL/UL grants reserved for them [20].

7.3.2.2 Real-Time Polling Service

Th e rtPS is designed to support real-time applications with less stringent delay                   
requirements than UGS that generate variable-size data packets at periodic intervals, 
such as Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) video and VoIP with silence sup-
pression. Th e key QoS parameters with such connections are the minimum reserved 
traffi  c rate, the maximum latency, and the Unsolicited Polling Interval (UPI) (UL 
only). Because the size of packets with rtPS is not fi xed as with UGS-tailored appli-
cations, SSs are required to notify the BS of their current bandwidth requirements. 
However, to grant deterministic access to the medium, the BS periodically sends 
unicast polls to rtPS connections. For this reason, the latter are refrained from using 
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bandwidth request mechanisms on a contention basis. Th e polling period is equal to 
the UPI, if specifi ed.

With regard to UL connections, the BS can issue periodic polls by means of a 
static timetable like that of UGS grants. Th e only diff erence is that the grant size is 
not equal to the expected SDU size, which is not known in advance, but is the 
number of bytes needed by the SS to transmit a bandwidth request PDU for the 
polled connection. An example of static timetable of unicast polls is reported in 
Table 7.3 with reference to Figure 7.8. Note that the bandwidth request mechanism 
of rtPS connections incurs an additional delay with respect to UGS connections of 
at least one frame duration. In fact, by responding to a unicast poll an SS notifi es 
the BS of the backlog of one of its connections, but it cannot actually transfer data 
until the BS reserves an UL grant for it. However, unlike UGS, rtPS connections 

Table 7.3 Example of a Static Timetable to Send Unicast Polls 
to Real-Time Polling Service Connections (See Fig. 7.8)

Frame Number Connection Identifi er

0 1

0 2

1 2

Figure 7.8 Example of a Real-Time Polling Service uplink allocation of unicast 
polls. The static timetable is reported in Table 7.3. The downlink subframe, includ-
ing the uplink Medium Access Control, is not shown for the ease of readability. 
An empty bandwidth request is sent in response to a unicast poll if the connec-
tion transmission queue does not contain data-waiting transmission.
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can piggyback bandwidth requests on outgoing PDUs, provided that new data 
arrived before the previous backlog has been entirely served. Th is way an rtPS con-
nection can anticipate the backlog notifi cation to the BS with respect to the next 
scheduled unicast poll, thus reducing the aforementioned delay.

Unlike UGS connections, applications served with rtPS have variable bandwidth 
requirements over time. Th erefore, a more sophisticated scheduling algorithm needs 
to be implemented on the BS, which is left unspecifi ed by the IEEE 802.16 stan-
dard. Many scheduling algorithms have been put forward in the literature to support 
QoS in wired and wireless networks. As a minimum reserved rate is the basic QoS 
parameter, the class of latency-rate scheduling algorithms [21] is particularly suited 
for implementing the schedulers in the IEEE 802.16 MAC. Specifi cally, within this 
class, we consider the defi cit round robin (DRR) [22] to be a good candidate as the 
DL scheduler to be implemented at the BS, as it combines the ability of providing 
fair queueing, in the presence of variable-length packets, with the simplicity of 
implementation. DRR assumes that the size of the head-of-line packet is known at 
each packet queue, thus it cannot be used by the BS to schedule transmissions in the 
UL direction. In fact, with regard to the UL direction, the BS is only able to estimate 
the overall amount of backlog of each connection, but not the size of each back-
logged packet. Th us we selected the weighted round robin (WRR) [23] instead, 
which belongs to the class of rate-latency scheduling algorithms as well. Although 
there are sophisticated schedulers in the literature that have more advanced theoretical  
properties than WRR, for example, the weighted fair queueing (WFQ) [24], which 
is a well-known approximation of the general processor sharing (GPS) ideal scheduler,  
the improvement in terms of fairness and scheduling latency becomes negligible in 
IEEE 802.16 due to frame-based transmissions. Th is has been shown in a simulation 
study which compared WFQ and WRR [25].

In our previous work [26] we analyzed the impact of diff erent partitioning 
schemes on the performance of UL rtPS connections, in terms of delay and jitter,* 
with the BS employing DRR (WRR) as the DL (UL) scheduler. A partitioning 
scheme can be viewed as the aggregation level of the traffi  c sources in the IEEE 
802.16 network. Specifi cally, we showed that the performance improves when mul-
tiple traffi  c sources are aggregated into a single connection, or into multiple con-
nections at the same SS. Th is is due to the statistical multiplexing of traffi  c sources, 
which leads to a more effi  cient use of the bandwidth stealing and piggybacking 
mechanisms to notify the BS of the current backlog. Moreover, traffi  c sources 
aggregation leads to a smaller number of SSs being served per frame, on average, 
which in turn reduces the physical overhead due to the transmission of preambles. 
We extend this analysis in Section 7.4 by evaluating diff erent types of multimedia 
applications.

An alternative approach to rate-latency schedulers is to consider the maximum 
latency as the main QoS parameter of rtPS instead of the minimum reserved traffi  c 

* Delay and jitter are formally defi ned in Section 7.4.1.
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rate. Th is has been fi rst proposed in the literature by Wongthavarawat et al. [27], 
who employed the earliest deadline fi rst (EDF) [28] to serve SDUs. Specifi cally, 
each rtPS connection plays the role of a task in a real-time operating system, whose 
deadline is assumed to be equal to its maximum latency. Th is solution has been 
shown to provide rtPS connections with bounded delays, provided that the traffi  c 
is fi ltered through a token bucket shaper with rate equal to the minimum reserved 
traffi  c rate. More recently, additional simulation studies with the same architecture 
have been presented [29,30], which confi rm the original results obtained.

7.3.2.3 Non-Real-Time Polling Service and Best Effort

Unlike UGS and rtPS scheduling services, nrtPS and BE are designed for applica-
tions that do not have any specifi c delay requirements. Th e only diff erence between 
them is that nrtPS connections are reserved a minimum amount of bandwidth, 
which can boost performance of bandwidth-intensive applications, such as File 
Transfer Protocol (FTP) and video on demand (VoD). Both nrtPS and BE UL con-
nections typically use contention-based bandwidth requests; however, the BS 
should also grant unicast bandwidth request opportunities to nrtPS connections on 
a large time-scale, so as to enforce the minimum reserved traffi  c rate commitment 
even at high network loads. In fact, in these conditions the BS could refrain from 
assigning slots for broadcast polls to save bandwidth.

When a BE or nrtPS UL connection becomes busy* after it has been idle for 
a long period, it notifi es the BS of its backlog by responding to a multicast/broad-
cast poll. Th erefore, the BS should reserve some capacity as multicast/broadcast 
polls so as to avoid starvation of idle BE connections. Recall that starvation of 
nrtPS connections is prevented by the large time-scale unicast polls issued by 
the BS. For instance, the BS can make the UL capacity that is not scheduled as 
UL grants available as broadcast polls. In addition, reserving a small number of 
broadcast polls in each frame has been shown to improve the performance of BE 
connections, by reducing delays [26]. Th is is especially suitable for elastic appli-
cations, such as Web or FTP, which generate bursts of SDUs at irregular time 
intervals. One of these bursts may require several frames to be completely dis-
patched. Should the BS not save some bandwidth to reserve slots for broadcast 
polls, other connections would not be able to send bandwidth requests during 
these bursts, which would increase the start-up delay of nrtPS and BE connec-
tions. In fact, the corresponding SSs would not be granted any bandwidth until 
the active burst is over. 

Oh et al. [31] performed a hybrid analytical and simulation analysis to derive 
the optimal number of broadcast polls per frame as a function of the number of SSs. 

*  In the following, we defi ne a connection as busy (or backlogged) when it has one or more 
buff ered SDUs awaiting transmission. Connections that are not busy are said to be idle.
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Specifi cally, they assumed that SSs only send bandwidth requests in a contention 
manner, that is, piggybacking and bandwidth stealing are not used, and the eff ect 
of MAC SDUs queueing is considered to be negligible. Under these simplifi ed 
assumptions they found that the optimal number of broadcast slots per frame is 
twice the number of (active) connections. Yan et al. [32] instead found this optimal 
value to be equal to the number of (active) connections, based on an analytical 
model validated through Monte Carlo simulation. Basically, they introduced the 
additional assumptions that there is no binary exponential backoff  after a collision, 
and when the latter occurs one bandwidth request is always successfully decoded 
by the BS.

In any case, the time needed for an SS to send a bandwidth request using conten-
tion is unpredictable, as it depends on the backoff  procedure and collision resolution 
algorithms of all SSs with at least one connection with a pending contention-based 
bandwidth request. Th is makes this bandwidth request mechanism much less eff ec-
tive than that employed by rtPS connections, that is, responding to periodic unicast 
polls. Th is is quantifi ed in Figure 7.9, which shows the backlog estimation error,* in 
a typical scenario of multimedia and BE Internet access [33]. As can be seen, the 
backlog estimation error of rtPS connections is signifi cantly smaller than that of the 
BE connection, which has an extremely irregular behavior.

We now discuss the issue of selecting the UL and DL schedulers on the BS for 
nrtPS and BE connections. Wongthavarawat et al. [27] considered WFQ for nrtPS 
connections. Weights are selected so as to meet the minimum reserved traffi  c rate 

Figure 7.9 Backlog estimation error versus time.

*  Th e backlog estimation error is defi ned as the diff erence between the BS’s estimate of the 
backlog of a connection (as acquired via bandwidth requests) and the actual backlog of that 
connection on the SS.
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traffi  c specifi cation of all admitted connections. BE connections are served in a 
simple round-robin manner. Finally, a strict priority discipline is enforced among 
connections with diff erent scheduling service, so that a diff erent scheduler can be 
employed in a hierarchical manner within each service class. Th is strict priority 
discipline between scheduling services can lead to starvation of BE connections 
when the entire capacity available for data transmission is consumed by rtPS and 
nrtPS connections. On the other hand, we argue [26,33] that a single instance of 
the DRR/WRR scheduler can be used for sharing the DL/UL bandwidth among 
all the connections. As this approach requires a minimum rate to be reserved for 
each connection being scheduled, although not required by the 802.16 standard, 
BE connections should also be guaranteed a minimum rate. Th is opportunity can 
be taken  to avoid BE traffi  c starvation in overloaded scenarios.

We also proposed DRR as the scheduler to be implemented on the SSs on 
receiving grants from the BS. Th is way the UL capacity is shared fairly by the 
 connections of each SS proportionally to their minimum reserved rates, as shown 
through simulation in the following. To this aim we set up a scenario* with a vari-
able number (N) of SSs, each with one BE and one nrtPS connection, both carried 
with a Web source with a mean rate of 147 kb/sec. Th e reserved rate of nrtPS con-
nections is equal to the mean rate of the Web traffi  c, whereas that of BE connections 
is set to a nominal value of 14.7 kb/sec. Figure 7.10 shows the average access delay, 
when the number of SSs increases from 20 to 80. As expected, the higher the 

Figure 7.10 Service differentiation with defi cit round robin  as the Subscriber 
Station  scheduler. Best Effort (BE) versus Non-Real-Time Polling Service (nrtPS), 
with the minimum reserved rate of BE set to one-tenth of that of nrtPS 
connections.

* Th e simulation environment is described in Section 7.4.1.
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off ered load, the better is the service experienced by the nrtPS connections. In fact, 
when the network is underloaded (i.e., N ≤ 40) the available bandwidth is enough 
to serve both BE and nrtPS connections completely, thus yielding comparable 
delays. On the other hand, when the network becomes overloaded (i.e., N > 40) the 
BE curve increases steeply due to the 1:10 proportional share of the UL grants 
scheduled by the BS.

An intermediate solution between hierarchical scheduling and complete shar-
ing of bandwidth among all scheduling services has been proposed by Settembre 
et al. [34], who employed a two-stage priority scheduler. First, rtPS and nrtPS are 
served by a WRR scheduler, with weights proportional to their minimum reserved 
traffi  c rates; then, if there is still capacity available, BE connections are served in a 
round-robin manner. While this approach can lead to starvation of BE connec-
tions, it is more effi  cient than solutions with deadline-based schedulers [27,29,30], 
due to the reduced implementation complexity of WRR.

Finally, with regard to the DL scheduler on the BS only, Xergias et al. [35] 
 proposed an innovative algorithm that takes into account the inherent properties of 
the IEEE 802.16 MAC. Specifi cally, the incoming SDUs are arranged in a complex 
data structure, based on the connection, scheduling service, arrival time, MCS. Th e 
schedule of the next frame is obtained in a simple manner by accessing this data 
structure through sequential reading. Th e main advantage of this solution is that 
the scheduling complexity is spread over time, as SDUs’ arrivals are not synchro-
nized with the MAC frame.

7.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section we extend our previous analysis [26] of the IEEE 802.16 with the DRR/
WRR schedulers on the BS, and the DRR scheduler on SSs, as described in Section 
7.3.2.2. Specifi cally, we now evaluate the impact on the performance of diff erent types 
of multimedia applications, served under the rtPS and nrtPS scheduling services. We 
fi rst describe in Section 7.4.1 the simulation environment, including the description of 
the traffi  c models and metrics employed. Results are reported in Section 7.4.2.

7.4.1 Simulation Environment
Th e simulations were carried out by means of a prototypical simulator of the IEEE 
802.16 protocol. Th e simulator is event-driven and was developed using C+ +. Th e 
MAC layer of SSs and the BS are implemented, including all procedures and func-
tions for UL/DL data transmission, and UL bandwidth request/grant. Th e simula-
tor provides an accurate abstraction of the IEEE 802.16 MAC layer and it has been 
extensively used for evaluating the performance of the 802.16 MAC layer in our 
recent works [26,33]. Th e system parameters are those specifi ed in the standard and 
referred to as system profi le “profP3_7,” which is designed for use in a 7-MHz 
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licensed band, and are reported in Table 7.4. Th e DL and UL subframes have the 
same duration and are duplexed in a TDD manner.

Although accurately modeling channel conditions is a key aspect of simulation 
for network provisioning and resource management, this study only focuses on the 
functions and mechanisms available at the MAC layer to provide QoS, thus we 
assumed ideal channel conditions, that is, no packet corruption due to the wireless 
channel. In addition, we analyzed the system while in a steady-state, where the 
set of admitted connections does not change over time.* Th e simulation scenarios 
consisted in several SSs located at various distances  from the BS. In realistic condi-
tions, the nearer the SS to the BS, the more robust is the PHY profi le. We assumed 
that the SSs employ the following modulations: QPSK 3/4, 16-QAM 3/4, 64-QAM 
3/4, which are evenly partitioned among SSs.

Th e simulation analysis has been carried out using the method of independent 
replications [36]. Specifi cally, we ran ten independent replications of 300 sec each, 
with a 30 sec initial warm-up period. In all the simulation runs, we estimate the 95 
percent confi dence interval of the measured throughput. Confi dence intervals are 
not reported whenever negligible.

In our analysis we consider three traffi  c models: VoIP, videoconference (VC), and 
VoD. We model VoIP traffi  c as an ON/OFF source with voice activity detection 
(VAD). Packets of 66 bytes are generated only during the ON periods, at fi xed inter-
vals of 20 msec, so that a GSM adaptive multirate encoder at 3.3 KB/sec is simulated 
[37]. Th e duration of the ON and OFF periods is distributed exponentially [38]. 

Table 7.4 System Parameters

Parameter Value(s)

Duplex mode Time division duplex

Orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (OFDM) symbol duration

34 μsec

Channel bandwidth 7.0 MHz

Frame duration 5 msec, 10 msec, 20 msec

Data modulation QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM

Medium access protocol modulation BPSK

Forward error correction code RS-CC

SSTTG/SSRTG duration One OFDM symbol

*  We do not assess the performance of the signaling protocol between the BS and SSs for 
 establishing new connections and the admission control procedures at the BS.
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VC traffi  c is based on pre-encoded MPEG4 and H.263 traces, from a real-life 
lecture [39]. Both MPEG4 and H.263 encoders produce video frames of variable 
size, depending on the frame type and on the input. However, the former generates 
packets at a fi xed rate, whereas the latter generates packets at intervals that are 
multiple of a base period. VoD traffi  c is based on a pre-encoded MPEG4 trace [39], 
from the movie “Jurassik Park.” Th e trace parameters are reported in Table 7.5.

VoIP and VC connections employ the rtPS scheduling service, whereas VoD 
connections use nrtPS, due to the less stringent delay requirements of the latter. 
Moreover, the minimum reserved traffi  c rate of VC and VoIP connections is equal 
to the peak rate of their respective traffi  c source, and the UPI is equal to the mini-
mum packet interarrival time (i.e., 20 msec for VoIP and 40 msec for VC). On the 
other hand, the minimum reserved traffi  c rate of VoD is equal to the mean rate of 
the MPEG4 trace fi le.

Because our analysis is focused on QoS traffi  c, with strict delay requirements, 
the most relevant metric is the delay variation (or jitter), which is defi ned as follows. 
Th e delay is defi ned as the time between the arrival of the packet at the MAC trans-
mit buff er of the source node (SS/BS) and the time that this packet is completely 
delivered to the upper protocol layer of the destination node (BS/SS). Th e jitter is 
then defi ned as the diff erence between the 99th percentile of the delay and the 
packet transmission delay, that is, the time it takes for a packet of minimum length 
to be transmitted over the air from the source to the destination.

7.4.2 Simulation Analysis
We now evaluate the impact on the performance of VoIP, VC, and VoD traffi  c, in 
terms of the jitter, with respect to the number of SSs (N) and the frame duration. 
We assume that each SS has only one connection, which carries exactly one traffi  c 
source of the specifi ed type (i.e., one of VoIP, VC, or VoD).

We start assessing the performance of QoS traffi  c by setting up a scenario with 
a variable number of SSs ranging from 5 to 43, with a frame duration of 10 msec. 
Only one SS is provisioned with a VoD connection, whereas the remaining is parti-
tioned between VoIP and VC traffi  c evenly. We repeated the scenario with both the 
MPEG4 and the H.263 trace fi les for VC traffi  c. Th e jitter of DL connections is 

Table 7.5 Parameters of Pre-Encoded Trace Files

Traffi c Mean Rate Peak Rate Frame Interval

Videoconference—MPEG4 58 kb/sec 690 kb/sec 40 msec

Videoconference—H.263 64 kb/sec 400 kb/sec 40 msec

Video on demand 1 Mb/sec 6.98 Mb/sec 33 msec
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reported in Figure 7.11. As can be seen, when the network is underloaded (i.e., 
N ≤ 27) the jitter is always smaller than the interarrival time of packets of each traf-
fi c source. As the number of SSs further increases, the VoD curves increases steeply. 
In fact, with a high off ered load, the VoD traffi  c performance degrades because the 
rate provisioned for the VoD connection is equal to the mean rate of the applica-
tion. Th is results in the performance of VoIP and VC connections being isolated 
from that of VoD traffi  c. Note that this has been achieved without enforcing a strict 
priority between rtPS and nrtPS connections, which are served by the same instance 
of the DRR schedulers.

Additionally, the VC codec signifi cantly impacts on the performance. In 
particular, with N < 35, in the case of H.263, the jitter results slightly higher 
than that of the VoD source whereas the MPEG case exhibits a lower jitter. Th is 
can be explained as follows. H.263 codecs produce frames at variable time inter-
vals. Th erefore, the VC connection queue can potentially become idle due to 
inactivity periods. As soon as the queue becomes backlogged again, it is re-
inserted at the tail of the DRR list of connections waiting to be served. Th erefore, 
the new arrived packet has to wait until all the other connections have been 
served, which increases the jitter. Such a situation is less likely to happen with the 
MPEG4 codec because video frames are generated at fi xed time intervals, with no 
inactivity periods.

With regard to the UL connections, results are reported in Figure 7.12. As 
expected, the jitter is higher than that in the DL case, because UL connections 
experience the additional delay of notifying the BS of their bandwidth requests. 
However, the curves are almost constant when the off ered load increases (except 
for the H.263 VC case), because the BS schedules unicast polls on a periodic basis, 

Figure 7.11 Jitter of downlink connections versus number of Subscriber Stations, 
with different videoconference codecs.
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with the period equal to the interarrival time of SDUs of each  connection. Th e 
anomaly of the H.263 curve with respect to VoIP and VC-MPEG4 is due to the 
variable interarrival of video frames. In fact the transmission queue of a H.263 con-
nection can potentially become idle when polled from the BS. Hence, a connection 
that misses the poll then needs to wait an entire polling interval before it will have 
a subsequent chance to send a bandwidth request.

Finally, we setup a scenario with VoIP and VC-MPEG4 traffi  c only, where N 
ranges between 5 and 45, and with variable frame duration. Th e jitter of UL con-
nections is reported in Figure 7.13. As can be seen, the longer the frame duration, 
the higher are the curves. Th is can be explained as follows. As scheduling is per-
formed at the beginning of each frame, the higher the frame duration, the longer 
(on average) an SS has to wait before using its grant. In other words, with longer 
frames the BS is less responsive to the SSs’ bandwidth requests. Similar consider-
ations also hold for the DL case, where an SDU received by the BS has to wait at 
least until the next frame (i.e., the transmission of the next DL-MAP) before it 
can be served.

7.5 Conclusions
Th e IEEE 802.16 standard specifi es support for QoS at the MAC layer. Four 
scheduling services are defi ned: UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE. While UGS is well 
suited for constant bit-rate traffi  c only, where fi xed-size packets are generated a 
constant rate, rtPS and nrtPS are much more fl exible classes and can be used 

Figure 7.12 Jitter of downlink connections versus number of Subscriber Stations, 
with different videoconference codecs.
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 effi  ciently with current multimedia applications. In particular rtPS is tailored to 
interactive applications, which have stringent delay requirements. Finally, elastic 
traffi  c with no specifi c QoS requirements is expected to be served with the BE 
scheduling service.

In order for the QoS guarantees to be met, the BS and SSs have to implement 
appropriate scheduling algorithms. Several approaches have been put forward in the 
literature, whose advantages and disadvantages have been highlighted, with respect 
to our proposal of employing the DRR and WRR as the DL and UL schedulers on 
the BS, respectively. Th is design choice has been analyzed in our previous works, 
whose results have been summarized here. We have then evaluated the performance 
of varied multimedia traffi  c, that is, VoIP, videoconference, and VoD, under diff er-
ent scenarios. Th e results have shown that the delay variation, which is a key QoS 
metric, is stable with varying off ered load. In addition, small-to-medium variations 
have been observed depending on the frame duration and the multimedia traffi  c 
type. Th is is especially true for UL connections, whereas the performance of DL 
connections is more resilient to these changes.
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Figure 7.13 Jitter of uplink connections, both Voice over IP and videoconfer-
ence, versus number of Subscriber Stations, with variable frame duration.
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Chapter 8

Confi guration Issues and 
Best Effort Performance 
Investigation of 
IEEE 802.16e

Alessandro Bazzi, Giacomo Leonardi, 
Gianni Pasolini, and Oreste Andrisano

Th e IEEE 802.16 standard family enables the convergence of fi xed and mobile 
broadband networks through a common wide area broadband access technology 
and a fl exible network architecture. In this paper we provide an overview of the 
recent IEEE 802.16e-2005 amendment, aimed at supporting user mobility, and we 
discuss several issues related to a proper choice of system parameters and strategies 
to be adopted to fully exploit the technology potential. Moreover, we propose a 
scheduling strategy aimed at providing a fair service to best eff ort users. Th e eff ec-
tiveness of this proposal is shown via simulation.*

*  Portions reprinted, with permission, from Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on 
Communications 2007 (ICC 2007). © 2007 IEEE.
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8.1 Introduction
Th e IEEE 802.16-2004 Air Interface Standard,1 which is the basis of the WiMAX 
technology, is the most promising solution for the provision of fi xed broadband 
wireless services in a wide geographical scale and proved to be a really eff ective solu-
tion for the establishment of wireless metropolitan area networks (Wireless MAN). 
On February 2006, the IEEE 802.16e-2005 amendment2 to the IEEE 802.16-2004 
standard has been released, which introduced a number of features aimed at sup-
porting also users mobility, thus originating the so-called Mobile-WiMAX profi le.

Th e result of the IEEE 802.16 standardization activity is a complete standard 
family that specifi es the air interface for both fi xed and mobile broadband wireless 
access systems, thus enabling the convergence of fi xed and mobile networks through 
a common wide area radio access technology.

What is really remarkable, with regard to the Mobile-WiMAX profi le, is the 
high number of degrees of freedom that are left to the manufacturers. Among all 
possibilities foreseen by the specifi cations, the fi nal decision on a lot of very basic 
and crucial aspects, such as, just to cite few of them, the bandwidth, the frame 
duration, the duplexing scheme, and the kind of Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) 
strategy, are left to implementers.

Moreover, besides the aforementioned basic choices, a number of strategies not 
defi ned by the specifi cations, whose design is traditionally left to manufacturers, 
have also to be conceived and implemented to fully exploit the Mobile-WiMAX 
potential and fulfi ll users’ requirements: scheduling algorithms are an example.

As a consequence, the set up of a Mobile-WiMAX network requires a tricky 
“parameters and strategies” decision and implementation phase, that should be 
 carried out carefully considering both Mobile-WiMAX peculiarities (in the design 
of the scheduling procedure, for instance) and interactions among diff erent possible 
strategies to be adopted (at Transport level and Data Link level, for instance), which 
could aff ect, and in some cases greatly reduce, the perceived performance.

In the following we discuss some of these issues, with reference to the mobility 
enhancements provided by the latest IEEE 802.16e amendment, by means of a simula-
tion approach; hereafter, in particular, we provide some insight on the performance 
level achievable with this technology, we discuss a fair resource scheduling strategy for 
best eff ort services and we highlight possible detrimental interactions among the trans-
port control protocol (TCP) and the ARQ strategy adopted at the Data-Link level.

8.2 IEEE 802.16 Overview
Th e IEEE 802.16 standard family supports four physical (PHY) modes:

WirelessMAN-SC, which has been mainly developed for back-hauling in 
line-of-sight (LOS) conditions and operates in the 10–66 GHz frequency 
range adopting a single-carrier (SC) modulation scheme.

�
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WirelessMAN-SCa, which has the same characteristics of WirelessMAN-SC 
but operates in frequency bands below 11 GHz.
WirelessMAN-OFDM, which has been developed for fi xed wireless access in 
non-LOS conditions and adopts the orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) modulation scheme in frequency bands below 11 GHz.
WirelessMAN-OFDMA, which has been conceived for mobile access and 
adopts the orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) scheme 
in the 2–6 GHz frequency range.

Because we are interested in the mobility enhancement provided by the latest 
IEEE 802.16e amendment, we focus our attention on WirelessMAN-OFDMA in 
the following.

8.2.1 WirelessMAN-OFDMA
WirelessMAN-OFDMA PHY mode is based on the OFDMA multiple-access/
multiplexing technique which is, on its turn, based on an NFFT subcarriers OFDM 
modulation scheme3,4 with NFFT equal to 128, 512, 1024, or 2048.

Th e NFFT subcarriers form an OFDM symbol, which can be further divided 
into three main groups:

Data subcarriers, used for data transmission.
Pilot subcarriers, used for estimation and synchronization purposes.
Null subcarriers, transmitting no signal: DC subcarrier and guard subcarriers.

Considering sequences of OFDM symbols, it is easy to understand that trans-
mission resources, in an OFDMA system, are available both in the time domain, 
by means of groups of OFDM symbols, and in the frequency domain, by means of 
groups of subcarriers (subchannels).

With reference to WirelessMAN-OFDMA, in particular, the OFDMA 
multiplexing/multiple-access technique provides OFDM-based multiplexing of 
data streams from multiple users onto downlink (DL) subchannels as well as 
uplink multiple-access by means of uplink (UL) subchannels.

8.2.2 Subchannelization
An OFDM symbol can be divided into several subchannels by grouping its sub-
carrier. WirelessMAN-OFDMA allows two diff erent subcarrier grouping meth-
ods to realize the subchannelization: distributed and adjacent permutation.

Distributed permutation, which can be implemented as DL-FUSC (downlink 
full usage of subchannels), DL-PUSC (downlink partial usage of subchannels), 
UL-PUSC (uplink partial usage of subchannels), or UL-TUSC (uplink tile usage of 

�

�

�

�
�
�
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subchannels) on the basis of pilot subcarriers amount and positions, pseudo-
randomly draws a given amount of data subcarriers, from the entire subcarriers set 
of a symbol, to form a subchannel. It provides frequency diversity and interference 
averaging.

With adjacent permutation, on the contrary, a subchannel is formed grouping a 
given amount of contiguous data subcarriers. In general, distributed permutation 
performs well in mobile applications whereas adjacent permutation is well suited 
for fi xed, portable, or low-mobility environments.5

With reference to the distributed permutation scheme, which is of interest for 
the mobility case considered here, the minimum OFDMA frequency-time resource 
that can be allocated is one OFDMA-Slot, which correspond to 48 data subcarriers that 
can be accommodated in one, two, or three OFDMA symbols, depending on which 
kind of permutation scheme (DL-FUSC, DL-PUSC, UL-PUSC, and so on) is 
adopted, as explained hereafter in the case of OFDM symbols formed by NFFT = 2048 
subcarriers:

DL-FUSC. It can be adopted in the DL phase. All 48 subcarriers of one 
OFDMA-Slot are mapped into a single OFDM symbol. Because DL-FUSC 
provides 32 subchannels within a single OFDM symbol, it follows that each 
OFDM symbol contains 1536 (i.e., 32 × 48) data subcarriers. Th e 166 pilot 
subcarriers foreseen by DL-FUSC are divided into two main groups: fi xed 
(whose position is the same in every symbol) and variable (whose position is 
diff erent between even and odd symbols). Th e remaining 346 null subcarriers 
are distributed as follows: 173 left guard subcarriers, 172 right guard sub-
carriers, and 1 DC subcarrier.
DL-PUSC. In this case, which is allowed in the DL phase, the 48 subcarriers 
of an OFDMA-Slot are equally divided in two OFDM symbols (24 + 24). 
Because DL-PUSC provides 60 subchannels in a single OFDM symbol, it 
follows that each OFDM symbol carries 1440 (i.e., 60 × 24) data subcarriers. 
Th e 240 pilot subcarriers foreseen in this case in each OFDM symbol occupy 
diff erent positions in even and odd symbols. Th e remaining 368 null subcar-
riers are distributed as follows: 184 left guard subcarriers, 183 right guard 
subcarriers, and 1 DC subcarrier.
UL-PUSC. With UL-PUSC, which is allowed in the UL phase, the 48 sub-
carriers of an OFDMA slot cover three consecutive OFDM symbols, with the 
following, unequal, division: 12-24-12. Because the amount of subchannels 
provided by UL-PUSC in each OFDM symbol is still fi xed and equal to 70, 
it follows that the number of pilot subcarrier is not the same in all symbols. 
In particular, symbols 1 and 3 of each OFDMA-Slot carry 840 (70 × 12) 
data subcarriers and 840 pilot subcarriers, whereas symbol 2 carries 1680 
(70 × 24) data subcarriers and no pilot subcarrier. Th e remaining 368 null 
subcarriers are distributed as follows: 184 left guard subcarriers, 183 right 
guard subcarriers, and 1 DC subcarrier.

�

�

�
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DL-OPTIONAL-FUSC. It can be adopted in the DL phase. Similar to DL-
FUSC all 48 subcarriers of one OFDMA-Slot are mapped into a single 
OFDM symbol. It provides 32 subchannels and 192 pilot subcarriers within 
a single OFDM symbol. Th e 1728 used subcarriers (1536 + 192) are divided 
into nine contiguous subcarriers in which one pilot carrier is allocated. Th e 
position of the pilot carrier in nine contiguous subcarriers varies according to 
the index of the OFDMA symbol which contains the subcarriers. Th e remain-
ing 320 null subcarriers are distributed as follows: 160 left guard subcarriers, 
159 right guard subcarriers, and 1 DC subcarrier.
UL-OPTIONAL-PUSC. With UL-OPTIONAL-PUSC, which can be 
adopted in the UL phase, the 48 subcarriers of an OFDMA-Slot cover three 
consecutive OFDM symbols, with the following, unequal, division: 18-12-18. 
Because the amount of subchannel provided by UL-OPTIONAL-PUSC in 
each OFDM symbol is still fi xed and equal to 96, it follows that the number 
of pilot subcarriers is not the same in all symbols. In particular, symbols 1 
and 3 of each OFDMA-Slot carry 1728 (96 × 18) data subcarriers and no 
pilot subcarriers, whereas symbol 2 carries 1152 (96 × 12) data subcarriers 
and 576 (96 × 6) pilot subcarriers. Th e remaining 320 null subcarriers are 
distributed as follows: 160 left guard subcarriers, 159 right guard subcarriers, 
and 1 DC subcarrier.
DL-TUSC1 and DL-TUSC2. DL-TUSC1 corresponds in structure to UL-
PUSC, whereas DL-TUSC2 corresponds in structure to UL-OPTIONAL-
PUSC; thus in both cases an OFDMA-Slot covers three OFDM symbols. 
Both DL-TUSC1 and DL-TUSC2 permutations shall only be used within an 
adaptive antenna system (AAS) zone.

8.2.3 Channel Coding and Modulation
Data to be transmitted are subjected to a channel-coding process which includes 
randomization, forward error correction (FEC) encoding, and bit interleaving.

Th e mandatory channel coding is performed by means of a tail-biting punc-
tured convolutional code with variable coding rate Rc, and provides seven fi xed 
combinations of modulation and coding rate, hereafter denoted as Modes (Table 8.1). 
Block Turbo Codes, Convolutional Turbo Codes, and Low-Density Parity Check 
codes are optional.

Each mode allows to transmit diff erently sized data payloads in a single 
OFDMA-Slot. Concatenation of a number of OFDMA-Slots up to a mode-
dependent limit (fourth column of Table 8.1) can be performed to have larger 
codewords (fi fth column of Table 8.1).

For instance, adopting the QPSK modulation scheme with Rc =   1 __ 2   we can transmit 
a 6-byte useful data payload in a single OFDMA-Slot and we can concatenate up to 
six OFDMA-Slots, for a maximum of 36 byte useful data payload to be encoded.

�

�

�
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8.2.4 Frame Structure
IEEE 802.16e-20052 supports time division duplex (TDD), frequency division 
duplex (FDD), and half duplex FDD operations, but the initial release of Mobile 
WiMAX certifi cation profi les includes only TDD, as it enables adjustment of the 
DL/UL ratio to support asymmetric DL/UL traffi  c. Furthermore, TDD receiver 
implementation is less complex and expensive.

Both FDD and TDD duplexing schemes are based on a time-frequency frame 
structure to accommodate DL/UL data fl ows.

In Figure 8.1, the TDD frame structure is depicted. Each TDD frame is divided 
into DL and UL subframes, separated by transmit/receive and receive/transmit 
transition gaps (TTG and RTG).

Th e OFDMA frame may include “multiple zones”; this means that the permu-
tation method can be changed within the same frame, thus moving, for instance, 
from DL-PUSC to DL-FUSC (Fig. 8.1). 

Th e basic elements of a TDD frame, depicted in Figure 8.1, are hereafter detailed.

Preamble. Each frame begins with a preamble OFDM symbol, used for 
synchronization.
Frame control header (FCH ). Subchannels 0 to 3 in the fi rst two OFDM sym-
bols following the preamble convey the FCH fi eld. FCH is transmitted using 
QPSK, Rc =   1 _ 2  , DL-PUSC and contains frame confi guration information.
DL-MAP and UL-MAP. Th ey convey subchannel allocations, providing 
pointers to bursts (see in the following) allocated to users, and other control 
information for the respective subframes.

�

�

�

Table 8.1 Mode Characteristics

Mode ID
Modulation 

(Rc)

Useful Data 
Per Slot 
(bytes)

Maximum Number 
of Concatenated 

Slots

Maximum 
Data Payload 

(bytes)

0 QPSK  (   1 __ 2   ) 6 6 36

1 QPSK  (   3 _ 4   ) 9 4 36

2 16QAM  (   1 __ 2   ) 12 3 36

3 16QAM  (   3 __ 4   ) 18 2 36

4 64QAM  (   1 __ 2   ) 18 2 36

5 64QAM  (   2 __ 3   ) 24 1 24

6 64QAM  (   3 __ 4   ) 27 1 27

Source:  O. Andrisano, A. Bazzi, G. Leonardi, G. Pasolini. IEEE 802.16e Best Effort 
Performance Investigation. ICC Proceedings 2007. With permission.
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UL ranging. Th e UL ranging fi eld is allocated for mobile stations to perform 
closed-loop time, frequency and power adjustments as well as bandwidth 
requests.
UL CQICH. Th e UL CQICH fi eld is allocated to convey feedback channel-
state information.
UL ACK-CH. Th e UL ACK-CH is allocated to convey fast feedback for DL 
Hybrid-ARQ. 
Burst. A burst is a portion of the frame which carries the coded data adopting 
the same set of parameters (such as mode and permutation method) assigned 
to a Base Station ↔ Mobile Station (BS ↔ MS) communication in a given 
DL/UL direction.

8.2.5 Data Mapping
In Figure 8.2, the process of Data Mapping, starting from the Internet Protocol 
(IP) packet down to the physical level allocation, is illustrated when the ARQ 
mechanism is active.

�

�

�

�

Figure 8.1 Time division duplex frame structure. (From O. Andrisano, A. Bazzi, 
G. Leonardi, G. Pasolini. IEEE 802.16e Best Effort Performance Investigation. ICC 
Proceedings 2007. With permission.)
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At the data-link level each received IP packet corresponds to one service data 
unit (SDU). SDUs are divided into ARQ blocks of ARQ_BLOCK_SIZE bytes, 
which is a value negotiated during connection. Th e last ARQ block of each SDU 
will generally be smaller than ARQ_BLOCK_SIZE.

Following the available PHY level resources, at the Medium Access Control (MAC) 
level one or more ARQ blocks will be inserted into a protocol data unit (PDU), with 
some overhead: in particular, a MAC header will be added, plus either (a) one frag-
mentation subheader if all ARQ blocks are contiguous and related to the same SDU 
or (b) a packetization subheader per each group of contiguous ARQ blocks belonging 
to the same SDU; a CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) tail of 32 bits will be added at 
the end of the PDU, to check the integrity of received data.

Figure 8.2 Packets processing. Abbreviations: MAC, Medium Access Control; PHY, 
Physical; PDU, Protocol data units; SDU, Service data units; ARQ, Automatic Repeat 
reQuest. (From O. Andrisano, A. Bazzi, G. Leonardi, G. Pasolini, IEEE 802.16e 
Best Effort Performance Investigation. ICC Proceedings 2007. With permission.)
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At the physical level, MAC PDUs will be divided into groups of bytes, that 
will be coded and modulated. In particular, coded data of a burst, processed as 
described in Section 8.2.3, are mapped into an OFDMA data region, which is a two-
dimensional allocation of a group of contiguous subchannels (i.e., with con tiguous 
identifying numbers) in a group of contiguous OFDM symbols. A data region is 
commonly depicted as a rectangle, as shown in the lower parts of both Figures 8.1 
and 8.2. Please note that allocations refer to logical subchannels, represented by their 
identifying numbers, which can be, in general, constituted by sparse subcarriers.

Because, as recalled in Section 8.2.2, the minimum OFDMA frequency-time 
resource that can be allocated is the OFDMA-Slot, whose extension in terms of 
OFDM symbols depends on the adopted distributed permutation scheme (DL-
PUSC, DL-FUSC, UL-PUSC, and so on), it follows that data region dimensions 
must be such to accommodate a fi nite number of OFDMA-Slots.

8.3 Resource Request and Scheduling Policies
IEEE 802.16e-2005 divides all possible data services into fi ve classes: Unsolicited 
Grant Service (UGS), Real-Time Polling Service (rtPS), Extended Real-Time polling 
Service (ErtPS), Non-Real-Time Polling Service (nrtPS), and Best Eff ort (BE). Each 
service is associated with a set of quality of services (QoS) parameters that quantify 
aspects of its characteristics: (a) maximum sustained rate, (b) minimum reserved rate, 
(c) maximum latency tolerance, (d) jitter tolerance, and (e) traffi  c priority.

Th e aforementioned parameters are the basic inputs for the service scheduler 
placed in the BS, whose design and implementation are left to the manufacturers, 
which is aimed at fulfi lling service-specifi c QoS requirements.

Within IEEE 802.16, in particular, the scheduler task is to defi ne both uplink 
and downlink resource allocation maps (UL-MAP and DL-MAP) on the basis of 
the users’ needs. With reference to BE services, an insight on the bandwidth request 
mechanism is provided in the following subsections and a fair and effi  cient schedul-
ing strategy is proposed.

8.3.1 BE Resource Requests
In order to support BE services (FTP, web browsing, and so on), a resource request 
mechanism is needed to make the scheduler aware of MSs bandwidth requirements 
in both directions.

As for the DL direction, however, it is immediate to understand that the sched-
uler has a perfect knowledge of MSs needs, because they coincide with the amount 
of data waiting to be transmitted in the respective BS transmission queues.

As far as the UL is concerned, on the contrary, a request mechanism is intro-
duced by the standard, which allows MSs to make use of (a) contention request 
opportunities, (b) unicast request opportunities, and (c) unsolicited data grant 
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burst types. In the fi rst case a bandwidth request is transmitted during the appro-
priately shared UL allocation, whereas in the other two cases each MS is given a 
reserved UL resource to convey its request.

All requests for bandwidth are made in terms of number of bytes needed to 
carry MAC PDUs.

Once an MS is given the UL resource, further bandwidth requests may come as 
a piggyback request, thus avoiding to resort again to one of the three bandwidth 
request mechanisms introduced before (a, b, and c).

Bandwidth requests may be incremental or aggregate; in the former case the BS 
adds the amount of bandwidth requested to its current perception of the bandwidth 
needs of the connection, whereas in the latter case it replaces its perception of the 
bandwidth needs of the connection with the amount of bandwidth requested. Th e 
type fi eld in the bandwidth request header indicates whether the request is incre-
mental or aggregate. Because piggyback bandwidth requests do not have a type 
fi eld, piggyback bandwidth requests shall always be incremental.

Th e mechanism of piggyback incremental requests can be conveniently exploited 
to reduce the time wastage due to the complete bandwidth request mechanism: it 
is reasonable to operate in such a way that the fi rst time an MS performs a band-
width request (adopting one of the three previously introduced procedures), it noti-
fi es the BS the dimension of the entire amount of data waiting in its transmission 
queue. Th is way the BS has an exact knowledge of each MS need and can update it 
(decreasing) each time PHY-level resources are assigned to that connections and the 
related transmissions are correctly acknowledged.

Possible further data incoming in the MS queue while transmissions are still 
ongoing (i.e., before the MS queue gets empty) can be notifi ed to the BS scheduler 
through the incremental piggyback bandwidth requests, which will determine a 
variation of the perception of MS bandwidth needs. 

8.3.2 BE Scheduling
In this section we still focus on BE data services and we show how to provide, at the 
same time, a fair and effi  cient resource sharing, carefully considering IEEE 802.16e-
2005 specifi c characteristics. 

As far as the fairness issue is concerned, here we considered a round robin (RR) 
scheduling policy among all BE services. Although this choice seems the most suited 
to this kind of service, it has to be pointed out that its implementation, as well as the 
implementation of any other scheduling policy, requires some preliminary consider-
ation on the nature of IEEE 802.16e-2005 radio resource (the OFDMA-Slot).

Because the diff erent modes that can be adopted by users convey, in a single 
OFDMA-Slot, diff erent amounts of data, it follows that, to provide a really fair sched-
uling among BE users, a diff erent amount of slots has to be allocated to each of them.

To meet as much as possible the aforedescribed fairness requirement, hence avoiding 
that users with huge amount of data to be transmitted gather the most of resources, it 
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is convenient to defi ne an elementary resource unit, hereafter called Virtual Resource 
Unit (VRU), consisting in a fi xed amount of data bytes, which is the basic element 
assigned by the scheduler in each RR cycle to BE users needing resources. 

To better understand the scheduler behavior, let us focus our attention, for instance, 
on the DL subframe: the scheduler task is, in this case, to defi ne the DL-MAP, assign-
ing PHY-level resources to the diff erent BS → MS links requiring DL resources.

As long as there is room (in terms of available slots) in the subframe and there 
are pending data that can be allocated in it, the scheduler moves from an user to the 
next, performing the following actions: (i) it assigns a VRU to the user, adding it to 
its Virtual Resource Budget (VRB); then, (ii) it virtually generates the biggest PDU 
that can be allocated, and (iii) correspondingly makes a slot booking; this means 
that although the scheduler does not eff ectively allocate the PDU at this time, that 
amount of slots is defi nitively reserved to that user; at the next round a bigger PDU 
or more PDUs may be allocated following the increased VRB, thus increasing the 
amount of booked slots. Please note that the scheduler would not do any slot reser-
vation until VRB is not enough to allocate a PDU containing a single ARQ block. 
When the RR cycle ends (i.e., no more room or no more data to be allocated), the 
PDUs are eff ectively generated and the coding-mapping processes described in 
Section 8.2.3 can take place.

Th e separation between the virtual and physical allocations guarantees a fl exible 
management: as an example, doubling the VRB (during the second round) may 
allow, for instance, to generate a PDU that includes two ARQ blocks and this could 
be preferred than generating and transmitting two separate PDUs with a single ARQ 
block each.

At the end of the allocation procedure users’ VRBs are not reset, to allow sta-
tions with larger ARQ blocks to gain the same long-term priority as the others. 
Furthermore, VRB will be increased at most up to the amount of pending data.

Th e same procedure is performed also for the defi nition of the UL-MAP, which 
is carried out on the basis of UL resource request made by users.

To preserve fairness at most, in the next subframe of the same kind (UL or DL) 
the cyclic scheduling procedure will start from the user that follows, in the cyclic 
order, the last user served in the current frame.

8.4 Simulations Settings
To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm, we realized an 
apposite IEEE 802.16e simulator, which has been developed within the framework 
of a general simulation platform.6 It is important to underline that such simulator 
reproduces all aspects related to each single level of the protocol pillar, from the 
physical to the application level.

All the aforementioned peculiarities of IEEE 802.16e, such as subchanneliza-
tion using diff erent permutation methods, channel coding and OFDMA-Slots 
concatenation, data mapping, frame management, and so on, have been carefully 
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implemented. As for the transport level protocol, we implemented the New Reno 
version of TCP.

Finally, to evaluate the saturation throughput perceived at application level, we 
considered DL FTP sessions with infi nite duration.

Propagation Model : A realistic channel model has been adopted reproducing the 
behavior of the wireless channel, including time and frequency correlation. In par-
ticular, we considered the path-loss law related to terrain type C (sub-urban) and 
the channel model SUI1 (at 3 Km/h), both reported in reference.7

Simulations Settings: As for the most important system parameters adopted in 
our simulations, please refer to Table 8.2.

With reference to the TDD version of IEEE 802.16e, we decided to adopt an x 
to 1 DL/UL asymmetry, where x is as near to 3 as possible. Th ree symbols are 
assumed to be reserved in the DL subframe for preamble, FCH, and DL/UL MAPs 
and three symbols in the UL subframe for UL ACK-CH, ranging, and so on. Th us, 

Table 8.2 Simulation Parameters

System Parameters

Carrier frequency 3.5 GHz

BS antenna height 15 m

MS antenna height 2 m

BS antenna gain 15 dBi (120°)

MS antenna gain 5 dBi

BS transmission power 30 dBm

MS transmission power 22 dBm

BS noise fi gure 4 dB

MS noise fi gure 5 dB

OFDMA Parameters

Channel bandwidth 7 MHz

NFFT 2048

Useful symbol time 256 μs

Guard time 8 μs

Symbol time 264 μs

BS, base station; MS, mobile station.
Source:  O. Andrisano, A. Bazzi, G. Leonardi, G. Pasolini. IEEE 802.16e Best Effort 

Performance Investigation. ICC Proceedings 2007. With permission.
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adopting a 10-ms frame duration, corresponding to 31 symbols left for data (over a 
total of 37), 22 were left for DL (11 couples of OFDMA symbols, adopting DL 
PUSC) and 9 for UL (three triples of OFDMA symbols, adopting UL PUSC). 
Recalling that we have 60 subchannels in DL and 70 in UL, it follows that nominal 
data rates range between 3.168 Mbps (mode 0, see Table 8.1) and 14.256 Mbps 
(mode 6) in DL and between 1.008 Mbps and 4.536 Mbps in UL. Th e exact 
DL/UL asymmetry is thus x10ms = (11 × 60)/(3 × 70) = 3.14.

Similarly, adopting a 20-ms frame duration, corresponding to 69 data symbols 
(over a total of 75), 48 were left for DL (24 couples of OFDMA symbols) and 21 for 
UL (seven triples of OFDMA symbols). Nominal data rates range between 
3.456 Mbps and 15.552 Mbps in DL and between 1.176 Mbps and 5.292 Mbps in 
UL. Th e exact DL/UL asymmetry is thus x20ms = (24 × 60)/(7 × 70) = 2.94.

Obviously, adopting a 20-ms frame duration we have an increase of the achiev-
able data rate, due to the reduction of the impact of the six symbols reserved for DL 
and UL management; please note that in the DL phase this benefi t is slightly reduced, 
with respect to the previous case, by the lower asymmetry rate. It has to be observed, 
furthermore, that the previously introduced data rate is referred to data link-level 
data bits, which exclude, on one hand, preamble, FCH, DL/UL MAPs, UL ACK-
CH, and so on, but include, on the other hand, the overhead introduced by the data 
link level and by the upper protocol levels. It follows that the application level 
throughput, considered in the numerical results section, will be slightly lower than 
data link level data rate, owing to the presence of all overheads.

Another important aspect to be considered is the defi nition of ARQ_BLOCK_
SIZE and VRU. First of all, we decided to never allocate more than one ARQ Block 
into a single PDU. Please note that, although including more ARQ blocks into a 
single PDU allows to reduce MAC overhead, this increases the overall overhead due 
to retransmissions: CRC calculation is done, in fact, on a PDU basis and the uncor-
rect reception of one PDU may lead to the retransmission of all the ARQ blocks it 
includes. Future works with diff erent choices may reveal better performance, but a 
detailed analysis of this aspect is out of the scope of the present discussion.

Following this choice and trying to allocate an integer number of OFDMA-Slots 
to each PDU, whichever the adopted mode, the PDU should be allocated into 
the least common multiplier of all useful data per slot (see the second column of 
Table 8.1), which results in 216 bytes. Th us, ARQ_BLOCK_SIZE = 204 bytes and 
VRU = 216 bytes (ARQ_BLOCK_SIZE + MAC header + fragmentation Subheader +
CRC) were chosen.

8.5 Data Link and TCP Issues
Few words are to be spent on data link and TCP interactions; it must be remarked, 
in fact, that a data link confi guration without considering TCP behavior may incur 
in heavy performance degradation.
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A problem that deserves particular attention, for instance, is that a signifi cant 
number of TCP packets can be delivered to an user in a single subframe. If one or 
more of these incur in transmission errors, while the following are correctly received 
and passed to the upper protocol layers of the receiver side, multiple duplicate TCP 
acknowledgments are issued, which could cause an unwanted and useless conges-
tion window reduction at the sender TCP side, thus reducing the experienced 
throughput. 

To solve this problem, the optional ARQ_DELIVER_IN_ORDER functional-
ity must be activated at data link level for each TCP session. When ARQ_
DELIVER_IN_ORDER is enabled, a MAC SDU is handed to the upper layers 
as soon as all the ARQ blocks of the MAC SDU have been correctly received 
within the defi ned time-out values and all blocks with sequence numbers smaller 
than those of the completed message have either been discarded due to time-out 
violation or delivered to the upper layers. 

For this reason, where not specifi ed, in this paper the ARQ mechanism is 
adopted following IEEE 802.16e specifi cations and the ARQ_DELIVER_IN_
ORDER option is activated. A numerical proof on what is asserted here will be 
given in Section 8.6.

8.6 Numerical Results
Th e following numerical results characterize the WirelessMAN-OFDMA perfor-
mance in terms of DL application-level throughput in saturation conditions and 
fairness, adopting the parameters detailed in Section 8.4. To better understand the 
numerical results, the reader should have in mind that application-level throughput 
is a performance metric strictly related to the users perception of the service quality 
as it takes into account all aspects aff ecting communications (with particular refer-
ence to the physical, data link, and transport levels).

As far as the fairness in concerned, here we assessed it by means of the parameter 
F, whose defi nition is reported in Appendix A, which is an indicator of the equity in 
resource allocation and ranges between 0 (total unfairness) and 1 (total fairness).

In Figure 8.3, the DL application-level saturation throughput (hereafter, through-
put) perceived by a single user is reported as a function of the distance, for each one 
of the seven possible modes (modulations and FEC rates). Here a frame duration 
Tf = 10 ms is considered. As can be observed, the throughputs experienced in opti-
mal conditions (nearby the BS) are slightly lower with respect to the nominal data 
rates reported in Section 8.4; as already observed, this diff erence is mainly due to the 
protocol overheads that reduce the experienced application level throughput.

To assess the upper bound to the achievable performance here we do not con-
sider any link adaptation and power control strategy.

It can be noted that not all the possible modes would be needed in the consid-
ered scenario. In particular, mode 5 never outperforms mode 6 within a reasonable 
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range of achievable throughput. Moreover, modes 3 and 4 provide the same maxi-
mum throughput, as they both carry 18 bytes per slot (see Table 8.1); thus, the 
more reliable mode 3 can be always preferred.

It must be noted that an effi  cient link adaptation algorithm will let the connec-
tion be always on the envelope of curves depicted in Figure 8.3, or theoretically 
even better on a varying channel: in such a case, in fact, diff erent modes may gain 
higher throughputs in diff erent time intervals. However, as the analysis of an 
 effi  cient link adaptation technique is out of the scope of the present chapter, the 
envelope of throughputs perceived adopting the various modes will be considered 
in the following.

In Figure 8.4, the throughput perceived by a single user is reported as a function 
of the distance in both cases of ARQ_DELIVER_IN_ORDER active or not. Th is 
fi gure clearly shows the great impact of interactions between transport (here the 
New Reno TCP version is considered) and data link levels. Here, in particular, the 
performance degradation due to unnecessary reductions of the TCP congestion 
window when the ARQ_DELIVER_IN_ORDER option is not active can be clearly 
appreciated (see Section 8.5).

In Figure 8.5, the impact of diff erent frame durations Tf on the average through-
put perceived by users is shown as a function of the distance. Here we assumed 
Tf = 10 ms and Tf = 20 ms; N = 5, 10, and 20 active users at the same distance from 
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Figure 8.3 Throughput perceived by a single user as a function of the distance 
for all possible modes; 10-ms frame duration.
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Figure 8.4 Throughput perceived by a single user as a function of the distance, 
with and without the adoption of the ARQ_DELIVER_IN_ORDER option; 10-ms 
frame duration.
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the BS are considered. As can be observed, the average throughputs multiplied by 
N are almost constant, whereas the diff erence between those referring to a 10-ms 
frame and a 20-ms frame in optimal conditions (nearby the BS) is almost identical 
to that between nominal data rates evaluated in Section 8.4. Th ese considerations 
show the eff ectiveness of the proposed scheduling algorithm, which fully exploits 
system resources. Let us observe, moreover, that the throughput increase due to a 
longer frame is not so relevant to justify the impact it would have on possible active 
real-time sessions (20-ms frame duration may be too high).

Finally, in Figure 8.6 the system performance is analyzed considering MSs at 
diff erent distances from the BS, that is, experiencing very diff erent path losses. 
Here, in particular, N = 5 MSs are equally spaced from 200 m and dmax, where dmax 
ranges from 600 m to 1400 m.

Figure 8.6 shows both the average perceived throughput per user (curves) and 
the achieved fairness level F (labels) as a function of dmax in the two cases Tf  = 10 ms 
and Tf  = 20 ms. Because, as can be observed, F is almost equal to one in all cases, 
it follows that the average perceived throughput almost coincides with the single 
user perceived throughput. Th e scheduler eff ectiveness in pursuing the fairness 
objective, notwithstanding the very diff erent channel conditions experienced by 
users, is therefore proved.
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Appendix A Fairness Parameter Defi nition
Given N users, we defi ne the fairness parameter F of the network as follows:
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where AT is the average throughput, AD is the average distance from the average 
throughput, and Ti  is the throughput perceived by user i (i = 1, 2, …, N). It must 
be noted that F ranges from 1 to 0, where 1 is achieved when all users perceive the 
same throughput (AD = 0), while 0 is achieved when one user perceives a given 
throughput whereas all other users perceive no throughput.

Proof. Suppose that there are N active users, among which one user (user 1) per-
ceives a given throughput T1 = T whereas all other users perceive Ti = 0, where 
i = 2, 3, …, N. Th en, F can be calculated through the following steps:
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In the opposite case, when all users perceive the same application-level through-
put T, it is immediate to verify that
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Chapter 9

QoS Architecture for 
Effi cient Bandwidth 
Management in the IEEE 
802.16 Mesh Mode

Parag S. Mogre, Matthias Hollick, Ralf Steinmetz, 
and Christian Schwingenschlögl

Th e IEEE 802.16 standard series represents the state-of-the-art in technology for 
metropolitan area broadband wireless access networks. Th e point-to-multipoint 
(PMP) mode of IEEE 802.16 has been designed to enable quality of service (QoS) 
in operator-controlled networks and, thus, is foreseen to complement existing 
third-generation cellular networks. In contrast, the optional mesh (MESH) mode 
of operation in IEEE 802.16 enables the setup of self-organizing wireless multi-hop 
mesh networks. A distinguishing characteristic of the IEEE 802.16 standard series 
is its support for QoS at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. However, the 
QoS specifi cations and mechanisms for the PMP and the MESH mode are not 
consistent. Th is article presents a novel QoS architecture as a key enhancement to 
the IEEE 802.16 MESH mode of operation. Th e architecture is based on the QoS 
mechanisms outlined for the PMP mode and, thus, enables a seamless coexistence 
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of the PMP and the MESH mode. In particular, we look at the various options the 
standard provides and the trade off s involved when implementing QoS support in 
the 802.16 MESH mode, with a focus on the effi  cient management of the available 
bandwidth resources. Th is article is meant to provide researchers and implementers 
crucial anchor points for further research. 

9.1 Introduction and Motivation
Th e demand for ubiquitous connectivity is the driving force for innovation in the 
fi eld of wireless networks. To satisfy the diff ering demands of users a huge variety 
of wireless network platforms has developed over the years. Figure 9.1a shows some 
of the contemporary wireless access technologies.

From the fi gure, one can see that the IEEE 802.16 standard as published in [1] 
intends to support metropolitan area networks, rural networks, or enterprisewide 
networks. Initially these networks are expected to support only static nodes 
(subscriber stations). Th e standard IEEE 802.16-2004 [1] specifi es two modes of 

CampusInhouse

IEEE 802.11 1EEE 802.11s UMTSIEEE 802.16
(PMP)

IEEE 802.16 
(MESH)

Metropolitan - Enterprise - Rural areas

(a)

Country

100s of meterstens of meters few kilometers kilometers 100s of kilometers

Base Station

Subscriber Station

(b) 

Base Station

Obstacle

Subscriber Station

(c) 

Figure 9.1 (a) Overview of contemporary wireless access network technologies 
showing the geographical scale of the wireless technologies. (b) Point-to-
multipoint (PMP) mode of operation in 802.16. (c) Mesh mode (MESH) of opera-
tion in 802.16.
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operation as shown in Figure 9.1b, c. In the point-to-multipoint mode (PMP) all 
the Subscriber Stations (SSs) are required to be in direct range of the Base Station 
(BS). Th e SSs can directly communicate only with the BS. Direct communication 
between two SSs is not supported in the PMP mode. On the other hand, when oper-
ating in the MESH mode, the SSs are allowed to establish communication links with 
neighboring nodes and are able to communicate with each other directly. In addi-
tion, they are also able to send traffi  c to and receive traffi  c from the BS (a MESH 
BS is a SS, which provides backhaul services to the mesh network). Th e MESH 
mode of 802.16 allows for fl exible growth in the coverage of the mesh  network and 
also increases the robustness of the network due to the provision of multiple alter-
nate paths for communication between nodes. An overview of the 802.16 standard 
is provided in [2]. In addition, current eff orts in the 802.16e task group have led to 
the publication of the IEEE 802.16e specifi cation [3]. Th e latter mainly off ers 
enhancements to the IEEE 802.16-2004 to support mobility.

A distinguishing feature of the IEEE 802.16 standard is the extensive support 
for QoS at the MAC layer. In addition, the IEEE 802.16 standard outlines a set of 
physical layer (PHY) specifi cations which can be used with a common MAC layer. 
Th is fl exibility allows the network to operate in diff erent frequency bands based on 
the users’ needs and the corresponding regulations. Th e QoS support and fl exibility 
at the PHY layer in the 802.16 standard make it an optimal base to support multi-
service networks. Th us, 802.16 networks are expected to play a signifi cant role in 
next-generation broadband wireless access (BWA) networks. Such networks cater 
to the demand for the so-called “Triple Play” networks, that is, a single network 
supporting broadband Internet access, telephony, and television services. Th ey are 
thus expected to replace conventional Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)-based access 
networks. Th e needs of each of these application categories are however varying. 
For example, applications such as interactive video conferencing, telephony, etc. 
require predictable response time and a static amount of bandwidth continuously 
available for the life-time of the connection. On the other hand, traffi  c like variable 
rate compressed video streams (e.g., to support television services) relies on accurate 
timing between the traffi  c source and destination but does not require a static 
amount of bandwidth over the duration of the connection. Some other applications 
such as data transfer using File Transfer Protocol (FTP) have no inherent reliance 
on time synchronization between the traffi  c source and destination. However, these 
applications benefi t when the network attempts to provide a guaranteed bandwidth 
or latency. Some other services may not be very important from the providers’ point 
of view, and traffi  c belonging to this class may be serviced on space-available basis. 
Th is type of traffi  c has usually no reliance on time synchronization between the 
traffi  c source and destination. An example of application generating the latter type 
of traffi  c is web surfi ng. Th e 802.16 standard defi nes diff erent data scheduling 
 services to support these types of traffi  c; thus, providing tools for network operators 
to support multi-service networks.
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Th e optional MESH mode of operation specifi ed by the standard allows for 
organic growth in coverage of the network, with low initial investment in infra-
structure. In addition, a mesh inherently provides a robust network due to the pos-
sibility of multiple paths for communication between nodes. Th ereby, a mesh can 
help to route data around obstacles or provide coverage to areas which may not be 
covered using the PMP setup with a similar position for the BS as in the MESH 
mode. A comprehensive description ofthe MESH mode can be found in Ref. [4]. 
A mesh also enables the support of local community networks as well as enterprise-
wide wireless backbone networks. Th is application scenario makes the MESH 
mode very attractive to network providers, companies, and user communities. Th is 
article focuses on effi  cient management of bandwidth for realization of QoS in the 
MESH mode. In particular we look shortly at the nuts and bolts involved and the 
options provided by the standard. Although the IEEE 802.16-2004 standard speci-
fi es an extensive set of messages and mechanisms to realize QoS, the algorithms to 
realize QoS and manage bandwidth are left open to foster innovation and provide 
scope for vendor optimization. Th is article provides the readers with an overview of 
the scope for innovation and some critical challenges that need to be addressed to 
obtain a robust and effi  cient implementation of the IEEE 802.16 MESH mode.

In the next section we provide an overview of the QoS specifi cation for the 
MESH mode as specifi ed by the 802.16 standard. In particular, we introduce the 
mechanisms available in the PMP mode and the MESH mode. In future, IEEE 
802.16-based networks are expected to support seamless interworking of nodes 
operating in the PMP and the MESH modes. Th e QoS specifi cations for the 
two modes however are not consistent. We provide an overview of our proposed 
QoS architecture for management of the bandwidth in the MESH mode to 
enable support of the data scheduling services similar to those available in the 
PMP mode. 

Finally, we provide an insight into the benefi ts and eff ects of deploying our 
 proposed QoS architecture which we have been able to observe via an intensive 
simulation study. Th e simulation study was carried out using a MESH mode simu-
lator we built into the JiST/SWANS [5] environment. We will here also highlight 
some promising areas for further investigation and outline areas for research which 
can build up on and extend the QoS architecture described by us.

9.2 Realizing QoS Using the 802.16 Standard
In this section we fi rst provide an overview of the QoS support mechanisms speci-
fi ed in the standard for the PMP mode followed by an overview of those for the 
MESH mode. Th e focus of this article is on the bandwidth management mecha-
nisms required to effi  ciently support the diff erent classes of traffi  c. Th e admission 
control as well as queueing and priority mechanisms needed to support hard QoS 
requirements of individual connections are not in the focus of this article. 
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9.2.1 QoS Support in the 802.16 PMP Mode
Th e 802.16 MAC is connection-oriented. QoS is provisioned in the PMP mode on 
a per-connection basis. All data, either from the SS to the BS or vice versa is trans-
mitted within the context of a connection, identifi ed by the connection identifi er 
(CID) specifi ed in the MAC protocol data unit (PDU). Th e CID is a 16-bit value 
that identifi es a connection to equivalent peers in the MAC at both the BSs as well 
as the SSs. It also provides a mapping to a service fl ow identifi er (SFID). Th e SFID 
defi nes the QoS parameters which are associated with a given connection (CID). 
Th e SFID is a 32-bit value and is one of the core concepts of the MAC protocol. It 
provides a mapping to the QoS parameters for a particular data entity. 

Figure 9.2 shows the core objects involved in the QoS architecture as specifi ed 
in the standard for the PMP mode. As is seen from Figure 9.2, each MAC PDU is 
transmitted using a particular CID, which is in turn associated with a single service 
fl ow identifi ed by a SFID. Th us, many PDUs may be transmitted within the con-
text of the same service fl ow but a single MAC PDU is associated with exactly one 
service fl ow. Figure 9.2 also shows that there are diff erent sets of QoS parameters 
associated with a given service fl ow. Th ese are the “ProvisionedQoSParamSet,” 
“AdmittedQoSParamSet,” and “ActiveQoSParamSet.” Th e provisioned parameter set 
is a set of parameters provisioned using means outside the scope of the 802.16 
 standard, such as with the help of a network management system. Th e admitted 
parameter set is a set of QoS parameters for which resources (bandwidth, memory, 
and so on) are being reserved by the BS (SS). Th e active parameter set is the set of 
QoS parameters defi ning the service actually being provided to the active fl ow. For 
example, the BS transmits uplink and downlink maps specifying bandwidth 
 allocation for the service fl ow’s active parameter set. Only an active service fl ow is 
allowed to transmit packets. To enable the dynamic setup and confi guration of ser-
vice fl ows, the standard specifi es a set of MAC management messages, the so-called 
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Figure 9.2 Quality-of-service (QoS) object model [1] for IEEE 802.16-2004 
point-to-multipoint mode.
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dynamic service messages (DSx messages). Th ese are the dynamic service addition 
(DSA), dynamic service change (DSC), and the dynamic service deletion (DSD) 
messages. Th e various QoS parameters associated with a service fl ow are negotiated 
using these messages.

Typical service parameters associated with a service fl ow are traffi  c priority, 
minimum reserved rate, tolerated jitter, maximum sustained rate, maximum traffi  c 
burst, maximum latency, and scheduling service. Th e BS may optionally create a 
service class as shown in Figure 9.2. A service class is a name given to a particular 
set of QoS parameters, and can be considered as a macro for specifying a set of QoS 
parameters typically used. Th e value for the scheduling service parameter in the 
QoS parameter set specifi es the data scheduling service associated with a service 
fl ow. Th e 802.16 standard currently defi nes the following data scheduling services: 
Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Real-Time Polling Service (rtPS), Non-Real-
Time Polling Service (nrtPS), and Best Eff ort (BE). Th e UGS is meant to support 
real-time data streams consisting of fi xed-size data packets issued periodically. Th e 
rtPS is meant to support data streams having variable-sized data packets issued 
at periodic intervals. Th e nrtPS is designed to support delay-tolerant streams of 
variable-sized data packets for which a minimum data rate is expected. Th e BE traffi  c 
is serviced on a space-available basis. For service fl ow associated with the scheduling 
service UGS, the BS allocates a static amount of bandwidth to the SS in every 
frame. Th e amount of bandwidth granted by the BS for this type of scheduling ser-
vice depends on the maximum sustained traffi  c rate of the service fl ow. For rtPS 
service fl ows, the BS off ers real-time, periodic, unicast request opportunities meet-
ing the fl ow’s requirements and allowing the SS to request a grant of the desired 
size. For nrtPS the BS, similar to the case of a rtPS service fl ow, off ers periodic 
request opportunities. However, these request opportunities are not real-time, and 
the SS can also use contention-based request opportunities in addition to the uni-
cast request opportunities for a nrtPS service fl ow as well as the unsolicited data 
grant types. For a BE service fl ow no periodic polling opportunities are granted. 
Th e SS uses contention request opportunities, unicast request opportunities, and 
unsolicited data grant burst types. A brief overview and evaluation of the QoS 
 support in the PMP mode can be found in Ref. [6].

To summarize, the PMP mode provides the BS with effi  cient means to manage 
the bandwidth optimally and at the same time satisfy the requirements of the indi-
vidual admitted service fl ows.

9.2.2 QoS Support in the 802.16 MESH Mode
In stark contrast to the PMP mode, the QoS in MESH mode is provisioned on a 
packet-by-packet basis. Th us, the per-connection QoS provisioning using the DSx 
messages as introduced previously is not applicable. Th is design decision helps to 
reduce the complexity of implementing the MESH mode considerably. However, 
the MESH mode even with this simplifi cation is quite complex.
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Th e CID in the MESH mode is shown in Figure 9.3. Th e mesh CID is used to 
diff erentiate the forwarding service a PDU should get at each individual node. As 
can be seen from Figure 9.3 it is possible to assign a priority to each MAC PDU. 
Based on the priority the transmission scheduler at a node can decide if a particular 
PDU should be transmitted before another. Th e fi eld reliability specifi es the  number 
of retransmissions for the particular MAC PDU (if needed). Th e drop precedence 
specifi es the dropping likelihood for a PDU during congestion. Messages with a 
higher drop precedence are more likely to be dropped. In eff ect, QoS specifi cation 
for the MESH mode is limited to specifying the priority of a MAC PDU, the 
 reliability, and its drop precedence. Given the same reliability and drop precedence 
and MAC PDU type (see Fig. 9.3), the MAC will attempt to provide a lower delay 
to PDUs with higher priority. Th is QoS mechanism, however, does not allow the 
node to estimate the optimal bandwidth requirement for transmissions on a partic-
ular link. Th is is because (just based on the previous interpretation as presented in 
the 802.16 standard), the node is not able to identify the expected arrival character-
istics of the traffi  c and classify it into the diff erent categories as traffi  c requiring 
UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, or BE service.

To summarize, QoS mechanisms in the MESH mode are not consistent with those 
provided for the PMP mode. In addition, the per-packet QoS specifi cation for the 
MESH mode does not allow a node to optimally estimate the amount of bandwidth 
required for transmission on a link, as no information about the data scheduling service 
required for the traffi  c is included explicitly in the QoS specifi cation in the mesh CID. 
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Figure 9.3 MESH connection identifi er (CID).
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We next give an overview of the existing bandwidth request and grant mecha-
nisms specifi ed for the MESH mode of 802.16. Th is is followed by a description of 
our proposed QoS architecture, which enables effi  cient bandwidth management in 
the MESH mode and allows support of the data scheduling services consistent with 
those outlined for the PMP mode. 

9.3  Frame Structure and Bandwidth Management 
in the MESH Mode

Th e 802.16 network supports only time division duplex (TDD) in the MESH mode 
[1]. Figure 9.4 shows the corresponding frame structure. Th e time axis is divided 
into frames of a specifi ed length decided by the mesh BS. Each frame is in turn 
composed of a control subframe and a data subframe. Th ere are two types of 
control subframes, namely the network control subframe and the schedule control 
subframe. Network control subframes are used to transmit network confi guration 
information as well as to allow new nodes to register and join the network. Th e 
schedule control subframe is used by nodes to transmit scheduling information, 
and to request and grant bandwidth for transmission. All data transmissions 
take place in the data subframe using slots previously reserved by the node for 
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 transmission. Th e control subframe is divided into a number of transmission oppor-
tunities and the data subframe is divided into a number of minislots. Th e length of 
the control subframe depends on the mesh confi guration in use. Th is decides the 
number of transmission opportunities in the control subframe and the number of 
minislots in the data subframe. Th e MESH mode supports coordinated centralized 
scheduling, and coordinated as well as uncoordinated distributed scheduling for 
allocating bandwidth for transmission on individual links in the MESH mode of 
operation. Th e mesh confi guration specifi es a maximum percentage of minislots in 
the data subframe allocated to centralized scheduling. Th e remainder of the data 
subframe as well as any minislots not occupied by the current centralized schedule 
can be used for distributed scheduling. 

In centralized scheduling, the bandwidth is managed in a more centralized 
manner than when using distributed scheduling. Th us, although the computation 
of the actual transmission schedule is done by the individual nodes independently 
(in a distributed manner), the grants for each individual node are controlled cen-
trally by the BS in coordinated centralized scheduling (also called centralized 
scheduling). Th e BS uses centralized scheduling to manage and allocate bandwidth 
for transmissions up and down the routing tree (scheduling tree, see Fig. 9.5 for an 
example) from the BS to the SSs up to a specifi ed maximum hop limit. Th e routing 
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Base Station (BS, MESH BS)
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Figure 9.5 Overview of scheduling in the MESH mode.
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tree is advertised by the BS periodically using MSH-CSCF messages. Th e BS in the 
mesh network gathers resource requests from individual SSs within the maximum 
hop range. Each SS in the scheduling tree accumulates the requests from its chil-
dren and adds to it its own requirement for uplink bandwidth before forwarding 
the request upwards along the scheduling tree (uplink here implies transmission 
along a link in the scheduling tree from a SS to another SS that is closer to the BS; 
downlink will be considered to be a transmission down the tree in the opposite 
direction). Th e BS collects all the requests and transmits the grants to its children. 
Th e grants for each individual SS are then propagated down the scheduling tree 
hop-by-hop. Nodes use MSH-CSCH messages to propagate requests and grants for 
centralized scheduling.

Th e grants propagated to the SSs in the scheduling tree do not contain the 
actual schedule. Each SS computes the schedule using a predetermined algorithm 
and the parameters obtained from the grant. Using centralized scheduling, trans-
missions can be scheduled only along the links in the scheduling tree. To reserve 
bandwidth for transmission on links not in the scheduling tree, distributed sched-
uling has to be used. 

Distributed scheduling is used by a node to reserve bandwidth for transmission 
on a link to any other neighboring node (also for links included in the centralized 
scheduling tree). Nodes use distributed scheduling to coordinate their transmis-
sions in their two-hop neighborhood. Th e nodes use a distributed election algo-
rithm to compete for transmission opportunities in the schedule control subframe. 
A pseudo-random function (the mesh election algorithm specifi ed in the 802.16 
standard), with the node IDs of the competitors and the transmission opportunity 
number as input determines the winning node. Th e losing nodes compete for 
the next DSCH transmission opportunity until they win. Th e parameter 
XmtHoldoff Exponent of each node determines the magnitude of transmission 
opportunities a node has to wait after sending a distributed scheduling message 
(MSH-DSCH) in a won transmission opportunity. Th e details as to computation 
of the hold off  period can be found in Ref. [1]. Th e mean time a node has to wait 
between two won transmission opportunities for distributed scheduling messages 
depends on the number of nodes in the two-hop neighborhood, the node’s own 
XmtHoldoff Exponent, and the network topology. A detailed analysis of the trans-
mission characteristics of the MSH-DSCH messages in the schedule control sub-
frame is provided in [7]. Th e authors in Ref. [7] show that the time a node has to 
wait between two distributed scheduling transmission opportunities it wins 
increases with an increase in the number of two-hop neighbors and moreover with 
an increase in the value of the XmtHoldoff Exponent. 

When using coordinated distributed scheduling, the nodes broadcast their 
individual schedules (available bandwidth resources, bandwidth requests, and 
bandwidth grants) using transmission opportunities won by the node in the sched-
ule control subframe. Th e mesh election algorithm ensures that when a node wins 
a transmission opportunity in the schedule control subframe for transmission, no 
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other node in its two-hop neighborhood will simultaneously transmit. Th us, it is 
ensured that the scheduling information transmitted by a node in the schedule 
control subframe can be received by all of the nodes’ neighbors. To enable a 
confl ict-free schedule to be negotiated each node maintains the status of all indi-
vidual minislots in the frame. A minislot at any point in time may be either in 
 status available (node can receive or transmit data in minislot), receive available 
(node can only receive data in minislot), transmit available (node can only trans-
mit data in the minislot), or unavailable (node may not transmit or receive data in 
the minislot).

Th e schedule negotiated using coordinated distributed scheduling is such that 
it does not lead to confl ict with any of the existing data transmission schedules in 
the two-hop neighborhood of the transmitter. On the other hand, nodes can also 
establish their transmission schedule by directed uncoordinated requests and grants 
between two nodes. In contrast to coordinated distributed scheduling requests and 
grants which are sent in the schedule control subframe, the uncoordinated requests 
and grants are sent in the data subframe. Th e latter scheduling mechanism is called 
uncoordinated scheduling. When a node SS3 wants to reserve slots for transmission 
to a neighbor node SS4, they exchange scheduling information using slots in the 
data subframe reserved for transmissions between the two nodes (see Fig. 9.5). 
Nodes individually need to ensure that their scheduled transmissions do not cause 
collisions with the data as well as with control traffi  c scheduled by any other node 
in their two-hop neighborhood. Transmissions in the data subframe using slots 
reserved for transmission to a particular neighbor may not be received by all the 
other neighbors due to other simultaneous transmissions. Th us, the schedule nego-
tiated using the data subframe (uncoordinated scheduling) may not be known to all 
the neighbors of the nodes involved in the uncoordinated schedule. Th e neighbors 
of these nodes may then schedule confl icting transmissions due to lack of the previ-
ous uncoordinated schedule information. Hence, uncoordinated scheduling may 
lead to collisions and is not suitable for long-term bandwidth reservations. Nodes 
use MSH-DSCH messages to transmit the bandwidth requests grants and negoti-
ate schedules when using distributed scheduling (both coordinated as well as unco-
ordinated distributed scheduling). 

In contrast, centralized scheduling allows the setup of a transmission schedule 
for transmissions only along links in the scheduling tree, and hence, is not very 
suitable for enabling a wireless mesh network in the traditional sense [8]. We next 
outline our novel proposed QoS architecture for bandwidth management in the 
MESH mode. Without loss of generality and to avoid confusion in the following 
discussion we assume that the nodes in the mesh network use only distributed 
scheduling. 

Th e proposed QoS architecture using distributed scheduling is easily extensible 
and can be adapted for use in centralized scheduling, too. Th e proposed architec-
ture uses a combination of coordinated distributed scheduling and uncoordinated 
distributed scheduling to effi  ciently manage the bandwidth in the network. 
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9.4  Proposed QoS Architecture for the
802.16 MESH Mode

Figure 9.6 shows our proposed QoS architecture for effi  cient management of band-
width in the MESH mode. For the current discussion we assume the Internet 
Protocol (IP) as the network layer protocol. Th e module packet classifer shown in 
the fi gure provides the functionality of the service-specifi c convergence sublayer 
(see scope of the IEEE 802.16 standard [1]). Figure 9.7 shows the mapping we used 
to classify traffi  c from the network layer using the IP type of service (TOS) fi eld 
and the corresponding values assigned to fi elds of the mesh CID by our classifi er. 
Based on the values for the fi elds priority, drop precedence, and reliability we use 
the mapping shown in Figure 9.7 to identify the scheduling service (UGS, rtPS, 
nrtPS, or BE) to be provided for the data packet. A similar mapping function may 
be implemented for other network protocols.

After classifi cation of data received from the upper layers, the packets are sent 
to the data management module as shown in Figure 9.6. Th e data management 
module enqueues the arriving packets in the corresponding queue. Based on the 
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congestion situation, it can also decide which packets may be dropped. Besides 
handling the data received for transmission from the upper layers, the module also 
manages the MSH-DSCH messages to be transmitted in the data subframe (unco-
ordinated distributed scheduling). Th e data management module keeps an account 
of the minislots reserved for transmission for each link to a neighbor at a node. It 
then sends the appropriate data packet from its queues for transmission on the wire-
less medium to the lower layer in a minislot reserved for transmission. Th e data 
management module can deploy sophisticated queueing and scheduling algorithms 
internally to meet the QoS requirements of the diff erent types of traffi  c in its 
queues. For the proof-of-concept evaluation of our QoS architecture we used a sim-
ple weighted fair queueing (WFQ) scheduler. Our simple scheduler services the 
MSH-DSCH queue (MAC management messages) with a higher priority than the 
data queues. Within the data queues the WFQ scheduler serves the UGS, rtPS, 
nrtPS, and BE queues with weights in decreasing order. As previously mentioned, 
the focus of this article is to provide insights into tools for effi  cient bandwidth man-
agement in the MESH mode and not to verify the satisfaction of hard QoS require-
ments for each kind of traffi  c. Th e data management module can use an admission 
control policy and a QoS scheduling scheme similar to the one outlined in [9] to 
meet hard per-hop QoS requirements for each kind of traffi  c. Th us, the data 
 management module is responsible for handling all transmissions during the 
data subframe. In addition this module keeps a running estimate of the incoming 
data rate in each queue and, based on the policy to be implemented, notifi es the 
bandwidth management module of the current bandwidth requirements for each 
class of traffi  c.

Th e MAC management module shown in Figure 9.6 is responsible for handling 
all kinds of MAC management messages. It handles MAC management messages 
received from the lower layer. If the MAC management message corresponds to a 
bandwidth request or a grant or grant-confi rmation, this module updates the 
respective internal tables and extracts the relevant parameters (information  elements, 
IEs, contained in the message). Th ese parameters are then sent to the bandwidth 
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Figure 9.7 Table showing mapping from the Internet Protocol (IP) type of 
service (TOS) to the appropriate mesh connection identifi er (CID) and data 
scheduling service.
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management module for further processing when required. In addition, it is also 
responsible for processing MAC management messages received during the net-
work control subframe. Th is module maintains information about the schedules of 
the neighbors, the node identifi ers of the neighbors, details about the physical two-
hop neighborhood, the link IDs assigned for transmission to and reception from 
each neighboring node. Th e MAC management module is responsible for execut-
ing the mesh election algorithm specifi ed in the standard to decide if management 
messages may be transmitted in a given transmission opportunity in the control 
subframe. We, for our QoS architecture, introduce the concept of traffi  c classifi ed 
as belonging to various data scheduling services. We also provide similar means to 
allow nodes to distinguish the MSH-DSCH and fi nd out the service class to which 
the requests contained in the MSH-DSCH message correspond. Th is enables the 
bandwidth management module at the node receiving the MSH-DSCH request to 
give an appropriate grant based on the expected traffi  c behavior. For example, when 
the requested bandwidth is to serve traffi  c of class UGS (constant bit rate traffi  c 
with time synchronization requirements between sender and receiver), it is better to 
grant a fi xed number of minislots for a longer period of time as the data traffi  c can 
be expected to be sent at a constant bit rate for a longer period. Th e existing MSH-
DSCH message structure is shown in Figure 9.8. To enable a receiver of a MSH-
DSCH message to fi nd out which scheduling service the MSH-DSCH corresponds 
to, we propose to use the two reserved bits (see Fig. 9.8) in the MSH-DSCH mes-
sage to map the MSH-DSCH message to one of the four data scheduling services.

Th e bandwidth management module shown in Figure 9.6 is responsible for 
generating bandwidth requests when more bandwidth is required, or generating 
cancel requests to free bandwidth when it is no longer required. It is also responsible 
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Figure 9.8 Structure of the MSH-DSCH message and information elements con-
tained in the MSH-DSCH message.
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for processing bandwidth requests received from the neighboring nodes and taking 
appropriate action when a grant or grant-confi rmation is received. All these requests, 
grants, and grant-confi rmations are sent as information elements within a MSH-
DSCH message as shown in Figure 9.8. Th e bandwidth management module 
receives information about instantaneous bandwidth demand from the data man-
agement module. Th e bandwidth management module maintains internally a set of 
MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs (see Fig. 9.8). Th e complete set of MSH-DSCH_
Availability_IEs describes the local status of individual minislots over all frames in 
the future. When generating a MSH-DSCH message to request bandwidth for 
transmission, the bandwidth management module creates a MSH-DSCH_Request_
IE (see Fig. 9.8) describing the amount of minislots required (specifi ed by the 
demand level fi eld in the MSH-DSCH_Request_IE) in a frame and the number of 
frames over which the bandwidth is required (denoted by the demand persistence 
fi eld in the MSH-DSCH_Request_IE). Due to the classifi cation of traffi  c into the 
diff erent scheduling services for the MESH mode as proposed by us, the bandwidth 
management module is able to estimate the arrival characteristics of traffi  c and 
make an intelligent choice for the persistence value to be sent with the request. As 
an example, in our proof of concept implementation, the bandwidth management 
module requests minislots with persistence 7 (good until canceled or reduced, see 
Fig. 9.8) only when the data scheduling service associated with the traffi  c is UGS. 
Th is maps the UGS service provided in the PMP mode where a node receives a 
constant amount of bandwidth for the lifetime of the connection.

In the PMP mode the rtPS scheduling service is meant to support real-time 
data streams consisting of variable-sized data packets arriving periodically. To sup-
port such a service in the MESH mode one requires opportunities for requesting 
bandwidth in real-time. Using coordinated distributed scheduling a node, however, 
has to compete with other nodes in its two-hop neighborhood for transmission 
opportunities in which a bandwidth request can be sent. Nodes using distributed 
scheduling need to complete the three-way request/grant/grant-confi rm handshake 
procedure before data can be transmitted using the reserved bandwidth. It is thus 
not possible to complete the handshake in real-time if we use only coordinated dis-
tributed scheduling and the topology is highly connected. To ensure an upper 
bound on the handshake delay, our QoS architecture proposes to reserve at least a 
single slot on each link to a neighbor with persistence 7 (i.e., the slot is available for 
transmission all the time). Th is slot can then be used for transmitting MSH-DSCH 
messages containing requests and grants for the rtPS service class. Th is ensures that 
the handshake completes in the next few frames irrespective of the topology or the 
value of XmtHoldoff Exponent (in the best possible case within four frames). More 
details about the dependence of the handshake duration on the topology and 
the XmtHoldoff Exponent parameter at the node can be found in [7]. Hence, as can 
be seen from Figure 9.6 the bandwidth management module sends all MSH-DSCH 
messages for the rtPS to the data management module for transmission. In  addition, 
internally, to ensure a minimum delay, the traffi  c from the rtPS class can borrow 
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(be transmitted in) bandwidth reserved for UGS traffi  c. UGS traffi  c can then bor-
row bandwidth back from the reserved bandwidth for the rtPS class as soon as the 
uncoordinated scheduling handshake is over. A characteristic of rtPS is that it has 
a variable bit rate. Th us, it is highly ineffi  cient to request a fi xed amount of slots for 
transmission for rtPS with persistence 7. Th is may lead to many of these slots being 
unused in many frames. As a solution, in our proof-of-concept implementation, we 
used an estimation of the number of slots required per frame to send the arriving 
rtPS data, and request those slots with a persistence 5 (reservation is valid for 
32 frames). Using uncoordinated scheduling to reserve bandwidth for a long term 
is not recommended as it may lead to collisions as explained earlier in this article.

For the nrtPS class we require periodic request opportunities, which need not 
be in real-time. nrtPS traffi  c is moreover delay-tolerant. Th us, we can use an esti-
mator to fi nd out the amount of minislots required per frame and send requests 
with a persistence smaller than 7. As a result, we can periodically (using transmis-
sion opportunities in the schedule control subframe) reserve the exact amount of 
bandwidths required for transmitting nrtPS data. Th e BE service is very similar to 
the nrtPS service with the diff erence that it is served on a space-available basis. 
Th us, for BE the estimated number of minislots is reserved with a persistence less 
than 7. Th e diff erence to nrtPS is that traffi  c belonging to UGS and rtPS are allowed 
to borrow band width reserved for BE traffi  c. 

Every request has to be accompanied by a set of MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs 
as shown in Figure 9.8. A maximum of 16 MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs may be 
transmitted with the request. Th is set of MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs notifi es the 
receiver of the request of the minislot range within which the bandwidth is to be 
granted. Th us, a poor choice of the set of MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs to transmit 
with the request will lead to a failure of the request. In our proof-of-concept imple-
mentation outlined in this article we fi rst select a subset of MSH-DSCH_
Availability_IEs at the node which are just able to satisfy the request. Th en a set of 
16 of the above MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs is selected randomly to be sent with 
the request. To understand what we mean by a MSH-DSCH_Availability_IE just 
satisfying the request consider the following example. Let us assume that we need 
a single slot for all future frames, then all availability information elements with 
persistence less than 7 are not able to satisfy this request. Now consider MSH-
DSCH_Availability_IEs (see Fig. 9.8), all having one minislot and persistence 7, 
however a diff erent value for the direction fi eld (see Fig. 9.8). It should be clear that 
transmission is not possible in minislots with direction 0 (unavailable) or 2 (avail-
able for reception only). Th us, MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs having direction 0 or 
2 will not be able to satisfy the request at the sender and should not be sent along 
with the request. Th e MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs with directions 1 and 3 will be 
able to satisfy the request and may be sent along with the request. A poor choice 
may not only lead to a failure of the handshake but also result in less slots with 
 status 3 (available for both transmission and reception) and 1 (transmit available) 
remaining at the nodes in the network. 
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On receiving a request, the bandwidth management module is also responsible 
for processing the request to fi nd a mutually suitable set of slots for a grant which is 
able to satisfy the request. Th e internal structure of a grant information element 
(MSH-DSCH_Grant_IE) can be seen in Figure 9.8. A poor choice for the grant 
would be for example a grant starting at a frame before the three-way handshake 
can be completed, this means that the slots in that range will remain unused (data 
transmission using the granted slots may not start till the three-way handshake is 
complete as required by the standard). On the other hand, if the grant starts from 
a frame much in the future after completion of the three-way handshake it leads to 
additional delay before transmission can start. We, in our proof-of-concept imple-
mentation selected grants which would start at least four frames in the future after 
reception of the request.

A three-way handshake (request/grant/grant-confi rmation) may fail after the 
grant has been sent. Nodes in the neighborhood of the node sending the grant 
update the status of the minislot range being granted as being in use. Th us, these 
slots are no longer available for transmission at the nodes receiving the grant. If the 
grant was sent with persistence 7 (good until canceled) these slots will not be avail-
able for transmission for all frames in the future at the nodes which received the 
grant. When the handshake now fails, the grant-confi rmation will not be sent, and 
hence the slots will never be used for data transmission. Despite the fact that the 
slots will not be used, the IEEE 802.16 standard currently lacks a mechanism to 
indicate that the grant sent previously has become invalid (due to failure of the 
handshake). Th us, these slots are “lost” forever. To avoid this phenomenon one can 
either use a soft-state reservation mechanism or introduce an explicit revoke of the 
grant. We, for our architecture propose, modify the MSH-DSCH_Grant_IE to 
include a revoke bit. When a grant-confi rmation (for a grant with persistence 7) is 
not received within a specifi ed time-out, the node which sent the grant sends a 
copy of the grant with the revoke bit set (we call it the grant-revoke message). Th is 
enables the bandwidth management module at nodes receiving the grant-revoke to 
take appropriate action and update the status of MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs 
stored locally. No grant-revoke confi rmation is sent as the grant-confi rmation was 
not sent either.

Th e bandwidth management module is also responsible for maintaining an 
up-to-date status of the MSH-DSCH_Availability_IEs stored locally at a node. 
Th is involves updating the status when receiving or transmitting either a grant or 
grant-confi rmation. Th e exact details about each of these algorithms are out of 
scope of this chapter and hence have not been presented in favor of keeping the 
chapter  easily accessible and understandable.

Th us, as seen from Figure 9.6, the bandwidth management module, data 
 management module, and the MAC management module comprise the MAC 
common part sublayer (see Ref. [1]) in our QoS architecture. In Figure 9.6, arrows 
passing through the boxes labeled “control subframe” and “data subframe” repre-
sent transmissions/receptions in the control and data subframes, respectively. 
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9.5 Conclusion and Directions for Future Research

To test our proposed QoS architecture we implemented a standard-conform ver-
sion of the distributed scheduler of the IEEE 802.16-2004 MESH mode using the 
JiST/SWANS [5] simulation environment and integrated our QoS architecture in 
this simulation environment. In the current section we will highlight the key fi nd-
ings of the extensive simulation study we carried out using the implemented 802.16 
MESH simulator. One of the key features of our QoS architecture is that it adapts 
the bandwidth requests and grants keeping in mind the traffi  c class for the band-
width requests. In addition to the per-hop diff erentiated handling (QoS) that can 
be provided to each packet (as specifi ed in the standard for the MESH mode), our 
QoS architecture allows the network to tailor the bandwidth available at a node per 
QoS class and link. We expected that this would lead to an optimized usage of 
bandwidth. At the same time, the QoS model requests bandwidth suffi  cient to sat-
isfy the QoS requirements (throughput and delay requirements) of the diff erent 
traffi  c service classes supported. Th e QoS model enables the network to support 
scheduling services similar to those outlined for the PMP mode, namely, UGS, 
rtPS, nrtPS, and BE. 

Th rough our simulation study we observed the following advantages of the pro-
posed QoS architecture. Bandwidth for UGS fl ows (mainly constant bit rate type 
of traffi  c) is reserved with persistence 7 (good until canceled). Th is reservation 
 profi le is highly suitable for CBR type of traffi  c which maintains a constant 
throughput over a period of time. Th e reservation with persistence 7 avoids the 
need for periodic requests (grants and grant-confi rmations as well) for the same 
constant amount of bandwidth. Th is leads to more free bandwidth in the schedul-
ing control subframe which can then be used for other purposes. When suffi  cient 
bandwidth has been requested for UGS (with persistence 7), the QoS architecture 
is able to guarantee steady delay and jitter characteristics for UGS traffi  c over each 
hop. For rtPS and nrtPS the bandwidth requests are expected to be highly varying 
over time, so the proposed QoS architecture avoids reserving the estimated band-
width required for traffi  c fl ows belonging to these scheduling services for a longer 
duration (i.e., with higher persistence). Th us, the proposed QoS architecture sends 
bandwidth requests for these traffi  c classes and also grants and grant-confi rmations 
with persistence less than 7. In our study we used persistence 5 for these traffi  c 
classes. Th is helps to optimize the bandwidth usage as compared with the case 
when the bandwidth would be reserved only with persistence 7. In addition, an 
important parameter for rtPS traffi  c is the delay (for both the transmission of data, 
as well as that for completing the three-way handshake for bandwidth arbitration). 
Th e results we obtained through our simulations tally with the analysis for the dis-
tributed scheduling handshake carried out by the authors in [7]. Th e time needed 
for completion of a three-way handshake increases with an increase in the number 
of competing nodes and with the holdoff  time per node. Th is is criticial in the case 
of the rtPS handshake. A delay in reserving bandwidth for the rtPS traffi  c means 
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that it may no longer be possible to satisfy the QoS requirements for that traffi  c 
class (in absence of long-term, persistence 7, reservations which in turn waste band-
width). To overcome this problem, the QoS architecture uses uncoordinated dis-
tributed scheduling to setup bandwidth for rtPS fl ows. Here, unlike coordinated 
distributed scheduling, the messages for the three-way handshake are transmitted 
in the data subframe. For reserving rtPS bandwidth for a link the MAC manage-
ment messages (request, grant, and grant-confi rm) are transmitted in minislots 
already reserved for transmission of data on the links between the two neighboring 
nodes connected by this link. Th is leads to a guaranteed maximum delay for the 
three-way handshake when the MAC management messages in the data subframe 
have a higher priority as compared with the data messages. Th e short duration of 
validity of the reservation setup using uncoordinated distributed scheduling ensures 
that a very small (in most cases a negligible fraction) amount of rtPS messages 
could not be correctly received (due to a parallel transmission setup in the receiver’s 
neighborhood via coordinated/uncoordinated distributed scheduling). Th e band-
width savings hold for the case of nrtPS data too. For nrtPS data the throughput is 
important and the handshake delay plays a relatively insignifi cant role. Hence, our 
QoS architecture uses the control subframe (coordinated distributed scheduling) 
for the nrtPS three-way handshake. For BE traffi  c, our architecture tries to use the 
remaining unused bandwidth reserved for the other three scheduling services. It 
also additionally requests a minimal possible number of minislots per frame for the 
BE traffi  c with a persistence less than 7. We observed via our simulations that this 
led to a starvation of the BE traffi  c when a strict priority mechanism was used for 
the three-way handshake and the scheduling of data. We therefore used a weighted 
fair queueing approach for scheduling the BE requests and data transmissions. 

Th e additional grant-revoke mechanism implemented by us helps to recover band-
width when the three-way handshake fails. We observed a small amount of revokes 
being sent as compared with the total amount of grants. However, a single revoke 
 message leads to the bandwidth being recovered at all nodes in the neighborhood of 
the node transmitting the revoke. Th is in turn translates into signifi cant bandwidth 
savings. Th is also helped to prove that the revoke mechanism functions as expected. 

To summarize, good bandwidth management algorithms are crucial to the 
robust and effi  cient working of the MESH mode of IEEE 802.16. We presented a 
novel scheme for managing bandwidth in the 802.16 MESH mode of operation 
with an aim to support the data scheduling services similar to those currently sup-
ported by the PMP mode. In addition, we presented and introduced a bandwidth 
revocation mechanism which allows the recovery of bandwidth in case the three-
way handshake fails. We also provided detailed insights into the working of the 
IEEE 802.16 MESH mode. Th e insights obtained should help researchers and 
implementors tackle the various challenges mentioned by us in this chapter. Th e 
presented QoS architecture provides a solid and extendable foundation for future 
work. In particular, areas such as fair bandwidth distribution and fragmentation of 
bandwidth need to be looked into.
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Chapter 10

Quality-of-Service 
Scheduling for WiMAX 
Networks

Nicola Scalabrino, D. Miorandi, 
Francesco De Pellegrini, R. Riggio, 
Imrich Chlamtac, and E. Gregori

Th e broadband wireless world is moving toward the adoption of WiMAX (the com-
mercial name of the IEEE 802.16 standard) as the standard for broadband wireless 
Internet access. Th is will open up a very large market for industry and operators, 
with a major impact on the way Internet access is conceived today. On the other 
hand, the emergence of innovative multimedia broadband services is going to impose 
severe quality of service (QoS) constraints on underlying network technologies. In 
this work, after a brief review of the IEEE 802.16 standard, we intend to present 
an in-depth discussion of its QoS support features. We point out the scheduling 
algorithm as the critical point in QoS provisioning over such networks, and discuss 
architectural and algorithmic solutions for an effi  cient support of multimedia fl ows. 
Performance measurements obtained from an experimental test-bed are also pre-
sented. Th e chapter concludes with a description of the key research challenges in 
the area, and provides a roadmap for the research in the fi eld.
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10.1 Introduction
Th e IEEE 802.16 standard [1], promoted by the WiMAX (Worldwide 
Interoperability for Microwave Access) forum [2], will be the leading technology 
for the wireless provisioning of broadband services in wide area networks. Such 
technology is going to have a deep impact on the way Internet access is conceived, 
by providing an eff ective wireless solution for the last mile problem. 

Th e market for conventional last mile solutions (e.g., cable, fi ber, and so on) 
presents indeed high entrance barriers, and it is thus diffi  cult for new operators to 
make their way into the fi eld. Th is is due to the extremely high impact of labor-
intensive tasks (i.e., digging up the streets, stringing cables, and so on) that are 
required to put the necessary infrastructure into place. On the other hand, the 
market is experiencing an increasing demand for broadband multimedia services 
[3], pushing toward the adoption of broadband access technologies. In such a situa-
tion, broadband wireless access (BWA) represents an economically viable solution 
to provide Internet access to a large number of clients, thanks to its infrastructure-
light architecture, which makes it easy to deploy services where and when it is 
needed. Furthermore, the adoption of ad hoc features, such as self-confi guration 
capabilities in the Subscriber Stations (SSs) would make it possible to install cus-
tomer premises equipment without the intervention of a specialized technician, so 
boosting the economical attractiveness of WiMAX-based solutions. In this context, 
WiMAX is expected to be the key technology for enabling the delivery of high-
speed services to the end users. 

Typical BWA deployments will rely on a point-to-multipoint (PMP) architec-
ture, as depicted in Figure 10.1a, consisting of a single Base Station (BS) wirelessly 
interconnecting several SSs to an Internet gateway. Th e standard also supports, at 
least in principle, mesh-based architectures, like the one plotted in Figure 10.1b. 
While WiMAX-based mesh deployments could play a relevant role in the success 
of such technology, the current standard [1] is far from off ering a real support to 
such architecture. Th erefore, we intend to restrict the scope of our work to the PMP 
architecture only.

In terms of raw performance, WiMAX technology is able to achieve data rates 
up to 75 Mb/s with a 20 MHz channel in ideal propagation conditions [4]. But 
regulators will often allow only smaller channels (10 MHz or less) reducing the 
maximum bandwidth. Although 50 km distance is achievable under optimal con-
ditions and with a reduced data rate (a few Mb/sec), the typical coverage will be 
around 5 km in non-line-of-sight conditions and around 15 km with an external 
antenna in a line-of-sight situation. Moreover, such a wide coverage makes it possi-
ble, and economically viable to provide broadband connectivity in rural and remote 
areas, a market which is usually not covered by traditional service providers. 

Th e fundamental requirements for WiMAX to defi ne itself as a possible 
 winning technology are data reliability and the ability to deliver multimedia con-
tents. Indeed, the provision of QoS guarantees will be a pressing need in the next 
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generation of Internet, to enable the introduction of novel broadband multimedia 
applications. Users are actually getting more and more interested in broadband 
applications (e.g., video streaming, video conferencing, online gaming, and so 
on) that require assurances in terms of throughput, packet delay and jitter, to 
perform well. Th is applies also to WiMAX networks, which have also to face all 
the problems related to the hostile wireless environment, where time-varying 
channels and power emission mask constraints make it diffi  cult to provide hard 
QoS guarantees. Th is entails the defi nition of a Medium Access Control (MAC) 
protocol which is able to eff ectively support such multimedia applications, while 
on the other hand, it effi  ciently exploits the available radio resources. Th e IEEE 
802.16 standard encompasses four classes of services, with diff erent QoS require-
ments and provides the basic signaling between the BS and the SS to support 
 service requests/grants. However, the scheduling algorithms to be employed in 
the BS and the SS are not specifi ed and are left open for the manufacturers to 
compete.

In this paper, after a brief review of the standard fundamentals, we will provide 
an in-depth overview and discussion on the QoS support provided by WiMAX 
technology. Particular attention will be devoted to scheduling algorithms for 
WiMAX networks. We will survey the existing literature, and point out some com-
mon issues involved in well-known technologies (e.g., wireless ATM), from which a 
system designer can draw to design an effi  cient scheduler without starting from 
scratch. Per formance measurements obtained from an experimental test-bed are also 
presented. Th is chapter concludes with an overview of the actual research challenges, 
pointing out and detailing the most promising directions to pursue for research in 
this fi eld. 

Figure 10.1 Typical WiMAX system confi guration: (a) point-to-multipoint; (b) mesh.
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10.2 WiMAX Technology Overview
WiMAX is the commercial name of products compliant with the IEEE 802.16 
standard. Eff ectively replicating the successful history of IEEE 802.11 and Wi-Fi, 
an industrial organization, the WiMAX Forum has been set up to promote the 
adoption of such technology and to ensure interoperability among equipments of 
diff erent vendors. Th is forum, which includes all the major industrial leaders in the 
telecommunication fi eld, is expected to play a major role in fostering the adoption 
of IEEE 802.16 as the de facto standard for BWA technology.

Th e general protocol architecture of the IEEE 802.16 standard is depicted in 
Figure 10.2. As can be seen, a common MAC is provided to work on top of diff er-
ent physical layers (PHY). Th e interface between the diff erent PHYs and the MAC 
is accomodated as a separate sublayer, the transmission convergence sublayer. A 
convergence sublayer (CS) is provided on top of the MAC, to accomodate both 
Internet Protocol (IP) as well as asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)-based net-
work technologies. A basic privacy support is provided at the MAC layer.

In its fi rst release in 2001, the 802.16 standard addressed applications for a 
static scenario in licensed frequency bands in the range between 10 and 66 GHz, 
where the use of directional antennas are mandatory to obtain satisfactory perfor-
mance fi gures. In a metropolitan sub-area, however, line-of-sight operations cannot 
be ensured due to the presence of obstacles, buildings, foliage, and so on. Hence, 
subsequent amendments to the standard (802.16a and 802.16-2004) have extended 
the 802.16 air interface to non-line-of-sight applications in licensed and unlicensed 
bands in the 2–11-GHz frequency band. With the revision of IEEE standard docu-
ment 802.16e, also some mobility support will be provided. Revision 802.16f is 
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Figure 10.2 IEEE 802.16 protocol architecture.
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intended to improve multi-hop functionality, and 802.16g is supposed to deal with 
effi  cient handover and improved QoS.

WiMAX technology can reach a theoretical 50 km coverage radius and achieve 
data rates up to 75 Mb/s [4], although actual IEEE 802.16 equipments are still far 
from these performance fi gures. As an example, in Ref. [5] the authors report the 
outcomes of some bit-level numerical simulations performed assuming a channel 
width of 5 MHz and a Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) 2 × 2 system 
(which refl ects the most common actual equipment), showing that, under ideal 
channel conditions, data rates up to 18 Mb/s can be attained.

Duplexing is provided by means of either time division duplexing (TDD) or 
frequency division duplexing (FDD). In TDD, the frame is divided into two sub-
frames, devoted to downlink and uplink, respectively. A time division multiple 
access (TDMA) technique is used in the uplink subframe, the BS being in charge 
of assigning bandwidth to the SSs, whereas a time division multiplexing (TDM) 
mechanism is employed in the downlink subframe. In FDD, the uplink and down-
link subframes are concurrent in time, but are transmitted on separate carrier fre-
quencies. Support for half-duplex FDD SSs is also provided, at the expense of some 
additional complexity. Each subframe is divided into physical slots. Each TDM/
TDMA burst carries MAC protocol data units (PDUs) containing data toward SS 
or BS, respectively.

Th e transmission convergence sublayer operates on top of the PHY and pro-
vides the necessary interface with the MAC. Th is layer is specifi cally responsible 
for the transformation of variable-length MAC PDUs into fi xed-length PHY 
blocks [6].

Th e necessity to provide secure data transmissions has led to the native 
inclusion of a privacy sublayer, at the MAC level. Such protocol is responsible for 
encryption/decryption of the packet payload, according to the rules defi ned in the 
standard [1].

As IEEE 802.16 uses a wireless medium for communications, the main target 
of the MAC layer is to manage the resources of the radio interface in an effi  cient 
way, while ensuring that the QoS levels negotiated in the connection setup phase 
are fulfi lled. Th e 802.16 MAC protocol is connection-oriented and is based on a 
centralized architecture. All traffi  c, including inherently connectionless traffi  c, is 
mapped into a connection which is uniquely identifi ed by a 16-bit address.

Th e common part sublayer is responsible for the segmentation and the reassem-
bly of MAC service data units (SDUs), the scheduling and the retransmission of 
MAC PDUs. As such, it provides the basic MAC rules and signaling mechanisms 
for system access, bandwidth allocation, and connection maintenance. Th e core of 
the protocol is bandwidth requests/grants management. An SS may request band-
width, by means of a MAC message, to indicate to the BS that it needs (additional) 
upstream bandwidth. Bandwidth is always requested on a per-connection basis to 
allow the BS uplink scheduling algorithm (which is not specifi ed in the standard) 
to consider QoS-related issues in the bandwidth assignment process. 
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As depicted in Figure 10.2, the MAC includes a convergence sublayer which 
provides three main functionalities:

 1. Classifi cation. Th e CS associates the traffi  c coming from upper layer with an 
appropriate service fl ow (SF) and connection identifi er (CID).

 2. Payload header suppression (PHS). Th e CS may provide PHS at the sending 
entity and reconstruction at the receiving entity.

 3. Delivery of the resulting CS PDU to the MAC common part sublayer in 
conformity with the negotiated QoS levels.

Th e standard defi nes two diff erent CSs for mapping services to and from IEEE 
802.16 MAC protocol. Th e ATM convergence sublayer is defi ned for ATM traffi  c, 
whereas the packet CS is specifi c for mapping packet-oriented protocol suites, such 
as IPv4, IPv6, Ethernet, and virtual LAN. As regards IP, the packets are classifi ed 
and assigned to the MAC layer connections based on a set of matching criteria, 
including the IP source and the destination addresses, the IP protocol fi eld, the type 
of service (TOS) or Diff Serv Code Points (DSCP) fi elds for IPv4, and the traffi  c 
class fi eld for IPv6. However, these sets of matching criteria are not in the standard 
and their implementation is left open to vendors.

10.2.1 QoS Architecture
As described before, the data packets entering the IEEE 802.16 network are mapped 
into a connection and an SF is based on a set of matching criteria. Th ese classifi ed 
data packets are then associated with a particular QoS level, based on the QoS 
parameters of the SF they belong to. Th e QoS may be guaranteed by shaping, 
policing, or proritizing the data packets at both the SS and BS ends. Th e BS 
allocates upstream bandwidth for a particular upstream service fl ow based on the 
parameters and service specifi cations of the corresponding service scheduling class 
negotiated during connection setup. Th e IEEE 802.16 standard defi nes four QoS 
service classes: Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Real-Time Polling Service (rtPS), 
Non-Real-Time Polling Service (nrtPS), and Best Eff ort (BE) [6,7]. Th ese four 
classes are characterized as follows. 

Th e UGS service is defi ned to support constant bit rate (CBR) traffi  c, such 
as audio streaming without silence suppression. Unsolicited grants allow SSs 
to transmit their PDUs without requesting bandwidth for each frame. Th e 
BS provides fi xed-size data grants at periodic intervals to the UGS fl ows. 
Because the bandwidth is allocated without request contention, the UGS 
provides hard guarantees in terms of both bandwidth and access delay. Th e 
QoS parameters defi ned for this service class are the size of the grant to be 
allocated, the nominal interval length between successive grants and the 

�
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 tolerated grant jitter, defi ned as the maximum tolerated variance of packet 
access delay.
In the case of variable bit rate (VBR) video traffi  c, such as MPEG streams, 
the bandwidth requirements for the UGS grant interval cannot be deter-
mined at connection setup time. As a result, peak stream bit rate-based CBR 
allocation would lead to severe network underutilization, whereas the average 
bit rate CBR allocation can result in unacceptable packet delay and jitter. Th e 
rtPS service has been introduced to accomodate such fl ows. For this service, 
indeed, the BS provides periodic transmission opportunities by means of a 
basic polling mechanism. Th e SS can exploit these opportunities to ask for 
bandwidth grants, so that the bandwidth request can be ensured to arrive at 
the BS within a given guaranteed interval. Th e QoS parameters relevant to 
this class of services are the nominal polling interval between successive 
transmission opportunities and the tolerated poll jitter.
Th e nrtPS is similar in nature to rtPS but it diff ers in that the polling interval 
is not guaranteed but may depend on the network traffi  c load. Th is fi ts 
 bandwidth-demanding non-real-time SFs with a variable packet size, such as 
large fi le transfers. In comparison with rtPS, the nrtPS fl ows have fewer poll-
ing opportunities during network congestion, whereas the rtPS fl ows are 
polled at regular intervals, regardless of the network load. In heavy traffi  c con-
ditions, the BS cannot guarantee periodic unicast requests to nrtPS fl ows, so 
that the SS would also need to use contention and piggybacking to send 
requests to the BS uplink scheduler.
For BE traffi  c, no periodic unicast requests are scheduled by the BS. Hence, 
no guarantees in terms of throughput or packet delay can be given. Th e BE 
class has been introduced to provide an effi  cient resource utilization for low-
priority elastic traffi  c, such as telnet or HTTP.

While these services provide the basics for supporting QoS guarantees, the “real” 
core, that is, traffi  c scheduling, policing, shaping, and admission control mecha-
nisms, is not specifi ed by the standard. In the next section, we will present and 
review some possible QoS architectures for WiMAX-based PMP networks.

10.3 QoS Scheduling in WiMAX Networks
To off er an effi  cient QoS support to the end user, a WiMAX equipment vendor 
needs to design and implement a set of protocol components that are left open by 
the standard. Th ese include traffi  c policing, traffi  c shaping, connection admission 
control (CAC), and packet scheduling.

Due to the highly variable nature of multimedia fl ows, traffi  c shaping and traffi  c 
policing are required by the SS, to ensure an effi  cient and fair utilization of network 
resources. At connection setup, the application requests network resources accord-
ing to its characteristics and to the required level of service guarantees. A traffi  c 

�
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shaper is necessary to ensure that the traffi  c generated actually conforms to the pre-
negotiated traffi  c specifi cation. However, traffi  c shaping may not guarantee such 
conformance between the infl ux traffi  c and service requirements. Th is is dealt with 
by a traffi  c policer, which compares the conformance of the user data traffi  c with the 
QoS attributes of the corresponding service and takes corresponding actions, for 
example, it rejects or penalizes nonconformance fl ows.

QoS profi les for SS are usually detailed in terms of Committed Information 
Rate (CIR) and Maximum Information Rate (MIR) for the various QoS classes 
[8,9]. Th e CIR (defi ned for nrtPS and rtPS traffi  c) is equal to the information trans-
fer rate that the WiMAX system is committed to carry out under normal condi-
tions. Th e MIR (defi ned for nrtPS and BE QoS types) is the maximum information 
rate that the system will allow for the connection. Both these QoS parameters are 
averaged over a given interval time.

To guarantee that the newly admitted traffi  c does not result in network over-
load or service degradation for existing traffi  c, a (centralized) CAC scheme also has 
to be provided.

Although all the aforementioned components are necessary to provide an effi  -
cient level of QoS support, the core of such a task resides in the scheduling algo-
rithm. An effi  cient scheduling algorithm is the essential conditio sine qua non for 
the provision of QoS guarantees, and it plays an essential role in determining the 
network performance. Besides, a traffi  c shaper, policer, and CAC mechanisms are 
tightly coupled with the scheduler employed. Th erefore, the rest of this section is 
devoted to such an issue.

Although the scheduling is not specifi ed in the standard, system designers can 
exploit the existing rich literature about scheduling in wireless ATM [10], from 
which WiMAX has inherited many features. If this allows one not to start from 
scratch, existing schemes need to be adapted to match the peculiar features (e.g., 
traffi  c classes, frame structure) of the IEEE 802.16 standard.

As an example, the IEEE 802.16 scheduling mode can be seen as an outcome of 
the research carried out on hierarchical scheduling [11]. Th is is rooted in the neces-
sity of limiting the MAC exchange overhead by letting the BS handle all connec-
tions of each SS as an aggregated fl ow. As explained in the previous section, 
according to the standard, the SSs request bandwidth on per-connection basis; 
however, the BS grants bandwidth to each individual SS, so that the resources are 
allocated to the aggregation of active fl ows at each SS. Each SS is then in charge of 
allocating the granted bandwidth to the active fl ows, which can be done in an 
 effi  cient way because the SS has complete knowledge of its queues status. Th is, 
however, requires the introduction of a scheduler at each SS, enhancing the com-
plexity (and consequently the cost) of the SS equipment. A detailed operational 
scheme is depicted in Figure 10.3, outlining the role played by each component and 
the requests/grants mechanism at the basis of WiMAX QoS support.

Schedulers work on multiple connections to ensure the negotiated throughputs, 
delay bounds, and loss rates. Th e target of a scheduling algorithm is to select which 
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connection has to be served next. Th is selection process is based on the QoS require-
ments of each connection. An effi  cient scheduling algorithm at the BS must be pro-
vided guarantee proper performance. To better explain the scheduler’s role, let us fi rst 
assume that the BS performs the scheduling functions on a per-connection basis.* To 
schedule packets correctly, information such as the number of pending connections, 
their reserved throughputs, and the statues of session queues is needed. While this 
information is easily accessible as concerns downlink connections, the SSs need to 
send their bandwidth requests and queue status to the BS for the uplink. Th is has a 
twofold eff ect. On the one hand, it increases the signalling overhead, while, on the 
other hand, it provides the BS with information that may be not up-to-date (e.g., due 
to contention delays, and so on). In downlink, the scheduler has complete knowledge 
of the queue status, and, thus, may use some classical scheduling schemes, such as 
weighted round robin (WRR), weighted fair queueing (WFQ), etc. [10]. Priority-
oriented fairness features are also important in providing diff erentiated services in 
WiMAX networks. Th rough priority, diff erent traffi  c fl ows can be treated almost as 
isolated when sharing the same radio resource. However, due to the nature of WiMAX 
TDD systems, the BS scheduler is non-work-conserving, as the output link can be 
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Figure 10.3 Graphic representation of hierarchical scheduling.

* Th is was “grant per connection” in the original 2001 standard.
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idle even if there are packets waiting in some queues. Indeed, after downlink fl ows are 
served in their devoted subframe, no additional downlink fl ows can be served till the 
end of the subsequent uplink subframe.

Scheduling uplink fl ows is more complex because the input queues are located 
in the SSs and are hence separated from the BS. Th e UL connections work on a 
request/grant basis. Using bandwidth requests, the uplink packet scheduling may 
retrieve the status of the queues and the bandwidth parameters. Th e literature is not 
rich in terms of QoS scheduling schemes specifi cally designed for WiMAX net-
works. In the following, we will briefl y describe the most relevant works that address 
such a topic, to the best of the authors’ knowledge.

In Ref. [12], the authors present a QoS architecture for IEEE 802.16 based on 
priority scheduling and dynamic bandwidth allocation. In particular, they propose 
a scheduling process divided into two parts. Th e fi rst one, executed by the uplink 
scheduler inside the BS, is performed to grant resources to the SSs in response to 
bandwidth requests. Th is is done by means of a classical WRR [13]. At each SS, 
bandwidth assignments are computed by starting from the highest priority class 
(i.e., UGS fl ows) and then going down to rtPS, nrtPS, and BE. In this way, a strict 
priority among service classes is guaranteed. Th e scheduling schemes employed for 
the various classes are diff erent. A classical WFQ [14] is used for UGS and rtPS, 
whereas a simpler WRR is used for nrtPS service class. BE traffi  c is served through 
a simple FIFO policy. By means of this prioritized approach (which resembles 
somehow multiclass priority fair queueing [11]), the proposed architecture is able to 
guarantee a good performance level to UGS and rtPS classes, to the detriment of 
lower priority traffi  c (i.e., nrtPS and BE fl ows).

Finally, in Ref. [7] the authors have assesed, via simulation, the performance of an 
IEEE 802.16 system using the class of latency-rate [15] scheduling algorithms where 
a minimum reserved rate is the basic QoS parameter negotiated by a connection 
within a scheduling service. Specifi cally, within this class, they selected defi ct round 
robin (DRR) as the downlink scheduler to be implemented in the BS, as it combines 
the ability to provide fair queueing in the presence of variable length packets with the 
simplicity of implementation. In particular, DRR requires a minimum rate to be 
reserved for each packet fl ow being scheduled. Th erefore, although not required by 
the IEEE 802.16 standard, BE connections should be guaranteed a minimum rate. 
Th is fact can be exploited to both avoid BE traffi  c starvation in overloaded scenarios, 
and let BE traffi  c take advantage of the excess bandwidth which is not reserved for the 
other scheduling services. On the other hand, DRR assumes that the size of the head-
of-line packet is known at each packet queue; thus, it cannot be used by the BS to 
schedule transmissions in the uplink direction. In fact, with regard to the uplink 
direction, the BS is only able to estimate the overall amount of backlog of 
each connection, but not the size of each backlogged packet. Th erefore, the authors 
selected WRR as the uplink scheduler. Like DRR, WRR belongs to the class of rate-
latency scheduling algorithms. At last, DRR is implemented in the SS scheduler, 
because the SS knows the sizes of the head-of-line packets of its queues.
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10.4  Case Study: Voice-Over-IP Support in 
WiMAX Networks

In this section we present some preliminary results, obtained from an experimental 
test-bed, on the ability of WiMAX systems to support Voice-over-IP (VoIP) appli-
cations. Th e measurements reported next, assess WiMAX capability to support 
VoIP fl ows. In particular, the voice quality was evaluated through the E-Model [16] 
by using the R-factor [17].

10.4.1 Test-Bed Confi guration
Our test-bed is based on Alvarion equipment operating in the (licensed) 3.5-GHz-
based frequency band and compliant with the IEEE 802.16d specifi cations. Th e 
experimental data has been collected exploiting a four-node wireless test-bed 
deployed in a rural environment, located in northern Italy, implementing a PMP 
architecture. Th e BS is equipped with a sectorial antennas with a gain of 14 dBi cov-
ering all the three SSs. Th e default maximum output power at antenna port is 36 
dBm for both the BS and the SS. Th e distance between the BS and SS1, SS2, and 
SS3 is 8.4 km, 8.5 km, and 13.7 km, respectively. Th e average Signal-to-Noise (SNR) 
ratio is above 30 dB, thus enabling the higher modulation, that is, 64 QAM, for 
each connection. Th e SSs work in line-of-sight conditions under FDD half-duplex. 
All nodes run a Linux distribution based on a 2.4.31 kernel. Th e measurements 
are performed exploiting an Alvarion BreezeMAX platform [18] operating in the 
3.5-GHz licensed band and using a 3.5-MHz wide channel in FDD mode. Each 
node is attached through an Ethernet connection to the WiMAX equipment.

10.4.2 Parameters Setting
MIR and CIR are specifi ed for each SS according to the negotiated service level 
agreement (SLA); the compliance to the negotiated SLA is assessed over a reference 
window, called committed time (CT). In what follows we assume that n SSs make 
MIR and CIR requests to the BS. We let Rmax the maximum traffi  c rate available at 
the WiMAX Downlink Air Interface, and denote CIRk and MIRk the request of 
the k-th SS,* where 0 ≤ CIRk ≤ MIRk ≤ Rmax.

Th e BS dynamically allocates the BE Service Rate RBE (bit/s) and the Real-Time 
(RT) Service Rate RRT (bit/s) with a cumulative upper bound of Rmax, making sure 
that the RT service traffi  c has a higher priority than the BE service traffi  c: RRT + RBE 
≤ Rmax. Th e residual capacity is allocated as RBE. Let Ntot be the total number of 

*  Th e Alvarion BreezeMAX device does not allow to set the MIR parameter for real-time 
traffi  c.
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downstream service fl ows consisting of NVoIP VoIP fl ows and NTCP Transport 
Control Protocol (TCP) persistent connection, so that Ntot = NTCP + NVoIP.

Let RTCP(m) be the service rate that the BS can provide to the m-th TCP SF, 
the aggregated BE service rate is RBE =  ∑m=1  

NTCP  RT CP(m); similarly, if RVoIP(m) is the 
service rate that the BS provides to the m-th VoIP SF, the aggregated RT service 
rate becomes: RRT =  ∑m=1  

NVoIP  R VoIP(m) . Th e Alvarion equipment used in the test-bed 
provides resource allocation mechanisms corresponding to three cases.

In the fi rst case, the downlink bandwidth is over-provisioned, meaning that the 
aggregated traffi  c service rate for the WiMAX network is deterministically lower 
than Rmax, that is,  ∑m = 1  

NTCP   MIR(m) +  ∑n = 1  
NVoIP   MIR(n) ≤ Rmax and no congestion occurs: 

the allocation in this case is fairly simple and the BS sets RVoIP(n) = MIR(n) and 
RTCP (m) = MIR(m).

Th e opposite case occurs when the aggregate of the CIR requested by VoIP 
subscribers exceeds Rmax, that is  ∑n = 1  

NVoIP   CIR(n) > Rmax; then the BS sets RVoIP(n) =
Rmax/NVoIP, and RTCP(m) = 0 for every SS n = 1, 2, …, n.

Th e remaining case is such that: 
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Th is is the case when the BS guarantees the minimum service rate for the VoIP 
traffi  c and can reallocate the remaining bandwidth to the BE services, namely 
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Th is is also the case that was considered for our measurement, as it is the 
probing case when QoS guarantees must be provided in spite of concurrent data 
traffi  c.

Notice that the actual implementation of the resource allocation depends on the 
scheduling implemented at the BS and vendors usually do not disclose such a critical 
detail to customers. Nevertheless, with appropriate probing, we could get some 
insight into the system behavior (see Section 10.4.3). Finally, the IP’s DSCP [19] 
fi eld is exploited to enforce a certain QoS class service. Traffi  c fl ows belonging to 
diff erent service categories are tagged using the iptables software [20]. During 
our measurements, all SSs share the same QoS, as summarized in Table 10.1.
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10.4.3 Performance Measurements
Data fl ows and VoIP fl ows were generated via the Distributed Internet Traffi  c 
Generator (D-ITG), a freely available software tool [21]. VoIP codecs feed RTP 
packet fl ows and two commonly used codecs have been considered, that is, G.729.2 
and G.723.1. VoIP connections are mapped into the rtPS class, whereas TCP-
controlled traffi  c is mapped into the BE class. Mapping of CBR sources into the 
rtPS class made much easier to trace the behavior of the system, as the actual sched-
uling policies were unknown on our side. To collect reliable measure of delays, 
before each experiment we synchronized all nodes using NTP [22]. All SSs sustain 
the same traffi  c, consisting of a given number of VoIP session plus one persistent 
TCP connection, modeling background traffi  c. Measurements were performed 
over 5-min intervals and averaged over ten runs.

In the fi rst set of measurements, we determined the voice capacity, that is, the 
maximum number of sustained VoIP calls with high quality (70 < R < 80) and 
related parameters. Here, we report only the downlink results, as it was found to be 
the bottleneck.

Figures 10.4 and 10.5 depict the measurement results we collected for the delay 
and the packet loss, respectively. Particularly, the delay saturates at 300 ms, whereas, 
after the saturation point, packet loss increases almost linearly. Th e G.723.1 codec 
outperforms clearly G.729.2; such a diff erence is due to the higher G.729.2 packet 
generation rate, coupled to the large overhead of packet headers of the RTP/ UDP/
IP/MAC protocol stack (∼_ 45 percent for the G.729.2). Such eff ect is well known in 
VoIP over WLANs: in practice, it is convenient to employ larger speech trunks per 
packet and consequently larger interpacket generation intervals [23,24]. Finally, 
Figure 10.6 provides a comprehensive picture in terms of the R-factor. Th ere exist 
roughly three regions: in the leftmost region, G.729.2 provides a fairly good  quality, 
but after ten calls, G.723.1 obtains much better performance. In the end, for the 
given CIR, the system under exam supports up to 17 G.723.1 VoIP calls, and 10 
G.729.2 calls per SS.

Table 10.1 Mapping Rules of Alvarion BreezeMAX

Traffi c Class DSCP CIR (kbps) MIR (kbps)

BE 1 n.a. 12,000

nrtPS 2–31 3000 12,000

rtPS 32–63 300 n.a.

Abbreviations:  BE, Best Effort; nrtPS, Non-Real-Time Polling Service; rtPS, Real-
Time Polling Service; DSCP, Diffserv Code Point; CIR, Commit-
ted Information Rate; MIR, Maximum Information Rate.
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Figure 10.4 Average delay versus number of Subscriber Station voice-over-IP 
(VoIP) fl ows; minimum value and maximum value delimiters superimposed.
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using different codes.
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To determine the voice capacity, we restricted to the downlink, claiming that 
it is the bottleneck. As reported in Figure 10.7, in fact, the R-factor is higher for 
the uplink, irrespective of the index of the SS VoIP fl ow and of the code. 
Furthermore, we sampled the cumulative density function (cdf ) of the packet 
delay around the voice capacity. Figure 10.8 represents the delay cdf for downlink 
VoIP fl ows using a G.723.1 codec. Although the scheduling policy is undisclosed, 
we can infer that it is not simply the average delay to degrade, at the increase of 
the off ered VoIP traffi  c, but, the whole delay distribution is shifted around higher 
delay values. Th e BS operates a strict threshold control policy: in case a SS exceeds 
a certain threshold above the CIR, all the fl ows of the violating SS are penalized. 
Only for 17 G.723.1 VoIP calls the excess above the CIR appears in a delay spread-
ing as clearly shown in Figure 10.8. At the SS side, this strict BS policy calls for 
admission control of VoIP fl ows, to prevent service degradation. We repeated 
the same measurements for the uplink and the results were similar. As emerged 
from the R-factor measurements, the uplink performs better than the downlink. 
Th is contradicts the simulation results obtained in Ref. [7], where larger uplink 
delays, compared with the downlink, were ascribed to the bandwidth request 
mechanism and to the PHY overhead. In the case at hand, the uplink delay due 
to bandwidth request did not prove signifi cant; we ascribe this fact to the activa-
tion of the piggybacking mechanisms for bandwidth reservation provided by 
WiMAX. 

Figure 10.6 Average R-factor versus number of Subscriber Station voice-over-IP 
(VoIP) fl ows.
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Figure 10.7 Uplink and downlink R-factor versus Subscriber Station voice-over-
IP (VoIP) session index, using 11 and 17 concurrent calls with the G.729.2 and 
G.723.1 codecs, respectively.
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10.5 Research Challenges
Th ough WiMAX is the most promising technology for enabling BWA systems to 
be widely deployed, many issues need to be addressed to make it eff ectively support 
the requirements and constraints of end-users’ multimedia fl ows. To do so, accord-
ing to the discussion mentioned previously, an effi  cient QoS-enabled scheduling 
algorithm has to be designed and implemented. In this section, we point out and 
briefl y describe the most promising, as well as challenging, directions in such a 
fi eld, by outlining a research roadmap for QoS provisioning in WiMAX networks. 
As we considered the scheduling algorithm in isolation in the last section, we shall 
now present cross-layer approaches, in which performance improvements are 
obtained by making an appropriate use of information which comes from the 
lower or upper layers.

Multiantenna architectures for WiMAX networks. In recent years, intensive 
research eff orts have led to the development of spectrally effi  cient multi-user 
transmission schemes for wireless communications based on the use of multi-
ple antenna systems. Th e use of multiple antennas in combination with appro-
priate signal processing and coding is indeed a promising direction which 
aims to provide a high-data rate and a high-quality wireless communications 
in the access link. In this sense, multiantenna systems can be seen as a way to 
enhance the cell capacity while off ering a better and more stable link quality 
at the same time. On the other hand, antenna arrays can be used also to 
achieve beam-forming capabilities, with a remarkable improvement in terms 
of network performance. Adaptive Antenna Systems (AAS) are encompassed 
by the IEEE 802.16 standard to improve the PHY-layer characteristics. 
However, AAS can also act as enablers of spatial division multiple access 
(SDMA) schemes. In this way, multiple SSs, separated in space, can simulta-
neously trasmit or receive on the same subchannel. Th is, obviously, demands 
the realization of a scheduling algorithm able to eff ectively exploit the  presence 
of such beam-forming capabilities. In this way, through a cross-layer approach, 
striking results can be obtained in terms of QoS support. An AAS-aware 
scheduling could indeed profi t from the additional degree of freedom (i.e., the 
spatial dimension [25]) provided by the underlying PHY techniques. Although 
this may lead to better performance, it also leads to an increase in the com-
plexity of the scheduler itself. Nonetheless, we believe that the use of this and 
other related multiantenna techniques (e.g., space-time codes) represent a 
research direction with big potential in terms of throughput optimization. To 
fully take advantage of the power provided by multiple antenna systems, inno-
vative QoS-enabled scheduling algorithms, able to work in both space and 
time dimensions, need to be designed and engineered.
Opportunistic scheduling. In wireless networks, channel conditions may vary 
over time because of user mobility or propagation phenomena. Th ese eff ects 
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are usually referred to as shadowing and fading, depending on their typical 
time-scales. Th ey have been traditionally considered as harmful features of 
the radio interface due to their potentially negative impact on the quality of 
communication. However, recent research has shown that the time-varying 
nature of the radio channel can be used for enhancing the performance of 
data communications in a multi-user environment. Indeed, time-varying 
channels in multi-user environments provide a form of diversity, usually 
referred to as multi-user diversity, that can be exploited by an “opportunistic” 
scheduler, that is, a scheduler that selects the next user to be served according 
to the actual channel status [26]. Th is approach may also be applied, at the 
cost of some additional complexity and signaling between PHY and MAC, to 
WiMAX networks. Opportunistic scheduling schemes do not usually apply 
to fl ows that require QoS guarantees, due to the unpredictable delays that 
may come from the channel dynamics. However, their use may actually lead 
to an enhanced QoS support. For example, improving the eff ect of non-real-
time traffi  c (i.e., nrtPS and BE traffi  c) would free some additional resources 
to higher priority traffi  c. In this way, opportunistic scheduling schemes may 
actually help to increase the QoS capabilities of WiMAX networks. Moreover 
in this case, novel scheduling schemes are required to exploit multi-user 
diversity while providing QoS guarantees to the active traffi  c fl ows at the 
same time. It may be interesting to note that multiple antenna systems can 
actually be used to build up multi-user diversity by means of random beam-
forming mechanisms (usually referred to in the literature as “dumb” anten-
nas [27]). Although this direction is somehow orthogonal in nature to the one 
(based on “smart antennas”) outlined before, it could be worth investigating 
whether these two techniques may be implemented to coexist (e.g., in a time-
sharing fashion) to obtain the advantages of both approaches.
QoS support in mesh-based architectures. Th e techniques we have presented 
 earlier as research challenges are aimed at providing a better QoS support in 
PMP architecture. However, they are still subject to the limits imposed by 
such an architectural choice in terms of service coverage, network capacity, 
and system scalability. One possible solution to overcome such problems could 
be the adoption of a mesh-based architecture [28]. In mesh topologies, direct 
communication among neighboring SSs is allowed, so enhancing the network 
coverage and possibly enabling the deployment of a fully wireless backbone 
connecting to an Internet gateway. While mesh-based architectures off er 
interesting possibilities thanks to its inherent fl exibility, they also present many 
research challenges to be addressed in terms of MAC and packet routing. Th is 
is even more challenging in the case of QoS support for multimedia fl ows, 
where reliable levels of services have to be ensured by means of distributed 
algorithms. In this framework, a “double cross-layer” approach (where infor-
mation is shared among PHY, MAC, and NET layers) may lead to potentially 
dramatic performance improvements compared with conventional layered 
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solutions. Th is clearly entails the defi nition of radically innovative scheduling 
protocols, which are able to work in a distributed and collaborative way, so 
cooperating with the routing algorithms to provide QoS guarantees to SFs 
based on some PHY information. For example, the integration of scheduling 
and routing protocols can be based on the actual channel conditions, as well 
as on the level of interference in the network.* Th e application of these con-
cepts to WiMAX networks is not straightforward, as it would imply some 
major modifi cations to the actual standard, in terms of both signaling (neces-
sary for pursuing cross-layer optimization) as well as defi nition of basic func-
tionalities and interfaces of the routing protocol to be employed.
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Chapter 11

Handoff Management 
with Network 
Architecture Evolution in 
IEEE Broadband Wireless 
Mobility Networks

Rose Qingyang Hu, David Paranchych, 
Mo-Han Fong, and Geng Wu

Mobility management is an essential element of wireless communications. It is the 
key to enabling always-on wireless connectivity to mobile users. With the advance 
of the next generation of wireless technologies and diff erent network architecture 
evolution options, the capability to achieve fast and seamless handoff  becomes a 
critical factor in evaluating the success of a new technology and the effi  ciency of the 
network architecture. Th is chapter discusses the possible handoff  solutions to new 
broadband wireless technologies such as WiMAX and 802.20 under diff erent net-
work architectures. Th e key handoff  issues, challenges, and architectural options 
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faced in designing the next-generation wireless broadband mobility system are 
addressed.

11.1 Introduction
Until recently, wireless users have had to choose between broadband connectivity 
and mobility. Th e infrastructure of existing cellular networks is optimized for high 
mobility users. However, the cost per bit for data delivery over the air to mobility 
users is relatively high, in particular when compared with 802.11-based Wi-Fi sys-
tems. Th e next generation of wireless networks is expected to off er a broadband 
experience to high mobility users at a signifi cantly reduced cost. To achieve this 
goal, the wireless industry and the research community have worked extensively to 
advance a number of key technology areas, including state-of-the-art orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based multiple access technology, 
advanced Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna technology for broad-
band access, more effi  cient handoff  management for robust high-speed mobility 
support at reduced overhead cost, and innovative and fl exible network architecture 
to minimize the cost of network ownership.

Th ere are many important publications on OFDM and MIMO technologies 
[1,2], which formed the foundation of the next-generation wireless broadband air 
interface. OFDM-MIMO dramatically boosted the peak data rate to beyond 
100 Mbps and increased the system capacity by several times. As the key capabilities 
of the next-generation wireless networks signifi cantly exceed that of existing 3G 
networks, the wireless industry is looking into new network architectural options to 
fully leverage the increased capability in a wide range of deployment environments. 

Traditional 3G network architectures have been highly hierarchical, designed 
to accommodate mobility users in outdoor macrocellular environments. But it also 
has high deployment cost and high network latency. Wi-Fi radio access points 
(APs) based on IEEE 802.11 standards employ a fl at network architecture, which 
has no intermediate network above the AP to connect to the Internet Protocol (IP) 
network and thus has a low deployment cost. Nevertheless, high-speed user mobil-
ity is not well supported in Wi-Fi networks. In evolving the network architecture, 
we not only want to keep all the cost benefi ts provided by fl at architectures, but also 
want to keep the good mobility performance from hierarchical architectures. Th is 
may require new architecture considerations, together with innovative handoff  
mechanisms, to achieve that goal. 

Th e rest of the chapter is organized as follows. A general description of the next-
generation broadband wireless technologies is given in Section 11.2. Th e handoff  
processes are illustrated in Section 11.3, with particular attentions to the compo-
nents of handoff  in OFDM-MIMO-based WiMAX and 802.20 networks. Section 
11.4 highlights the architecture impacts on mobility management. Th e chapter 
concludes with Section 11.5.
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11.2  Next-Generation IEEE 802 Broadband 
Wireless Technologies 

Th e IEEE 802.16 standard [3,4] has emerged as an important technology for deliv-
ering packet data service in a wide area cellular network. IEEE 802.16 was initially 
targeted for fi xed wireless deployments, but the 802.16e-2005 amendment [4], 
published in early 2006, introduced signifi cant enhancements to enable the  support 
of mobility for the OFDMA physical (PHY) layer. To promote interoperability 
among products based on the IEEE 802.16 standard and manage certifi cation of 
vendor equipments, the WiMAX Forum was formed. Th e forum has the important 
role of defi ning interoperability tests for a subset of the 802.16 features, and mak-
ing arrangements for third party certifi cation labs to test vendor equipments. Th e 
forum also defi nes standard interfaces for upper protocol layers, as the scope of the 
IEEE 802.16 standard only encompasses the Medium Access Control (MAC) and 
PHY layers.

Unlike WiMAX, which was incubated inside IEEE 802.16 family and evolved 
from earlier 802.16 technologies, 802.20 [5] or Mobile-Fi was designed from 
ground up as a technology to support high-mobility services. It aims to support 
mobility as high as 250 km/h and a peak rate of up to 260 Mbps in the licensed 
spectrum below 3.5 GHz. Th e enabling technologies are also OFDM, MIMO, 
and beam-forming. Th e draft standard is still under the IEEE standardization 
process. 

Both WiMAX and 802.20 use OFDM-MIMO, which is emerging as the main 
technology for future cellular packet data networks, including 3GPP long-term 
evolution and 3GPP2 air interface evolution as well. Th e introduction of OFDM-
MIMO carries with it a number of considerations for handoff  management that 
may be diff erent from those in the existing 3G CDMA systems. We briefl y consider 
those factors here. 

Resource control in OFDM-MIMO networks is done at the lowest level in the 
network hierarchy, at the Base Station (BS), with frame-by-frame scheduling. Th e 
implications to handoff  of frame-by-frame scheduling on both uplink and down-
link mainly concern soft handoff  (SHO), where multiple APs are simultaneously 
either transmitting to or receiving from a given mobile. If SHO is supported, tight 
coordination between the APs in SHO is required for the benefi ts of dynamic 
scheduling to be maintained. On the forward link, the SHO transmissions may be 
either in the same resource block or tone-symbols on multiple APs, which allows 
combining at the radio frequency (RF) level (as long as the diff erential delay 
between sites is within the cyclic prefi x duration of the OFDM symbol), or in 
 diff erent resource blocks, in which case the mobile listens to both allocations and 
performs soft combining after detection. On the reverse link, the multiple APs 
must detect and combine the terminal’s transmission, and care must be taken by 
the AP schedulers not to place two terminals in the same resource block. Th is 
requires tight coordination between the APs. 
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Th e introduction of MIMO to next-generation systems for the most part does 
not infl uence the support of handoff , but it can allow for more fl exibility. An 
example of this is the support of MIMO on the forward link where the multiple 
transmit antennas are on diff erent APs. From the terminal perspective, the signal 
is processed in the same way as if the two (or more) transmit antennas were on the 
same AP, but there is an extra degree of fl exibility on the network side. Of course, 
this requires the tight coordination of transmissions from multiple APs.

11.3  Handoff Management in Next-Generation 
Broadband Wireless Networks

11.3.1 Handoff Management
To realize ubiquitous wireless connectivity in future broadband wireless net-
works, which support mobility as fast as 250 km/h, eff ective mobility manage-
ment is  critical. Mobility management consists of location management and 
handoff  management. As location may change while mobiles are idle, location 
management enables the wireless networks to locate a roaming Mobile Station 
(MS) and set up a connection. Handoff  management is the process that changes 
a mobile’s point of attachment to the network. A typical handoff  process in a 
wireless network will involve the following entities: MS, serving access point 
(SAP), target access point (TAP), serving gateway (SGW), target gateway (TGW), 
and home agent (HA). Th e AP is the air link attachment point for the MS. It ter-
minates the air link and link layer MAC protocols. Th e gateway (GW) is defi ned 
as the node that is the IP layer attachment point for the MS and serves as the fi rst 
point for IP forwarding. In this chapter, we will investigate diff erent architec-
tures, for example, fl at and hierarchical, and their impacts on the performance of 
handoff . Th e physical locations of the entities involved in the handoff  could be 
diff erent in diff erent architectures. A handoff  can be either a layer-2 or a layer-3 
handoff . Th ese are defi ned as follows:

Layer-2 handoff  (L2HO) is often referred to as “micromobility” and only 
changes the air interface attachment point but keeps the IP attachment point 
unchanged. Th e process typically involves detection of changes in signal 
strength, releasing the connection to the SAP, and establishing a connection 
to the TAP. L2HO is transparent to the upper layer protocols, so it usually 
has small handoff  latency and low packet loss.
Layer-3 handoff  is often referred to as “macromobility” and changes the IP 
attachment point of a mobile user. During a layer-3 handoff , the MIP4/
MIP6 protocol is used to update the HA with the care-of address (CoA) 
of the MS. During a layer-3 handoff , the MS must be registered and 
authenticated with the HA every time it moves from SGW to TGW, which 
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introduces extra latency to the communication as usually HA is located far 
away from SGW.

11.3.2 WiMAX/802.20 Handoff Schemes
L2HO has a number of common attributes in all modern cellular data communica-
tions systems. In 802.20, WiMAX, 3GPP, and 3GPP2 systems, there are similar 
mechanisms used to accomplish L2HO, that range from a complete hard handoff  
(HHO) with no context sharing between BSs or APs, to complete SHO with full 
context sharing. In this section we look more closely at the common features of 
L2HO in these evolving systems. In general, there are fi ve types of L2HO sup-
ported by diff erent systems. Th ese are (along with the systems that support them):

HHO (WiMAX and 802.20)
Optimized hard handoff  (OHHO) (WiMAX)
SHO (WiMAX)
Fast Base Station switching (FBSS) based on downlink channel condition 
(WiMAX, 802.20)
FBSS based on uplink channel condition (802.20)

In HHO, the air interface link is broken at all layers before being established 
again at the TAP. No context information is shared between serving and target 
BSs. For HHO, the handoff  latency is typically on the order of 100 msec or 
more, due to the robust way in which messages are exchanged and communica-
tion re-established at the new AP. In exchange for a higher latency, this is typi-
cally the simplest and most robust type of handoff , and is often used for handoff  
between radio carriers as well as between systems operated by diff erent service 
providers. 

In OHHO, the physical radio link is broken before it is re-established at the 
TAP, as with HHO. In OHHO, however, part or all of the L2 and L3 context 
information is exchanged between the SAP and the TAP, to make the latency of the 
communication re-establishment shorter. Th is can include diff erent levels of opti-
mization (as in WiMAX), where the latency of the HO is decreased as more context 
information is exchanged. With enough information exchange, the latency of an 
OHHO can be less than 100 msec. 

FBSS is yet a further level of optimization to decrease handoff  latency. In the 
case of FBSS based on the downlink channel condition, there is still a break of the 
PHY layer channel before the link is established at the TAP, as in HHO and 
OHHO. However, PHY layer signaling is used for fast TAP selection indication. 
Th is results in handshake latency on the order of tens of milliseconds. FBSS 
requires the concept of an active set, which is a set of candidate APs to which the 
terminal is likely to handoff  in the near future, based on a periodic measurement 

�
�
�
�

�
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of channel quality. In FBSS, most layer-2 and layer-3 context information is 
retained among the candidate APs in the active set, to minimize data interruption. 
Lower MAC context information, such as Hybrid Automatic ReQuest (HARQ) 
state information, may not be retained or transferred when switching between APs 
of noncollocated cell sites. FBSS based on the downlink channel condition is 
 supported by WiMAX, 802.20, and 1xEV-DO. 

Th e case of FBSS based on uplink channel condition is similar to FBSS based 
on the downlink channel, except that it is the uplink channel measurement that is 
used as the basis for the handoff  trigger. As with downlink-based FBSS, this 
 mechanism requires an active set, and uses PHY layer signaling for target selection 
indication to reduce the handoff  latency to a few tens of milliseconds. Th is scheme 
coexists with the downlink-based FBSS in 802.20, where the best AP for the 
 downlink and uplink may be diff erent. 

  Th e last general HO mechanism is SHO, in which a physical link to the TAP 
is established before the link to the SAP is broken. SHO requires an active set just 
as FBSS does, and requires the network to retain all layer-2 and layer-3 context 
information during the handoff . Th e resulting handoff  is essentially seamless, and 
appears to be an uninterrupted data stream to the terminal. SHO can be used 
either on the downlink (supported by 802.16), or on the uplink (supported by both 
802.16 and 1xEV-DO).

Th ere are two main areas in which these handoff  mechanisms diff er. Th e fi rst is 
in the level of context information that needs to be retained or transferred between 
APs. As the latency and data disruption caused by the handoff  decreases, the level 
of context sharing increases, and this impacts the network architecture and back-
haul engineering. In general, the more context information that is retained or 
transferred, the less overall handoff  latency and data fl ow interruption at the expense 
of more costly backbone network. Th e second area of diff erence between the mech-
anisms is the over-the-air call fl ow that supports the handoff  technique. In general, 
PHY layer signaling or lower MAC signaling allows for a faster handoff . Th ere is 
also a tradeoff  between reliability and latency. More reliable signaling (e.g., ARQ-
protected layer-3 signaling) requires more processing and incurs more delay, while 
unprotected or lightly protected PHY layer signaling (e.g., PHY layer handoff  
switch indication) is very fast but also carries the risk of errors and false alarms. 

Th e layer-3 handoff  process of WiMAX and 802.20 can follow a typical mobile 
IPv6 handoff  fl ow [6]. During the layer-3 handoff  an MS changes its IP attachment 
point and needs layer-3 reanchoring. MIPv6 binding update and binding acknowl-
edgment messages are required to update the HA the current location of MS. A 
suitable TAP is usually selected and a L2HO is completed before a layer-3 handover 
is initiated. Th e MS establishes a new layer-2 connection to that AP and acquires a 
valid CoA in the new subnetwork. Finally, it can initiate the layer-3 handover by 
sending a binding update message with the new CoA to its HA and possibly the 
corres pondent node as well. In the next section, we will address how diff erent 
 network architectures impact the handoff  processes described before. 
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11.4  Handoff Management with Different 
Network Architectures

In the past two decades, wireless networks went through a number of technology 
transformations. Th e fi rst- and second-generation cellular networks were designed 
for circuited switched voice services. As packet data services were introduced in the 
third-generation networks, a number of packet data-specifi c nodes were added to 
the network to provide the connectivity to the IP world. Th e networks are highly 
hierarchical, which means that radio access nodes are connected to the IP network 
through one or more levels of management and controlling nodes, which increases 
the network latency. In recent years, Wi-Fi radio APs have gained popularity. Wi-Fi 
employs a fl at network architecture, with no intermediate network nodes above the 
APs to connect to the IP network. However, high-speed mobility is not supported 
in Wi-Fi network. An interesting challenge is to fi nd architectural options that 
improve system performance beyond 3G networks but at a reduced cost closer to 
Wi-Fi for mobility environments [7]. Depending on the deployment scenarios, the 
answer may not be unique.

11.4.1  Handoff in Traditional 3G Hierarchical 
Architecture

Traditional 3G network architectures have been highly hierarchical, designed to 
accommodate mobility users in outdoor macrocellular environments. Th is hierar-
chical architecture also fi ts well into typical deployment scenarios for 3G operators, 
where the large capacity carrier-grade network control nodes and GWs are located in 
a central offi  ce, interconnected to a large number of remote radio cell-sites through 
point-to-point backhaul T1/E1 links. In this star-like topology, there is no direct 
connection between radio cell-sites. All signaling and traffi  c have to go through the 
network nodes in the central offi  ce. Th e 3G Universal Mobile Telecommunication 
System (UMTS) network reference model [8] is a typical example of hierarchical 
network architecture. As shown in Figure 11.1, the access network consists of many 
radio cell-sites called node B, controlled by a radio network controller (RNC). 
Serving GPRS support node (SGSN), and gateway GPRS support node (GGSN) 
form a GPRS core network, providing connectivity to the IP network.

Hierarchical network architectures served well in traditional macrocellular 
mobility networks. It is highly scalable in geographical coverage area and system 
capacity. Complex signaling and protocol processing are concentrated and confi ned 
to a few nodes. As many multiple nodes are involved in processing a call, call setup 
time is generally longer in a hierarchical network, ranging from several seconds to 
tens of seconds. However, this is not a major issue for voice service as the call setup 
process is only invoked at the beginning of a call, unlike a packet data session, which 
sets up and tears down the connection frequently to preserve radio resources.
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Hierarchical architecture is well suited for high-speed mobility networks. For a 
MS traveling at a high speed in a macrocellular environment, its radio link has to 
be frequently handed over from one radio site to another. A hierarchical handoff  
design confi nes the impact of frequent handoff s to a minimum number of nodes.

Figure 11.2 shows a high level handoff  procedure in a hierarchical architecture 
network. Th e radio link is anchored at the GW, which is the RNC in a UMTS net-
work. Th e MS is initially connected to an SAP, or a node B in UMTS. If the SAP 
has multiple radio sectors, MS moving among the sectors of the same SAP will be 
handled locally with no impact on the rest of the network. When the MS moves 
from its SAP to a TAP, the MS sends a HO_REQ (handoff  request) message to the 
GW, indicating the need for an intra-GW handoff . Th e GW checks the resource 
availability with the TAP through RES_REQ (resource request) and RES_RSP 
(resource response) messages. Once resources are confi rmed, the GW initiates a 
SESS_XFER (session transfer) process. As the radio session is anchored at the GW, 
most of the session information is stored at the GW without the need for being 
transferred. Th e GW then instructs the MS to execute the handoff  through the 
HO_RSP (handoff  response) message. Th e MS sends a HO_CMP (handoff  com-
plete) message to GW once the handoff  is complete. As a radio session is anchored 
at the GW and a GW usually covers a large geographical area (e.g., a city), impacts 
of handoff s within such an area are confi ned only to layer-2. In case the MS moves 

Figure 11.1 UMTS network reference model.
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into another GW, an inter-GW handoff  is required. Th is can be accomplished by a 
layer-3 handoff  with the assistance of network nodes above the GW, including 
mobile IP handoff  with the help of a HA. It can be observed that in a hierarchical 
network, with a radio session anchored at the GW, mobility support is confi ned to 
within the RAN. HO_REQs are escalated to upper layer network nodes only when 
the MS travels beyond the RAN coverage area.

11.4.2 Handoff in Flat Network Architecture
Flat network usually means a network in which all stations can reach each other 
without going through another node. In broadband wireless design, fl at network 
often refers to a network consisting of only APs. Th ere are in fact two types of fl at 
networks. One can be considered “true fl at,” where each AP is an independent IP 
node, containing no functionality to serve as a controller to other APs. Commercial 
802.11 AP is an implementation of such true fl at network architecture, as shown in 
Figure 11.3a. Th ere is no coordination at the link layer between APs. As each hand-
off  is a layer-3 handoff , service could be disrupted by the slow mobile IP process. 
With these limitations, true fl at network is only used in fi xed hot spots with no real 
mobility requirements.

Another type of fl at network is called “semi-fl at,” which is shown in Figure 
11.3b. Th e AP in this case has the handoff  control and the radio resource control 
(RRC) functionality built-in. From an architectural viewpoint, each AP can be 
considered as an integrated implementation of a complete 3G radio access network, 
with node B, RNC, and IP GW collapsed into one box. Each AP has direct access 
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Figure 11.2 Handoff fl ow for a hierarchical architecture network.
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to the IP network, and may serve as an AP, an RNC, or both to a particular MS. In 
a sense, the RNC and the IP GW functions are all consolidated into each AP, there-
fore a consolidated implementation of a hierarchical network. In the semi-fl at 
architecture, the mobile can be anchored at a certain AP at the IP layer. Th erefore, 
the handoff  between APs does not have to change the IP anchor point and it 
becomes a L2HO. 

Th ere are two kinds of handoff  procedures over a fl at network. Th e true fl at 
architecture shown in Figure 11.3a supports handoff  without session anchoring at 
the AP and the semi-fl at architecture shown in Figure 11.3b supports handoff  with 
session anchoring at the AP. In both cases, the AP and the GW, which contains the 
RRC and the handoff  control functions, are integrated into one node.

In the case of handoff  without session anchoring (Fig. 11.4), the SAP and SGW 
are always colocated on the same PHY node. Th is link layer handoff  fl ow is the 
same as in Figure 11.2. When the MS detects the need for handoff , it issues a HO_
REQ to the GW (in this case the SAP/GW). Th e SAP/GW verifi es the resource 
with TAP, orders MS to perform handoff . Once the link layer handoff  is completed, 
the MS initiates a mobile IP handoff  to move the session anchoring point from the 
SAP/GW to the TAP/GW. Th e data traffi  c will go through the new AP and new 
GW (TAP/GW) once both layer-2 and layer-3 handoff s are completed. With this 
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handoff  process, the serving GW location follows that of the MS. Th e obvious 
 benefi t is that the IP routing is always optimized. However, layer-3 handoff  may 
disrupt services, and depending on how fast the MS moves, there may be too many 
layer-3 handoff s for the network to handle.

In the case of handoff  with session anchoring (Fig. 11.5), the SAP and SGW can 
be located diff erently. Th e old GW serves as the anchoring point for an MS as long 
as its data session is active. Th ere is no need for a layer-3 handoff  after layer-2 hand-
off  is complete. Th e session anchoring point remains at the SAP/GW, although the 
radio connection has been handed over from SAP to TAP. Th us, the link perfor-
mance is improved without the disruption from layer-3 handoff . Such systems may 
support high-speed mobility as all handoff s are fast layer-2 handoff s. However, 
there are also drawbacks with this design. As the GW is anchored, user data and 
signaling traffi  c from TAP have to go through the anchoring GW before reaching 
the IP network. Th is signifi cantly increases backhaul traffi  c. Th e cost may be pro-
hibitive for access network consisting of APs which only have point-to-point links 
to a central offi  ce through T1/E1. Th is design may be less of an issue if there are 
direct low-cost broadband connections among APs. It should be noted that layer-3 
handoff  and route optimization can be applied after the data session transitions 
into idle mode.

Flat network architectures are considered attractive for a number of reasons. 
First of all, the network latency may be minimized as the number of nodes between 
the MS and the IP network is reduced to only one. With the functionality of multi-
nodes integrated into one box, fl at network avoids complex and costly internode 
interface and communications. Eliminating higher level nodes also avoids a single 
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point of failure that may aff ect a large number of radio nodes. With IP intelligence 
pushed to the edge, the network is easier to scale up and down in size, by simply 
adding or removing the number of APs attached to the IP network. Finally, with 
the signifi cant reduction of the number of nodes in the access network, there are 
less network components to manage.

However, some of the cost savings may not be applicable to all deployment 
 environments. Wi-Fi APs, for example, have limited transmit power, which trans-
lates into low-cost radios, limited coverage, and reduced reliability requirements. All 
these contribute to the low cost of the Wi-Fi AP. Th ese cost savings are not applicable 
to a carrier grade macrocellular network. Th e most signifi cant challenge for the fl at 
network architectures are the handoff  support for high-mobility terminals, and 
 system level radio resource management. As AP communicates with others at the IP 
layer in a fl at network, it requires extra eff orts to support link layer handoff  and to 
share radio resource information among a group of APs.

11.4.3  Handoff with the Evolved Network 
Architectures

As we have discussed in the previous sections, selecting appropriate network archi-
tecture is critical for the handoff  support in the next-generation broadband wireless 
mobility networks. Th ere are many technical and economic tradeoff s and consider-
ations, including performance, CAPital Expenditure (CAPEX) and OPerational 
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Expenditure (OPEX), and deployment environment such as the topology of the 
available backhaul infrastructure. Both hierarchical and fl at network architectures 
have strong technical and economical merits, depending on the exact application 
environment.

Th ere is a general trend in the industry to simplify the network to improve 
performance and to cut cost. Th ere may not be one single answer that can meet all 
possible requirements. For IEEE 802.16e systems, WiMAX NWG (Network 
Working Group) looked into multiple architectural options (or profi les) to address 
diff erent deployment scenarios [9]. As shown in Figure 11.6, Profi le A can be 
 considered a simplifi ed hierarchical architecture, with only two nodes in the access 
network. Th is architecture balances the need for effi  cient high-speed handoff  
 support and low network latency. Profi le B can be implemented as a fl at network 
node, capable of supporting handoff  with or without session anchoring as we 
 discussed in the previous section. Th e benefi t and the cost of this architecture 
depend on the deployment environment and the available backhaul infrastructure. 
Profi le C is a hybrid design of fl at and hierarchical architectures, with handoff  
control and radio resource control distributed to the BSs or APs. However, there 
is a separate GW node in the network to perform nonmobility-related tasks. Th ere 
are continuing debates in WiMAX NWG on the technical and business merits of 
each network profi le. Such debates are essential for the industry to develop the 
best technology solution.
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Th e important issue of network architecture evolution is also explored in other 
major international standards development forums. 3GPP and 3GPP2 are both 
looking at the two-hop hierarchical network architecture, while leaving the fl exibil-
ity to go fl at. With the availability of wireless broadband service to mobility users, 
one can expect that many real-time applications will become possible over the next-
generation networks. High-performance handoff  is essential to deliver the required 
quality of service (QoS) for real-time services. As network architecture has great 
impact on handoff  solution and cost of network ownership, it is necessary to design 
the network that can address both handoff  performance and network architecture 
concerns. 

11.5 Conclusions
Handoff  is a critical technology component for next-generation wireless broadband 
mobility networks. It is becoming even more important as the network increasingly 
supports real-time applications and services. Handoff  complexity and performance 
are signifi cantly aff ected by the underlying wireless access network architecture. In 
addition, network architecture selection aff ects the overall end-to-end performance 
of a mobility system. It also has a major impact on CAPEX and OPEX, depending 
on the existing deployment and the available backhaul infrastructure. Th is chapter 
addresses the key handoff  issues, challenges, and architectural options that we face 
in designing the next generation of wireless broadband mobility systems. It contri-
butes to the global eff orts on the architecture design and mobility management by 
off ering some technical focuses for further investigation.
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Th e migration of the radio access network to an all-Internet Protocol (IP) network, 
as proposed in the IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) standard, provides signifi cant advan-
tages in terms of cost savings, scalability, and simplifi ed network management for 
providing a variety of IP-based services in wireless networks. Th is paper proposes a 
novel, distributed radio network architecture to support all-IP services using 
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-shared access. Specifi cally, 
the architecture distributes the so-called fast cell-site selection (FCSS) functional-
ity among base-station routers (BSRs) so that data transmission for a call can be 
switched quickly from one BS with a weak radio link to another with a better link, 
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as a means to enhance system capacity. A key objective of the new architecture with 
distributed radio resource management functions is to provide a unifi ed approach 
to supporting multimedia IP applications. We present a distributed architecture for 
radio network control that specifi cally supports signaling message exchanges among 
network elements for FCSS in the presence of terminal mobility. We study the 
design and quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of the backhaul network for 
 supporting FCSS. 

12.1 Introduction
Th e Internet has evolved with the Internet Protocol (IP) as the single major trans-
port mechanism for all data services. Mobile cellular networks on the other hand 
use specifi c protocols and network architectures that are primarily designed for 
effi  ciently carrying voice traffi  c. With voice penetration reaching saturation levels 
in many markets, for future growth service providers are now turning to a variety 
of data services that are currently supported in IP-based wireline networks. It is 
thus natural that mobile cellular network architectures and protocols also evolve to 
carry both the traditional voice and the new data services. An IP-based radio access 
network (RAN) akin to the Internet is likely to be the most favorable approach for 
future RANs. Th e advantages of an all-IP RAN are by now well understood and 
documented in the literature [1–3]. Th ese include cost effi  ciency from economies of 
scale (because the radio network has the same network elements as the Internet, 
allowing for use of off -the-shelf components), improved reliability, separation of the 
control and transport planes, convenient implementation of new services, indepen-
dent scaling of control and transport, and straightforward integration of multiple 
networks. A typical all-IP network architecture is illustrated in Figure 12.1. Th e 
BSs, which are now routers, are connected to the service provider’s Intranet (also 
referred to as the backhaul network). In this chapter, we interchangeably use the 
terms BS, Base Station router (BSR), and cell site. A gateway connects the Intranet 
to the Internet. IP is the network protocol transporting user and control informa-
tion within the Intranet. Th e control server provides the necessary call service 
 control. An important characteristic of the network in the fi gure is that several 
radio network functionalities are integrated with the BS functionalities and are 
thus distributed across the network. 

We propose the use of fast cell-site selection (FCSS) as a means to guarantee 
delay constraints for users particularly near the edges of cells, thereby enhancing 
Voice over IP (VoIP) capacity in the absence of soft handoff  on the shared channels 
in a system. FCSS refers to the procedure that allows rapid switching of the trans-
mission for a call from one BS with a weak radio link to another with a better link, 
thereby harnessing the advantage of the time-varying channel quality of the wire-
less link. Th us, FCSS is also referred to simply as cell switching here. A previous 
study on soft handoff  suggests that, on the forward link of a system, soft handoff  
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can be avoided without signifi cant loss in capacity, provided that FCSS can be used 
especially when multiple terminal antennas are used to provide link diversity. We 
exploit this fact and propose an architecture that allows fast switching between cells 
rather than soft handoff . Th is eliminates the need for tight synchronization between 
BSs and framing protocols between nodes to guarantee strict latency requirements 
(even when the application does not require it), as would otherwise be required for 
soft handoff . We propose here to use fast cell switching on the reverse link instead of 
frame selection or soft handoff  to simplify the architecture. Receiving diversity at the 
BS mitigates the eff ect of not having soft handoff  on the reverse link. 

Several proposals for IP RAN [4,5] and for micro-mobility management have 
been published in the literature, including Hierarchical Mobile IP (HMIP) [6], 
HAWAII [7], Cellular IP [8], and Brain Candidate Mobility Protocol (BCMP) [9]. 
However, these proposals do not address the issue of ping-pong of a mobile between 
BSs in the case of rapid signal fl uctuations from the diff erent BSs. Seamless transfer 
of radio link protocol information was also not considered. In an orthogonal fre-
quency division multiple access (OFDMA) system, universal frequency reuse is 
employed to maximize capacity and thus interference can come from an immediate 
neighboring BS. Further, the radio link from a BS that can best serve a given mobile, 
as refl ected by its best Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) among adja-
cent BSs, could be rapidly changing even when the mobile is stationary because of 
time-varying channel fading. Th us handoff s are not only driven by user mobility but 
by signal propagation characteristics as well. Any mobility management architecture 
must be designed for a signifi cant number of handoff s between a small set of BSs. 

IP Intranet

BSR

BSR BSR

Control
Server

Gateway 

Gateway 

Public
 Internet

Figure 12.1 Generic All-IP network architecture with Base Station routers 
(BSRs).
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In a scenario with frequent handoff s, it becomes necessary to ensure that the hand-
off  process is fast, lossless, and effi  cient.

Th e main contributions of this chapter are: (i) a distributed architecture that 
supports FCSS, seamless radio link control (RLC) transfers over the radio links 
and the backhaul networks, and distributed registration and paging; (ii) quantify-
ing the quality-of-service (QoS) design for the backhaul network to enable FCSS 
and establishing the feasibility of the presented architecture; and (iii) quantifying 
the gain in VoIP capacity from FCSS. 

Th is chapter is organized as follows. We start with the high-level network archi-
tecture in Section 12.2. In Section 12.3 we describe the FCSS scheme in detail. In 
Section 12.4 we address the QoS requirements in the backhaul network to carry 
the control signals required for FCSS. We conclude in Section 12.5.

12.2 Distributed Radio Network Architecture
Th e current generation of cellular networks supports mobility management with 
associated requirements of low packet loss and low handoff  delay through a centralized 
architecture. While it is possible to consider IP transport within the centralized archi-
tecture, a distributed architecture with decentralized control is preferable from the 
perspective of scalability and robustness. In the centralized architecture, the radio 
network controller (which typically serves a large number of BSs) performs the 
following functions: load and congestion control of individual cells, admission  control 
in simplex and soft handoff  modes, management and confi guration of individual 
cells, mapping of traffi  c to appropriate physical channels, macro-diversity combining 
and distribution for soft handoff , outer loop power control for soft handoff  on the 
reverse link, paging coordination and mobility management. Among these diff erent 
functionalities, the ones specifi c to individual cells such as code allocation manage-
ment, congestion control, and admission control in simplex mode can be straightfor-
wardly distributed to the BSs as these functions do not require interactions among 
BSs. However, functionalities related to soft handoff , paging and mobility manage-
ment require signaling between BSs when distributed and thus careful design of the 
architecture to facilitate these functions is required. In what follows, we describe how 
the proposed distributed architecture addresses these functionalities. Besides being 
distributed, the proposed architecture is all-IP in the sense that IP-based protocols are 
used for transport of data and signaling within the RAN.

Mobile IP [10] has been standardized for macro-mobility management in IP net-
works. Several extensions to mobile IP are being considered to support micro-mobility 
and low latency, low-loss handoff s in wireless networks. Examples include the afore-
mentioned HAWAII, Cellular IP, and HMIP [6]. We use the framework of HMIP 
with route optimization in our mobility management proposal. While we have chosen 
HMIP as our framework, our enhancements to the mobility management can also be 
applied to other micro-mobility management protocols. HMIP is enhanced to support 
FCSS with seamless RLC transfers and header compression. 
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Th e proposed architecture is illustrated in Figure 12.2. A gateway foreign agent 
(GFA) is located at the boundary of the RAN and the Internet. Packets are hierar-
chically tunneled from a correspondent host (CH) to the BSs through the GFA. We 
defi ne a network active set (NAS) consisting of the set of BSs between which the 
mobile can switch on a fast time scale. BSs are added or deleted from the NAS on 
a slow time scale, based on certain criteria for the link quality between the mobile 
and the added or deleted BS. Within the NAS, one of the BSs is called the primary 
foreign agent (PFA) while the other BSs are called the secondary foreign agents 
(SFA). Finally a database collecting all the user location information is connected 
or colocated with the GFA.

It is worth noting that PFA and SFA are logical entities for performing various 
network control functions and physically, they all are BSs. In the proposed archi-
tecture, one and only one BS in the active set is serving a mobile at a time and that 
is referred as the serving BS. As a result, it is possible that PFA, SFA, and the serving 
BS correspond to the same BS for a given mobile. Further, we note that diff erent 
BSs can serve as the PFA for diff erent mobiles, unlike in the traditional architecture 
where a single RNC performs the resource management for all mobiles. In addi-
tion, due to user mobility, diff erent base stations may serve as the PFA for 
that  particular user at diff erent times during the connection. Th us the resource 
management function is distributed across the network. Th e NAS is similar to the 
active set in a code division multiple access (CDMA) system defi ned for soft 
 handoff . However, in FCSS, only one BS within the active set transmits at any 

GFA 

INTERNET 

HA 

BSR

BSR 
BSR 

IP INTRANET
PFA 

SFA 

CH

IP Tunnel 

BSR

Database 

Figure 12.2 Mobility management structure. PFA, primary foreign agent; SFA, 
secondary foreign agent; GFA, gateway foreign agent.
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given time, unlike in soft handoff  for which several BSs simultaneously transmit to 
and receive from the same user. Nevertheless, all BSs in the NAS are assigned 
air-interface resources and maintain some RLC state information for the mobile so 
that they can immediately transmit if they become the serving BS.

Th e main features of the proposed architecture include:

 1. Th e radio network control functionalities such as call admission control, and 
paging control, are distributed to the diff erent BSRs in the network.

 2. IP is used as the transport protocol to carry all data and signaling traffi  c 
between the diff erent nodes.

 3. Maintaining a GFA as in HMIP at the root of the domain which serves one 
or more than one location or paging area.

 4. Maintaining a NAS of BSs for enabling FCSS for each mobile terminal.
 5. A PFA serves as the mobility anchor and the PPP/PDCP initiation/termination 

point. Header compression, if enabled, is implemented at the PFA.
 6. PFA multicasts forward-link user data to all the SFAs or selectively a subset 

of SFAs in the NAS. Th e subset can be chosen dynamically and intelligently 
by the PFA based on system loading, channel characteristics, and terminal 
 mobility pattern.

 7. Separate transmitting and receiving BSs for any given mobile: in general the 
cell switching can be independent on the forward and reverse links as the BS 
to which the mobile has the best channel quality on the forward and reverse 
links need not be the same on both links. 

 8. Packet forwarding mechanisms as in MIP route optimization [10] to ensure 
smooth relocation of the PFA as the mobile moves through the network. 
Additionally, whenever feasible, the PFA relocation is implemented in an 
opportunistic way when the mobile is in the dormant state and thus packets 
are not buff ered in the network. 

 9. Maintaining Radio Resource Control (RRC) and call-processing signaling 
between the mobile and the network to enable mobility management without 
any layer-3 messages. Th is requires introduction of proxy registration mes-
sages into MIP so that the BSR can register with the home agent on behalf of 
the mobile node. 

 10. QoS for control signals and relevant data transfers on the backhaul network 
to enable FCSS using quasi-static multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) 
paths between BSs as described in more detail in Section 12.4.

We present a brief description of how a call is initiated and how it proceeds in 
the proposed architecture. Consider a mobile that powers up in the vicinity of a 
set of BSs. Th e mobile acquires the pilot signals from the BSs and uses the access 
 channel to communicate with the BS from which it received the strongest signal 
to initiate a session. Th e BSR that receives the mobile’s signal then performs 
admission control, and, if it admits the user, establishes resources for the mobile. 
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Th is BSR is designated to be the PFA for this mobile. Assume for the purpose of 
illustration that the mobile already has an IP address assigned to it that is topolog-
ically valid in the current  network where it powered up. (If not, the mobile can 
then obtain a topologically valid IP address through a local DHCP and this MIP 
signaling will not be required.) Th e mobile then registers with this IP address to 
the BSR that in turn sends  hierarchical MIP proxy registration messages to the 
GFA and the home-agent (HA) of the mobile. When the mobile receives a neigh-
boring BSR pilot with  signal strength above a certain threshold, it sends an RRC 
signal to request the addition of this BS to the NAS. Th is RRC signal is processed 
by the PFA; the PFA then adds the indicated BSR to the NAS and confi gures it as 
an SFA by HMIP proxy regis tration and response messages (with the mobile as 
the source and PFA as the next-level foreign agent). A correspondent host (CH) 
that sends a packet addressed to the mobile is fi rst routed to the home network 
and intercepted by the HA. Th e HA then tunnels the packet to the GFA which in 
turn tunnels the packet to the PFA. Th e PFA performs header compression (if 
enabled) and forwards the packet to the serving BS for transmission over the air. 
As the mobile moves or as the signal strength changes, the serving BS can change 
rapidly according to the FCSS protocol described in Section 12.3. Periodically as 
the mobile moves over a larger distance, the PFA is relocated using context trans-
fer protocols.

12.3 FCSS Protocol

Th e main objective of FCSS is to track channel fading of multiple cell sites and 
select the cell with the best channel quality to serve a terminal, thereby achieving cell 
site diversity and higher link throughput. FCSS is thus similar to hard handoff  
between BSs in that, at any given time, there is exactly one serving BS that supports 
a given terminal. However, the principal diff erence between FCSS and hard handoff  
is that for each terminal in the FCSS scheme, we propose to maintain an active set 
of BSRs that include the BSR with the best pilot SINR (as received at the terminal) 
and all other BSRs with link loss to the terminal within some threshold of that for 
the BSR with the best SINR. Because there is no active set for hard handoff , it takes 
much longer to switch from one BS to another. For the forward link, FCSS theoreti-
cally could lead to a substantial improvement in capacity compared with conven-
tional hard handoff .

12.3.1 Control and Trigger of FCSS
We propose that each terminal is responsible for initiating cell switching for both 
forward and reverse links. Specifi cally, each terminal monitors channel quality 
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for all links from the BSs in the active set, selects the best one according to pre-
specifi ed criteria, and broadcasts the selected cell identity via reverse link signaling. 
To reduce unnecessary cell switching (i.e., ping-pong eff ects), it is desirable to use a 
form of time-averaged channel quality to select the best BS.

Note that this approach has its shortcoming; namely, the switching decision 
by a terminal is based on channel quality without considering any other factors 
such as traffi  c loading and resource consumption. Utilizing a central controller 
(e.g., PFA) for decision-making would allow dynamic load balancing and cell 
coordination. However, it suff ers from high delay in switching between cell sites 
due to excessive signaling. Hence, in addition to initiating cell switching by ter-
minals, we also propose that, for example in case of traffi  c overload at the new 
cell site selected by a terminal, the PFA, upon receiving such a signaling mes-
sage, can signal the terminal to cancel the chosen cell switch. In fact, this cancel-
lation step is similar to that in the current systems. If the initial selection is 
rejected, it is envisioned that the terminal would select the next best cell site 
according to the specifi ed criterion and inform the PFA of its selection. 
Alternatively, rather than potentially going through this iterative procedure for 
selecting the cell site, the terminal could provide an ordered list of cell sites to 
the PFA and let the PFA make the selection based on network-wide criteria, 
such as traffi  c loading.

In general, two diff erent BSRs can be selected as the serving BSs for the 
forward and reverse links for a given terminal. As the channel qualities of the for-
ward and reverse links typically fl uctuate independently of each other in time, such 
a selection allows us to realize the FCSS gain to its fullest extent. Nevertheless, a 
single active set can be maintained for both forward and reverse links for opera-
tion simplicity. Because the terminal can monitor the channel quality for all for-
ward links from the BSs, it is natural for the terminal to determine the best 
serving BS for its forward link. Th en the selection is forwarded to the PFA to 
fi nalize the decision. As for the reverse links from the terminal, involved BSs have 
to assess the channel quality and decide among themselves (via a central decision-
making entity such as the PFA) upon the best cell serving the reverse link for the 
terminal. On the other hand, to simplify the design and to reduce associated sig-
naling overhead, a network designer may prefer to use the same BS to serve both 
links for a terminal. In this case, each terminal has one single active set of BSs to 
serve both its forward and reverse links. Th e best combined channel quality for 
both forward and reverse links is used as a criterion in determining the serving 
BS for a given terminal. Examples of such combined quality include: (i) a 
weighted sum of time-averaged pilot SINR for forward and reverse links and 
(ii) the minimum time-averaged pilot SINR for forward and reverse links between 
the terminal and a BS in the active set. As a  terminal can readily assess the quality 
of all its forward links from various BSs, with information about reverse-link 
quality received from the BSs, a terminal can then select its best cell based on the 
specifi ed criterion.
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12.3.2 Operation Timeline of FCSS
We now describe the FCSS operation timeline, shown in Figure 12.3 and which is 
applicable to both forward and reverse links. Each mobile alternates between two 
operating states: active and suspending state. When a mobile is in the active state 
(represented by a white rectangle), it can decide, according to prespecifi ed criteria 
such as signal strength, upon the best cell site (i.e., BSR) from which to receive data 
(respectively the best cell site to transmit data to). If the best cell site is diff erent 
from the current serving cell, the decision is made to switch to a new cell, referred 
to as FCSS decision. Th e mobile leaves the active state and enters the suspending 
state (represented by a gray rectangle). During the suspending state, the mobile 
constantly monitors the channel quality to each BSR in the network active set and 
collects channel statistics. Th e duration of this state, referred to as suspension time, 
is a tunable parameter but should be long enough to provide adequate averaging of 
channel quality to avoid excessive and inaccurate cell switching. In a way, the tun-
able duration controls the speed and aggressiveness of the FCSS procedure. Th at is, 
a long suspension time provides stable estimation of the averaged channel quality 
but becomes less capable of tracking fast channel variations and utilizing cell-site 
diversity. A short suspension time, on the other hand, could lead to spurious cell 
switches. Th e choice of the appropriate suspension time depends on hardware 
implementations, mobile speed, quality of channel estimation as well as delay char-
acteristics of the backhaul network. For low mobility and instantaneous channel 
estimation and prediction, it is feasible to track channel variations and switch 
between cells for capacity gain without overburdening mobile hardware. As the 
mobile’s speed increases, the gain of FCSS diminishes as FCSS can no longer track 
fast channel variations for diversity gain.

Figure 12.3 Fast cell-site selection (FCSS) operation timeline.
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Th e operation of switching the mobile from one cell site to another is referred 
to as FCSS action. Ideally, each FCSS decision is immediately followed by the 
subsequent FCSS action. However, this is impossible in practical systems due to 
non-negligible signaling delays and hardware limitations. Th e time gap between 
an FCSS decision and its associated FCSS action is referred to as the action delay. 
A short action delay is benefi cial to realize the gain of FCSS and to preserve the 
accuracy of the FCSS decision at the time of FCSS action.

After an FCSS decision, the present serving BS and the next serving BS should 
prepare for the FCSS action. Aside from being ready for transmission, one impor-
tant factor is data and state synchronization at the Medium Access Control (MAC) 
level between the two BSRs, so as to avoid unnecessary packet losses or duplicate 
packet transmissions. One approach to achieve that, assuming the action delay is 
relatively small compared to the suspension time, is to suspend data transmission at 
both the MAC and RLC layers shortly after each FCSS decision and resume data 
transmission at the time of FCSS action. Negative impacts due to such suspension 
are expected to be small for cells serving multiple users as BSs could utilize this time 
period to serve other users. Th is is especially true for systems employing channel-
aware scheduling algorithms. Furthermore, the system should be designed such 
that the time duration of transmission suspension due to FCSS is not much longer 
than action delay, which is the minimum amount of time to complete the FCSS 
operations. Th is is particularly so for scenarios having the same BS to serve forward 
and reverse links for a given  terminal where both transmissions on both links are 
halted by the suspension.

As part of the FCSS action, the MAC protocols at both the serving BS and 
 terminal are reset and a status report for each RLC entity associated with the ter-
minal is generated and forwarded to the next serving BS to prepare for FCSS 
action. As the new serving BS does not have any information of MAC protocol 
state at the current serving BS, resetting MAC protocol state would avoid signal-
ing overhead of transferring the entire MAC protocol information from the cur-
rent serving BS to the new serving BS. A reset of the terminal MAC protocol 
however does not require to fl ush the reordering buff ers but to deliver the content 
to higher layers. 

12.4 Design and QoS for Backhaul Network
As IP networks have been universally accepted, the proposed architecture in 
Figure 12.2 makes use of an IP backhaul network to provide communication 
among various network elements. Th e backhaul network transports both user 
 traffi  c, and control and signaling messages among network elements. Th is section 
primarily focuses on transport of the control messages for the FCSS operations, 
although we also briefl y discuss the transport of user traffi  c in the backhaul 
network.
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Despite abundant availability of IP network equipments, the proposed network 
architecture imposes a key challenge for the underlying IP network. On one hand, 
as the proposed architecture does not require its BSRs to be synchronized, the 
backhaul network can have relaxed QoS requirements for data transport in the 
proposed network. On the other hand, however, to support FCSS for improved 
network performance, associated signaling and control messages have very  stringent 
requirements for packet delay, throughput, and packet-loss probability. Th us, the 
IP backhaul network has to provide adequate QoS to support such control message 
exchanges among various network elements. In this section, we examine several 
possible approaches and discuss their feasibility, and associated tradeoff s for appli-
cation in the considered context. We also show that control traffi  c associated with 
FCSS is “smooth,” thus verifying the feasibility of the proposed architecture with-
out an excessive amount of bandwidth, as would be needed for very bursty control 
traffi  c in the backhaul network.

In general, there are two approaches for QoS in IP networks. Th e fi rst approach 
is at the IP layer, namely, by use of Integrated Services (IntServ) and Diff erentiated 
Services (Diff Serv) [11], while the second one is at layer-2, by use of Multi-Protocol 
Label Switching (MPLS) [12]. At a high level, IntServ uses Resource Reservation 
Protocol (RSVP) for explicit signaling and dynamic allocation of resources along 
the communication path of a given connection, as a means to guarantee end-to-end 
performance. Evidently, if there are frequent changes for a connection (e.g., due to 
handoff ), the signaling overhead can be so signifi cant that IntServ becomes unat-
tractive in practice. On the other hand, Diff Serv provides a number of service 
classes such as premium, assured, and best-eff ort classes. For Diff Serv, packets are 
marked and classifi ed at the edge router. Typically, QoS is provided by the router’s 
scheduling mechanism on a hop-by-hop basis. Consequently, Diff Serv does not 
guarantee absolute delay or throughput performance, but rather provides relative 
performance diff erentiation among various service classes. On the other hand, 
MPLS requires setting up a label-switch path (LSP) between each pair of network 
elements and the allocated bandwidth can be guaranteed along the entire path. 
Th us, desirable QoS for a prespecifi ed off ered traffi  c load can be achieved by proper 
bandwidth dimensioning of LSPs.

In terms of capability, IntServ could be appropriate for achieving the stringent 
QoS requirements for the FCSS operations. It is particularly so because the topol-
ogy of the RAN does not change often. As far as control message exchanges among 
various network elements are concerned, the associated connections remain rela-
tively static in time and the overhead associated with IntServ for connection changes 
can thus be avoided. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, IntServ has not been widely 
implemented to this date. Combining this with the fact that Diff Serv cannot 
 guarantee delay or throughput performance—a key requirement for the FCSS, we 
propose to use the MPLS approach for transport of control and signaling messages 
with appropriate network dimensioning to achieve the QoS requirements imposed 
by the FCSS operations.
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Basically, one LSP is set up for each pair of BSRs and between a BSR and 
another network element such as a GFA. Control traffi  c associated with all calls 
between a given pair of network elements is multiplexed onto the single LSP 
between the corresponding network elements. Identity information for each call is 
included in the higher protocol layers and resolved at the receiving end. Signaling 
traffi  c load between each pair of network elements is estimated based on the 
expected size of control messages and frequency of such messages. In turn, the 
 messaging frequency depends on call distribution, mobility characteristics, and 
radio conditions in neighboring cells in the actual deployed network. Th e signaling 
traffi  c load can be specifi ed in terms of average, peak, or equivalent bandwidth [13] 
requirement for each pair of network elements. Based on the traffi  c load estimates, 
we propose applying existing tools [14] to obtain the set of required LSPs such that 
their allocated bandwidths are guaranteed. Th e actual setup of LSPs in real net-
works is achieved by the RSVP-TE protocol [12]. Existing MPLS dimensioning 
tools do not use target end-to-end delay as performance requirement for generating 
LSPs with guaranteed bandwidth allocation along the communication path. Th us, 
strictly speaking, end-to-end delay performance is not guaranteed in the MPLS 
network. However, with adequate bandwidth reserved for each LSP, QoS for  control 
traffi  c can be satisfi ed with a high degree of confi dence. Relatively speaking, it is 
more diffi  cult for the Diff Serv approach to provide such required QoS by priori-
tized packet scheduling on a hop-by-hop basis. As pointed out earlier, this approach 
is feasible particularly because the network topology does not change often. In fact, 
for best network performance, the MPLS network may be redimensioned occasion-
ally or periodically based on actual traffi  c measurements, to adapt to slow changes 
or the periodic nature of traffi  c demands. 

Based on simulation results, we show in Section 12.6 that control traffi  c associ-
ated with the FCSS operations is fairly smooth and does not exhibit a lot of bursti-
ness. Th us, the MPLS approach with proper backhaul network dimensioning can 
meet the stringent delay requirement for FCSS. We have therefore demonstrated the 
feasibility of the proposed architecture to transport FCSS control traffi  c without the 
use of an excessive margin of backhaul bandwidth to handle traffi  c burstiness.

Now, let us comment on the backhaul network for the transport of user traffi  c. 
First, even if IntServ were commonly available in IP networks, we do not view it as 
an appropriate candidate for guaranteeing QoS for user traffi  c. Th is is so because 
IntServ incurs high signaling overhead and delay for connection setup and modifi -
cation that cannot meet the needs of fast and frequent handoff  and FCSS in the 
wireless networks. Second, although we have proposed to use the MPLS approach 
to meet the stringent QoS for control traffi  c, it is not immediately clear to us 
whether MPLS also represents the most suitable way to achieve QoS for user traffi  c. 
Indeed calls (especially those located at cell boundaries) under FCSS may possibly 
be bounced back and forth among a few BSs according to the fl uctuation of link 
quality. In such cases, as a call is switched from one BS to the next, the RSVP-TE 
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protocol has to be utilized to modify the associated LSPs. Rapid changes of BS  
under FCSS may incur unacceptable protocol overhead and delay, as LSPs have to 
be set and reset whenever the mobile terminal switched between BSRs.

On the other hand, we consider the widely implemented Diff Serv service as a 
candidate for transport of user traffi  c in the backhaul network. Of course, the 
Diff Serv approach requires a centralized bandwidth broker to serve as call admis-
sion control for ensuring QoS, which introduces additional complexity. Such a 
centralized broker may potentially be placed at the GFA. Th e tradeoff  between the 
MPLS and Diff Serv approaches for transport of user traffi  c in the context of FCSS 
is a subject for future investigation.

12.5 Conclusions 
We have proposed a distributed architecture for all-IP wireless networks such as 
WiMAX. Functionalities associated with the FCSS are distributed among BSRs for 
improved network performance. In essence, the proposed architecture together 
with FCSS provides a unifi ed air-interface and network architecture for supporting 
multimedia IP applications. We have also proposed a set of protocols and use of 
MPLS in the backhaul network to support FCSS operations. Th e architecture has 
the advantages of improved scalability, reliability, and reduced backhaul latencies 
and also provides cost savings because of the all-IP unifi ed structure. In our inter-
nal simulation studies, we have verifi ed the feasibility and the merits of the pro-
posed architecture for the typical network condition.
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Chapter 13

Centralized Scheduling 
Algorithms for 802.16 
Mesh Networks

Petar Djukic and Shahrokh Valaee

13.1 Introduction
IEEE 802.16 protocol [1,2] specifi es two diff erent modes of operation. Th e fi rst 
mode of operation is the point-to-multipoint (PMP) mode. In the PMP mode, each 
802.16 access point has a dedicated broadband connection to the Internet. Wireless 
terminals connect to the access points on their fi rst hop and their traffi  c goes to the 
Internet through the access point’s broadband connection. Th e second mode of 
operation is the mesh mode, where access points are interconnected with wireless 
links. In the mesh mode, wireless terminals connect to the access points on their 
fi rst hop. Th en, the wireless mesh carries their traffi  c to the point-of-presence (POP) 
where it goes to the Internet (Fig. 13.1). Mesh networks decrease the cost of run-
ning the access points, as all access points in the same area share a single broadband 
connection.

Current mesh networks use 802.11a technology to interconnect the mesh back-
bone [3,4]. However, 802.11a technology is a decade old and was not designed for 
mesh networks. In particular, 802.11 Medium Access Control (MAC) lacks the 
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extensions to provide quality of service (QoS) in multihop wireless environments 
[5]. IEEE 802.16 introduces QoS in the mesh with time division multiple access 
(TDMA) MAC technology [1]. In 802.16, access points negotiate their end-to-end 
bandwidth with the POP. IEEE 802.16 MAC enforces end-to-end QoS by schedul-
ing wireless transmissions on the links connecting the access point to the POP.

IEEE 802.16 mesh protocol specifi es two TDMA scheduling protocols: centrali-
zed and decentralized scheduling protocols. Th e Base Station (POP) uses the cen-
tralized scheduling protocol to establish networkwide schedules. In the centralized 
scheduling protocol, mesh nodes request bandwidth from the Base Station (BS). Th e 
BS uses the end-to-end bandwidth requests to assign bandwidth to every link in the 
network, so that the links form a routing tree terminating at the BS. Th e BS then 
multicasts the assignment to all mesh nodes. Mesh nodes use the link bandwidth 
assignment and a common scheduling algorithm to determine a global transmission 
schedule. In the decentralized scheduling protocol, mesh nodes negotiate bandwidth 
assignments with their neighbors without centralized coordination.

Th is chapter reviews the 802.16 centralized scheduling protocol and research 
on scheduling algorithms for this protocol. Section 13.2 reviews the 802.16 mesh 
protocol, including the centralized and decentralized scheduling protocols. Section 
13.3 gives a detailed description of the 802.16 centralized scheduling protocol. 
Section 13.4 reviews the current research in centralized scheduling algorithms and 
compares several published algorithms with each other.

13.2 802.16 Medium Access Control
In this section, we fi rst describe the physical (PHY) layer used in 802.16 and 
compare it with the PHY layer used in 802.11a. Both PHY layers use orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in the 5-GHz frequency band. We then 

Mesh Node
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Hotspot

Mobile User
Static Users

Mobile User

Internet

High Speed
Internet Connection

Point of
Presence

Wireless
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Figure 13.1 Mesh networks.
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describe the 802.16 MAC and its centralized and decentralized scheduling 
protocols.

13.2.1 802.16 PHY Layer
IEEE 802.16 is a TDMA-based MAC protocol [1], built on an OFDM PHY layer. 
OFDM transforms blocks of bits into constant duration symbols carried on a set of 
frequency orthogonal pilot carriers. In 802.16, OFDM symbols are grouped into 
frames of equal length and frames repeat over time (Fig. 13.2). Th e duration of 
OFDM symbols, Ts, depends on the total bandwidth occupied by the carriers: at 
20-MHz bandwidth Ts = 12.5 μs and at 10-MHz bandwidth Ts = 25 μs. As OFDM 
symbol duration for 10-MHz bandwidth is twice as long as the OFDM symbol 
duration for 20-MHz bandwidth, the raw bit-rate at 10-MHz bandwidth is half of 
the raw bit-rate at 20-MHz bandwidth (Table 13.1).

IEEE 802.16 uses OFDM in the 5-GHz frequency band. 802.16 can use hard-
ware with 10-MHz total bandwidth in the licensed frequency bands and hardware 
with 20-MHz bandwidth in the license-exempt frequency band. IEEE 802.11a 
PHY layer uses OFDM in the 5-GHz license-exempt frequency band with hard-
ware operating at 20-MHz bandwidth. Table 13.1 compares 802.16 raw bit-rate at 
10- and 20-MHz bandwidths to 802.11a raw bit-rate. Th e two PHY layers have 
comparable raw bit-rates, however 802.16 provides a TDMA MAC layer, which 
guarantees QoS [6,7].

13.2.2 802.16 Framing
IEEE 802.16 frames OFDM symbols for two reasons. First, the frame boundaries 
are used to synchronize the mesh. Second, the frame structure allows the division 
of control and data traffi  c into subframes (Fig. 13.2). Th e control subframe is 
divided into transmission opportunities, which are seven OFDM symbols long. 

Frames

Frames

Control
Sub-frame

Data
Sub-frame

OFDM
symbols

Figure 13.2 802.16 time division multiple acess (TDMA). OFDM, orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing.
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In each control subframe transmission, three OFDM symbols are guard symbols 
and four OFDM symbols are used for data transmissions at the lowest rate of 
BPSK-1/2. Th e size of the 802.16 control subframe is 7 × MSH–CTRL–LEN OFDM 
symbols, where MSH-CTRL-LEN is a parameter specifi ed by the network operator. 
Details of the coordination mechanism in the control subframe are available in the 
802.16 standard [1], as well as in our summary of the standard [2].

Data transmissions have timing similar to the timing of control packets; each 
data transmission has two or three OFDM guard symbols and a variable number of 
data-carrying OFDM symbols. However, 802.16 mandates that the total number 
of OFDM symbols in each data subframe transmission be a multiple of the number 
of slots in one data subframe transmission opportunity. Th e number of OFDM 
symbols in each data subframe transmission opportunity is determined by dividing 
the number of OFDM symbols in the data subframe with 256:

 
DataTxOppSize

MSH-CTRL-LEN= / - ¥È
ÍÍ

˘
˙̇

,T Tf S 7
256  

(13.1)

where ·  is the ceiling function, Tf is the duration of the 802.16 frame, and Ts is the 
OFDM symbol duration. However, there may be fewer than 256 transmission oppor-
tunities in the data subframe, depending on the frame size and the size of the control 
subframe. Th e actual number of transmission opportunities in the data subframe is:

 
DataTxOppNum

MSH CTRL LEN
DataTxOppSize

= / - ¥ - -Í
Î
Í

˙
˚
˙ .T Tf S 7  (13.2)

Table 13.1 Comparison of 802.11a and 802.16 Bit-Rates

Data Bits/Symbol Bit-Rate Mbits/Second

Modulation 802.11 802.16 802.11
802.16 

10 MHz
802.16 

20 MHz

BPSK-1/2 24 96 6.0 3.84 7.68 

BPSK-3/4 36 X 9.0 X X

QPSK-1/2 48 192 12.0 7.68 15.36

QPSK-3/4 72 288 18.0 11.52 23.04

16QAM-1/2 96 384 24.0 15.36 30.72

16QAM-3/4 144 576 36.0 23.04 46.08

64QAM-2/3 192 768 48.0 30.72 61.44

64QAM-3/4 216 864 54.0 34.56 69.12
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For example, if the frame duration is Tf = 10 ms, the bandwidth of the OFDM is 
20 MHz (Ts = 12.5 μs) and MSH–CTRL–LEN 10, the size of a data transmission 
opportunity is DataTxOppSize = 3 and there are DataTxOppNum = 243 
transmission opportunities in the data subframe. Th e standard restricts the number 
of transmission opportunities in the data sub-frame to at most 256 because the 
duration fi elds in the scheduling control packets are eight bits long. 

Th e guard symbols and the transmission opportunity size aff ect the granularity 
of bandwidth assignments. For example, if transmission opportunities are three 
OFDM symbols long and each transmission uses three guard symbols, the smallest 
data packet size at BPSK-1/2 modulation is 36 bytes in two transmission opportu-
nities (one transmission opportunity is the overhead of three OFDM symbols), the 
next size for a data packet is 72 bytes in three transmission opportunities and 
then 108 bytes in four transmission opportunities. If the frame size is Tf = 10 ms, 
this granularity implies that bandwidth should be assigned in the increments of 
28.8 kbps (36 bits = 288 bits).

13.2.3 Assignment of Transmission Opportunities
IEEE 802.16 specifi es two diff erent protocols used to negotiate assignment of trans-
mission opportunities in the data subframe: centralized and decentralized schedul-
ing protocols. Th e centralized scheduling protocol assigns transmission opportunities 
in the fi rst MSH–CSCH–DATA–FRACTION × DataTxOppNum transmission 
opportunities of the data subframe, where MSH-CSCH-DATA-FRACTION is a per-
centage of data subframe transmission reserved for centralized scheduling, specifi ed 
by the network operator. Th e decentralized scheduling protocol assigns transmission 
opportunities in the last (1–MSH–CSCH–DATA–FRACTION) × DataTxOppNum 
transmission opportunities of the data subframe.

In the centralized scheduling protocol, mesh nodes monitor the traffi  c from 
their wireless terminals and use this information to request end-to-end bandwidth 
from the BS. Th e BS uses the end-to-end bandwidth requests from the mesh nodes 
and assigns link bandwidths to all links in the network. Th e assignment of link 
bandwidths creates a routing tree in the mesh. After assigning link bandwidths, the 
BS multicasts the assignment through the mesh. Th e mesh nodes use the link 
 bandwidth assignment to determine all starting times and link durations in the 
frame (a common, global, schedule). We describe the centralized scheduling 
 protocol in detail in the next section.

In the decentralized scheduling protocol, neighboring mesh nodes negotiate 
local schedules. First, a node wishing to change its allocation of transmission oppor-
tunities sends a request for transmission opportunities to its neighbors. One or 
more of the neighbors correspond with a range of available transmission opportuni-
ties. Th e node chooses a subrange of these transmission opportunities and confi rms 
that it will use them with a third message. Th e 802.16 standard does not specify 
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any algorithm for the distributed scheduling protocol. We have proposed a distrib-
uted scheduling algorithm [8] that can be adapted for this purpose. Our algorithm 
uses a distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm to iteratively fi nd the TDMA schedule 
from link bandwidths. Th e algorithm determines TDMA schedules with a partial 
knowledge of the network topology, available from 802.16 neighbor tables.

Th e centralized and distributed scheduling give rise to two diff erent QoS levels 
in the mesh network. Links scheduled with the centralized scheduling protocol have 
guaranteed bandwidth, granted by the BS and known throughout the network. Th e 
hop-by-hop bandwidth guarantee in the centralized scheduling routing tree allows 
end-to-end QoS guarantees for the traffi  c fl ows traversing the tree. On the other 
hand, links scheduled with the decentralized scheduling protocol have transient 
behavior and their bandwidth depends on the grants from the node’s neighbors. Th e 
uncertainty in link bandwidth translates to the best-eff ort QoS for end-to-end con-
nections using the links scheduled with the decentralized scheduling protocol. We 
have shown how to take advantage of the QoS provided by 802.16 with network 
layer solutions in [2]. In that work, we propose a convergence sublayer, connecting 
the network layer, and the 802.16 MAC layer, that allows the Internet Protocol (IP) 
Diff Serv architecture [9] to take advantage of the two 802.16 QoS service levels.

Finding the minimum number of centralized scheduling transmission oppor-
tunities in the data subframe is an important provisioning question for 802.16 
mesh networks. MSH-CSCH-DATA-FRACTION should be minimized so that as 
much bandwidth as possible be available for best-eff ort traffi  c and enough band-
width can be allocated for the services requiring guaranteed bandwidth. We have 
proposed an algorithm that minimizes the number of slots needed to schedule the 
traffi  c in the centralized scheduling part of the data frame [10]. Th e algorithm fi nds 
the smallest value of MSH–CSCH–DATA–FRACTION that supports the link band-
widths, subject to the limit on the maximum TDMA delay in the network. TDMA 
delay occurs when an outgoing link on a mesh node is scheduled to transmit before 
an incoming link in the path of a packet [11].

13.3 802.16 Centralized Scheduling
In this section, we discuss the 802.16 scheduling protocol in detail. First, we describe 
the 802.16 mesh control packets of the BS and the mesh nodes use to negotiate end-
to-end bandwidths. Th en, we propose a framework for bandwidth assignment. We 
compare several scheduling algorithms with each other in the next section.

13.3.1 802.16 Centralized Scheduling Protocol
Th e centralized scheduling protocol uses MSH-CSCH and MSH-CSCF mesh con-
trol packets. Th e BS uses MSH-CSCF packets to distribute the network topology 
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and MSH-CSCH packets to assign end-to-end bandwidth. Mesh nodes use MSH-
CSCH packets to request end-to-end bandwidth.

Centralized scheduling MSH-CSCH and MSH-CSCF packets are transmitted 
in the control subframe [1,2]. Scheduling of MSH-CSCH and MSH-CSCF control 
packets is performed by following a breadth-fi rst traversal of a globally known tree 
topology. Th e BS starts by broadcasting the global tree topology with MSH-CSCF 
packets. When a node receives a MSH-CSCF message, it learns the multicast rout-
ing tree, as well as which node is broadcasting the MSH-CSCF packet. Given this 
information, the node calculates when it should transmit its MSH-CSCF packet. 
After the last node in the tree receives the MSH-CSCF packet from its parent, all 
nodes know the network topology, as well as the transmission schedule for MSH-
CSCH and MSH-CSCF packets. If the topology changes, subsequent MSH-CSCF 
messages notify the mesh nodes of the changes.

Th e nodes request bandwidth from the BS by sending MSH-CSCH messages to 
their parents in the tree. After all of the requests reach the BS, the BS uses them to 
calculate the bandwidth for each link in the network and multicasts granted end-
to-end bandwidths to mesh nodes with new MSH-CSCH messages. If by changing 
the link bandwidths, the BS also changes the routing tree for the network, it multi-
casts routing changes with MSH-CSCF messages before it multicasts MSH-CSCH 
messages. When a mesh node receives a MSH-CSCH message, it uses the routing 
tree, known from prior MSH-CSCF messages, and the assignment of end-to-end 
bandwidths to fi nd the assignment of link bandwidths for the entire network. Each 
mesh node uses the link bandwidth assignment to fi nd a global transmission sched-
ule. Th e new schedule takes place in the fi rst frame after the last node in the tree 
receives the MSH-CSCH message from its parent.

Th e 802.16 centralized scheduling protocol forces three requirements on cen-
tralized scheduling algorithms. First, the assignment of link bandwidths should 
result in a tree whose root node is the BS. Second, link bandwidths should be 
assigned so that end-to-end bandwidth requests are satisfi ed. If the end-to-end 
bandwidth requests are not fully satisfi ed, the assignment of end-to-end bandwidths 
should be fair. Th ird, the number of transmissions for each link should be limited 
to one per frame as the overhead of each transmission is large.

Th e breakdown of algorithm requirements gives a convenient way to split the 
scheduling problem. First, the BS decides on a tree of links that should carry the 
traffi  c. Th en, the BS assigns link bandwidths using the routing tree and the end-to-
end bandwidth requests. Th e BS multicasts the routing tree with MSH-CSCF mes-
sages and end-to-end bandwidth grants with MSH-CSCH messages. After receiving 
the latest tree topology and end-to-end bandwidth grants, mesh nodes fi nd link 
bandwidth assignments for the entire network. Th e BS and the mesh nodes use the 
same algorithm to assign link bandwidths from end-to-end bandwidths. Finally, 
each mesh node uses a scheduling algorithm to fi nd a global transmission schedule 
from the link bandwidths and the network topology (the routing tree). Th e schedul-
ing algorithm decreases link bandwidths, if necessary, to obtain a valid schedule.
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Next, we give a simple method for the centralized assignment of link band-
widths. Th e BS uses this method to fi nd link bandwidths from a routing tree and a 
set of mesh node bandwidth requests. Th e mesh nodes use this method to fi nd link 
bandwidths from the routing tree and the set of mesh node bandwidth grants 
received in the MSH-CSCH messages. We review several scheduling algorithms in 
the next section.

13.3.2 Centralized Bandwidth Assignment
IEEE 802.16 standard uses an example to describe how to fi nd link bandwidths 
from end-to-end bandwidths. In this section, we propose a formal method to fi nd 
link bandwidth assignments, after the BS receives end-to-end bandwidth requests. 
We also provide a reverse of the method to fi nd end-to-end bandwidths given a 
802.16 TDMA schedule. We use the reverse method in the next section to compare 
the performance of 802.16 scheduling algorithms.

We model the mesh network with a topology graph connecting the nodes in the 
wireless range of each other. We assume that if the two nodes are in the range of 
each other, they establish mutual links in the MAC layer, so the mesh can be repre-
sented with a connectivity graph G(V, E, ft), where V = {v1,…,vn} is the set of nodes, 
E = {e1,…,em} are directional links between neighboring nodes, and ft: E → V × V 
assigns links to pairs of nodes. Th e connectivity map ft enforces the fact that all 
links are directional, so for a link ek ∈ E, ft(ek ) = (vi, vj ) means that node vi uses link 
ek to transmit data to node vj.

We model channel quality with link bit-rates. Bit-rates depend on the modula-
tion, which depends on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the link. Th e SNR is divided 
into several discrete levels and each is associated with its maximum bit-rate. We 
defi ne link bit-rate as the number of bits transmitted in an OFDM symbol, which 
is represented with b: E → {96, 192, … , 864}, where 96 is the number of bits carried 
in a symbol with the BPSK-1/2 modulation and 864 is the number of bits carried 
in a symbol with 64 QAM-3/4 (Table 13.1).

Th e routing algorithm chooses a subset of links, forming two spanning trees in 
the network. Th e fi rst tree is associated with the uplink traffi  c and it consists of the 
links carrying the uplink traffi  c (to the BS). Th e second tree is associated with the 
downlink traffi  c and contains links carrying downlink traffi  c (to the mesh nodes). 
Each mesh node is connected to the BS with two, acyclic, directed paths. Th e fi rst 
path is the uplink path directed from the mesh node to the base station and the sec-
ond path is the downlink path directed from the BS to the mesh node. Th e uplink 
and the downlink paths are represented with separate sets: Pup = {P2

up, . . . , P n
up} and 

Pdown = {P 2
down, … , Pn

up} where there are (n − 1) paths onthe uplink, one for each 
node, and (n−1) paths on the downlink, also one for each node. We use the conven-
tion that v1 is the BS. Th ere are no paths to the BS as the traffi  c from its wireless ter-
minals does not traverse the wireless mesh. Each path is a set of links that the packets 
use to traverse the mesh, so ∀Pi

up ∈ Pup, Pi
up ⊆ E and ∀Pi

down ∈ Pdown, Pi
down ⊆ E.
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We represent the node uplink and downlink demands, in bits per second, with 
gup: V → R and g down: V → R, respectively.* Because each node corresponds to an 
uplink and a downlink path, the uplink and downlink requests of each node are 
associated with the uplink and downlink paths for the node. Th e required band-
width on each link, r: E → R, can be found by adding up the traffi  c on each path 
traversing the link:

 
r g I e P g I e Pj

i

n

i j i

i

n

i j i= Œ + Œ ,
= =
Â Â

2

up up down down( ) ( )
2  

(13.3)

where I(·) is the indicator function, which is 1 when its argument is true and 0 when 
its argument is false.

Because links are unidirectional, uplink and downlink trees are disjoint, hence 
links never carry both the uplink and the downlink traffi  c. Th is means that one of 
the sums in Equation 13.3 is always zero. For example, for the topology in Figure 13.3, 
r4 = g3

up + g4
up + g5

up + g6
up + g7

up and r3 = g3
down + g4

down + g5
down + g6

down + g7
down.

Given the required rates on each link, the number of OFDM symbols the link 
uses in the frame is:

 
d

r T b h
j

j f j=
/ +È

ÍÍ
˘
˙̇

¥ ,
DataTxOppSize

DataTxOppSize
 

(13.4)

*  Although we are using the notation that bandwidth demands real numbers, in reality the 
bandwidths are discrete as they must be rounded to fi t into 802.16 MSH-CSCF packets.

Figure 13.3 Simple example of a mesh network.
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where h is the number of overhead slots (h = 2 or h = 3), bj is the number of bits in 
each OFDM symbol, Tf is the frame duration and the formula makes sure the 
number of slots is divisible by DataTxOppSize. Th e number of transmission 
opportunities required by the link in each frame is dj/DataTxOppsize.

Ideally, a centralized scheduling algorithm assigns the number of OFDM sym-
bols to each link corresponding to Equation 13.4. However, the scheduling algo-
rithms we review in the following section do not always assign the exact number of 
required slots to the links. In such cases, it is useful to know the actual end-to-end 
bandwidth assigned to each mesh node given a specifi c schedule. We fi nd the end-
to-end rates in two steps. First, we fi nd the actual rate assigned to link ej, given the 
number of slots assigned to the link, dj:

 r̂ j = (dj − h)   
bj __ 
Tf

   (13.5)

Second, we use the actual link bandwidth, to fi nd the achievable end-to-end rates. 
We assume that the nodes use a mechanism such as weighted fair queueing (WFQ) 
[12]. With WFQ, all end-to-end connections can get a proportional share of band-
width on the links they traverse. For example, if the end-to-end fl ows are weighted 
according to their requested bandwidth, the share of uplink bandwidth that node 
vi gets on link ej is gi

up r̂ j/rj as rj is the total bandwidth of all connections traversing 
the link, Equation 13.3. Similarly, the share of downlink bandwidth that node vi 
gets on link ej is gi

down r̂j /rj. Th e achievable end-to-end bandwidth is found by con-
sidering the minimum bandwidth the end-to-end connection gets on all the links 
on the path:

 ĝ i
up =  min    

ej∈Pi
up    

r̂ j __ rj
   gi

up (13.6)

and

 ĝ i
down =  min    

ej∈Pi
down    

r̂j __ rj
   gi

down  (13.7)

Th e reason for taking the minimum over all links in the path is to ensure that all 
queue lengths on the path are bounded.

13.4 Centralized Scheduling Algorithms
In this section, we compare three diff erent 802.16 centralized scheduling algo-
rithms with each other. Th e fi rst algorithm is suggested in the 802.16 standard [1] 
and does not use spatial reuse to increase the capacity in the network. We derive the 
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second scheduling algorithm from a load-balancing node scheduling algorithm 
proposed for 802.16 [13]. Th e new algorithm is equivalent to the original algorithm 
[13], when the uplink and downlink traffi  c are scheduled separately. However, our 
adaptation allows scheduling of uplink and downlink traffi  c at the same time, thus 
increasing spatial reuse. We propose the third algorithm based on the Bellman-
Ford TDMA scheduling algorithm [11].

Each algorithm takes the number of OFDM slots each link should transmit in 
the frame (link durations) as the input and produces a transmission schedule. Link 
durations are readily available from the routing tree and end-to-end node band-
widths (Equations 13.3 and 13.4). Th e algorithms follow a common procedure to 
fi nd a transmission schedule. First, each algorithm fi nds a link ranking, R: E → Z. 
Th e ranking determines the order of transmissions in the frame; links with a lower 
rank transmit before the links with a higher rank. For example, we obtained the 
schedule in Figure 13.4 with the 802.16 ranking mechanism, which ranks links 
according to a breadth-fi rst traversal of the tree. Th e links in the fi gure have the fol-
lowing ranking: R1 = R2 = 0, R3 = R4 = 1, R5 = R6 = R12 = R7 = 2, and R8 = R9 = 
R10 = R11 = 3. We elaborate on this ranking mechanism later in the section.

After an algorithm assigns link rankings, it proceeds to assign transmission 
opportunities to links. In the case of the 802.16 algorithm, the starting transmis-
sion opportunity of each link is the fi rst unused transmission opportunity. In the 
case of the load-balancing algorithm, the starting transmission opportunity is the 
fi rst transmission opportunity that allows the link to transmit without overlapping 
with any of its confl icting links. In the case of the Bellman-Ford algorithm, the 
starting transmission opportunity is based on the link’s minimum distance in the 
confl ict graph. Th e distance in the confl ict graph is based on the ranking and the 
link duration, so links with a lower ranking transmit before the links with a higher 
ranking. Th e 802.16 algorithm and the Bellman-Ford algorithm also include a 
fi nal step in which the link transmission times are scaled down to fi t in the central-
ized scheduling part of the data subframe.

In the rest of the section, we use the network topology from Figure 13.3. Th e 
arrows in the fi gure correspond to links connecting nodes in the range of each 
other. Th e Modulation on all links in the network is BPSK-1/2. We set the frame 
duration to ten milliseconds, giving a total of 800 OFDM symbols in each frame 
and MSG–CTRL–LEN=10, making the number of OFDM symbols in the data 
sub-frame 730 (there are 7 × MSH–CTRL–LEN = 70 OFDM symbols in the con-
trol subframe). With these network parameters, the number of OFDM symbols in 
each transmission opportunity is DataTxOppSize = 3 and there are a total of 
DataTxOppNum = 243 transmission opportunities in the data subframe. We set 
MSH–CSCH–DATA–FRACTION = 80 percent, leaving 194 centralized scheduling 
transmission opportunities in every frame.

We assign link bandwidths so that uplink and downlink requests of each 
mesh node are 245 kbps. To satisfy the end-to-end connection bandwidths, link 
rates should be r1 = r2 = 1470 kbps, r3 = r4 = 1225 kbps, r5 = r7 = 490 kbps, and 
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r6 = r8 = r9 = r10 = r11 = r12 = 245 kbps. Using the 802.16 network parameters, we 
fi nd the total duration required by each link with Equation 13.4 as d1 = d2 = 156, 
d3 = d4 = 129, d5 = d7 = 54, and d6 = d8 = d9 = d10 = d11 = d12 = 27 OFDM symbols.

Next we give the details of how each scheduling algorithm works and we also 
make observations about algorithm performance. Th e numerical results from our 
simulations are summarized in the tables that follow.

13.4.1 802.16 Algorithm
Th e 802.16 scheduling algorithm fi nds a link ranking during a breadth-fi rst tra-
versal of the routing tree. Th e fi rst visited link, in the traversal of the tree, is assigned 
the lowest rank. Th e link traversed next is assigned a higher rank and so on, until 
all links are assigned a ranking. After ranking the links, the algorithm assigns 
transmission opportunities. Th e link with the lowest rank is assigned transmission 
opportunities at the beginning of the data subframe. Th e link with the next highest 
rank is assigned the subsequent transmission opportunities and so on, until all links 
are scheduled. In case that two links have the same rank, the link with the smaller 
identifi er transmits fi rst.

If the total number of assigned transmission opportunities is larger than the 
number of transmission opportunities reserved for centralized scheduling, the algo-
rithm scales down link durations. After the scaling, the number of transmission 
opportunities assigned to link ej is:

D̂j =   
dj
 _______________  

DataTxOppSize
    DataTxOppNum × MSH − CSCH − DATA − FRACTION

       ______________________________________  Ng
   (13.8)

where dj/DataTxOppSize is the original allocation of transmission opportunities 
for the link, MSH–CSCH–DATA–FRACTION × DataTxOppNum is the number 
of centralized scheduling transmission opportunities and Ng is the total  number of 
transmission opportunities needed by the schedule. Because the resulting number 
of transmission opportunities is rational, the 802.16 standard specifi es how to round 
the duration times. First, the links are ordered by the increasing size of the rational 
part of their scaled duration. Second, for pairs of links, one at the beginning of 
the ordered list and the other at the end of the ordered list, the algorithm rounds 
down the link at the beginning of the list and rounds up the link at the end of the 
list. Th e algorithm proceeds inward, towards the middle of the list, until all dura-
tions are integers.

We show the schedule obtained with the 802.16 breadth-fi rst algorithm in 
Figure 13.4. Th e schedule corresponds to the network scenario in Figure 13.3. Th e 
802.16 algorithm schedules the links one after another according to their ranking. 
Th e algorithm does not use spatial reuse so the total length of the resulting schedule 
exceeds the number of slots available for centralized scheduling. Th e links 
were scaled by about 35 percent so that the schedule can fi t in the frame. Tables 13.2 
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and Table 13.3 show the end-to-end bandwidths resulting from this schedule. We 
observe that the scaling algorithm preserves proportional fairness between end-to-
end fl ows. Th is is a consequence of the linear relationship between link bandwidths 
and end-to-end bandwidths (Equation 13.3).
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Figure 13.4 Schedule obtained with the 802.16 scheduling algorithm and 
breadth-fi rst traversal of the routing tree. (From IEEE standard for local and met-
ropolitan area networks. Part 16; air interface for fi xed broadband wireless access 
systems, 2004.)

Table 13.2 End-to-End Bandwidth Comparison (Uplink)

Bandwidth (kbps)

Algorithm v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 

802.16 (breadth fi rst) 153.60 153.60 153.60 144.00 144.00 144.00

802.16 (minimum 
delay)

153.60 153.60 153.60 144.00 144.00 144.00

Load balancing, one 
iteration

244.80 244.80 240.00 230.40 230.40  28.80

Load balancing, two 
iterations

244.80 155.52 155.52 155.52 155.52 155.52

Bandwidth optimal 244.80 244.80 240.00 230.40 230.40 230.40

Bandwidth optimal, 
Dmax = 10 ms

163.20 161.28 161.28 144.00 144.00 144.00

Bellman-Ford 
(minimum delay) 

163.20 161.28 161.28 144.00 144.00 144.00
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Th e breadth-fi rst ranking does not result in the best transmission order. For 
example, the return path TDMA delay between v1 and v4 for the schedule in 
Figure 13.4 is approximately 30 ms (Table 13.4). Th e TDMA delay occurs when an 
outgoing link on a mesh node is scheduled to transmit before an incoming link in 
the path of a packet [11]. For the schedule in Figure 13.4, the delay of approximately 
10 ms occurs at nodes v2, v3, and v4.

Table 13.3 End-to-End Bandwidth Comparison (Downlink)

Bandwidth (kbps) 

Algorithm v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7

802.16 (breadth fi rst) 153.60 153.60 153.60 115.20 144.00 115.20

802.16 (minimum delay) 153.60 153.60 153.60 115.20 144.00 115.20

Load balancing, one 
iteration

244.80 244.80 240.00 230.40 230.40 230.40

Load balancing, two 
iterations

244.80 1.92 1.92 1.92 1.92 1.92

Bandwidth optimal 244.80 244.80 240.00 230.40 230.40 230.40

Bandwidth optimal, 
Dmax = 10 ms

163.20 161.28 161.28 144.00 144.00 144.00

Bellman-Ford 
(minimum delay) 

163.20 161.28 161.28 144.00 144.00 144.00

Table 13.4 Return Trip Propagation Delay

Algorithm 
Minimum Delay 

(msec)
Maximum Delay 

(msec)

802.16 (breadth fi rst) 8.76 28.76

802.16 (minimum delay) 8.76 8.76

Load balancing, one iteration 8.05 28.05

Load balancing, two iterations 8.05 28.05

Bandwidth optimal 8.05 18.05

Bandwidth optimal, Dmax = 10 
ms

8.69 8.69

Bellman-Ford (minimum delay) 8.69 8.69
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We decrease the TDMA delay resulting from the 802.16 ranking procedure 
with the minimum TDMA delay ranking algorithm [11]. Th e minimum delay 
ranking algorithm ranks the links in a way that guarantees that the total return 
path TDMA delay is one frame. Initially, the algorithm sets the rank of all the 
links to zero. Th e algorithm then examines each return path to the BS, link-by-
link, and assigns a rank to each link as a function of the distance from the root 
of the routing tree. For links in a return path P = {ei,…, ek, el,...ej}, where ei is the 
starting link at the BS and ej is the terminating link at the BS, the rank is assigned 
as follows:

 Rk = max {Rk, Rl + 1}, ∀ek,el ∈ P : el � ek, (13.9)

where el  � ek means that ek follows el in the path. For the example in Figure 13.3, we 
have R1 = 0, R3 = 1, R5 = R6 = 2, R8 = R9 = R12 = 3, R10 = R11 = 4, R7 = 5, R4 = 6, 
and R2 = 7.

We show the schedule obtained with the 802.16 scheduling algorithm and the 
minimum delay ranking in Figure 13.5. Th e total length of the schedule obtained 
in this way is the same as the total length of the schedule obtained with the 802.16 
algorithm, so end-to-end bandwidths resulting from either algorithm are the same 
(Tables 13.2 and 13.3). Th e advantage of using the new ordering is that the maxi-
mum return path delay is decreased (Table 13.4). Th e ranking forces the links 
to transmit in the order that results in TDMA delay on any path of less than ten 
milliseconds. If we follow links in the topology graph (Fig. 13.3) in the order of 
transmissions in Figure 13.5, we see that every node in the tree is visited twice before 
the end of the frame. Th is is not the case with the schedule in Figure 13.4, where 
 visiting all the nodes twice requires three frames in some cases.
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Figure 13.5 Schedule obtained with the 802.16 scheduling algorithm and mini-
mum delay ranking.
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13.4.2 Load-Balancing Algorithm
We use the 802.16 node load-balancing algorithm [13] for link scheduling. Th e link 
scheduling version of the algorithm uses the same procedure as the node scheduling 
algorithm, but it schedules links instead of nodes. When the uplink and downlink 
traffi  c are scheduled on their own, nonoverlaping, parts of the data subframe, node 
scheduling is equivalent to link scheduling. For the example in Figure 13.3, the 
downlink schedule for nodes v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7 corresponds to the schedule for 
links e1, e3, e5, e6, e8, e9. For the uplink, node schedule for v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7 corre-
sponds to the link schedule for e2, e4, e7, e10, e11, e12. However, the link scheduling 
algorithm increases spatial reuse in the network, as it allows the uplink and down-
link to be scheduled simultaneously.

Th e load-balancing algorithm works in iterations. At the begining of each itera-
tion, the algorithm calculates the link ranks according to the link satisfaction with 
the schedule from the previous iteration. Th e satisfaction is directly proportional to 
the ratio of the link bandwidth achieved with the schedule and the bandwidth 
assigned to the link by the BS. For link ej, the satisfaction is:

 sj =   
r̂ j __ rj
  , (13.10)

where r̂ j is obtained from the previous schedule with Equation 13.5 and rj is the 
required bandwidth on the link. Th e satisfaction index determines the ranking of 
the links; links with the lowest satisfaction index have the highest rank and the 
links with the highest satisfaction index have the lowest rank. If two links have 
the same satisfaction, the link with the higher link identifi er is assigned the higher 
rank.

After establishing the ranking, the load-balancing algorithm schedules the 
links. First, the algorithm schedules the link with the smallest rank at the begin-
ning of the data subframe. Th en, the algorithm schedules the rest of the links in the 
order of their rank. Each link is scheduled as close to the beginning of the data 
subframe as possible, so that its transmission does not overlap with transmissions of 
its confl icting links. Scheduling links in this way takes advantage of spatial reuse in 
the network, however links scheduled toward the end of the frame may get a smaller 
number of OFDM slots than what they were assigned by the BS. In this case, their 
transmissions are truncated.

Th e links that were truncated get more OFDM symbols in the next iteration of 
the load-balancing algorithm. In the next iteration, the algorithm recalculates the 
satisfaction indexes of the links. Th e links that were truncated in the previous 
schedule (previous iteration of the algorithm) have the lowest index, so in the next 
iteration of the algorithm they are scheduled toward the begining of the frame. 
Scheduling the links sooner in the frame ensures that their transmissions are lon-
ger, making their bandwidths higher than in the previous frame. On the other 
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hand, links that were not truncated in the previous iteration have the highest satis-
faction index, so they are scheduled toward the end of the frame where they may be 
truncated.

We show a schedule obtained in the fi rst iteration of the load-balancing algo-
rithm in Figure 13.6. In the fi rst iteration, the satisfaction of all links is the same as 
they start with the r̂j = 0, ∀ej ∈ E. In this case, the link rank corresponds to link 
index, so link e12 is scheduled last and its transmission is truncated. Tables 13.2 and 
13.3 show the end-to-end bandwidths resulting from this schedule. We see that the 
uplink bandwidth of node v7 is lower than its assigned bandwidth as e12 is its bottle-
neck link.

Th e load-balancing algorithm increases the bandwidth of link e12 in the second 
iteration. At the beginning of the second iteration, link e12 has the lowest satisfaction, 
so it is scheduled fi rst in the frame (with no loss of bandwidth). Link e3 has the highest 
satisfaction index, so it is scheduled last and is truncated. We show the schedule after 
the second iteration in Figure 13.7. Tables 13.2 and 13.3 show the end-to-end band-
widths resulting from this schedule. We see that the downlink bandwidths of nodes 
v3, v4, v5, v6, and v7 are signifi cantly decreased as e3 is their bottleneck link. In the next 
iteration, the algorithm should increase the bandwidth on e3, so this is only a tempo-
rary loss of bandwidth for the end-to-end connections traversing e3.

Th e load balancing does not take into account delay. Th e maximum return path 
delay is approximately 30 ms after both iterations (Table 13.4).

13.4.3 Bellman-Ford Algorithm
Th e Bellman-Ford scheduling algorithm is based on our previous work [11]. Th e 
algorithm has two steps. First, the algorithm fi nds a ranking with good TDMA 
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Figure 13.6 Schedule obtained with the load-balancing algorithm, one iteration.
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delay properties. Finding a ranking with good TDMA delay properties is a compu-
tationally hard problem [11]. Nevertheless, we propose a branch-and-bound search 
method for bandwidth optimal transmission orders, as well as heuristics for good 
rankings [11]. A ranking is bandwidth optimal if link bandwidths resulting from its 
schedule cannot be increased with a schedule from another ranking. Second, the 
algorithm fi nds a transmission schedule with the Bellman-Ford algorithm. Th e link 
transmission times are calculated from the minimum distances in the confl ict 
graph for the network. Th e confl ict graph has links as vertexes and confl icts between 
the links as arcs and links confl ict if they cannot transmit at the same time. As the 
schedule is based on the distances in the confl ict graph, the confl icting link trans-
missions do not overlap [11].

Figure 13.8 shows a schedule resulting from a bandwidth optimal ranking with 
no limit on the return path TDMA delay. We use the branch-and-bound method 
to fi nd the bandwidth optimal ranking [11]. We show the end-to-end bandwidths 
resulting from the schedule in Tables 13.2 and 13.3. We observe that the end-to-
end bandwidths resulting from this schedule closely match the required end-to-end 
bandwidths. Th e fi nal end-to-end bandwidths are diff erent from the required band-
widths as links are allocated OFDM symbols in multiples of DataTxOppSize, 
which dictates the minimum granulation of bandwidth assignments. As there is no 
limit on the return path TDMA delay, this schedule causes a maximum return path 
TDMA delay of approximately 20 ms (Table 13.4).

Figure 13.9 shows a schedule resulting from a bandwidth optimal ranking, 
when the maximum return path TDMA delay is limited to ten milliseconds. We use 
the branch-and-bound method to fi nd this ranking as well. Th is schedule is diff er-
ent from a schedule that can be obtained by fi xing the ranking to the minimum 
delay ranking with Equation 13.9; it is bandwidth optimal. Tables 13.2 and 13.3 
show end-to-end bandwidths resulting from the schedule. We note that end-to-end 
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Figure 13.7 Schedule obtained with the load-balancing algorithm, two iterations.
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bandwidths are signifi cantly lower than the end-to-end bandwidth resulting from the 
bandwidth optimal schedule with no delay restrictions (30 percent lower), however 
the bandwidths are also higher than the end-to-end bandwidths resulting from the 
802.16 schedule (8 percent higher). Th e advantage of the schedule in Figure 13.9 is 
that it limits the return path delay to ten milliseconds, which is half of the maximum 
delay resulting from the bandwidth optimal schedule with no delay restrictions.

Finally, Figure 13.10 shows the schedule resulting from the minimum delay 
ranking obtained with Equation 13.9. Th e end-to-end bandwidths resulting from 
this schedule are the same as the end-to-end bandwidths obtained with the band-
width optimal schedule with the delay limit (Tables 13.2 and 13.3), showing that 
the simple heuristic is eff ective.
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Figure 13.8 Bandwidth optimal schedule.

Figure 13.9 Bandwidth optimal schedule, delay limited to Dmax = 10.0 msec.
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13.4.4 Other Approaches
TDMA scheduling has been a research topic for some time, however most of that 
research is not appropriate for the 802.16 mesh protocol. We identify two main 
reasons for the disconnect between the previous research in TDMA scheduling 
protocols and 802.16. First, many of the previous approaches do not model all con-
fl icts that exist in TDMA wireless networks [14–16]. In these works, the authors 
assume that only the links sharing a node in common confl ict (primary confl icts). 
For example, in Figure 13.3 this confl ict model ignores confl icts such as the one 
between the links e1 and e5. It is possible to resolve secondary confl icts by assigning 
orthogonal frequencies to links in secondary confl icts. However, fi nding this fre-
quency assignment is hard [17,18]. Also, the 802.16 standard does not completely 
resolve the use of multiple frequencies in 802.16, meaning that any solution using 
multiple frequencies requires new additions to the standard.

Second, many of the algorithms in current literature do not take transmission 
overhead into account. In the coloring approaches [14–16], the scheduling algo-
rithm assigns colors to transmission opportunities in the frame before it begins to 
color the links. After the coloring, each link has a set of colors diff erent from the 
colors used by the links it confl icts with. Because colors correspond to transmission 
opportunities, the resulting assignment of transmission opportunities is also confl ict-
free. However, this approach allows links to transmit multiple times in the frame. 
For example, if a link assigned two colors for transmissions and these colors corre-
spond to nonconsecutive transmission opportunities, the link transmits twice in 
the frame. Th e link loses 28.8 kbps of bandwidth with the second transmission 
because of the three guard OFDM symbols (36 bytes = 288 bits every 10 ms).

We now summarize another scheduling algorithm [19] that has the same prob-
lem as the coloring algorithms. Th e algorithm assigns transmission opportunities 
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Figure 13.10 Bellman-Ford algorithm, fi xed minimum delay ranking.
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in rounds. In each round, the algorithm assigns one transmission opportunity to 
links that need it to satisfy their bandwidth requests. Links may not receive any 
transmission opportunities in the round if the assignment introduces confl icts with 
other links in the round. Th e reason why we could not implement this scheduling 
algorithm without signifi cant changes is that we cannot limit the number of times 
each link transmits in the frame. Th is can have a very negative impact on the result-
ing end-to-end bandwidths. For example, the algorithm may schedule a link to 
transmit all of its data in nonconsecutive data transmissions, thus allocating no 
bandwidth to the link, if DataTxOppSize ≤ 3.

13.5 Conclusion
We have given a summary of the 802.16 mesh protocol, with focus on centralized 
scheduling algorithms. We have compared three centralized link scheduling algo-
rithms with each other. Th e fi rst algorithm is proposed in the 802.16 standard [1]. 
We have obtained the second algorithm from a load-balancing node scheduling 
algorithm [13]. Th e third algorithm is based on the Bellman-Ford algorithm and 
was proposed for TDMA scheduling [11].

Th e Bellman-Ford algorithm has the best properties. Unlike the 802.16 algo-
rithm, it takes advantage of spatial reuse and unlike the load-balancing algorithm 
it always allocates bandwidth proportional to assigned link bandwidths. Th e 
Bellman-Ford algorithm also takes TDMA delay into account, so it can fi nd link 
schedules that result in small end-to-end TDMA delay.
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Chapter 14

Load-Balancing Approach 
to Radio Resource 
Management in Mobile 
WiMAX Network

Stanislav Filin, Sergey Moiseev, Mikhail Kondakov, 
and Alexandre Garmonov

Th is chapter presents a comprehensive set of radio resource management algorithms 
for the Mobile WiMAX network, including call admission control, adaptive trans-
mission, horizontal handover, and vertical handover algorithms. Th ese algorithms 
are based on our system load model of the Mobile WiMAX network. Each algo-
rithm individually and all algorithms as a whole satisfy Quality-of-Service (QoS) 
requirements and maximize the network capacity. Th e sections of this chapter are 
divided into two groups, that is, the basic ones and the extensions. In the basic sec-
tions, we give a brief overview of the Mobile WiMAX system, describe our system 
load model of the Mobile WiMAX network, present call admission control, dynamic 
bandwidth allocation, adaptive transmission, and horizontal handover algorithms, 
and show how all radio resource management algorithms operate together. Th e 
fi rst extension is devoted to the QoS-guaranteed load-balancing vertical handover 
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algorithm in the 4G heterogeneous wireless network. In the second extension, 
which is the last section, we describe our vision of the future research on improve-
ment of the Mobile WiMAX network.

14.1 Introduction
IEEE standards 802.16-2004 [1] and 802.16e-2005 [2] specify the requirements for 
the Medium Access Control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers of the WiMAX and 
Mobile WiMAX systems. Th ese systems are attracting huge interest as a promising 
solution for delivering fi xed and mobile broadband wireless access services. Th e 
standards have incorporated key technologies, such as Quality-of-Service (QoS) 
mechanisms, Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC), power control, selective 
and hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ), Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing (OFDM) and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 
(OFDMA), support of Adaptive Antenna Systems (AAS), and Multiple-Input 
Multiple-Output (MIMO) transmission. Th is provides great potential for satisfy-
ing users and operators needs.

From a user’s perspective, a wireless system should deliver his or her data with 
the required QoS level, while an operator aims at maximizing network capacity and 
revenue. Th ese two goals are achieved by Radio Resource Management (RRM) 
algorithms. Th ese algorithms play a key role in the Mobile WiMAX system. 
However, they are quite complex, which is largely due to a lot of degrees of freedom 
and  optimization opportunities.

RRM in the OFDMA-based Mobile WiMAX network includes Call Admission 
Control (CAC), adaptive transmission, and handover algorithms. Th e CAC algo-
rithm handles system overloading and satisfi es users’ QoS by limiting the number 
of users in the system. Adaptive transmission algorithms enable QoS-guaranteed 
opportunistic data transmission over a wireless medium. Th ey include scheduling, 
AMC, power control, and time-frequency resource allocation. A seamless horizon-
tal handover guarantees continuous service by assigning new serving Base Stations 
(BSs) to a user during his or her mobility and system load variations. In the 4G het-
erogeneous wireless network, including the Mobile WiMAX network, a seamless 
vertical handover algorithm is added to the set of RRM algorithms.

Th e Mobile WiMAX network has a number of distinct features that complicate 
the use of conventional RRM algorithms. Users may have multiple service fl ows 
with diff erent traffi  c and QoS requirements, be in diff erent receiving conditions, 
and use diff erent coding and modulation schemes and transmission power values. 
Consequently, it is diffi  cult to determine the time-frequency and power resources 
required for the given number of users. Th is is the main challenge of the CAC algo-
rithm. In adaptive transmission algorithms, the key problems are computational 
intensity due to a large number of degrees of freedom, complicated frame structure, 
and complex MAC and PHY layers processing procedures. Traditional horizontal 
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handover algorithms are based on the received signal level or Signal-to-Interference-
plus-Noise Ratio (SINR). However, such handover algorithms neither guarantee 
QoS requirements nor maximize the capacity in the Mobile WiMAX OFDMA 
network. Moreover, the SINR-based approach is inconvenient for vertical handover 
algorithms because diff erent networks use diff erent transmission technologies 
and operate in diff erent SINR ranges. Th erefore, RRM algorithms taking into 
account the distinct features of the Mobile WiMAX OFDMA network should be 
provided.

We present a comprehensive set of RRM algorithms for the Mobile WiMAX 
OFDMA network. Th ese algorithms satisfy users’ QoS requirements and maxi-
mize the network capacity. We defi ne the network capacity as the maximum achiev-
able network throughput when QoS requirements are satisfi ed for all the users 
served. Our algorithms are based on our system load model of the Mobile WiMAX 
OFDMA network. Th is model takes into account diff erent traffi  c, QoS require-
ments, and receiving conditions of the users and effi  ciently combines time- frequency 
and power resources, as well as downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) resources in the 
expression for the system load. We use a load-balancing approach in all RRM 
 algorithms, including CAC, adaptive transmission, horizontal handover, and verti-
cal handover algorithms. We demonstrate the advantages of our algorithms over 
the conventional ones by means of system level simulation. Each algorithm indi-
vidually and all algorithms as a whole satisfy QoS requirements and maximize the 
network capacity.

Th e sections of this chapter may be divided into two groups, that is, the basic 
ones and the extensions.

Th e next six sections form the basic group. First, we give a brief overview of the 
Mobile WiMAX system. Our main focus is on the features of the Mobile WiMAX 
network that are essential for the RRM algorithms. Secondly, we describe our sys-
tem load model of the Mobile WiMAX network. We show an approach for optimal 
estimation of the system load and present fast practical estimation algorithms. 
Th en, we proceed to the CAC algorithm and the dynamic bandwidth allocation 
algorithm. Next, we describe our QoS-guaranteed load-balancing adaptive trans-
mission algorithms. We give a general formulation of the adaptive transmission 
conditional optimization problem in the Mobile WiMAX system. Our load-
 balancing adaptive transmission algorithm solves this problem with high spectral 
effi  ciency and low computational complexity. Th en, the horizontal handover algo-
rithm in the Mobile WiMAX network is discussed. Our load-balancing handover 
algorithm guarantees QoS and has a considerable network capacity gain over the 
SINR-based handover algorithm. Finally, we summarize our RRM algorithms and 
describe how they all operate together.

Th e last two sections are the extensions. Th e fi rst extension is devoted to the 
QoS-guaranteed load-balancing vertical handover algorithm in the 4G heteroge-
neous wireless network. Our system load model of the Mobile WiMAX network 
may be extended to the system load model of any wireless network. Th is enables 
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applying our horizontal handover algorithm to the 4G heterogeneous network. 
In the last section we describe our vision of the future research on improvement of 
the Mobile WiMAX network. We present several research directions and give key 
ideas for them.

14.2 Mobile WiMAX System Description
Th e Mobile WiMAX system is based on the OFDMA PHY layer of the IEEE stan-
dards 802.16-2004 [1] and 802.16e-2005 [2]. Th e Mobile WiMAX system profi le 
is developed by the WiMAX Forum and is described in [3,4].

Th e Mobile WiMAX network is supposed to have a cellular topology. Each cell 
will have three sectors. Possible frequency reuse factor values are one and three. 
Consequently, the Mobile WiMAX network comprises some sectors and some 
users. Th e sectors transmit data to the users in the DL and the users transmit data 
to the sectors in the UL. Th e sectors in the DL and the users in the UL have the 
maximum transmission power constraints. Each user may have several DL service 
fl ows and several UL service fl ows (see Fig. 14.1). A service fl ow is a fl ow of data 
packets from a service.

Diff erent service fl ows may have diff erent traffi  c arrival rates. Each service fl ow 
has a set of the QoS requirements. Th e set of the QoS requirements includes three 
key parameters, that is, the minimum data rate, the maximum data block delay, 
and the maximum data block reception error probability.

Each sector performs transmission in the DL and reception in the UL using 
frames. Th e logical structure of the frame in the Mobile WiMAX system is shown 
in Figure 14.2. Here we consider the Time Division Duplex (TDD) frame  structure 
as a more general case. Th e frame has a fi xed duration and comprises the DL and 
the UL subframes. Th e position of the frame boundary between the DL and UL 
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Figure 14.1 Downlink and uplink service fl ows.
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subframes may be adaptively changed on the frame-by-frame basis thus taking into 
account the DL and UL load variations.

In the time domain the DL and UL subframes are divided into the time slots, 
each formed by one or several OFDM symbols. In the frequency domain the sub-
carriers of the DL and UL subframes are partitioned into the frequency subchannels, 
each containing a group of subcarriers. Time slots and frequency subchannels form 
the time-frequency resource of the frame.

A part of the time-frequency resource of the DL or UL subframe is allocated 
to each DL or UL service fl ow for transmission. We assume that the service fl ows 
are placed into the free part of a subframe from left to right. Th is allows allo-
cating more transmission power per subcarrier, when a subframe is not fully 
loaded.

Th e transmit and receive processing in the Mobile WiMAX system is as fol-
lows. Data blocks of a service fl ow arrive from the upper layers at the MAC layer, 
where they are converted into data packets using fragmentation and packing opera-
tions (see Fig. 14.3). Also, cyclic redundancy check and ARQ mechanisms can be 
used. Th e set of data packets of the service fl ow arrives at the PHY layer, where it is 
converted into coding blocks. Each coding block is coded and decoded indepen-
dently. After decoding, coding blocks are converted back into data packets. Data 
packets are converted back into data blocks. We call all these procedures MAC and 
PHY layers processing.

At the PHY layer, coding blocks are modulated using, for example, quadrature 
amplitude modulation. Modulation symbols are mapped onto subcarriers. In the 
Mobile WiMAX network subcarriers are subject to frequency-selective fading and 
interference. Two options exist in the Mobile WiMAX system to cope with these 
negative factors, that is, frequency diversity and multi-user diversity.
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Figure 14.2 Logical frame structure.
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When the frequency diversity is used, the subcarriers of the given user are 
 interleaved in the frequency domain within the entire signal bandwidth. In this case, 
even only a part of the subcarriers is allocated to the user, his or her receiving condi-
tions are characterized by the receiving conditions, averaged over the OFDM symbol. 
In the Mobile WiMAX system, the frequency diversity is implemented by converting 
the logical frame structure into the physical one by means of subcarrier permutation. 
Subcarriers of each frequency subchannel are mapped onto the physical subcarriers 
that are interleaved within the entire signal bandwidth. Th is enables fading and inter-
ference averaging.

When the multi-user diversity is used, the subcarriers of the given user are not 
interleaved in the frequency domain. In other words, subcarriers of a logical fre-
quency subchannel remain adjacent in the physical frame structure. In this case, 
the receiving conditions for the given user vary within the frequency subchannels. 
For the given frequency subchannel the receiving conditions are diff erent for diff er-
ent users. Multi-user diversity gain may be obtained by allocating frequency 
 subchannels to the users with the best receiving conditions.

RRM algorithms require knowing the coding block error rate as a function of 
the receiving conditions. Th e set of the receiving conditions commonly includes 
only one element, that is, average SINR. We proposed to estimate coding block 
error rate as a function of two variables, that is, the average SINR and the normal-
ized SINR root-mean-square value in [5–7]. Our approach guarantees satisfying 
QoS requirements and provides considerable throughput gain compared with the 
traditional and the eff ective SNR approaches.

Th e following degrees of freedom are available for the RRM algorithms in the 
Mobile WiMAX network. Frame boundary position may be adaptively changed on 
the frame-by-frame basis. AMC and power control may be performed individually 
for each service fl ow. In the case of multi-user diversity, frequency subchannels may 
be adaptively allocated to the service fl ows. Users may be adaptively distributed 
among sectors.

Upper layer data blocks

MAC data packets

PHY coding blocks

Figure 14.3 Medium Access Control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers processing.
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Th e Mobile WiMAX system has two additional features that may improve 
its performance. Th e fi rst one is the hybrid ARQ mechanism that has greater 
performance than the traditional ARQ mechanism. Th e second one is the MIMO 
technology. Th e Mobile WiMAX system supports several MIMO schemes, includ-
ing smart antenna, space-time coding, and spatial multiplexing.

14.3 System Load Model
A system load model is traditionally used in CAC algorithms. System load charac-
terizes the degree of system resources consumption. When all system resources have 
been consumed, new users are not admitted to the system.

Several system load models currently exist. In [8,9], system load is equal to the 
number of users per sector. In the Mobile WiMAX network the users may have dif-
ferent sets of traffi  c with diff erent QoS requirements, be in diff erent receiving con-
ditions, and use diff erent coding and modulation schemes. Consequently, they may 
consume quite diff erent amounts of the system resources. Hence, the system load 
in the Mobile WiMAX network is not equal to the number of users.

Th e authors of Ref. [10,11] defi ne the system load as the number of  channels 
used in a sector. In the Mobile WiMAX OFDMA network the channels correspond 
to the time-frequency resource of the frame, where the size of the time resource is 
equal to the number of time slots and the size of the frequency resource is defi ned 
by the number of frequency subchannels. However, power resource should also be 
considered. We can refer to a case when a part of the time-frequency resource is not 
consumed although all the transmission power is used. Th en the system is fully 
loaded but unused channels are available. On the other hand, all time-frequency 
resources could be consumed although some power resource is available. In this case, 
although all channels are consumed, we can select the  coding and modulation 
schemes with higher transmission rates using the available power resource to provide 
the time-frequency resource for new users. As transmission rates in the Mobile 
WiMAX network are 4.5 times diff erent, we can obtain about 80 percent of the 
time-frequency resource. Summing up, the number of channels used does not 
 characterize the system load in the Mobile WiMAX network.

Th roughput is used as a system load metric in [12,13]. Th is metric is noninfor-
mative. It does not characterize the consumed resource numerically, especially 
when the system is overloaded.

In the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) networks the system load is 
usually connected with interference [14,15]. Although this is a good idea for the 
CDMA networks, time-frequency and power resources should be considered in the 
Mobile WiMAX OFDMA network.

We proposed a system load model for the Mobile WiMAX OFDMA network 
in [16]. We formulate the requirements for the system load, which serve as the basis 
for our system load model development.
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We formulate three requirements to the system load model:

System load model shall explicitly include the system resources. Only shared 
system resources shall be included.
System load shall be normalized to all available system resources to compare 
the system loads of diff erent networks.
System load shall be equal to the minimum required amount of the system 
resources. It shall be calculated under the condition that the QoS require-
ments are satisfi ed for all users.

Based on the requirements, we defi ne the system load as follows:

System load is the minimum amount of the normalized shared system 
resources required for the users.
Th e minimum amount of the required system resources is normalized to the 
total amount of the system resources.
Th e amount of the required system resources is calculated under the condi-
tion that the QoS requirements are satisfi ed for all users.

We use this defi nition to develop the system load model for the Mobile WiMAX 
network. Our system load model includes the following system loads:

UL load
DL load
Sector load
Network load

To calculate each of these system loads, we use the following approach. First, we 
write the expression for the amount of the normalized shared system resources, 
consumed by all users, as a function of the adaptation parameters. Th en, we mini-
mize this expression over the adaptation parameters under the constraint on the 
individual system resources, while satisfying the QoS requirements for all users.

14.3.1 UL Load
Let us consider the UL. In the UL, the shared system resource is the time- frequency 
resource of the UL subframe. Transmission power of each user is an individual sys-
tem resource. Adaptation parameters are the set of the assigned uplink frequency 
subchannels, coding and modulation schemes, and transmission power values.

Th e normalized consumed UL resource sUL can be expressed as
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S
UL

UL
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UL
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where SUL is the UL time-frequency resource, consumed by all users, and S UL   max  is the 
total time-frequency resource of the UL subframe.

To obtain the UL load uUL, we need to solve the following conditional optimi-
zation problem

 
u sUL UL

UL UL UL
= ,

, ,
min ( )

q p f  
(14.2)

subject to

 P P ii
UL

max,
UL ,£  (14.3)

 p pi j i j, , , ,≥l l
UL QoS ,  (14.4)

where qUL is the set of the coding and modulation schemes assigned to the users in 
the UL subframe, pUL is the set of the transmission power values assigned to the 
users in the UL subframe, and f UL is the set of the frequency subchannels assigned 
to the users in the UL subframe. P UL   i   and P UL   max,i  are the transmission power and the 
maximum transmission power values of the user i, p UL   i,j,l  is the transmission power 
value selected for the UL service fl ow j of the user i on the UL subchannel 
l, p QoS

   i,j,l   is the minimum transmission power value that shall be assigned to the UL 
service fl ow j of the user i on the UL subchannel l to satisfy QoS requirements for 
this service fl ow.

14.3.2 DL Load
Let us now consider the DL. In the DL, the shared system resources are the 
time-frequency resource of the DL subframe and the DL transmission power. 
Adaptation parameters are the set of the assigned DL frequency subchannels, 
 coding and modulation schemes, and transmission power values.

Th e normalized consumed DL time-frequency resource sDL can be written as

 
s S

S
DL

DL

max
DL ,=

 
(14.5)

where SDL is the DL time-frequency resource consumed by all users and S DL   max  is the 
total time-frequency resource of the DL subframe.

Th e normalized consumed DL power ρDL can be given by

 
rDL

DL

max
DL= P

P
,
 

(14.6)
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where PDL is the DL transmission power consumed by all users and P  DL   max  is the 
maximum DL transmission power constraint.

To obtain the DL load uDL we need to combine the shared DL system resources, 
that is, the time-frequency resource sDL and the power ρDL. In our opinion, the DL 
load shall have the following properties:

DL load uDL (sDL, ρDL) shall be the increasing function of its arguments sDL 
and ρDL.
uDL (sDL, ρDL) = 0 if and only if sDL = 0 and ρDL = 0.
If sDL < 1 and ρDL < 1, then uDL (sDL, ρDL) < 1.
If sDL = 1 and ρDL < 1, then uDL (s DL, ρDL) = 1, that is, when the DL time-
 frequency resource is fully used, then the DL is fully loaded although the DL 
power resource is not fully used.
If sDL < 1 and ρDL = 1, then uDL (sDL, ρDL) = 1, that is, when the DL power 
resource is fully used, then the DL is fully loaded although the DL time-
 frequency resource is not fully used.
If sDL = ρDL, then uDL (s DL, ρDL) = sDL = ρDL, that is, the DL time-frequency 
resource and the DL power resource are equivalent.
Let us have m identical DL service fl ows with identical receiving 
conditions.

–  DL load value uDL = α, where 0 < α < 1, means that if we take m/α service 
fl ows, identical to the service fl ows considered, then the DL will be fully 
loaded, that is, uDL = 1.

–  DL load value uDL = β, β > 1, means, that if we take β DL subframes, identi-
cal to the considered DL subframe, then the DL will not be overloaded.

–  If we iteratively add these service fl ows to the DL subframe until we get the 
fully loaded DL, then we will get the maximum number of the served 
 service fl ows. In other words, calculating the DL load shall lead to the 
maximum system throughput for the given service fl ows.

A linear function cannot satisfy all these properties. Th ere is a nonlinear func-
tion, that is, max(sDL, ρDL) which satisfi es all these requirements. Consequently, we 
defi ne the DL resource consumption function UDL as

 
U sDL DL DL,= .max( )r  (14.7)

To obtain the DL load uDL, we need to solve the following conditional optimi-
zation problem

 
u UDL
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DL
DL DL DL
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subject to

 pi j i jp, ,
DL

, ,
QoS ,l l≥  (14.9)

where qDL is the set of the coding and modulation schemes assigned to the users 
in the DL subframe, pDL is the set of the transmission power values assigned to 
the users in the DL subframe, and f DL is the set of the frequency subchannels 
assigned to the users in the DL subframe; p DL   i,j,l   is the transmission power value 
selected for the DL service fl ow j of the user i on the DL subchannel l, p QoS

   i,j,l   is the 
minimum transmission power value that shall be assigned to the DL service fl ow 
j of the user i on the DL subchannel l to satisfy QoS requirements for this service 
fl ow.

14.3.3 Sector Load and Network Load
Let us consider a sector. Th e shared system resources are the UL and the DL 
resources. A new adaptation parameter, that is, frame boundary position t between 
the DL and UL subframes is added to the UL and DL adaptation parameters. 
Hence, we defi ne the load of the sector k as

 
u u uk

t
k k= min[max( )]UL DL, .

 (14.10)

Finally, let us consider the entire OFDMA network comprising K sectors. 
Network load u is characterized by the set of its sector loads

 u = , ,...,{ }u u uK1 2 .  (14.11)

14.3.4 Fast System Load Estimation
Th e optimal solution to optimization problems (Equations 14.2 through 14.4) for 
the UL, (Equations 14.8 and 14.9) for the DL, and (Equation 14.10) for the sector 
is exhaustive search. Because it is inapplicable in practice, several suboptimal algo-
rithms can be used to estimate system load. Diff erent algorithms will have diff erent 
accuracy and computational complexity. Here, in a top–down manner we describe 
our approach to fast system load estimation.

Sector load (Equation 14.10) can be found in two steps. During the fi rst step, 
the position of the frame boundary is selected such that the time-frequency 
resource of the frame is divided between the DL and UL subframes proportion-
ally to the DL and UL traffi  c loads. Th is frame boundary position does not 
take into account the receiving conditions of the users. For this frame boundary 
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position we estimate the DL and UL loads to take the receiving conditions 
into account.

During the second step, we calculate the position of the frame boundary such 
that the time-frequency resource of the frame is divided between the DL and UL 
subframes proportionally to the DL and UL loads, found during the fi rst step. For 
the new frame boundary position, we estimate the DL and UL loads as well as the 
sector load.

Th e sector load value, found during the second step, may be used as the fi nal 
sector load estimate. Alternatively, additional greedy search for the optimal frame 
boundary position may be performed in the vicinity of the position, found during 
the second step.

Approaches to estimate the DL and UL loads are diff erent for the frequency and 
multi-user diversity.

We use the following approach to estimate the DL load in case of frequency 
diversity. In the DL, the shared system resources are the time-frequency resource of 
the DL subframe and the DL transmission power. Adaptation parameters are 
the set of the assigned coding and modulation schemes and transmission power 
values. Consequently, the optimization problem (Equations 14.8 and 14.9) can be 
written as

 
u UDL DL

DL DL
= ,

,
min ( )

q p  
(14.12)

subject to 

 
p pi j i j, ,≥DL QoS.  (14.13)

We solve the optimization problem (Equations 14.12 and 14.3) iteratively. 
Th e number of iterations is equal to the number of all the DL service fl ows of all the 
users.

During the fi rst iteration, we select one user and one service fl ow of this user 
and solve the optimization problem

 
q s

q
11 11 11

1 1
, ,=DL,opt

,
DL DL

,
DL

,argmin[max( )]r
 

(14.14)

using the full enumeration and taking p DL,opt
    1,1   = p DL   1,1  (q DL   1,1 ).

In Equation 14.14, values of s DL   1,1  and ρ DL   1,1  are calculated given that only service 
fl ow (1,1) is placed into the DL subframe. Examples of fi nding transmission power 
value p DL   1,1   as a function of coding and modulation scheme number q DL   1,1  , QoS require-
ments, and receiving conditions for the frequency diversity are given in [17–19].

After the optimization problem (Equation 14.14) is solved, we fi x coding 
and modulation scheme q DL,opt

    1,1   and transmission power value p DL,opt
    1,1   for service 

fl ow (1,1).
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During the second iteration, we again select one user and one service fl ow of 
this user and solve the optimization problem 

 
q s s

q
2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1

2 2
, , , ,= + +

,

DL opt DL,opt DL DL,opt
DL

,, arg min[max( r r 22 2,
DL )]

 
(14.15)

using the full enumeration and taking p DL,opt
    2,2     = p DL   2,2  (q DL   2,2 ).

In Equation 14.15, values of s DL,opt
    1,1   and ρ DL,opt

    1,1   are calculated during the fi rst iter-
ation, values of s DL   2,2  and ρ DL   2,2  are calculated given that service fl ow (1,1) is already 
placed into the DL subframe with coding and modulation scheme q DL,opt

    1,1    and trans-
mission power value p DL,opt

    1,1  , and service fl ow (2,2) is additionally placed into the DL 
subframe.

We continue the iterations until all the DL service fl ows of all the users are con-
sidered. Recall that during each iteration we solve the optimization problem only 
for one service fl ow of one user.

When a DL subframe is overloaded, that is, we are unable to place all the DL 
service fl ows scheduled for transmission into it, we use the following procedure. We 
place as many service fl ows as possible into the DL subframe subject to uDL ≤ 1. 
Th en, we virtually add the second DL subframe, the same as the fi rst DL subframe, 
below the fi rst DL subframe. We place as many remaining service fl ows as possible 
into the second DL subframe subject to uDL ≤ 1. Th is condition is checked only for 
the second DL subframe. We repeat this procedure until all DL service fl ows have 
been placed. Th en, we calculate the DL load over all DL subframes used. Here, 
we add all time-frequency resources used of all DL subframes used to obtain sDL. 
Moreover, we add all transmission power used in all DL subframes used to 
obtain ρDL (therefore we add each new DL subframe below the DL subframes 
already used).

Diff erent criteria can be used to select one user and one service fl ow during each 
iteration. We use the following criterion for the frequency diversity. We select users 
starting from the one with the worst receiving conditions. For each selected user we 
sequentially consider all its service fl ows. We start from the service fl ow with the 
maximum traffi  c load.

We use the following approach to estimate the DL load in case of multi-user 
diversity. Again, the shared system resources are the time-frequency resource of the 
DL subframe and the DL transmission power. Adaptation parameters are the set of 
the assigned DL subchannels, coding and modulation schemes, and transmission 
power values. Consequently, we need to solve the optimization problem (Equations 
14.8 and 14.9). Again, we solve this problem iteratively.

During the fi rst iteration, we select one DL service fl ow and one DL subchannel 
and solve the optimization problem

 
q s

q
111 111 111

1 1 1
, ,

DL,opt
, ,

DL
, ,

DL

, ,
DL

,= argmin[max( )]r
 

(14.16)
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using the full enumeration and taking p DL,opt
    1,1,1   = p DL   1,1,1  (q DL   1,1,1 ).

In Equation 14.16, values of s DL   1,1,1  and ρ DL   1,1,1  are calculated given that only service 
fl ow (1,1) is placed into subchannel (1) of the DL subframe. Examples of fi nding 
transmission power value p DL   1,1,1  as a function of coding and modulation scheme 
number q DL   1,1,1 , QoS requirements, and receiving conditions for the multi-user diver-
sity are given in [20].

After optimization problem (Equation 14.16) is solved, we fi x subchannel (1), 
coding and modulation scheme q DL,opt

    1,1,1  , and transmission power value p DL,opt
    1,1,1   for ser-

vice fl ow (1,1).
During the second iteration, we again select one DL service fl ow and one DL 

subchannel and solve the optimization problem

 
q s s

q
2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 11

2 2 2
, ,

DL,opt
, ,

DL,opt
, ,

DL
,

, ,
DL

,= +arg min[max( r ,,
DL,opt

, ,
DL

1 2 2 2+ r )]
 

(14.17)

using the full enumeration and taking p DL,opt
    2,2,2   = p DL   2,2,2  (q DL   2,2,2 ).

In Equation 14.17, values of s DL,opt
    1,1,1   and ρ DL,opt

    1,1,1   are calculated during the fi rst iter-
ation, values of s DL   2,2,2  and ρ DL   2,2,2  are calculated given that service fl ow (1,1) is already 
placed into subchannel (1) of the DL subframe with coding and modulation scheme  
q DL,opt    1,1,1   and transmission power value p DL,opt

    1,1,1  , and service fl ow (2,2) is additionally 
placed into subchannel (2) of the DL subframe.

We continue the iterations until all the DL service fl ows of all the users are con-
sidered. Recall that during each iteration we solve the optimization problem only 
for one service fl ow of one user in one subchannel. In case of overloading, we use 
the same approach as we used for the frequency diversity.

Diff erent criteria can be used to select one subchannel and one service fl ow 
 during each iteration. We use the following criterion for the multi-user diversity. 
We select the subchannel and service fl ow with the best receiving conditions.

We use the following approach to estimate the UL load in case of frequency 
diversity. In the UL, the shared system resource is the time-frequency resource of 
the UL subframe. Adaptation parameters are the set of the assigned coding and 
modulation schemes and transmission power values.

In the UL, the maximum transmission power constraints (Equation 14.3) are 
of a distributed nature. Consequently, in case of frequency diversity the optimiza-
tion problem (Equations 14.2 through 14.4) can be divided into several optimiza-
tion subproblems

 
u si

q p
i

i j i j

UL

,

UL

,
UL

,
UL

,= min ( )
 

(14.18)

subject to

 
P Pi i

UL
max,
UL ,£  (14.19)
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 p pi j i j,
UL

,
QoS≥ , (14.20)

where

 
u u

i

i
UL UL.= Â

 
(14.21)

We use the following iterative algorithm to solve the optimization subproblem 
(Equations 14.18 through 14.20).

First, we assign the coding and modulation schemes with the maximum trans-
mission rates and transmission power values p UL   i,j   = p UL   i,j   (q UL   i,j  ) (as described in Refs. 
[17–19]) to all the service fl ows of a user.

Th en we iteratively decrease transmission rates of these service fl ows until the 
constraint (Equation 14.19) is satisfi ed. Let us note that when the transmission rate 
is decreased, the transmission power value p UL   i,j   required to satisfy the QoS require-
ments is also decreased.

When the optimization subproblems (Equations 14.18 through 14.20) are 
solved for all the users, we fi nd the UL load using Equation 14.21. As optimization 
subproblems (Equations 14.18 through 14.20) are solved independently for each 
user in case of frequency diversity, the order does not matter.

We use the following approach to estimate the UL load in case of the multi-user 
diversity. Again, the shared system resource is the time-frequency resource of the 
UL subframe. Adaptation parameters are the set of the assigned UL subchannels, 
coding and modulation schemes, and transmission power values.

In case of multi-user diversity, the optimization problem (Equations 14.2 
through 14.4) cannot be divided into optimization subproblems. However, the 
maximum transmission power constraints (Equation 14.3) are of a distributed 
nature. Consequently, we solve the optimization problem (Equations 14.2 through 
14.4) user-by-user. We start from the user with the best receiving conditions.

For a given user, we fi rst assign the coding and modulation scheme with 
the maximum transmission rate to all its service fl ows. Th en, we place these service 
fl ows into the free part of the UL subframe starting from the subchannels with the 
best receiving conditions. For each service fl ow and for each frequency subchannel 
we select the transmission power value p UL,opt

    i,j,l    = p UL   i,j,l  (q UL   i,j,l ) as described in [20].
For the multi-user diversity receiving conditions are diff erent on diff erent 

subchannels. Consequently, we sequentially place users in the same UL sub-
frame while solving the optimization problem (Equations 14.2 through 14.4) 
for them.

When an UL subframe is overloaded, we use the following procedure. We place 
as many service fl ows as possible into the fi rst UL subframe. Th en, we virtually add 
the second UL subframe, the same as the fi rst UL subframe, to the right of the fi rst 
UL subframe (to keep the maximum UL transmission power constraints adequate). 
We place as many service fl ows as possible into the second UL subframe. We repeat 
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this procedure until all UL service fl ows have been placed. Th en, we calculate the 
UL load over all UL subframes used. Here, we add all time-frequency resources 
used of all UL subframes used to obtain sUL.

14.3.5 Summary
Th e described system load model of the Mobile WiMAX network plays a key role 
in the RRM algorithms. It takes into account all distinct features of the Mobile 
WiMAX network, including the time-frequency and power resources, QoS require-
ments, AMC and power control, TDD and adaptation of the frame boundary 
between the DL and UL subframes, diff erent users with diff erent traffi  c and receiv-
ing conditions.

Our system load model includes UL load, DL load, sector load, and network 
load. To calculate each of these system loads, we use the following approach. 
First, we write the expression for the amount of the normalized shared system 
resources, consumed by all users, as a function of the adaptation parameters. 
Th en, we minimize this expression over the adaptation parameters under the con-
straint on the individual system resources, while satisfying the QoS requirements 
for all users.

We formulated the conditional optimization problems to perform the optimal 
estimation of the system load. Also, we described the fast practical algorithms of 
the system load estimation, both for the frequency and multi-user diversity.

14.4 Call Admission Control
Any wireless network is resource-constrained and can serve a limited number of 
users with a given QoS level. Hence, a CAC algorithm that decides whether new 
users should be admitted to the network is required. Th e goals of the CAC are 
 satisfying QoS requirements for the admitted users, maximizing operator’s revenue 
by maximizing the network capacity, and supporting fairness and priorities among 
the users [21,22].

A CAC algorithm admits a new user to the network based on a given criterion. 
Th e admission criteria may be diff erent. Th e known CAC schemes are based on 
SINR, interference, bandwidth, load, or system capacity [21,22]. Several publica-
tions are available that consider the CAC in the OFDM network [23,24]. Th e algo-
rithms of these publications admit new users based on the analysis of the current 
status of the queues of the active users.

In the Mobile WiMAX network the most suitable scheme is the one maximiz-
ing network capacity while satisfying QoS requirements for all the admitted users. 
Such scheme maximizes operator’s revenue and guarantees user’s satisfaction. We 
propose such CAC algorithm based on our system load model. 
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We admit a new user to the sector, when the following conditions are 
satisfi ed 

 unew ,£ 1  (14.22)

 p pj jnew,
UL

new,
QoS .≥  (14.23)

Condition 14.22 checks that the new user does not overload the sector. 
Condition 14.23 checks that the new user is within the coverage area of the sector, 
that is, the QoS requirements are satisfi ed for all his or her service fl ows.

In our model system load is equal to the minimum required system resources. 
Consequently, our CAC algorithm maximizes the sector capacity in the Mobile 
WiMAX network.

14.4.1 Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation
Th e CAC algorithm does not admit new users to a sector when this leads to the sec-
tor overloading. Let us consider two neighboring sectors. Th e fi rst sector is almost 
fully loaded, while the second sector has available resources. If the new users attempt 
to access the fi rst sector, they will not be admitted. In this case it is advantageous 
to transfer some available resources from the second sector to the fi rst sector. Th e 
idea of adaptive sharing of the system resources by the sectors is called dynamic 
bandwidth allocation.

Th e Mobile WiMAX network has a convenient possibility for the dynamic 
bandwidth allocation. Adjacent sectors may use diff erent groups of subcarriers 
within a common signal bandwidth. For example, one-third of all the subcarriers 
may be used in each of the three sectors. When the adjacent sectors have a common 
RRM, the subcarriers can be adaptively distributed among these sectors. Th us, we 
can take into account diff erent traffi  c loads in diff erent sectors.

We propose using our system load model for the optimum dynamic bandwidth 
allocation in the Mobile WiMAX network. When the subcarriers are allocated to 
the adjacent sectors in such a way that their sector loads are equal, the total capacity 
of these sectors is maximized.

14.5 Adaptive Transmission
While optimizing the performance of a wireless communication system, it is advan-
tageous to use adaptive transmission approach [25–27] and cross-layer optimiza-
tion approach [28–30]. Th e adaptive transmission approach enables adaptation of 
the PHY layer transmission parameters to the changing receiving conditions. 
Examples of the adaptive transmission are power control [31–34] and adaptive 
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modulation [35,36]. Th e cross-layer optimization approach enables opportunistic 
data transmission over a wireless medium by joint adaptation of transmission 
parameters of two or more layers of the wireless system.

In OFDMA, adaptive transmission algorithms include scheduling, AMC, 
power control, and adaptive resource allocation. A scheduler guarantees QoS and 
fairness and can also handle user priorities by making a decision on how much data 
and of which service fl ows will be transmitted in the current frame. To satisfy the 
required QoS level, diff erent pairs of coding and modulation scheme number and 
transmission power value can be used. Th e selection of a pair for data transmission 
is based on the target function. For example, when the total transmission power is 
minimized, a coding and modulation scheme with the minimum transmission rate 
and a corresponding transmission power are selected. However, when the total allo-
cated time-frequency resource is minimized, a coding and modulation scheme with 
the maximum transmission rate and a corresponding transmission power are 
selected. In the OFDMA with the multi-user diversity, adaptive resource allocation 
algorithm plays an important role. Receiving conditions are diff erent for diff erent 
users on the same frequency subchannel. Moreover, they are diff erent for the same 
user on diff erent frequency subchannels. Users can be assigned to the subchannels 
with the best receiving conditions, thereby multi-user diversity gain is obtained. 
When the cross-layer optimization approach is used, scheduling, AMC, power 
 control, and adaptive resource allocation algorithms should have the same target 
function and should be jointly optimized.

Optimization of the OFDMA systems is a subject of a considerable literature. 
Time-frequency resource minimization [37,38], transmission power minimization 
[39–41], throughput maximization [42–45], and utility function optimization 
[29,30,46–50] are traditionally performed. However, most of the known algo-
rithms do not consider the distinct features of the Mobile WiMAX network.

First, MAC and PHY layers processing is not taken into account. Data blocks 
of a service fl ow arrive from the upper layers at the MAC layer, where they are con-
verted into data packets using fragmentation and packing operations. Also, cyclic 
redundancy check and ARQ mechanisms can be used. Th e set of data packets of 
the service fl ow arrives at the PHY layer, where it is converted into coding blocks. 
Each coding block is coded and decoded independently. QoS requirements are 
specifi ed for the data blocks, while the coding blocks are transmitted and received. 
Hence, MAC and PHY layers processing should be taken into account to enable 
QoS-guaranteed data transmission [17–20].

Moreover, most of the known algorithms do not perform joint DL and UL 
optimization. A common problem for all the adaptive transmission algorithms in 
the OFDMA networks is their computational complexity due to a large number of 
degrees of freedom.

In the following subsections we describe our load-balancing transmission algo-
rithm for both the frequency and multi-user diversity. We show the effi  ciency of our 
algorithm using system level simulation. We compare our load-balancing algorithm 
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with our other QoS-guaranteed algorithms of [17,18,20]. Algorithms of [17,18] 
minimize the total consumed time-frequency resource and the total transmission 
power, respectively. Th ey are both for the frequency diversity. Algorithm of [20] 
minimizes time-frequency resource for the multi-user diversity. Algorithms of 
[17,18,20] also take into account the distinct features of the Mobile WiMAX net-
work, but they are not load-balancing.

14.5.1 Frequency Diversity
In case of frequency diversity, the adaptation parameters are position of the frame 
boundary between the DL and UL subframes, coding and modulation schemes, 
and transmission power values of the DL and UL service fl ows. Positions of the ser-
vice fl ows within the DL and UL subframes may be selected arbitrary.

In our previous QoS-guaranteed algorithms [17,18] and in our load-balancing 
algorithm we assume that the scheduler selects a set of the DL and UL service fl ows 
to be transmitted in the current frame. We perform optimization for these service 
fl ows on the frame-by-frame basis. Moreover, we optimize each sector of the Mobile 
WiMAX network independently. Under these assumptions, the general formula-
tion of the adaptive transmission optimization problem in the Mobile WiMAX 
network with the frequency diversity is as follows.

Find:

Position of the frame boundary between the DL and UL subframes
Coding and modulation schemes
Transmission power values

that optimize the target function subject to

Maximum DL and UL transmission power constraints
Constraints on the time-frequency resource available in the DL and UL 
subframes
QoS requirements

In [17] our target function was minimization of the total used time-frequency 
resource, while in [18] we minimized the total power transmitted in the DL and 
UL subframes. Here our target is to maximize the sector capacity.

Th e formulated adaptive transmission problem is a nonlinear conditional opti-
mization problem. Target function and conditions are nonlinear functions of the 
optimization parameters. Th e optimal solution to the problem is the exhaustive 
search, which is impractical. 

Diff erent nonoptimal algorithms, which search for one local extreme value of 
the target function, are possible to solve the formulated problem. However, they all 
have two key diffi  culties. First, all the mentioned target functions have a lot of 
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extreme values; some of them are far from the optimum. Secondly, computational 
complexity of the algorithms is of great practical interest. Th e better an algorithm 
overcomes these diffi  culties, the more practical value it has.

Th e simplifi cation of the optimization problem is that for the given position of 
the frame boundary, optimization in the DL and UL may be performed indepen-
dently, both in the optimal and nonoptimal algorithms. Consequently, the optimi-
zation algorithm may be divided into two procedures, that is, frame boundary 
position optimization and the DL and UL optimization.

When the DL or UL is optimized, we need to select a coding and modulation 
scheme and a transmission power value for each DL or UL service fl ow. Let us 
 consider one service fl ow. For an arbitrary selected coding and modulation scheme, 
transmission power value is determined by the QoS requirements, receiving 
 conditions, and MAC and PHY layers processing of this service fl ow [17–20]. 
However, for any coding and modulation scheme available in the Mobile WiMAX 
system there exists a transmission power value such that the QoS requirements are 
satisfi ed. Consequently, for each service fl ow we have a set of pairs of coding and 
modulation scheme and transmission power value that satisfy the QoS require-
ments of this service fl ow.

Th e next step is to select a particular pair of coding and modulation scheme and 
transmission power value for each service fl ow such that the maximum DL and UL 
transmission power constraints and the constraints on the time-frequency resource 
available in the DL and UL subframes are satisfi ed. Here, we have a tradeoff  between 
the time-frequency resource used and the transmission power used. If we increase 
the transmission rate of a service fl ow, we need less time-frequency resource and 
more transmission power. If we decrease the transmission rate of a service fl ow, the 
situation is the opposite.

In the DL, both time-frequency and power resources are shared by all the DL 
service fl ows of all the users. In the UL, the time-frequency resource is shared by all 
the UL service fl ows of all the users, although power resources are individual 
resources of the users. However, all the UL service fl ows of a given user share its 
power resource.

When we minimize the total used time-frequency resource in [17], we use the 
following procedure for the DL optimization. First, we select the coding and 
 modulation scheme with the maximum transmission rate for all the DL service 
fl ows. In other words, we start from the unconditional minimum of the total DL 
time-frequency resource used. Th en we iteratively decrease transmission rates of the 
service fl ows until the maximum DL transmission power constraint is satisfi ed. If 
during any iteration the constraint on the time-frequency resource available in the 
DL subframe is not satisfi ed, we discard one service fl ow and start the procedure 
from the very beginning. In the UL the optimization procedure is very similar.

When we minimize the total power transmitted in the DL and UL subframes 
in [18], we use the following procedure for the DL optimization. First, we select the 
coding and modulation scheme with the minimum transmission rate for all the DL 
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service fl ows. In other words, we start from the unconditional minimum of the 
total DL transmitted power. Th en we iteratively increase transmission rates of 
the service fl ows until the constraint on the time-frequency resource available in the 
DL subframe is satisfi ed. If during any iteration the maximum DL transmission 
power constraint is not satisfi ed, we discard one service fl ow and start the procedure 
from the very beginning. In the UL the optimization procedure is very similar.

In [17,18], the target function is a sum of the DL and UL components, which 
are found during the DL and UL optimization. Consequently, the frame boundary 
position between the DL and UL subframes may be found, for example, by greedy 
search. In this case, the initial position is of great importance. In [17,18] we start 
from the position in the middle of the frame. Another value of the initial position 
is when the time-frequency resources of the DL and UL subframes are propor-
tional to the DL and UL traffi  c loads. To the best of our knowledge the latter 
value of the initial position is the best one when the load-balancing approach is 
not used.

Both algorithms of [17,18] have two key drawbacks. Th ey start from the initial 
point of the DL and UL optimization, where a part of the constraints are not satis-
fi ed in the general case. Moreover, they use a complicated iterative procedure to 
satisfy all the constraints. Th e latter drawback has two consequences. First, the 
algorithms may converge to a point that is far from the optimum. Secondly, the 
iterative procedure may require a lot of iteration and, thus, it may have high com-
putational complexity.

Applying our load-balancing approach for adaptive transmission leads to the 
fast and near-optimum solution of the formulated conditional optimization prob-
lem. Th e target function of our load-balancing QoS-guaranteed adaptive transmis-
sion algorithm is sector capacity maximization. We use our load-balancing approach 
for both the frame boundary position optimization and the DL and UL 
optimization.

Th e procedure of the frame boundary position optimization is the same as the 
one used for fast calculation of the system load. First, the position of the frame 
boundary is selected such that the time-frequency resource of the frame is divided 
between the DL and UL subframes proportionally to the DL and UL traffi  c loads. 
For this frame boundary position we estimate the DL and UL loads using our fast 
system load estimation algorithm.

Th en, we select the position of the frame boundary such that the time- frequency 
resource of the frame is divided between the DL and UL subframes proportionally 
to the DL and UL loads, found for the previous position of the frame boundary. 
Th is frame boundary position may be used as the fi nal one. Alternatively, addi-
tional greedy search may be performed.

In the DL, the shared system resources are the time-frequency resource of 
the DL subframe and the DL transmission power. We use a very short iterative pro-
cedure to optimize the DL. Th e number of iterations is less than or equal to the 
number of the DL service fl ows to be transmitted.
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Th e DL optimization procedure is analogous to the fast procedure of the DL 
load estimation. During each iteration we select one DL service fl ow and select a 
pair of coding and modulation scheme and transmission power value for it such 
that the DL load is minimized, as described in Equations 14.14 and 14.15. We 
select the DL service fl ows starting from the one with the best receiving conditions. 
We stop the procedure when all the DL service fl ows have been considered or when 
all the DL shared system resources have been consumed.

In the UL, the only shared system resource is the time-frequency resource of the 
UL subframe. Th e UL optimization procedure is analogous to the fast procedure of 
the UL load estimation.

We sequentially consider users starting from the user with the best receiving 
conditions. We select the coding and modulation scheme with the maximum trans-
mission rate for all the UL service fl ows of this user. Th en, we decrease transmission 
rate of its service fl ows until its maximum transmission power constraint is satis-
fi ed. Finally, we distribute the remaining power of this user among its service fl ows 
that use the ARQ mechanism.

Our load-balancing QoS-guaranteed adaptive transmission algorithm is very 
fast and converges to the point where the sector throughput is near the maximum 
sector capacity. 

Th e system level simulation results show the effi  ciency of the load-balancing 
adaptive transmission algorithm. In the simulation, we consider the Mobile 
WiMAX network comprising seven cells, where six cells surround the central cell. 
Each cell has three sectors and a frequency reuse factor of three. Th e cell radius is 
1000 m and the sector bandwidth is 10 MHz.

Figure 14.4 shows the sector throughput as a function of the traffi  c load for the 
load-balancing algorithm, the total used time-frequency resource minimization 
algorithm [17], and the total power transmitted in the DL and UL subframes mini-
mization algorithm [18]. Th e load-balancing algorithm has a 0.3 b/sec/Hz spectral 
effi  ciency gain when the sector is almost fully loaded. 

Figure 14.5 shows the simulation time as a function of the traffi  c load for three 
algorithms considered. Th e load-balancing algorithm has a considerable computa-
tional effi  ciency gain.

14.5.2 Multi-User Diversity

In case of multi-user diversity, the adaptation parameters are position of the frame 
boundary between the DL and UL subframes, coding and modulation schemes, 
transmission power values, and positions (frequency subchannels) of the DL and 
UL service fl ows.

In our previous QoS-guaranteed algorithm [20] and in our load-balancing 
algorithm we again assume that the scheduler selects a set of the DL and UL service 
fl ows to be transmitted in the current frame and we optimize each sector of the 
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Figure 14.4 Sector throughput as a function of traffi c load.

Figure 14.5 Simulation time as a function of traffi c load.
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Mobile WiMAX network independently. Under these assumptions, the general 
 formulation of the adaptive transmission optimization problem in the Mobile 
WiMAX network with the multi-user diversity is as follows.

Find:

Position of the frame boundary between the DL and UL subframes
Coding and modulation schemes
Transmission power values
Positions of the DL and UL service fl ows within the frequency subchannels

that optimize the target function subject to

Maximum DL and UL transmission power constraints
Constraints on the time-frequency resource available in the DL and UL 
subframes
QoS requirements

Compared with the frequency diversity case, an additional degree of freedom is 
added in the multi-user diversity. Receiving conditions are diff erent for diff erent 
users within the given frequency subchannel. Hence, adaptive frequency subchan-
nel allocation is possible to enhance the system performance. OFDMA with the 
multi-user diversity maximizes the system capacity, when appropriate adaptive 
transmission algorithms are used [51]. However, this additional degree of freedom 
considerably increases computational complexity of the adaptive transmission 
algorithms.

As for the frequency diversity, the given position of the frame boundary optimi-
zation in the DL and UL may be performed independently. Consequently, the 
optimization algorithm may be divided into two procedures, that is, frame bound-
ary position optimization and the DL and UL optimization.

When we minimize the total used time-frequency resource in [20], we use the 
following procedure for the DL optimization. First, we select the coding and 
 modulation scheme with the maximum transmission rate for all the DL service 
fl ows. Th en we iteratively decrease transmission rates of the service fl ows until the 
maximum DL transmission power constraint is satisfi ed. If during any iteration 
the constraint on the time-frequency resource available in the DL subframe is not 
satisfi ed, we discard one service fl ow and start the procedure from the very begin-
ning. In the UL the optimization procedure is very similar.

Compared with the frequency diversity, we need to fi nd the placement of the 
service fl ows within the frame, that is, select frequency subchannels for the service 
fl ows. During each iteration we fi rst select one service fl ow and one frequency 
 subchannel such that the transmission power value required to satisfy the QoS 
requirements is minimum for this service fl ow in this frequency subchannel. Th e 
minimum is found among all service fl ows and all frequency subchannels. Th en we 
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select the next service fl ow and the next frequency subchannel using the same 
approach and so on.

Th e procedure of the frame boundary position optimization is the same as for 
the frequency diversity.

If we add the placement procedure to the algorithm of minimization of the 
total power transmitted in the DL and UL subframes for the frequency diversity 
[18], then we will obtain the power minimization algorithm for the multi-user 
diversity.

Both algorithms for the multi-user diversity have two key drawbacks, the same 
as for the frequency diversity. Th ey start from the initial point of the DL and UL 
optimization, where a part of the constraints are not satisfi ed in the general case. 
Moreover, they use a complicated iterative procedure to satisfy all the constraints. 
Th e latter drawback adds a lot of computational complexity, when the multi-user 
diversity is considered.

Applying our load-balancing approach for adaptive transmission leads to 
the fast and near-optimum solution of the formulated conditional optimization 
problem. Th e target function of our load-balancing QoS-guaranteed adaptive 
transmission algorithm is sector capacity maximization.

Th e procedure of the frame boundary position optimization is the same as the one 
used for the fast calculation of the system load and for the frequency diversity case.

In the DL, the shared system resources are the time-frequency resource of the 
DL subframe and the DL transmission power. We use a very short iterative proce-
dure to optimize the DL.

Th e DL optimization procedure is analogous to the fast procedure of the DL 
load estimation. During each iteration we select one DL service fl ow and one DL 
frequency subchannel and we also select a pair of coding and modulation scheme 
and transmission power value for them such that the DL load is minimized, as 
described in Equations 14.16 and 14.17. We select the DL service fl ows and fre-
quency subchannels starting from the service with the best receiving conditions in 
the selected frequency subchannels. We stop the procedure when all the DL service 
fl ows have been considered or when all the DL shared system resources have been 
consumed.

In the UL, the only shared system resource is the time-frequency resource of the 
UL subframe. Th e uplink optimization procedure is analogous to the fast proce-
dure of the uplink load estimation.

We sequentially consider users starting from the user with the best receiving 
conditions. For a given user, we fi rst assign the coding and modulation scheme with 
the maximum transmission rate to all its service fl ows. Th en, we place these service 
fl ows into the free part of the UL subframe starting from the subchannels with the 
best receiving conditions.

Our load-balancing QoS-guaranteed adaptive transmission algorithm is very 
fast and converges to the point where the sector throughput is near the maximum 
sector throughput.
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Th e system level simulation results show the effi  ciency of the load-balancing 
adaptive transmission algorithm. In the simulation, we consider the Mobile 
WiMAX network comprising seven cells, where six cells surround the central cell. 
Each cell has three sectors and a frequency reuse factor of three. Th e cell radius is 
1000 m and the sector bandwidth is 10 MHz.

Figure 14.6 shows the sector throughput as a function of the traffi  c load for the 
load-balancing algorithm, the total used time-frequency resource minimization 
algorithm [20], and the algorithm minimizing the total power transmitted in the 
DL and UL subframes. Th e load-balancing algorithm has a 0.3 b/sec/Hz spectral 
effi  ciency gain when the sector is almost fully loaded.

Figure 14.7 shows the simulation time as a function of the traffi  c load for three 
algorithms considered. Th e load-balancing algorithm has a considerable computa-
tional effi  ciency gain of several orders.

14.5.3 Summary
We presented the general formulation of the adaptive transmission conditional 
optimization problem in the Mobile WiMAX system, both for the frequency 
and multi-user diversity. Th is problem formulation is diff erent from the ones cur-
rently present in the literature. It is quite general. Th e only limitations are that 

Figure 14.6 Sector throughput as a function of traffi c load.
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 optimization is performed frame-by-frame and independently for each sector. 
However, these limitations are driven by practical considerations.

An optimal solution of the formulated problem is the exhaustive search, which 
is inapplicable in practice. Diff erent nonoptimal algorithms are possible to solve 
this conditional optimization problem. However, they all have two key diffi  culties. 
First, all the mentioned target functions have a lot of extreme values; some of them 
are far from the optimum. Secondly, computational complexity of the algorithms 
is of great practical interest. Th e better an algorithm overcomes these diffi  culties, 
the more practical value it has.

Although the system load model is not traditionally employed in the adaptive 
transmission algorithms, its usage results in a very effi  cient algorithm that provides 
a spectral effi  ciency gain and is considerably less computationally intensive.

Both for the frequency and multi-user diversity the spectral effi  ciency gain is 
about 0.3 b/sec/Hz. Th e computational effi  ciency gain is considerable. It is greater 
for the multi-user diversity and reaches a value of several orders.

When our target function is the sector capacity maximization, the load-balancing 
algorithm outperforms the algorithms of the total used time-frequency resource and 
the total transmitted power minimization, both for the frequency and multi-user 
diversity. We advise that this algorithm be used when the sector is almost fully loaded.

However, when the sector is not fully loaded, the total transmission power 
 minimization algorithm may be useful. When the total transmission power is min-
imized, the interference to other sectors is decreased. Th is improves the receiving 
conditions in the neighboring sectors.

Figure 14.7 Simulation time as a function of traffi c load.
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14.6 Horizontal Handover

Handover algorithms fi rst appeared in cellular networks with mobile users. When 
moving, a user passes from the serving sector’s coverage area to the coverage area of 
another sector. As the receiving conditions of this user in the serving sector degrade, 
we come to a point when the user can no longer maintain a connection in his or her 
serving sector. Th erefore, it appears reasonable to hand over this user to the sector, 
to the coverage area of which the person currently belongs [52–55].

Th e receiving conditions are characterized by the received signal level or SINR. 
Consequently, traditional handover algorithms are based on the received signal 
level or SINR [56–58]. Th e user is handed over to the sector with the maximum 
signal level or SINR value. Th is scheme may be expanded by adding thresholds to 
decrease the number of ping-pong events and signaling load and to keep the call 
dropping probability low.

In the Mobile WiMAX network the horizontal handover should be seamless 
[59]. Seamless horizontal handover is a handover that continuously guarantees the 
required QoS for all users’ service fl ows while the person is active in the network. 
To guarantee QoS requirements, DL and UL receiving conditions and the sector 
load of the serving sector should be taken into account. Th e horizontal handover 
algorithm guarantees QoS requirements by assigning a new serving sector to the 
user when the receiving conditions or the sector load change. Traditional horizontal 
handover algorithms do not take the load into account. Hence, they cannot guar-
antee QoS requirements in the Mobile WiMAX network.

We proposed the load-balancing QoS-guaranteed horizontal handover algo-
rithm that maximizes the capacity of the Mobile WiMAX network in [60].

Th e primary goal of our handover algorithm is to distribute the load of the 
overloaded sectors among other sectors, that is, to eliminate overloading. In some 
sectors it may be impossible to eliminate overloading because of specifi c distribu-
tion of the users. For these sectors the primary goal is to decrease their loads as 
much as possible. Th e handover algorithm that achieves this goal reaches the net-
work capacity under the saturation conditions.

In the real network, the handover algorithm requires some execution time. 
Th us, increasing the traffi  c load may result in the overloading of the sectors that 
are almost fully loaded. Hence, the secondary goal of the handover algorithm is to 
balance the load in the nonoverloaded sectors.

Consequently, we defi ne the optimal handover algorithm as the algorithm that 
minimizes the maximum sector load in all subsets of the Mobile WiMAX network 
sectors set, starting from the subset with the maximum number of sectors and end-
ing with the subsets with the minimum number of sectors.

We use the optimization procedure consisting of K – 1 steps, where K is the 
number of sectors in the Mobile WiMAX network. During the fi rst step we select 
the serving sectors for all network users to minimize the maximum sector load 
among all K sectors. Th en, for the users of the sector with the maximum sector load 
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this sector becomes a new serving sector. Th is sector and all its users are excluded 
from further optimization. During the second step the remaining users and K – 1 
sectors are optimized in the same way. During the last step we minimize the maxi-
mum sector load for the two remaining sectors. After this optimization procedure 
we initiate a horizontal handover procedure for the users, whose serving sector 
number has been changed.

Th e proposed horizontal handover algorithm maximizes the network capacity 
and guarantees QoS requirements when the network is not overloaded. We show 
the effi  ciency of our algorithm using the system level simulation. Th e simulated 
Mobile WiMAX network includes seven cells. Six cells surround the central cell. 
Th e frequency reuse factor is seven, the cell radius is 300 m, and the signal band-
width is 10 MHz in each cell.

Figures 14.8 through 14.10 illustrate the advantages of our algorithm compared 
with the traditional SINR-based algorithm in the Mobile WiMAX network.

Figures 14.8 shows the maximum sector load among seven sectors as a function 
of frame number. It indicates that the traditional handover algorithm occasionally 
leads to overloading, that is, to the network condition when the QoS requirements 
are not satisfi ed for the users. Our load-balancing handover algorithm keeps the max-
imum sector load less than one, thus guarantees meeting the QoS requirements.

Figure 14.9 shows the load of the central sector as a function of the network 
traffi  c load. Th e SINR-based handover algorithm leads to overloading under the 
network traffi  c load value of about 22 Mb/sec, whereas our load-balancing algo-
rithm results in the overloading condition under the network traffi  c load value of 
about 70 Mb/sec.

Figure 14.8 Maximum sector load as a function of frame number. SINR, Signal-
to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio. (From Moiseev, S.N., Filin, S.A., Kondakov, 
M.S., Garmonov, A.V., Savinkov, A.Y., Park, Y.S., Yim, D.H., Lee, J.H., Cheon, 
S.H., and Han, K.T., IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM 
2006). With permission.)
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Figure 14.10 shows the network throughput, that is, the throughput of seven 
 sectors as a function of the network traffi  c load. Th e SINR-based handover algorithm 
reaches the maximum throughput value of about 22 Mb/sec, while our load-
 balancing algorithm gains the maximum throughput value of about 70 Mb/sec.

Th erefore, the load-balancing approach enables development of the effi  cient 
horizontal handover algorithm in the Mobile WiMAX network. Th is algorithm 
guarantees QoS requirements and maximizes network capacity. Our load-balancing 
algorithm provides a considerable gain in the network capacity over the traditional 
SINR-based algorithm.

Figure 14.9 Load of central sector as a function of network traffi c load. 
SINR, Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio. (From Moiseev, S.N., Filin, S.A., 
Kondakov, M.S., Garmonov, A.V., Savinkov, A.Y., Park, Y.S., Yim, D.H., Lee, J.H., 
Cheon, S.H., and Han, K.T., IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM 
2006). With permission.)

Figure 14.10 Network throughput as a function of network traffi c load. SINR, 
Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio. (From Moiseev, S.N., Filin, S.A., 
Kondakov, M.S., Garmonov, A.V., Savinkov, A.Y., Park, Y.S., Yim, D.H., Lee, J.H., 
Cheon, S.H., and Han, K.T., IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM 
2006). With permission.)
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14.7 Summary of Mobile WiMAX RRM Algorithms
Let us describe how CAC, horizontal handover, dynamic bandwidth allocation, 
and adaptive transmission algorithms work together in the Mobile WiMAX net-
work. Th e block diagram of these algorithms is shown in Figure 14.11.

When a new user arrives in the network, CAC algorithm is invoked. It makes 
decision whether to admit the user to the system. Th e algorithm takes into account 
the current network load and the new user characteristics, such as receiving condi-
tions, traffi  c load, and QoS requirements of the user’s service fl ows.

If the new user is admitted to the Mobile WiMAX network, horizontal handover 
and dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithms are invoked. Both of them  distribute 
the load among the sectors of the network. Th e horizontal handover algorithm dis-
tributes the users among the sectors of the network in such a way that the maximum 
sector load in all subsets of the Mobile WiMAX network sectors set is minimized. 
Sometimes, the positions of the users within the sectors are such that it is more advan-
tageous to distribute the system resources among these sectors. Th is is done by means 
of the dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm. Th e horizontal handover and 
dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithms work in parallel with close coordination.

Th e adaptive transmission algorithm is invoked in each frame in each sector of 
the Mobile WiMAX network. It performs scheduling, AMC, power control, and 
adaptive allocation of frequency subchannels.

During transmission, some users may experience very bad receiving conditions 
for quite a while due to coverage holes. For these users, their QoS requirements are 
not satisfi ed, although they still consume system resources. Th is situation is indi-
cated to the CAC algorithm, which removes these users from the network.

In our load-balancing RRM framework each algorithm individually and all 
algorithms as a whole satisfy QoS requirements and maximize the network capacity. 
Th ey have the same target and operate in close cooperation.

Adaptive
Transmission

Call Admission Control

Horizontal
Handover

Dynamic
Bandwidth
Allocation

User admitted
or removed

User is out
of coverage

Each
frame

New
user

Figure 14.11 Block diagram of Mobile WiMAX radio resource management 
algorithms.
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14.8 Vertical Handover
Multiple wireless networks based on diff erent transmission technologies, belonging 
to diff erent operators, having diff erent coverage areas, and developed to provide 
diff erent services are currently deployed. Th e 4G wireless network is a hetero-
geneous network, combining the existing wireless networks [61].

To increase the effi  ciency of the 4G heterogeneous network, it is benefi cial to 
use a common RRM. It enables joint optimization of the entire 4G heterogeneous 
network. Th e key algorithm of the common RRM is a vertical handover algorithm. 
While the horizontal handover algorithm should guarantee QoS requirements, the 
vertical handover algorithm should be applied to a wider set of tasks [62]. Th e verti-
cal handover algorithm should optimize the characteristics of the 4G heteroge-
neous wireless network, for example, maximize its capacity. Th e vertical handover 
algorithm solves these tasks by selecting a serving sector for a user among all sectors 
of all networks of the 4G heterogeneous wireless network. Th e vertical handover 
algorithm should take into account QoS, system load, monetary cost, security, 
user preferences, power consumption, and operator benefi ts [63,64].

Th e Mobile WiMAX network will be a part of the 4G heterogeneous wireless net-
work. We propose the load-balancing QoS-guaranteed vertical handover algorithm for 
the 4G heterogeneous wireless network including the Mobile WiMAX network. Our 
algorithm maximizes the capacity of the 4G heterogeneous wireless network. 

To develop the load-balancing vertical handover algorithm, we need the expres-
sions for the sector load for all parts of the heterogeneous wireless network. Moreover, 
these sector loads should be comparable. Consequently, they should  satisfy our 
requirements for the system load model of the Mobile WiMAX network:

System load model should include shared system resources only.
System load should be equal to the minimum amount of the system resource 
needed to satisfy QoS requirements for all the users served.
System load should be normalized to the available system resource.

When the expressions for the sector load are available, the sectors of diff erent 
networks may be considered as the sectors of the same heterogeneous wireless 
 network. For this 4G heterogeneous wireless network we can use the proposed hor-
izontal handover algorithm for the Mobile WiMAX network [60].

We illustrate the effi  ciency of the proposed vertical handover algorithm using 
system level simulation. Th e simulated 4G heterogeneous wireless network is shown 
in Figure 14.12. It includes seven Mobile WiMAX sectors, six IEEE 802.11b sec-
tors, and three cdma2000 1xEV-DO sectors.

In the Mobile WiMAX network the sector radius is 300 m, the frequency reuse 
factor is seven, and the signal bandwidth is 10 MHz in each sector. In the IEEE 
802.11b network the sector radius is 100 m, in the cdma2000 1xEV-DO network 
it equals 2000 m.

�
�

�
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For the IEEE 802.11b and cdma2000 1xEV-DO networks we use the system 
load models that satisfy our requirements. To calculate the system load in the IEEE 
802.11b network, the ratio of the traffi  c load to the throughput should be 
minimized [65]. Th e minimization involves the maximization of the IEEE 802.11b 
 saturation throughput, which can be performed as described in [66–68]. In the 
cdma2000 1xEV-DO network, the time and interference resources in the DL need 
to be combined and the interference resource in the UL should be used.

We compare our vertical handover algorithm with the SINR-based algorithm. 
In the SINR-based algorithm, we select the sector with the maximum SINR value 
given that this SINR value is higher than the threshold determined by the QoS 
requirements.

First, we show the maximum sector load among all sectors of the 4G heteroge-
neous network as a function of the system time in Figure 14.13. Th is fi gure indicates 
that the SINR-based vertical handover algorithm occasionally leads to overloading, 
that is, to the network condition when the QoS requirements are not satisfi ed for 
the users. Our load-balancing vertical handover algorithm keeps the maximum sec-
tor load less than one and, hence, guarantees meeting the QoS requirements.

Th en, we show the maximum sector load among all sectors of the 4G heteroge-
neous network and the network throughput as the functions of the traffi  c load in 
Figures 14.14 and 14.15.

Figure 14.14 shows the maximum sector load as a function of the network  traffi  c 
load. Th e SINR-based handover algorithm leads to overloading under the network 

- IEEE 802.11b access point

- Mobile WiMAX base station

- cdma2000 1xEV-DO base station

Figure 14.12 Simulated 4G heterogeneous wireless network.
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traffi  c load value of about 25 Mb/sec, while our load-balancing algorithm results in 
the overloading condition under the network traffi  c load value of about 90 Mb/sec.

Figure 14.15 shows the network throughput as a function of the network traffi  c 
load. Th e SINR-based handover algorithm reaches the maximum throughput value 
of about 25 Mb/sec, while our load-balancing algorithm gains the maximum 
throughput value of about 90 Mb/sec.

Our vertical handover algorithm guarantees QoS requirements and maximizes 
the capacity of the 4G heterogeneous wireless network. It provides a considerable 
capacity gain over the SINR-based algorithm.

14.9 Future Research Issues
Some issues have been left out of our discussion. Th ey have to do with future research 
and may further improve the performance of the Mobile WiMAX network. Let us 
briefl y describe these issues and key ideas for each of them.

Figure 14.13 Maximum sector load as a function of system time. SINR, 
Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio.

Figure 14.14 Maximum sector load as a function of network traffi c load. SINR, 
Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio.
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Th e fi rst direction for the future research on RRM algorithms is the MIMO 
technology. Space-time coding and receive diversity techniques increase network 
coverage, whereas spatial multiplexing in the DL and collaborative spatial multi-
plexing in the UL improve spectral effi  ciency. Adaptive switching between these 
two MIMO techniques is a promising RRM algorithm. Th e idea is to use space-
time coding for users with bad receiving conditions and to use spatial multiplexing 
for users with good receiving conditions.

Another MIMO technique, that is, smart antenna with interference cancella-
tion improves spatial separation of the users. Also, adaptive transmission algorithms 
for the multi-user MIMO are of great interest. Th ese algorithms are particularly 
important for the UL collaborative spatial multiplexing.

Th e second direction for the future research is a fractional reuse factor. Let us 
consider three adjacent sectors. We may use the same frequency for the users inside 
these sectors, and three diff erent frequencies for the users around the edges of these 
sectors. In this case, the frequency reuse factor will be between one and three. It is 
expected that this scheme will have higher spectral effi  ciency than the fi xed fre-
quency reuse factor of one and three. Th e OFDMA technology and frame structure 
of the Mobile WiMAX network provide convenient capability for implementing 
the fractional reuse factor.

Another direction is time-frequency scheduling. In the neighboring sectors 
using the same frequency, diff erent users cause diff erent levels of interference to 
each other. Consequently, the mutual interference may be reduced by specifi c allo-
cation of service fl ows within the time-frequency resource of the frame. Two users 
that cause the maximum interference to each other may be placed in the areas of 
nonoverlapping time-frequency resource. Th is approach will increase coverage and 
improve spectral effi  ciency of the Mobile WiMAX network.

So far the scheduling algorithm and other adaptive transmission algorithms 
have been considered independently. Th e scheduling algorithm selects the DL 
and UL service fl ows to be transmitted in the current frame. Th en, AMC, power 

Figure 14.15 Network throughput as a function of network traffi c load. SINR, 
Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio.
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control, and adaptive frequency subchannel allocation algorithms are applied to the 
selected service fl ows. Consequently, the adaptive transmission algorithm including 
scheduling and all other algorithms may be developed. Th is algorithm will operate 
over a moving window of several frames. We believe that such algorithms can fur-
ther improve the Mobile WiMAX system’s performance.

An important issue in the Mobile WiMAX network is overhead. Some times it 
can take a half of the system capacity or even more. Th e key components of the 
overhead are the DL and UL Medium Access Protocol (MAP) messages, band-
width requests, and acknowledgments. Adaptive transmission algorithms taking 
into account the overhead could greatly improve the Mobile WiMAX performance. 
Also, applying AMC and power control for the DL and UL MAP transmission is a 
promising approach.

One of the planned applications for the Mobile WiMAX network is Voice over 
IP (VoIP). However, the Mobile WiMAX system is not optimized for it. Transmission 
of many small packets leads to a lot of overhead. Consequently, development of the 
adaptive transmission algorithm specifi cally for the VoIP transmission may improve 
the VoIP capacity of the Mobile WiMAX network. One of the specifi c features of 
the VoIP traffi  c is that it is bi-directional. Hence, if the user cannot transmit a VoIP 
service fl ow in one direction, there is no need to waste the system resources for trans-
mission of its VoIP service fl ow in the reverse direction.

Cross-layer optimization of the Mobile WiMAX network for supporting the 
end-to-end QoS is another interesting direction for research. Under this approach, 
the Mobile WiMAX network can be optimized for specifi c services or sets of 
services.

Finally, we believe that using our system load model of the Mobile WiMAX 
network will greatly improve the network planning tools. In the Mobile WiMAX 
network, the receiving conditions do not characterize the network coverage. Traffi  c 
load, QoS requirements, and available degrees of freedom should also be taken into 
account. Our system load model takes all these factors into account. Moreover, our 
general system load model, presented in the previous section, will be benefi cial for 
planning the 4G heterogeneous wireless network.
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Chapter 15

Multi-Service 
Opportunistic QoS-
Enhanced Scheduler for 
the Downlink of IEEE 
802.16 Point-to-
Multipoint Systems

Yonghong Zhang and David G. Michelson

In IEEE 802.16-based broadband wireless metropolitan access networks (MANs), 
the packet scheduler that sits at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer plays a 
key role in both maximizing system throughput and achieving a satisfactory QoS. 
Developing eff ective multi-service packet schedulers is challenging because both 
criteria have to be satisfi ed. Here, we introduce a downlink packet scheduling 
scheme that combines conventional multi-user diversity with an urgency function 
whose value increases rapidly as the time remaining to meet the quality of service 
(QoS) requirement associated with a particular service becomes shorter. Simulation 
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results obtained using combinations of data fl ows subscribing to IEEE 802.16’s 
UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE services confi rm that our multi-service opportunistic 
QoS-enhanced scheduler (M-OQES) algorithm outperforms existing multi-
 service scheduling schemes. Moreover, the computational complexity of the 
M-OQES algorithm compares favorably with that of the widely adopted propor-
tional fair rule.

15.1 Introduction
Unlike wireline systems, IEEE 802.16 broadband wireless MANs must function 
eff ectively while contending with time-varying fading channels with limited band-
width. Accordingly, eff ective management of scarce radio resources is required to 
maximize both system throughput and QoS. A key role in achieving these goals is 
played by the packet scheduler that sits at the MAC layer and which arbitrates 
among the multiple users that seek access to the shared medium.

Th e real-time scheduling problem has been intensively studied for many years 
in conjunction with applications as diverse as sharing of computer processor cycles 
or time slots on communication channels. For real-time data communications, the 
objective is to guarantee the delivery of each packet before it expires. In such cases, 
the earliest deadline fi rst (EDF) or earlier due date policy has been considered opti-
mal. For non-real-time data communications, such as fi le transfer, however, the 
objective is to fairly distribute the limited resource to each user, so that all users 
experience similar levels of service. Th e generalized processor sharing (GPS) algo-
rithm is one of the several scheduling schemes that can guarantee such fairness in 
an error-free environment.

Although these schedulers function well when the channel is error-free, they are 
less eff ective when the channel experiences fading over time. Examples of past 
eff orts to develop schedulers suitable for wireless applications are described in 
Reference [1] and the references therein. Instead of treating fading of the wireless 
channel as an impairment, multi-user diversity exploits this time-varying property 
by scheduling transmissions to a particular user only during instants of minimal 
fading [2]. Th e proportional fair (PF) rule [3] and the opportunistic scheduler [4] 
are examples of scheduler algorithms that focus on fairness for data services. Th e 
exponential rule (EXP) [5] and our own opportunistic QoS-enhanced scheduler 
(OQES) [6], on the other hand, are suitable for real-time traffi  c associated with 
time constraints.

When designing a scheduling scheme suitable for use with the IEEE 802.16 
standard, another issue needs to be considered. Th e standard provides diff erent 
 levels of service to meet the needs of diff erent classes of users. Some users require 
that each of their packets be delivered within a specifi c time interval, some require 
guaranteed minimum traffi  c rates, while others do not care about the individual 
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behavior of their packets as long as they can receive reasonable service at low cost. 
Th ese diverse and often contradictory requirements add another level of com-
plexity to the design of scheduling schemes. A few studies (e.g., Ref. [7]) have 
focused on achieving QoS for the downlink, and some others (e.g., Ref. [8]) seek 
to optimize the uplink scheduling problem for IEEE 802.16-based systems. 
However, to the best of our knowledge, none that seek to maximize system 
throughput while ensuring QoS on the system downlink has been introduced. 
Th e existing multi-service scheduling schemes that are suitable for the downlink 
are mainly designed for wireless asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) systems (e.g., 
Refs. [9,10]) and are not readily portable to IEEE 802.16-based systems. 
Moreover, they are not able to exploit the multi-user diversity property of the 
wireless  system. An EXP and PF rule combined algorithm [11] has recently been 
proposed. It seeks to maximize system throughput for both delay-sensitive traffi  c 
and Best Eff ort (BE) services. However, it does not include a mechanism to 
ensure minimum data rate.

In this chapter, we propose a multi-service opportunistic M-OQES that 
schedules multiple service fl ows from the Base Station (BS) to a multiplicity of 
Subscriber Stations (SS). It seeks to satisfy all classes of QoS requirements that 
are defi ned by the IEEE 802.16 standard while trying to maximize the overall 
system throughput. In Section 15.2, we review IEEE 802.16-supported services 
and their QoS requirements. In Section 15.3, we describe our M-OQES. 
In Section 15.4, we present simulation results that confi rm that our M-OQES 
algorithm outperforms existing multi-service scheduling schemes. In Section 
15.5, we summarize the main contributions of this work.

15.2  IEEE 802.16-Supported Services and Their 
QoS Requirements

Four services are defi ned in the IEEE 802.16 standard: the Unsolicited Grant 
Service (UGS), the Real-time Polling Service (rtPS), the Non-real-time Polling 
Service (nrtPS), and the BE service.

15.2.1 Unsolicited Grant Service
Th e UGS is designed to support real-time data streams that consist of fi xed-length 
data packets issued at fi xed intervals. Typical applications include T1/E1 data 
streams and Voice over IP (VoIP) without silence suppression. In such cases, the 
task of the downlink scheduler at the BS is to transmit the packet at fi xed intervals 
with little or no variation so that the Maximum Latency (ML) and Tolerated Jitter 
(TJ) requirements can be satisfi ed.
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15.2.2 Real-Time Polling Service
Th e rtPS is designed to support real-time data streams that consist of variable-
length data packets that are issued at periodic intervals. Typical applications 
include video streaming and video conferencing. Such applications require that 
each packet arrives at the SS within a specifi ed time interval. For example, for 
video conferencing, the tolerable delay from the BS to the SS is roughly between 
40 and 90 ms. Because techniques for buff ering at the receiver have improved in 
recent years, delay variance (jitter) is not as important as it is in the UGS. Th e 
main QoS service fl ow parameter that must be considered for rtPS in downlink 
scheduling is ML.

15.2.3 Non-Real-Time Polling Service
Th e nrtPS is designed to support delay-tolerant data streams such as File Transfer 
Protocol (FTP). Such streams usually consist of variable-length data packets for 
which a minimum data rate is required. Th e mandatory QoS service fl ow parame-
ters that are considered by the BS downlink scheduler are: (1) the Minimum 
Reserved Traffi  c Rate (MRTR) and (2) the Traffi  c Priority (TP), which specify the 
priority among identical fl ows.

15.2.4 Best Effort
Th e BE service is designed to support data streams that do not have any minimum 
service level requirement and which can be handled on a space-available basis. As 
there is no minimum requirement, the only QoS service fl ow parameter that needs 
to be considered is TP.

15.2.5  Downlink QoS Requirements for 
IEEE 802.16 Services

Table 15.1 summarizes the QoS requirements and the mandatory QoS service 
fl ow parameters that must be considered by the downlink scheduling scheme. Th e 
IEEE 802.16 standard does not specify how resources shall be allocated among 
same priority BE fl ows after the QoS requirements of the UGS, rtPS, and nrtPS 
fl ows have been satisfi ed. A reasonable rule is to ensure fairness, so that such fl ows 
can receive the same level of service. Another issue that the standard does not 
address is how nrtPS fl ows should be treated after their MRTRs have been met. 
A possible solution is to share the system resources with the BE fl ows with a 
 certain fair share.
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15.3  Multi-Service Opportunistic 
QoS-Enhanced Scheduler

Our M-OQES scheduler is designed for use in conjunction with the time divi-
sion multiple access (TDMA)/time division duplex (TDD) based MAC protocol 
described in the IEEE 802.16 standard. Th e system architecture is depicted in 
Figure 15.1. Th roughout this chapter, we assume that an appropriate call admis-
sion control scheme has been implemented. Th e terms SS and user are used 
interchangeably.

In devising a scheme that will satisfy the QoS requirements (as summarized in 
Table 15.1) while maximizing system throughput, it is necessary to consider the 
characteristics of the wireless channel. Th e most important characteristic is the 
manner in which the signal strength received by wireless users randomly fades over 
time. Such fading is experienced by both mobile users and stationary or fi xed users. 
In the latter case, fading is caused by movement of the scatterers in the vicinity of 
the users, including moving vehicles and wind-blown foliage. Scheduling packets 
to a user without considering the quality of the channel conditions that it is experi-
encing could lead to low channel utilization.

To maximize system throughput, it is benefi cial to exploit multi-user diversity 
and aim to allocate resources to the user with the best channel quality at each given 
instant. However, only considering system performance would both sacrifi ce users 
with strict time constraints (e.g., real-time applications) and users at unfavorable 
locations (e.g., at the cell edge). To compensate for such users, we use an urgency 
factor along with the channel quality condition as the basis for our scheduling rule. 

Table 15.1 Quality of Service (QoS) Requirements and Mandatory QoS 
Service Flow Parameter That Are Considered by the Downlink Scheduler

Service Type QoS Requirements
Relevant Service Flow 

Parameters

Unsolicited Grant 
Service

Periodic transmission Maximum Latency (ML), 
Tolerated Jitter (TJ)

Real-time Polling 
Service

Within certain delay ML

Non-real-time 
Polling Service

Maintain minimum data rate; 
fair share of the remaining 
resource

Minimum Reserved 
Traffi c Rate (MRTR)

Best Effort Higher priority fl ow gets lower 
delay; fairness among same 
priority fl ows

Traffi c Priority (TP)
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UGS fl ows have higher priority over other services, and are scheduled periodically 
regardless of the channel conditions.

Each time a scheduling decision is made, the fl ow with the maximum schedul-
ing value v = UF is given the opportunity to transmit its head-of-line (HOL) packet. 
Here, the factor U is determined by the data rate that the corresponding user can 
achieve relative to its historical channel conditions and the factor F specifi es the 
urgency of the fl ow. Both factors are described in more detail next.

15.3.1 Relative Rate Function U
Th e relative speed of the user is defi ned as the sum of two terms. Th e fi rst term is 
similar to the PF rule, that is, the ratio of the user’s current rate to their average 
rate. Th e second term is the relative maximum rate. When a user reaches the maxi-
mum rate they ever reached in a past window, the user receives the maximum rate 
reward (MaxRR) λ. (Th e value of λ is chosen to exceed the maximum possible 
value of the PF term.) Otherwise, the user receives nothing. In this manner, we 
make the relative maximum rate the decision rule and thereby encourage users to 
transmit at their highest possible rate. When no user reaches its maximum rate or 

Figure 15.1 System architecture of the multi-service opportunistic QoS-enhanced 
(M-OQES) scheduling algorithm. UGS, Unsolicited Grant Service; rtPS, Real-time 
Polling Service; nrtPS, Non-real-time Polling Service; BE, Best Effort.
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multiple users reach their maximum rate simultaneously, that is, the relative maxi-
mum rate term of multiple users are the same, the fi rst term or PF rule becomes 
the decision rule.

15.3.2 Urgency Function F
As the name suggests, the urgency function F indicates how urgently the HOL 
packet of the fl ow must be transmitted to satisfy QoS requirements. Because each 
service has diff erent QoS requirements, each defi nes urgency in a diff erent way.

For rtPS traffi  c, every packet must be transmitted within the fl ow’s maximum 
latency or ML. Accordingly, the urgency factor FrtPS increases as the deadline for 
transmitting the HOL packet draws closer. If the deadline is far away, the urgency 
factor is set to its minimum value of 1 and the packet is said to be in its normal 
state. Once the waiting time passes a certain threshold, say Trt, the fl ow goes into 
the urgent state. Th e closer the fl ow is to the deadline, the higher the value of the 
urgency parameter. Th e closeness to the HOL packet’s deadline is expressed in 
terms of the frame time left, t, which is the diff erence between the fl ow’s ML and 
its age. Th e HOL packet’s age is the summation of the time the packet spent in 
the BS queue and the estimated transmission time. An example function of FrtPS 
for the rtPS service is shown in Figure 15.2. If the remaining frame time, t, is 

1

α

Trt
Time left (t)

F
rt

P
S

Figure 15.2 Example urgency function for Real-time Polling Service (rtPS) 
service (F rtPS (t) = 1,t > Trt; αe1/t, t < Trt). 
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smaller than zero, there is a high chance that the packet will miss its deadline. 
To avoid wasting bandwidth by sending expired packets, we proactively drop 
such packets.

For BE traffi  c, the main issue is to ensure fairness among users. Accordingly, the 
urgency term FBE indicates whether the fl ow has received its fair share of the chan-
nel. We use a credit-like approach to monitor the diff erence between a fl ow’s fair 
share and the actual service that it gets. When a fl ow i is given the transmission 
opportunity for its HOL packet of length L bytes, all other fl ows that have packets 
waiting for transmission will receive credits equal to the fair share it would get if the 
L bytes had been shared fairly among all these fl ows. At the same time, fl ow i will 
get negative credits equal to the total credits the other fl ows receive. In such cases, 
we say that fl ow i has spent L credits.

For example, suppose there are three users in the system sharing the resources 
with a fair share of (2,1,1). If user 1 spends four credits, that is, transmits a packet 
of length four bytes, then −2 credits are given to user 1 because the system handled 
four bytes and user 1 is only entitled of two bytes. Th e remaining two bytes of 
channel usage were borrowed from the other users. Th e credits of users 2 and 3 are 
both 1 because that is the share they should have received. After user 3 spends eight 
credits, the credits for the users are 2, 3, and −5, respectively. We use the ratio of 
user’s credit c to a constant C to evaluate the BE users’ urgency. For the previous 
example, the credit factor for each fl ow becomes 0.02, 0.03, and −0.05 with 
C = 100. Th e higher the ratio, the more credits the fl ow has, and the more urgent the 
fl ow should be. An example function of FBE for BE service is shown in Figure 15.3. 

0 1

1

γ

−∞

Credit factor (c/C)

F
B

E

Figure 15.3 Example urgency function for Best Effort (BE) service (F BE(c/C) = γec/C).
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When considering the priority of the fl ow, the credit factor becomes p*c/C, where p 
is the TP of the fl ow.

For nrtPS, the urgency factor FnrtPS shows how far the fl ow is away from its 
MRTR and its fair share. We use a token bucket to maintain the minimum reserved 
rate and the credit mechanism introduced before to control its fair share. Th e token 
bucket is a container of length S that holds the transferable token for a fl ow with 
each token representing one bit. As time goes by, the token is generated at the 
MRTR as the fl ow specifi ed (in bits per second). When the HOL packet is trans-
mitted, an amount equal to the value of the token is removed from the bucket. If 
the generated token reaches a certain percentage of the container, that is, Tnrt, we 
say that the fl ow is underserved, and we give it urgent status. Th is corresponds to a 
value of FnrtPS greater than 1. We use the token factor to express the urgency in 
terms of the fullness of the token bucket, that is, s/S, where s is the value of the 
fl ow’s token. Th e fuller the bucket, the more urgent the fl ow. An example function 
of the minimum reserved rate part of the urgency function FnrtPS,MRTR for nrtPS 
service is shown in Figure 15.4. When the token in the bucket is not enough for the 
current HOL packet, the packet is still allowed to be sent, the over-taken token is 
spent as credits, and the number of the token is set to zero. A fl ow with negative 
credit and nonurgent token factor is placed in the over-served state, and is tempo-
rarily degraded as BE traffi  c. Th e urgency value of a nrtPS fl ow takes into consider-
ation both the rate reservation part and the fair share part, and the value is the 
greater one of the two.

0 Tnrt 1
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β

Token factor (s/S)

F
nr

tP
S

,M
R

T
R

Figure 15.4 Example urgency function. The minimum reserved rate part of the 
urgency function for Non-real-time Polling Service (nrtPS) service (F nrtPS, MRTR 

(s/S) = 1,s/S < Tnrt; βes/S, s/S > Tnrt). 
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15.3.3 M-OQES Algorithm
Th e M-OQES algorithm attempts to schedule fl ows when the corresponding chan-
nel is capable of supporting its maximum rate but gives overriding priority to fl ows 
that are in danger of violating their QoS requirements. For rtPS fl ows, packets need 
to be sent within the ML. If poor channel quality causes rtPS packets to enter the 
urgent state, the rapid increase in the urgency factor will cause the scheduler to 
transmit them without waiting for channel conditions to improve. In such cases, 
channel utilization will be less effi  cient. nrtPS and BE fl ows allow some fl exibility 
in their QoS requirements. However, when they are far off  their normal token 
 factor or fair share, the scheduler will hasten their transmission regardless of the 
channel conditions. We want to avoid such cases as much as possible to improve the 
overall system throughput. Ideally, if the corresponding user’s channel changes 
quickly enough, that is, the Doppler rate is high enough, that the relative maxi-
mum rate can be reached before each packet goes into the urgent state and the 
 system performance will be maximized. Opportunistic beam-forming using multi-
ple antennas at the BS is one method for artifi cially increasing the Doppler rate of 
the channel [2].

Here, we describe the M-OQES scheduling algorithm in detail. During each 
frame preparation time:

 1. If a UGS fl ow reaches its sending time (e.g., the associated timer times out), get 
the HOL packet of the fl ow and go to step 5. Otherwise, continue to step 2.

 2. Calculate the scheduling value v = UF for each rtPS fl ow, and select the fl ow 
with the largest v. If the fl ow’s HOL packet is in the urgent state or the fl ow 
receives the MaxRR, get the HOL packet of the fl ow and go to step 5. 
Otherwise, mark the user as MAXrt and continue to step 3.

 3. Calculate the scheduling value υ for each nrtPS fl ow whose credit is not nega-
tive or whose token factor is urgent (s/S > Tnrt) and select the fl ow with the 
largest v. If the fl ow’s HOL packet is in the urgent state or the fl ow receives 
the MaxRR, get the fl ow’s HOL packet and go to step 5. Otherwise, mark 
the user as MAXnrt and continue to step 4.

 4. Calculate the scheduling value υ for each BE fl ow and the degraded nrtPS 
fl ow, select the fl ow with the biggest υ and mark it as MAXBE. Select the fl ow 
with the biggest v among MAXrt, MAXnrt, and MAXBE, and get the fl ow’s 
HOL packet. Continue to step 5.

 5. If the packet can be fully packed into the frame, do so. Otherwise, break the 
packet into two parts in such a way that the fi rst part can just fi ll the frame. 
Pack the fi rst part into the frame and leave the remainder in the buff er. If the 
frame is full, fi nish. Otherwise, go to step 1. 

Th e computational resource requirements of the M-OQES algorithm are not fi xed 
and will vary depending on the circumstances. Th e computational load is least 
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when the timer for one of the UGS fl ows expires. Because this indicates that it is 
time to send a UGS HOL packet, the scheduling scheme does not need to do any 
further calculations to make the scheduling decision. On the other hand, when 
none of the UGS fl ows reaches its sending time and neither rtPS nor nrtPS fl ows 
satisfy the selection criteria in steps 2 and 3, the scheduling algorithm must proceed 
until step 4 to make the decision. In such worst case scenarios, the computational 
complexity is O(log(n)), where n is the number of fl ows. Th is is the same as the 
PF rule.

15.3.4 Implementation
Assigning appropriate values to the various parameters used in the algorithm is a 
very important step in successful implementation of the M-OQES algorithm. Th e 
relevant parameters, their meanings, their setting rules, and example values are 
summarized in Table 15.2.

15.4 Simulation Results
We evaluated the performance of our M-OQES algorithm by simulating the 
downlink of one sector of an IEEE 802.16 system. We conducted two types of 
MATLAB-based simulations. Th e fi rst was used to measure the overall perfor-
mance of M-OQES compared with existing schedulers. Th e second was used to 
determine how closely short-term fairness between the nrtPS and BE services is 
achieved by M-OQES.

15.4.1 Simulation Environment
Because UGS traffi  c has a higher priority than the other services and is always 
scheduled fi rst, it has no eff ect on the scheduling schemes used for the other ser-
vices. Accordingly, we did not include the UGS in our simulations and only evalu-
ated the scheduling schemes designed for rtPS, nrtPS, and BE traffi  c.

Th e rtPS service was evaluated using simulated video traffi  c generated using the 
simple IPB composite model [12]. Th e movie Star Wars was simulated with an aver-
age data rate of 1 Mbps. Th ere is one packet (frame) generated in every 40 ms, which 
is synthesized by combining three self-similar processes in a way similar to the Group 
of Pictures (GOP) structure. Th e self-similar processes adopted before are generated 
using the algorithm given in [13]. Th e delay requirement is 100 ms, and the maxi-
mum tolerable delay violation is 2 percent. In terms of nrtPS and BE services, to 
evaluate the minimum rate guarantee for nrtPS service and fairness among users, 
we generated continuous fl ows to simulate FTP for nrtPS service and World 
Wide Web (WWW) for BE service. For both cases, one packet is generated every 
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Table 15.2 Parameters of the Multi-Service Opportunistic 
QoS-Enhanced Scheduling (M-OQES) Algorithm

Parameter Scope Meaning
Setting Rules or 

Guides Example Value

α,β,γ System The value of FrtPS 

(x), FnrtPS, MRTR(x), 

and FBE (x), 
when x = 1

α > β > γ > 1 When using the 
urgent functions 
in Figures 15.2 
through 15.4, we 
can set α = 6 * e, 
β = 4 * e, γ = 3 * e

λ System Value of the 
maximum rate 
reward 
(MaxRR)

Bigger than the 
max/min rate 
ratio in the 
system

ratemax/ratemin

Trt Flow The threshold of 
rtPS fl ows 
going to the 
urgent status

A function of the 
HOL packet 
length and the 
fl ow’s maximum 
tolerable packet 
loss ratio

Estimated packet 
transmission 
time * [−log10 

(maximum 
tolerable packet 
loss ratio)]

Tnrt Flow The threshold of 
nrtPS fl ows 
going to the 
urgent status

Set with S. 0 < Tnrt 
< 1, the bigger the 
value, the more 
rate variance, 
and the bigger 
the system 
throughput

Typical value 
is between 0.2 
and 0.7

C Flow The maximum 
tolerable credit 
loss for nrtPS 
and BE fl ows

Tolerable amount 
of lacking 
service

If a fl ow can 
stand 1 sec of 
no service, then 
C = 1 * 100K 
with a rate of 
100 kbs

S Flow Size of the 
token bucket 
for nrtPS fl ows

Set with Tnrt.  The 
bigger the token 
bucket, the more 
variant of the 
receiving rate is 
allowed, and the 
bigger the 
system 
throughput

If a fl ow’s rate is 
1 Mbps, and the 
rate variation 
within 2 sec is 
tolerable, then 
S = 2 * 1 Mbps 
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four milliseconds. Th e ratio of rtPS fl ows, nrtPS fl ows, and BE fl ows is 1:2:2. Table 
15.3 summarizes the traffi  c and their QoS requirements for both types of simulations.

Th e base station of the simulated system is located at the center of the cell with 
three 120° directional antennas. SSs use omnidirectional antennas, and are uni-
formly distributed in the cell. Th e increase in path loss with distance and the degree 
of shadow fading follows Erceg’s suburban model [14] terrain type A. Fast fading 
follows the Rician distribution. Th e system uses multiple antennas at the BS [2] to 
generate faster fading in the channel to enhance the performance of multi-user 
diversity. Th e maximum Doppler frequency is uniformly distributed between 10 
and 20 Hz.

Th e BS communicates with the users using the rates adapted to the user chan-
nel conditions so that the bit error rate QoS required by each service can be met. 
Th e transmission between the BS and the user is assumed to be error-free. When a 
user’s received SNR ratio is lower than the lowest requirement, no transmission will 
be scheduled for the user. 

All simulations last for two minutes, that is, 120,000 frames, which is consid-
ered to be long enough to avoid any specifi c scenarios.

Table 15.3 Simulated Traffi c and their Quality of Service (QoS) 
Requirements

Video Frame dimension
Max frame
Mean rate
Delay requirement
Maximum delay violation

240 * 252
26,955 bytes
1 Mbps
100 ms
0.02

File Transfer 
Protocol (FTP)

Fair share among FTP
Generating rate (Type 1)
Packet length (Type 1)
Minimum required traffi c rate 
(Type 1)

Generating rate (Type 2)
Packet length (Type 2)
Minimum required traffi c rate 
(Type 2)

1
300 kbps
150 bytes
250 kbps

1 Mbps
500 bytes
500 kbps

World Wide 
Web (WWW)

Fair share among WWW
Generating rate (Type 1)
Packet length (Type 1)
Generating rate (Type 2)
Packet length (Type 2)

1
300 kbps
150 bytes
1 Mbps
500 bytes

Fair share between FTP and WWW (Type 1) (1, 2)

Fair share between FTP and WWW (Type 2) (2, 3)
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Figure 15.5 System throughput of the simulated system when using different sched-
uling schemes. M-OQES, multi-service opportunistic QoS-enhanced scheduling.

15.4.2 Evaluation of M-OQES’s Performance
We have evaluated the eff ectiveness of M-OQES by comparing its performance 
with that of some existing schedulers. We use EDF for the rtPS service, and RR for 
the nrtPS and BE services as baselines in view of these algorithms’ popularity. To 
be fair, the EDF and RR algorithms are used in conjunction with adaptive modula-
tion and coding. We also selected the EXP and PF [11] rules for comparison. Th e 
EXP rule is suitable for the rtPS service, and the PF rule is a good match for BE ser-
vice. For the nrtPS service, however, there is no suitable rule, so we use two versions 
of the EXP/PF rule. EXP/PF-1 uses EXP for the nrtPS service, and EXP/PF-2 uses 
PF for the nrtPS service. 

Figures 15.5 through 15.8 show the system throughput; mean, maximum, and 
minimum receiving ratio for video users, and mean, maximum, minimum through-
put for FTP and WWW users. In each case, we ran the simulation with 200 users.

Figure 15.5 shows that the system throughput achieved using M-OQES is higher 
than the others. Th e improvement is roughly 10 percent over EXP/PF-1, EXP/PF-2, 
and 17 percent over AMC-EDF/RR. Th e diff erence between throughput and eff ective 
throughput, which is the throughput less any dropped bits, is not signifi cant, although 
AMC-EDF/RR and M-OQES are both better than the two EXP/PF schedulers. 

All four scheduling schemes are able to deliver most of the real-time video pack-
ets within the required time constraint while keeping the dropping ratio below 
2 percent as suggested by Figure 15.6. AMC-EDF/RR and M-OQES are better 
than the two EXP/PF algorithms in that their packet receiving ratios are both 
100 percent.
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In Figure 15.7, although AMC-EDF/RR achieves good long-term usage fair-
ness for FTP users with little diff erence between the minimum and maximum user 
throughput, it fails to maintain the MRTR at 250 kbps. EXP/PF-2 is also not able 
to maintain FTP users’ minimum rate requirements, and the users receive quite 
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Figure 15.6 Maximum, mean, and minimum receiving ratios of video users of 
the simulated system when using different scheduling schemes. M-OQES, multi-
service opportunistic QoS-enhanced scheduling.
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Figure 15.7 Maximum, mean, and minimum throughput of the Non-real-time 
Polling Service (nrtPS) users of the simulated system when using different schedul-
ing schemes. M-OQES, multi-service opportunistic QoS-enhanced scheduling.
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diff erent data rates because of their diff erent channel conditions, with the maxi-
mum rate at 300 kbps and the minimum at 0.26 kbps, which indicates a quite poor 
usage fairness. Both EXP/PF-1 and M-OQES are able to maintain the MRTR, 
however, the EXP/PF-1 rule has delivered every packet of the FTP fl ow no matter 
how starving the WWW users are.

In terms of WWW users as Figure 15.8 illustrated, both AMC-EDF/RR and 
M-OQES are able to achieve fairness among users. Both versions of the EXP/PF 
rule favor some users over others, which results in a best versus worst data ratio of 
34 for EXP/PF-1 and 1154 for EXP/PF-2. 

15.4.3 Evaluation of Short-Term Fairness
In this section we discuss the fairness issue in terms of usage, rather than propor-
tional fairness or service time fairness.

For real-time traffi  c, fairness is important when the system is overloaded and 
cannot satisfy each user’s QoS requirement. Here, each scheduler is able to keep the 
drop ratio within the QoS requirements of the real-time users, and specifi cally, 
M-OQES and AMC-EDF/RR are able to deliver every packet of the users on time. 
So, fairness is not an issue for rtPS services. For data services, that is, nrtPS and BE 
services, both long term fairness and short term fairness shall be considered. In 
Figures 15.7 and 15.8, we showed that M-OQES achieves better long-term fairness 
than the other two types of EXP/PF schedulers for nrtPS and BE services. In the 
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Figure 15.8 Maximum, mean, and minimum throughput of Best Effort (BE) users 
of the simulated system when using different scheduling schemes. M-OQES, 
multi-service opportunistic QoS-enhanced scheduling.
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following, we illustrate that M-OQES is also capable of achieving short-term fair-
ness for data services.

To illustrate how short-term fairness is achieved among nrtPS and BE services, 
we did another type of simulation with seven users with mean SNRs of 13.8, 31.4, 
18.0, 22.7, 12.2, 21.6, and 27.6 dB, respectively. User 1 is a real-time video user 
who requires rtPS service, and users 2 through 7 are FTP or WWW users that 
consume nrtPS and BE services. Th e simulated traffi  c and QoS requirement of each 
fl ow can be found in Table 15.3. 

At the start, there were only fi ve users in the system, including one video user, 
two FTP users, and two WWW users. After 40 sec, another FTP user joined the 
system, and later, at 80 sec, an extra WWW user was added. Figure 15.9 shows the 
time-series consumed bandwidth averaged over 10 sec for each user. Because the 
video user does not need to share any resources with the FTP and WWW users, we 
did not include the throughput of the video user in the fi gure. Th roughout the sim-
ulated 120 sec, each of the video user’s packets were delivered on time.

From Figure 15.9, we can see that throughout the simulation period, the rates 
received by FTP users are quite similar, and so are those for the WWW users. 
Th is shows that the bandwidth has been fairly shared among the same service 
consumers.

In the fi rst 40 sec, after satisfying the QoS requirements of the video user 
and the MRTR (500 kbps) of the FTP users, the remaining resources is shared 
among the FTP and WWW users with a fair share of (2,3). Th us, apart from the 
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Figure 15.9 Short-term fairness of the multi-service opportunistic QoS-
enhanced (M-OQES) scheduling algorithm. nrtPS, Non-real-time Polling Service; 
BE, Best Effort.
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minimum rate, each FTP user received a total data rate of 860 kbps with a fair 
share contribution of 360 kbps, and each WWW user got the fair share of about 
540 kbps. Apparently, the received fair share of FTP and WWW users do follow 
the specifi ed fair share, which is (360,540) or (2,3). When the FTP user joined at 
40 sec, the four existing users’ data rate dropped accordingly. Th e data rates for the 
WWW users then became 390 kbps, and 760 kbps for FTP users, including the 
newly joined one. And then at 80 sec, another WWW user joined the system. 
Again, the existing FTP and WWW users’ data rate dropped according to their 
MRTR and fair share. With seven users in the system, the fair share unit became 
120 kbps, and the data rates for the FTP and WWW users became 740 kbps and 
360 kbps, respectively.

Th e overall system throughput grew each time new users were added, from 
3.8 Mbps at the beginning, to 4.06 Mbps after one FTP user joined, and fi nally to 
4.3 Mbps (the video user has a data rate of roughly 1 Mbps). Th e observed increase 
in system throughput is mainly due to the contribution of multi-user diversity.

15.5 Conclusions
We have introduced a new downlink scheduler for IEEE 802.16 point-to-multi-
point broadband wireless access systems. It aims to provide good performance for 
multiple services by achieving an eff ective compromise between maximizing 
throughput and satisfying each user’s QoS requirements. It does so by combining 
conventional multi-user diversity with an urgency function whose value increases 
rapidly as the time remaining to meet a specifi ed QoS requirement becomes short. 
Simulation results confi rm that our M-OQES algorithm outperforms existing 
multi-service scheduling schemes. Moreover, the computational complexity of the 
M-OQES algorithm is comparable with that of the widely adopted PF rule.
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Chapter 16

Effects of Rain on IEEE 
802.16 Systems 
Deployment

Bernard Fong

Climatic phenomena such as rain, snow, and gas absorption cause attenuation and 
distortion to radio waves in an outdoor environment. Th e extent of signal degrada-
tion is primarily dependent on the carrier frequency and the actual rate of rainfall 
at a given time. In addition, the eff ect of rain is the main cause of attenuation at 
frequencies above several GHz commonly used in broadband wireless networking 
applications [1]. Th is chapter looks at how rain attenuation aff ects the operations of 
both fi xed and mobile computing devices, and various ways of reducing their 
impacts on system performance.

16.1 Introduction
A considerable part of the work related to this chapter is based on extensive study 
of the eff ects of rain on broadband wireless access (BWA) systems and in building 
a statistical model on its impacts. Th e analysis of long-term results suggests that 
rainfall is the single most infl uential factor in the reliability and availability of radio 
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links in the application of broadband access networks. In this chapter, a detailed 
analysis of the extent of signal degradation caused by rain in tropical regions, where 
its eff ects are most severe, is presented. Th e next section looks at the eff ects of rain. 
Being an uncontrollable factor, it is practically impossible to cover the entire propa-
gation path of several kilometers path length to eliminate its eff ects. Section 16.3 
presents a detailed report on a range of diff erent systems, how rain aff ects wireless 
communication systems at diff erent data rates, and the problems associated with 
deployment of alternatively polarized signals as a result of rainfall. In Section 16.4, 
we look at the eff ect of rain attenuation in two tropical areas and investigate its 
impact on diff erent deployment scenarios for diff erent applications. Th e impor-
tance of studying the deployment region’s rainfall statistics and impacts on system 
operation is briefl y discussed in Section 16.5. Th is is followed by Section 16.6, 
which concludes this chapter by investigating remedies to the eff ect of rain attenu-
ation, namely by appropriate adjustment of the system fade margin. 

16.2 Uncontrollable Factor
Over the past decades, fi xed wire networks have evolved to provide a very high level 
of availability and reliability particularly with technological advancements in optical 
communications. Recent advancements in wireless communications technologies 
have made radio networks possible to match the reliability of fi xed networks. A 
number of factors aff ecting wireless transmission of multimedia data discussed in 
[2,3] are considered. It becomes clear that more work still needs to be done to mini-
mize the eff ects of rain. Unlike indoor environments where most parameters are 
controllable, signal degradation caused in an outdoor environment induces a much 
higher degree of uncertainty as many factors are virtually uncontrollable.

Rain causes attenuation, scattering, and cross-polarization to the propagating 
wave. While the former reduces signal strength signifi cantly even over a short path, 
the latter makes the deployment of alternately polarized signals a challenging issue 
in many cases. Th eir combined eff ect makes it diffi  cult to maintain an adequate 
level of system availability.

Alternately, polarized signals are often used to increase utilization of available 
bandwidth. Th e depolarization eff ect of rain makes utilization of orthogonally 
polarized signals a particularly challenging issue in heavy rainfall regions as hori-
zontally polarized signals undergo a higher degree of attenuation than vertically 
polarized signals as they propagate through the wireless channel under the infl u-
ence of rain. In general, higher frequencies are aff ected more severely by cross-
polarization and signal attenuation. Th e eff ects of heavy rainfall on radio propagation 
path reduce the system availability because rain causes cross-polarization inter-
ference that subsequently reduces the polarization separation between signals of 
vertical and horizontal polarizations as the signals propagate through rain. Th e 
extent of radio link performance degradation is measured by cross-polarization 
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diversity (XPD) that is determined by the degree of coupling between signals of 
orthogonal polarization. XPD typically results in a 10 percent reduction in cover-
age due to cell-to-cell interference.

16.3 Signal Degradation
Th is section looks at the impact of rain attenuation on various services. An investiga-
tion on the eff ect of rainfall on transmission data rate [4], eff ect on mobile computing 
in wireless local area networks (WLAN) [5], and on fi xed BWA systems serving 
 stationary subscribers [6], is discussed in this section.

16.3.1 Impact on Data Rate
Th e study of rain attenuation eff ect is best performed using wireless frame relay 
transports multimedia data due to its requirement of low BER transmission sys-
tems over microwave channels. Although it provides a reliable and economical 
means for point-to-multipoint distribution, the main challenge in operational 
aspects is guaranteeing quality of service (QoS) as wireless communication in an 
outdoor environment is often accomplished under harsh environments. Sudden 
change in weather may have a severe impact on microwave links.

Transmission of frame relay data requires careful consideration for burst errors as 
data frames are separated by fl ag symbols. Occurrence of such errors often leads to 
fl ag corruption that subsequently causes two adjacent frames being misinterpreted 
as a single larger frame. Th is section looks at the coverage range of wireless frame 
relay traffi  c transmission over a line-of-sight (LOS) link with a local multipoint 
 distribution service (LMDS) system. Comparisons have been made between 10 and 
26 GHz with the eff ects of rain attenuation as a function of data rate. Th ese 
 frequencies are studied because the lower frequency of 10 GHz is commonly used in 
Asia’s tropical region due to its relatively good tolerance to heavy and persistent 
rainfall, whereas the 26-GHz band is widely used in Europe. Frame relay transport 
provides a low error rate means of data transfer. Outdoor radio links, however, often 
suff er from severe bit errors due to operating environments. 

16.3.2 Case Study with an LMDS System
Th is example determines the eff ects of variation in rainfall on the range of radio links 
for wireless frame relay data transmission to maximize area coverage. As higher rain-
fall shortens link coverage giving rise to the need of increasing fade margin to main-
tain link availability of no less than 99.99 percent, it is inappropriate to determine a 
set of optimal parameters for LMDS as diff erent systems operate at a diff erent data 
rate with diff erent carrier frequencies. A study on the eff ects of radio coverage when 
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the rainfall varies could be developed to provide information for any compensation 
to rain attenuation, such as fade margin requirements for a guaranteed coverage.

16.3.2.1 System Description

An LMDS system provides point-to-point wireless connection between a trans-
mitter–receiver pair and is used in evaluating the eff ects of rainfall on the link 
availability at diff erent frequencies transmitting raw data at diff erent bit rates. 
Comparison between transmitting at 20 and 40 Mbps is made at frequencies of 10 
and 26 GHz. Th e maximum range is measured for a bit error rate (BER) of 10–6 
with a system gain G of 110 dB, which is a ratio of the transmitted power to 
receiver sensitivity and is given by:

 G =   k __ RB
   (16.1)

where k is an arbitrary constant and RB is the data rate in bits per second (bps). Th e 
equation shows that G is inversely proportional to the bit rate RB. Th e practical link 
range is greatly aff ected by parameters such as antenna gains for both transmitter 
and receiver, and rainfall statistics. Th e theoretical range is computed as a function 
of increasing rain rate, from no rainfall (0 mm/h) up to ITU rain region P [7] 
(140 mm/h) where persistent heavy downpour can severely aff ect outdoor wireless 
links. For a basic IEEE 802.16 system deployed in Singapore, the fade margins for 
diff erent carrier frequencies can be calculated based on the rain attenuation statis-
tics as described in [8].

Th e system layout is illustrated in Figure 16.1. Th e transmitter is connected to 
the network backbone via an OC-3 link with the transmitting radio hub maintain-
ing a LOS wireless link with the receiver. Th e range of radio link is varied and 
aff ected by rain attenuation, with statistical modeling similar to that used in [9]. Th e 
transmitter is intended to provide point-to-multipoint broadband service to multi-
ple receivers located within the varying radio link range. In this system, only one 
receiver is used to measure the eff ects to the radio link due to attenuation. A pair of 
0.6-m diameter dish antennas having narrow beam width of 4o with direct LOS are 

Figure 16.1 System block diagram for data rate comparison. The microwave link 
can be severely affected by changes in weather. There should be no physical 
obstacles between the respective antennas of transmitter and receiver.
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used by the transmitter and the receiver. To utilize bandwidth effi  ciently, a multicast 
scheme with pointer forwarding [10] is used. Th e experiment has been carried out 
with two portable tipping-bucket rain gauges with the rate of rainfall recorded when 
measurements are taken with rate of rainfall exceeding 20 mm/h. No measurements 
are taken when the rain rate falls below 20 mm/h. Results are averaged over a four-
month period to investigate the eff ect of rain on variation in data rates.

Th e system gain is dependent on its modulation scheme as a result of bandwidth 
limitation. Although 16-QAM off ers a good compromise between bandwidth 
 effi  ciency and receiver structure complexity, QPSK is chosen for performance 
 comparison as it off ers the best overall performance in LMDS [11].

16.3.2.2  Coverage Affected by Rain with Different 
Carrier Frequencies

Th e link coverage as a function of rainfall is used to determine the eff ects of rain on 
the system availability. Th e reduction in range is computed as a function of rain 
intensity and a comparison between 20 and 40 Mbps is made to investigate the 
eff ects of rain attenuation on the increase in data rate at each frequency. 

Th e results for 10 and 26 GHz are shown in Figures 16.2 and 16.3, respectively. 
From these results, Figure 16.2 shows that 10 GHz provides a longer range than 
26 GHz under the infl uence of rainfall and the diff erence becomes less as the rate 
of rainfall increases. It is noted that the frequency of around 26 GHz is subject to 
more severe absorption due to resonance.
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Figure 16.2 Maximum coverage of a 10-GHz carrier, supporting data rates of up 
to 40 Mbps. The range is severely reduced even with little rain when the trans-
mitted power remains unchanged.
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A slight reduction in range is observed as the data rate increases from 20 to 
40 Mbps in both cases. Th e range ratio d ′ is given by 

 
¢ =d R

R
max

min  
(16.2)

where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimum data rates, respectively. 
Although a 10-GHz carrier off ers radio range that is some three times longer than 
that of 26 GHz, it is generally not a good choice due to a number of issues described 
earlier like bandwidth constraints and multi-path fading. 

It is also noted that both carriers exhibit a sharp drop in range when the rainfall 
is below 70 mm/h then become approximately linear at a reduction of some 1.5 km 
per every additional 20 mm/h rain for ITU rain regions M to P inclusive.

16.3.2.3 Summary of Results

Th ese results compare the maximum range provided by an LMDS system at 
 frequencies suitable for tropical regions and in Europe and results show that link 
distance reduces sharply from no rain to a rate of rainfall of about 75 mm. 
Although the link can be increased by adjusting parameters such as the fade mar-
gin and system gain, it is apparent from the results that the presence of rain signifi -
cantly reduces radio link distance. Figure 16.2 shows that the range is reduced to 
only one-sixth that of free space loss under persistent rain in ITU rain region P 
and a reduction in frequency from 26 GHz down to 10 GHz provides a range of 
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Figure 16.3 Maximum coverage of a 26-GHz carrier, system parameters are 
identical to those of 10 GHz illustrated in Figure 16.2, except that the antenna 
size is halved to 30-cm diameter for both transmitter and receiver.
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approximately threefold increase. In addition, results show that the eff ect of data 
rate increase is very little with some 15 percent diff erence by increasing from 20 to 
40 Mbps. Frame relay network reliability of an LMDS is varied according to rain-
fall that gives rise to a diff erence in random bit errors. 

16.3.3  Next-Generation Wireless Local Area 
Network Serving Mobile Receivers

Traditionally, WLAN in compliance with the IEEE 802.11 standards operates in 
the very congested portion of around 2.4–5 GHz of the spectrum. Th e 17 GHz one 
has been proposed for next-generation WLAN that off ers a number of advantages 
such as better spectrum utilization with improved frequency reuse and operation in 
the less congested portion of the spectrum. Th erefore, 17 GHz is particularly well 
suited for widespread use by wearable devices with a high degree of portability.

Rain-induced depolarization and attenuation is the main source of uncontrol-
lable signal degradation for wireless links with carrier frequencies exceeding 
10 GHz. Earlier work in [12] shows the signifi cance in signal attenuation due to 
rain when the carrier frequency is increased from 10 GHz to over 20 GHz. In 
addition to the eff ect of attenuation per kilometer of distance covered by the sig-
nal, cross-polarization also increases with higher frequencies [13]. Utilizing 
orthogonal polarized signals increases frequency reuse while heavy rain can have a 
serious impact on the link availability due to reduction of cross-polarization isola-
tion between signals of horizontal and vertical polarizations. Earlier work in [14] 
has presented some backgrounds on deployment considerations in the more con-
trollable indoor environment while little is known about its performance when 
operating outdoor. Th e following example illustrates how such system can be set 
up, based on the experiments in the following example that analyze the impacts of 
rain-induced attenuation, phase rotation, and cross-polarization at 17 GHz using 
a telemedicine system.

16.3.3.1 Example by Using IEEE 802.16-Based System

An LMDS system described earlier was used to conduct the measurements, by pro-
viding two links at 17 GHz using the same LOS path for two stationary receivers set 
up each maintaining a 4 km distance from the Base Station constantly recording the 
received signal. Table 16.1 shows a summary of the parameters of this system. Large 
plastic sheets were used to prevent raindrops from reaching the antennas’ surface on 
both sides so that the eff ect of wet antenna was minimized throughout the experi-
ment while having no eff ect on the propagation paths. Th e rate of rainfall at the time 
measurement was taken was logged using a tipping-bucket rain gauge. A maximum 
diff erence of 0.5 dB between the two receivers has been set to verify the measured 
data and readings from the two receivers that diff er by less than 0.5 dB are averaged 
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and recorded. Th e captured data is analyzed only when the rate of rainfall exceeds 
20 mm/h because the accuracy of the rain gauge used is found to be around 10 per-
cent with little rain. In addition, the extent of signal degradation caused by such 
small amount of rain is found to be insignifi cant.

A cross-polarization scheme using dual cross-coupling between orthogonally 
polarized signals proposed by [15] is used to study the cross-polarization eff ects due 
to variable rain rate as:

 XPD = −20log(l.cos2ε.k.exp(−2σ2)) (16.3)

 k =   √ 
______

 α2 + θ2   (16.4)

where l is the path length in km, ε is the elevation angle between the transmitting 
Base Station and the receiving node, σ denotes the standard deviation of canting 
angle distribution, α is the attenuation in dB, and θ is the phase shift in degrees.

16.3.3.2 Results Analysis

Th e rate of rainfall is collected with the corresponding received signals measured. 
Th e data is used to evaluate the phase diff erence and the factor of cross-polarization 
experienced at 17 GHz under persistent rainfall in the tropical region of Singapore. 
Figure 16.4 shows the best-fi t lines representing attenuation for the two signals of 
horizontal and vertical polarizations with all readings recorded within 0.5 dB of the 
plots. Th e attenuation diff erence between horizontal and vertical polarization from 
Figure 16.4 is plotted in Figure 16.5. With reference to the signal of vertical polar-
ization, using the phase relative to the horizontally polarized signal measures the 

Table 16.1 System Parameters of the IEEE 802.16-Based 
System Operating at 17 GHz

System gain 110 dB

Transmitter antenna gain 18 dBi

Horn half power beam width 45° (azimuth)/2.5° (elevation)

Receiver antenna gain 28 dBi

Receiver sensitivity –85 dBm (BER = 10–9)

Modulation scheme QPSK

Date rate 45 Mbps

Carrier frequency 17.15 GHz

BER, bit error rate.
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phase diff erence and the phase rotation is derived using the method described in 
[16]. A plot of phase diff erence between the two polarizations is shown in Figure 
16.6. Results of diff erence in both attenuation and phase show an approximate lin-
ear relationship with increasing rainfall. It is noted that the gradients change more 
steeply around the range of 70–100 mm/h rain rate.

Th e eff ects of heavy rainfall on radio propagation path reduce the system availabil-
ity because rain causes cross-polarization interference that subsequently reduces the 
polarization separation between signals of vertical and horizontal polarizations as the 
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Figure 16.4 Signal attenuation due to rain; horizontally polarized signal undergoes 
higher attenuation at the same frequency.
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Figure 16.5 Attenuation difference between horizontal and vertical polarizations. 
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signal propagates through rain. Th e extent of radio link performance degradation is 
measured by XPD that is determined by the degree of coupling between signals of 
orthogonal polarization. Th e amount of cross-polarization per kilometer path is shown 
in Figure 16.7. Th e cross-polarization factor is found to be insignifi cant at 17 GHz as 
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Figure 16.6 Relative phase.
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Figure 16.7 Cross-polarization diversity.
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a diff erence of 1 dB between the horizontal and vertical polarization exists when the 
rain rate approaches 140 mm/h, which does not occur often in most areas.

Th e link coverage is obtained as a function of rainfall to determine the eff ects of 
rain on the system availability. It is assumed that the minimum link availability is 
99.99 percent. Th e maximum range is measured for a BER > 10–6 as in Section 
16.2.1. Figure 16.8 shows the link coverage at diff erent rates of rainfall. Th e dotted 
curve with a smaller eff ect on range shows the vertically polarized signal as its atten-
uation is less. Th e link covered by horizontally polarized signal is shown in the solid 
curve of the fi gure. It is noted that the diff erence in link coverage increases much 
more signifi cantly when the rainfall rate exceeds 40 mm/h, where the diff erence in 
attenuation between the two polarizations is only 0.58 dB; the diff erence in range is 
approximately 15 percent. From [8], the maximum coverage range d, as provided by 
 vertically polarized signal under the infl uence of rain, is approximated by:

 
d

K
G= -

a 2

0 1 210 . l  
(16.5)

 K = T . R 

where T and R measure the antennas’ eff ective areas of transmitter and receiver, 
respectively. λ is fi xed for 17 GHz at 17.6 mm. Figure 16.8 also shows that the range 
covered by vertically polarized signal is reduced to approximately one-fi fth that of free 
space loss under persistent rain in ITU rain region P [7] and a reduction is even more 

Figure 16.8 Variation of coverage at 17 GHz under the infl uence of rain, with a 
minimum link availability of 99.99 percent.
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signifi cant with horizontally polarized signals. Th e range shown for the links pro-
vided by the LMDS system used in this experiment can be adapted for estimation of 
maximum available range given by a WLAN system by substitution of appropriate 
system parameters. In general, roughly 10 percent of the range can be off ered by a 
typical WLAN system relative to that shown in Figure 16.4 for an LMDS system due 
to diff erences in attributes such as transmission power and antennas used.

Wideband point-to-multipoint measurements have been taken at 17 GHz using 
short links to study the eff ects of tropical rainfall on attenuation, phase rotation, and 
cross-polarization of orthogonally polarized signals [7]. It is found from the pre-
sented results that minimal signal degradation is caused when the rain rate is below 
around 70 mm/h as the rate of increase in attenuation diff erence and phase rotation 
is less than that at higher rain rates. Th e presented results may be used as system 
deployment guidelines to evaluate necessary fade margins for next-generation high-
speed WLAN services using 17-GHz carriers. Th ey can also be used for estimation 
of system performance for future systems.

16.3.4  Fixed Broadband Wireless Access Network 
Serving Stationary Receivers

IEEE 802.16 systems such as LMDS handle a large volume of traffi  c supporting a 
wide range of multimedia services for a large number of subscribers. Th e study of 
radio wave propagation in such environment is necessary for optimization of equip-
ment design and system implementation. Further experimental studies have been 
carried out for a range of services in [17,18]. Th ey provide further improvement on 
system optimization by measuring fi xed point-to-multipoint links at 26 GHz under 
various rain rates to determine the extent of attenuation and phase rotation that 
provide some guidelines for future system deployment. 

Although a large number of reports from CCIR and ITU give some indications 
on statistics related to rainfall-induced attenuation, very little is known about the 
eff ects of persistent heavy rainfall on the link available for delivery of high-speed 
multimedia traffi  c over 26-GHz channels. Th is 26-GHz band off ers advantages such 
as relatively high bandwidth resulting in much higher bit rates available to individ-
ual users when compared with a carrier of around 10 GHz used typically in tropical 
regions. It also allows the reuse of spectrum with a higher density of smaller cells 
resulting in a higher network capacity in urban and rural areas [19]. Th ese networks 
are appropriate for connection within homes and small offi  ces to high-capacity 
 public switching and backbone networks for wireless multimedia services. 

16.3.4.1 Case Study

At a carrier frequency of 26 GHz, higher frequency reuse and capacity is off ered 
as a result of higher spectral effi  ciency compared with 10-GHz systems usually 
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 preferred in tropical regions where the eff ects of rain are less signifi cant at lower 
frequencies. We study the propagation of two alternately polarized signals in an 
LMDS system. Th e profi les of received signals at outdoor receivers are captured and 
the extent of signal degradation is calculated. Th e rate of rainfall at the time during 
each measurement was recorded with a portable tipping-bucket rain gauge. 
Measurements were conducted with two mobile receivers over two unobstructed 
LOS links at approximately 4 km from the transmitting hub throughout the exper-
iment. A diff erence of no more than 0.5 dB is recorded between the two receivers 
and the average value is taken in each measurement. To minimize the eff ects of wet 
antenna without any noticeable eff ects on the outdoor propagation path, large plas-
tic sheets were used above the transmitting hub and receivers to prevent raindrops 
from reaching the antennas’ surface. Signals are transmitted in both horizontal and 
vertical polarizations and the impact on link availability due to rain attenuation 
and depolarization is studied.

16.3.4.2 Measurement Results

Th e rainfall rate was recorded with the received signals analyzed simultaneously. 
Th e data captured was used to evaluate the attenuation and phase diff erence at 
25.9 GHz under persistent rainfall in the tropical region of Singapore. Th e attenua-
tion A and phase φ is evaluated as described in [16] such that:

 A = 8.69.Im(kl ) (16.6)

 φ = 57.3.Re(kl ) (16.7)

where l is the path length and k is the eff ective propagation constant as

 
k k

k
n r dr= + Ú0

0

2p ( )
 

(16.8)

with k0 being the propagation constant for free space and n(r) is a function of the 
raindrop size distribution.

Th e measured attenuation for both polarizations is shown in Figure 16.9 with 
the best-fi t lines representing attenuation per kilometer range for the two vertical 
polarizations with most of the readings recorded found lying within 1 dB of the 
best-fi t plots. Th e attenuation diff erence between horizontal and vertical polariza-
tion that results from Figure 16.9 is plotted in Figure 16.10. A fairly linear increase 
in attenuation diff erence is observed as the rate of rainfall increases. A 3 dB diff er-
ence is found when the rain rate approaches 90 mm/h and almost 6 dB at 150 mm/h 
when the horizontally polarized signal can suff er from 25-dB attenuation in 1 km. 
Th e phase rotation is derived using the method described in [16]. Figure 16.11 
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shows the phase diff erence between the two polarizations. A 45o diff erence occurs 
when the rain rate is approximately 90 mm/hr.

16.3.4.3 Recapitulation of Results

Th e eff ects of rain attenuation on an LMDS system operating at 26 GHz have been 
studied with alternately polarized carriers. Results show that the  diff erence in signal 
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Figure 16.9 Attenuation measurement.

Figure 16.10 Attenuation difference.
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attenuation between horizontal and vertical polarizations becomes more signifi cant 
as the rate of rainfall increases. As much as 3-dB attenuation diff erence and 45o 
phase diff erence exist between the two polarizations when the rate of rainfall 
approaches 90 mm/h. Th e results off er some guidelines in the estimation of the 
 necessary system fade margins that are greatly aff ected by the rain statistics. Increase 
in gain margin of both the system and antennas can improve link availability to 
compensate for the reduction in coverage caused by rainfall. It is apparent from 
the results that the presence of rain has a signifi cant impact on both polarizations 
at 26 GHz.

16.4 Carrier Frequencies in Tropical Regions
In most areas, spectrum allocation for system deployment is governed by local authori-
ties’ regulations. Generally, higher frequencies are preferred for wider bandwidth 
 availability due to operation in the less congested part of the spectrum. Th e single most 
important issue aff ecting link reliability of BWA systems is due to rain attenuation 
especially for tropical regions where persistent heavy rainfall is common.

We study the eff ects of rain attenuation on microwave channel in Singapore and 
Hong Kong, two tropical cites in Asia for wideband signals using a LOS LMDS link 
with orthogonal polarizations as illustrated next. Th ese sites are selected primarily 
because they are both highly populated metropolitan cities having huge data densi-
ties and very often aff ected by persistent heavy tropical downpour. Measurements 
are performed by transmitting signals with horizontal and vertical polarizations with 
carrier frequencies commonly used in LMDS systems. 
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Figure 16.11 Phase difference.
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16.4.1 Metropolitan Cities in Tropical Regions
As described in Section 16.2, many LMDS systems utilize alternately polarized sig-
nals in conjunction with frequency result for improvement on bandwidth utiliza-
tion. However, the eff ect of depolarization due to rainfall has a serious impact on 
frequency reuse that subsequently leads to a decrease in eff ective system capacity 
limiting both availability and scalability. Identical LMDS systems with slight varia-
tions in certain operating parameters were set up in two tropical metropolitan cities 
with independent climate patterns of Singapore and Hong Kong to analyze the 
long-term statistics of the diff erence in attenuation between horizontal and vertical 
polarized signals with the assumption that the accuracy of measurement is within 
2 dB accuracy based on the fi nding in [20]. Th ese two Asian cities, Hong Kong, and 
Singapore, are classifi ed by ITU as regions N and P with mean rainfall rates of 95 
and 145 mm/h, respectively [21]. Th ese experiments determine the impact of rain 
attenuation at various carrier frequencies in vertical and horizontal polarizations by 
taking measurements under persistent heavy downpour. An LMDS system is set up 
to perform the measurements with system parameters shown in Table 16.2. Narrow 
beam width antennas of about 2o have been selected for this experiment. Th e system 
is measured with reference to a BER performance of 10–6.

16.4.2 Measurement Results and Implications
All readings within an hour period were found to be very similar for each frequency 
with a typical spread of no more than 1 dB. We plot the average values for vertical 
and horizontal polarizations in Figures 16.12 and 16.13, respectively. In all these 
plots, a solid line represents results taken from Singapore and a dotted line for those 
from Hong Kong. Only about 1 dB diff erence is recorded between the attenuation 

Table 16.2 System Parameters of Local Multipoint 
Distribution Service in Singapore and Hong Kong

System gain 110 dB

Transmitter antenna gain 18 dBi

Receiver antenna gain 28 dBi

Receiver sensitivity –85 dBm (BER = 10–9)

Transmitter/receiver separation 5 km

Data rate 50 Mbps (point-to-point)

Modulation scheme QPSK

Carrier frequencies (GHz) 10.5, 26.5, 28.5, and 39.5

BER, bit error rate.
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of diff erent polarizations when the carrier frequency is below 12 GHz indicating 
that negligible eff ect exists when the carrier frequency is relatively low. Th e diff er-
ence increases at a substantial rate as the carrier frequency increases as shown in 
Figure 16.14. Th e dotted curve representing results taken from Hong Kong shows a 
noticeable yet insignifi cant attenuation diff erence between the two polarizations 
 relative to the solid curve showing data taken from Singapore.

In Figures 16.12 through 16.14, best-fi t lines for measured data is shown. Th e 
solid line above represents measurements taken from Singapore and the dotted 
line below represents measurements taken from Hong Kong for each polarization. 
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Figure 16.12 Vertical polarization.
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Th e expected signal attenuation would be the same for a given carrier frequency in 
any location, but Singapore would statistically have a higher probability of heavy 
and more persistent downpour. Th e increase in rain rate has little eff ect on depolar-
ization hence cross-polarization of orthogonally polarized signals. In both cases, the 
rain attenuation of a 10.5-GHz carrier is only about one-third that of a 26.5-GHz 
carrier. It is also noted that the diff erence in attenuation between the two polariza-
tions is virtually identical at both locations. 

All results indicate that signals undergo very severe signal attenuation at high 
frequencies. Interference between diff erent polarizations becomes an important 
issue with higher frequencies. Th is eff ect is minimal at 10.5 GHz making this 
frequency suitable for LMDS deployment with orthogonal polarization in the 
tropical regions. Although eff ects of rain are reduced by the use of lower fre-
quency, this results in more severe signal degradation due to multi-path with a 
longer path length. 

16.5 Rainfall Statistics Considerations
Th e average rainfall statistics may vary considerably from month to month in many 
areas. With the signifi cance of rain-induced degradation of BWA channels under-
stood, a good understanding of the long-term rainfall pattern is necessary for 
 network planning. Rainfall surveillance, giving a fairly accurate estimation of cli-
mate pattern, is often obtained by using Doppler radar system covering the area of 
concern. We are mostly interested in events of above 20 mm/h rainfall in the context 
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Figure 16.14 Attenuation difference.
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of millimeter wave propagation as it is found that relatively low rain rate of below 
20 mm/h has very little eff ect on wave propagation.

Reasonably accurate climate patterns can be easily obtainable from local weather 
observatories for many major cities, abnormal activities such as that caused by El 
Nin∼o may cause the rainfall statistics to diff er signifi cantly from that of previous years 
when averaged over a few months’ period. Th e statistics is used in a region for which 
there is a likely impact of the predicted variations in rainfall patterns that may severely 
interrupt network performance. Adequate system fade margin (see next  section) must 
therefore be dynamically adjusted based on accuracy and uncertainties assessment. 

How sensitive is a certain system to weather changes depends very much depend 
on its supported applications. An Internet Service Provider (ISP) may easily meet its 
contractual agreement to its subscribers by ensuring a certain system up time. 
Temporary outage to other consumer networks may be acceptable during short 
bursts of very heavy downpour lasting several minutes. When system availability is 
not of great concern, system designers can rely on typical climate information for 
the region without worrying too much about any variations. However, life-saving 
systems such as wireless telemedicine network may require peak performance and 
reliability under persistent heavy rain, especially as many accidents are directly 
caused by rain. Th ese systems must therefore be carefully designed to ensure that no 
part of the network fails as a result of any sudden change in weather.

Th roughout the lifetime of a given system, climatic changes over long periods of 
time may require more than just adjustment of system fade margin. Th erefore, we 
should not assume that once a system is completely set up it will operate as reliably as 
it has been over time. Besides precipitation statistics, wind sheer may pose a limitation 
on the type and size of antennas that can be mounted on exposed roof-top locations. 
Th e most useful type of climate information is the seasonally averaged rainfall and 
wind velocity in the system deployment region, not limited to its actual site. A good 
knowledge of the past record of rainfall and wind statistics is important for system 
planning. On the basis of such information, the most suitable types of antennas can be 
mounted in an optimal location for both signal reception and physically stability.

16.5.1 Past, Present, and Future Climate Information
Past statistical data, mostly available from appropriate government agencies, accu-
rately describes the rainfall pattern, speed, and direction of wind that would have 
aff ected a system if one existed; so long as the existing data is long enough to have 
captured the full range of possible variations; usually for at least the past three to
fi ve years. Such data is particularly useful for initial system deployment so that sys-
tem parameters are suitably determined to get started.

Climate changes over time due to factors such as global warming, changes 
in ocean currents, and cosmetic activities above the atmosphere. Certain system 
operating parameters may need to be fi ne-tuned for sudden changes in weather. 
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Certain unusual events may indicate a short-term deviation from any past statistic 
model that may aff ect the system for several months. For example, abnormally high 
sea surface temperature detected around the central Pacifi c Ocean may well indi-
cate the eff ect of El Nin∼o. From such observations, it is possible for us to carry out 
seasonal adjustment to systems that support critical missions to maintain a high 
level of availability.

Long-term climate forecasts may provide system designers’ data for long-term 
planning. Th e range of possible events may be extracted from past data, confi rmed 
by present information that determines whether the weather of a given period is 
within the statistical range. It is quite possible to predict future climate changes 
based on projection so that the system can be prepared for such anticipated changes. 
Th e underlying trend in the record of rainfall may provide indications about any 
pattern of increasing rainfall over the next few years. It is, however, important to 
understand that forecasts are by no means accurate; any projection about future 
climate can only be used for probabilistic analysis when setting system parameters 
by considering both known and predicted information.

16.6 Link Availability and Fade Margin
Th e topic of link availability measures the link outage time that leads to a certain 
percentage of time that a microwave link is available based on a statistical model. 
Generally, more critical applications such as aeronautics and biomedical systems 
require a much higher link available of at least 99.9999 percent. For consumer elec-
tronics application, where cost of providing services is a constraint, normally a link 
availability of 99.97 percent is deemed acceptable. Th e link availability is chiefl y 
controlled by a number of system parameters such as gain, antennas used, and trans-
mission power. A number of possible ways exist to improve link availability as well 
as transmission effi  ciency. 

An appropriate fade margin must be set to maintain the radio link’s availability. 
Th e fade margin, also known as system operating margin, measures the diff erence 
between the received signal strength and the signal minimum level to maintain 
link availability. Th e fade margin is usually maximized to support maximum reli-
ability without excessive transmission power. It can be seen that the fade margin 
requirement increases when a higher-order modulation, which provides a higher 
spectrum effi  ciency in the expense of circuit complexity. Maintaining an adequate 
fl at fade margin may result in more sophisticated transmission power control with 
64-QAM or above which generally is not an issue with 16-QAM.

An example to illustrate the impact of rainfall on attenuation is plotted in Figures 
16.15 and 16.16 to compare the eff ects at diff erent carrier frequencies while other 
parameters remain unchanged. Th e attenuation is insignifi cant when the rainfall is 
low and minimal diff erence exists between these two graphs, which show the diff er-
ence for vertically and horizontally polarized signals at 10 and 20 GHz, respectively. 
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It is noted that vertical polarization is less severely aff ected by rain, and hence off ers 
a longer range than horizontal polarization under identical operating environments. 
Figure 16.16 shows that horizontally polarized signals suff er from a high degree of 
attenuation under the same environment. Th e upper curve representing a 20-GHz 
carrier suff ers more signifi cant signal attenuation as the rainfall increases with a dif-
ference of 3 dB from 10 to 20 GHz experienced at a rate of 40 mm/h. Results show 
that the degree of attenuation caused by rain is largely dependent on polarization.

16.6.1 Experimental Set-Up
Each hub of an LMDS system often serves subscribers over several kilometers 
away. In practice, the operating range is limited to a very large extent by rain  fading. 
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Figure 16.15 Rain attenuation at 10 GHz. 
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Figure 16.16 Rain attenuation at 20 GHz.
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Th is section studies the link availability by extensive measurements conducted for 
polarization diversity reception in Singapore, classifi ed as ITU rain region P [22]. 
Heavy rain severely aff ects the link availability as rain drops degrade the Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) of the channel and transmission of data over these links may 
suff er from severe busty errors. Th roughout the experiment, a target link availabil-
ity of 99.99 percent is set as a reference.

An LMDS is set up with a fi xed outdoor radio transmitter and a mobile receiver 
is used to measure the received signal that captures and stores the incoming data for 
analysis. Th e eff ects of channel mitigation are established by analyzing the received 
data under persistent heavy rainfall. Th e raw data is measured for the attenuation 
with respect to clear conditions with no rainfall (0 mm/h). Th e BRU with a 90o 
 sector antenna converts the intermediate frequency signal from the Base Station into 
a variable carrier frequency for transmission over the wireless channel. Th e receiver 
maintains a direct LOS path with the hub and is placed closely to the subscriber 
 system at 2 m apart to minimize any signal loss induced during the data transfer 
process from the receiving antenna to the capturing device.

An assumption that variations of readings taken on diff erent days under diff er-
ent environmental conditions do not exceed 2 dB has again been made [20]. Th e 
hub that uses a transmitting antenna of 18 dBi gain is placed at the edge of a build-
ing at approximately 50 m above ground and a LOS is established between the BRU 
and SRU with the fi rst fresnel zone free of any physical obstacles. Th e modulation 
scheme selected for this experiment is QPSK because of its properties that reduce 
the eff ects of cell-to-cell interference. Interference becomes most severe when two 
components of the same frequency and same polarization overlap. Th e operative 
path length d ′ as a result of rain attenuation is given by:

 d ′ =   d ______ 
1 + d/d0

   (16.9)

where

 d0 = 35.e−1.5x10−2R 

R is the rate of rainfall in mm/h and d is the path length measured in km that the 
signal can cover at a minimum of BER = 10–6 in free space. Th e transmitted signal 
is sent with a 90o Base Station antenna at a range of carrier frequencies between 
10 and 40 GHz. 

16.6.2 Signal Attenuation
Th e amount of signal attenuation caused by rain, measured in dB per km, as a func-
tion of the carrier frequency is shown in Figure 16.17. Th e amount of signal loss per 
km of path increases with higher frequencies as expected [23]. It also shows that 
attenuation increases at a more substantial rate in the 15–25-GHz range because 
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water vapor emission is dominated by a molecular resonance in this  frequency range 
with a local maximum at around 22 GHz. From 25 GHz, rain attenuation increases 
approximately linearly with increasing frequency. Further, we also found this rela-
tionship in signal attenuation to be independent of raindrop size distribution.

16.6.3 Link Margin
Th e eff ects of polarized transmission have been studied for cell planning [24]. 
Under a similar environment, we evaluate the fade margin of vertical and hori-
zontal polarization in relation to the operating environment infl uenced by tropi-
cal rainfall. Th e fade margin measured is plotted in Figure 16.18 showing the 
necessary fade margin versus the corresponding range of coverage by each of the 
polarized component. Th e relationship between fade margin α and rain attenua-
tion γ is governed by

 γ = k . Rα. (16.10)

Th e eff ects of depolarization between horizontal and vertical polarizations are 
compared by using a carrier frequency of 26 GHz. Figure 16.18 also shows that the 
fade margin with horizontal polarization is higher than with vertical polarization and 
the margin increases with the range, this is due to the fact that horizontally polarized 
signal is more severely aff ected by rain. While at lower frequency of around 10 GHz, 
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Figure 16.17 Attenuation due to rain.
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the link is much less aff ected by rain in this respect. However, it does come with a 
tradeoff  of much more signal degradation due to multi-path fading.

Th e use of higher-order QAM modulation schemes have also been evaluated 
because they are often preferable due to higher SUE despite more signifi cant 
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cell-to-cell interference. Figure 16.19 shows a comparison between 16- and 64-
QAM with reference to QPSK as plotted in Figure 16.18. Th e relative fade margins 
in dB of 16-QAM and 64-QAM are found to be –8.7 and –16.6 dB, respectively.

16.7 Summary
Signal attenuation due to rain is more severe as the carrier frequency increases 
where the rate of increase is greatest between 15 and 25 GHz due to water vapor 
resonance. While a lower frequency of around 10 GHz has much better perfor-
mance with respect to rain attenuation, it is off set by multi-path due to the longer 
paths and the use of low gain antenna in the SRU. For this reason, 10 GHz is gener-
ally used in tropical regions where frequencies above 25 GHz are used in most parts 
of Europe and Americas.

Th e diff erence in horizontal and vertical polarizations becomes signifi cant when 
the path length is over 1.5 km where the diff erence in fade margin reaches 2 dB. 
Finally, a reduction in range is resulted in changing the modulation scheme from 
QPSK to 16-QAM with the bandwidth effi  ciency doubled. An appropriate fade 
margin must be set based on statistical results to ensure that the system is not too 
severely aff ected by rain to cause an outage.
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Chapter 17

Resource Management 
in WiMAX Networks

Yi Qian, Shafaq B. Chaudhry, and Ratan K. Guha

In this chapter, we investigate resource management mechanisms in Worldwide 
Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) networks, including subcarrier 
assignment, adaptive power allocation, and call admission control schemes. 
Subcarrier assignment scheme deals with how to allocate subcarriers to form a sub-
channel. Adaptive power allocation allows the transmitter to grant diff erent power 
levels to diff erent subcarriers according to the channel state information. Call 
admission control highlights how to distribute a subscriber’s access bandwidth over 
diff erent types of applications such that the quality-of-service (QoS) requirement 
of each connection is guaranteed. We focus on orthogonal frequency division 
 multiple access (OFDMA) with time division duplex (TDD) environment, which 
allows high-spectrum utility effi  ciency on the uplink and downlink channels in 
asymmetric “last-mile” Internet access. We conclude this chapter with an optimiza-
tion strategy that fi nds a balance between the revenue of a WiMAX service provider 
and the satisfaction of WiMAX subscribers.
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17.1 Introduction
To achieve broadband wireless access solution, the IEEE 802.16 standard subcom-
mittee has released a series of standards for WiMAX, that supports high-throughput 
broadband connections over long distances (up to 30 miles), as detailed in [1]. Th ere 
are still a large number of areas where wired infrastructures such as T1, Digital 
Subscriber Line (DSL), and cable are diffi  cult to deploy, and hence expensive. To 
provide a broadband wireless access solution in these areas, proponents are advocat-
ing WiMAX as a feasible alternative to wired Internet access solutions such as cable 
modem and DSL. However, from a commercial viewpoint, whether the promise of 
WiMAX will materialize still depends on its deployment expense to telecommunica-
tion operators and its data transmission rate to subscribers.

Currently, WiMAX can provide single-channel data rate of up to 75 Mbps on 
both uplink and downlink. To achieve an even higher data rate, service providers 
can use multiple WiMAX channels for a single transmission to reach a bandwidth 
of up to 350 Mbps. Th e discussion in this book chapter is under the context of 
WiMAX orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) with time 
 division duplex (TDD), which allows on-demand bandwidth allocation between 
uplink and downlink channels to achieve high  spectrum utility effi  ciency.

As one of its most anticipated features, WiMAX is expected to support a variety 
of services and traffi  c types, including data transfer, voice, video, and multimedia 
streaming. Correspondingly, four types of services have been defi ned by the WiMAX 
Forum∗, namely, Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), real-time Polling Service (rtPS), 
non-real-time Polling Service (nrtPS), and Best Eff ort (BE). Among them, UGS, 
rtPS, and nrtPS can be classifi ed into the category of QoS guaranteed services. To 
handle a multi-service WiMAX access  network of heterogeneous traffi  c load, a 
resource management scheme needs to be devised that can effi  ciently allocate radio 
and bandwidth resources to diff erent  subscribers and services. Th is chapter addresses 
several such resource management mechanisms, that is, subcarrier assignment (SCA) 
for subchannel formation, adaptive power allocation (APA) on WiMAX uplink and 
downlink, and call admission control (CAC) in a subscriber’s local network. While 
the SCA schemes are standardized by the WiMAX Forum, the APA scheme can sig-
nifi cantly aff ect the data transmission rate of each subscriber, and the CAC scheme 
can impact the data transmission rates allocated to diffi  cult types of applications 
within the same subscriber. Th us, the APA or CAC algorithm is formulated as an 
optimization problem with a certain objective function. Here, the objective  function 
is defi ned to maximize the revenue of a service provider or the satisfaction of the 
subscribers. Usually, there exists a contradiction between the expectations of the 
 service provider and the subscribers. Th is chapter investigates the balancing strategy 
between WiMAX service providers’ revenue and subscribers’ satisfaction. Moreover, 
in a real WiMAX system, APA and CAC are often combined together to provide 

∗ http: //www.wimaxforum.org
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cross-layer resource management. Th is cooperation relationship between APA and 
CAC has also been discussed in this chapter.

17.2 WiMAX OFDMA-TDD System
WiMAX technology supports both mesh and point-to-multipoint (PMP) networks. 
WiMAX mesh network is usually used for creating wide-area wireless backhaul net-
work for citywide wireless coverage and 3G Radio Network Controller to Base Station 
(BS) connection, whereas WiMAX PMP network aims at providing last-mile access 
to a broadband Internet Service Provider (ISP). Figure 17.1 demonstrates an example 
of a WiMAX PMP network involving one BS and N subscribers, as illustrated in [1]. 
Th e IEEE 802.16 standard specifi es orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 
(OFDM) as the modulation technique used in WiMAX to achieve its high data rates. 
Particularly, IEEE 802.16 has specifi ed two fl avors of OFDM systems: simple 
OFDM, and OFDMA. Th e fi rst option is proposed for applications intended for use 
over short distances. It employs a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) size of 256, which is 
a step further from 802.11a’s 64 carriers. In OFDMA, however, a much higher FFT 
space of 2048 and 4096 carriers is available which is divided into subchannels. Th ese 
subchannels are used to separate data into logical streams for downstream. Each of 
these streams may employ diff erent modulation, coding, and amplitude to cater to 
subscribers with diff erent channel characteristics.

Base Station

Subscriber  1

Subscriber  2

Subscriber  N  

WiMAX Uplink

WiMAX  Downlink

Uplink Subchannel 1

Downlink Subchannel 1 

.
.
.

.
.

Local Network
of Subscriber 1  

Local Network
of Subscriber 2

Local Network
of Subscriber N 

Uplink Subchannel 2

Downlink Subchannel 2

Uplink Subchannel N

Downlink Subchannel N

Figure 17.1 WiMAX point-to-multipoint (PMP) network.
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Frequency division duplex (FDD) and TDD are the two most prevalent duplex-
ing schemes used in broadband wireless networks. WiMAX can employ either of 
them to separate uplink and downlink communication signals. Both FDD and 
TDD have their own advantages depending on the application. In the FDD scheme, 
distinct frequency channels are assigned to uplink and downlink. In other words, 
at any particular instant, uplink and downlink traffi  c are transmitted simultane-
ously at diff erent frequencies. Due to the symmetric nature, FDD uplink and 
downlink transmission channels are always of equal size. Hence, FDD is typically 
used in applications that require an equal uplink and downlink bandwidth. In con-
trast, TDD uses a single frequency to transmit signals in both downstream and 
upstream directions by arranging the uplink and downlink traffi  c to occupy the 
same frequency at diff erent times. In implementation, TDD divides the data stream 
into frames and assigns diff erent time slots to the forward and reverse transmissions 
within each frame. As devices use the same frequency channel to transmit or receive 
on-demand, TDD can fl exibly control the amount of bandwidth allocated to uplink 
and downlink. For this reason, TDD has a much higher spectrum utility effi  ciency 
than FDD in asymmetric communication where uplink traffi  c is a fraction of 
downlink traffi  c. In this book chapter, WiMAX is supposed to be employed for 
last-mile Internet access, which is a typical case of asymmetric communication. 
Th erefore, we only study the case of WiMAX OFDMA with TDD duplexing.

17.3 Subcarrier Assignment
Subchannels are used in upstream for multiple access. In practice, subscribers are 
assigned subchannels through media access control protocol (MAC) messages sent 
downstream. Th ere are three types of OFDMA subcarriers, data subcarriers for 
data transmission, pilot subcarriers for various estimation and synchronization 
 purposes, and null subcarriers for guard bands. A combination of pilot and data 
subcarriers makes up a subchannel. To accommodate diff erent circumstances, the 
IEEE 802.16 OFDMA systems cater to two types of methods for allocation of 
 subchannels: the distributed subcarrier permutation method, which is favored for 
high mobility environments, and the adjacent subcarrier permutation method.

In distributed allocation, data within a subchannel is assigned to multiple 
 subcarriers which may or may not be adjacent to each other, so the carriers of a 
 subchannel may be spread throughout the spectrum. Th e permutation formula that 
maps subchannels to physical subcarriers in the OFDMA symbol varies for uplink 
and downlink. For downlink, WiMAX OFDMA supports downlink-partial 
usage of subchannels (DL-PUSC), full usage of subchannels (FUSC), optional full 
usage of subchannels (OFUSC), and tile usage of subchannels 1 and 2 (TUSC1 
and TUSC2). For uplink, two schemes are supported: uplink-partial usage of 
 subchannels (UL-PUSC) and optional partial usage of subchannels (OPUSC). In 
adjacent allocation, a subchannel is composed of multiple adjacent subcarriers, 
whose positions are fi xed in the frequency domain within an OFDMA symbol. 
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Th ere is no variation for uplink and downlink. Band adaptive modulation and 
 coding (AMC) is an example of an adjacent subcarrier allocation scheme. A brief 
outline of these schemes follows.

DL-PUSC: In DL-PUSC, as the name suggests, all logical subchannels available 
are not used, but only a subset is used. Subchannels are arranged into six 
groups that are assigned upto three segments (also called sectors) of a cell. Th is 
assignment is done such that probability of using the same subcarrier in adja-
cent segments or cells is minimized. If two groups are assigned to each seg-
ment, then the frequency reuse factor in the cell is three. If all groups are 
assigned to each segment, then the frequency reuse factor in the cell is one. 
Also, full channel diversity is employed by distributing subcarriers to subchan-
nels, and this helps to counter the eff ects of fast fading channel response owing 
to user mobility. As specifi ed by the IEEE 802.16 standard, every downlink 
subframe must start in the DL-PUSC mode. Th e scheme is cluster-based 
where the basic allocation unit has two symbols spread over 14 subcarriers.

FUSC: As opposed to PUSC, the allocated subcarriers are distributed among all 
available subchannels. Th us, frequency diversity can be employed to counter 
the eff ects of fading channels. Similar to PUSC, the subchannels are assigned to 
segments of a cell such that probability of using the same subcarrier in adjacent 
segments or cells is minimized. As an example, the subchannel formation in the 
case of FUSC is shown in Figure 17.2. Th e whole carrier space is divided into a 
number of NG successive groups. Each group contains a number of NE succes-
sive carriers, after excluding the initially assigned pilots. For example, as illus-
trated in [2], NE is 32 in the OFDMA mode with 2048 carriers. A subchannel 
has one element from each group allocated through a pseudorandom  process 
based on permutations, so the number of subchannel elements is NG.

Frequency

. . . . . .

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group NG

Pilot Subchannel B

NE  carriers
excluding pilot

Subchannel A 

Figure 17.2 Principle of subchannel formation in full usage of subchannels (FUSC).
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OFUSC: Th is scheme is similar to the FUSC, except it uses a bin structure and 
much larger number of subcarriers. Th e bin structure is explained under 
Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC).

TUSC1 and TUSC2: Th is permutation is similar to UL-PUSC. It is employed 
in adaptive antenna systems (AAS).

UL-PUSC: Th is uses a tile-based permutation, where the basic allocation unit has 
three symbols spread over four subcarriers. Th e four subcarriers at the corners are 
used as pilot subcarriers for channel estimation, whereas the rest are used as data 
subcarriers. Th e UL-PUSC OFDMA tile is shown in Figure 17.3a.

OPUSC: Th is scheme also uses a tile-based permutation, where a basic allocation 
unit has three symbols spread over three subcarriers. Th e subcarrier at the 
center is used as a pilot, whereas the rest are used as data subcarriers. 
Admittedly, it has less channel estimation capability than UL-PUSC, but it 
has much more data subcarriers owing to the smaller size of the tile. Th e 
OPUSC OFDMA tile is shown in Figure 17.3b.

Band AMC: In this permutation, a bin-structure is used, where a bin is a set of 
nine adjacent subcarriers within an OFDMA symbol. In 802.16e, an AMC 
slot is defi ned as two bins by three symbols and is shown in Figure 17.4. Th e 
permutation is the same for uplink or downlink. Because the subcarriers are 
adjacent, water-pouring type of algorithms can eff ectively be used. An exam-
ple is shown in Figure 17.4.

Further details of the subchannel allocation can be found in [1,3,4].
Th e diff erent schemes presented here provide a tradeoff  to the designer between 

mobility and throughput. Distributed schemes employ frequency diversity to 

Figure 17.3 Tile-based permutation. (a) Depicts an uplink partial usage of 
subchannels tile which consists of three symbols by four subcarriers. (b) Depicts 
an optional partial usage of subchannels tile which consists of three symbols by 
three subcarriers. OFDMA, orthogonal frequency division multiple access.
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counter slow fading in channels by means of selecting subcarriers pseudorandomly. 
Th us, it can cater for highly mobile users. On the other hand, due to the fl at fading 
type of channel response, frequency selection cannot be used in adjacent schemes, 
and hence they make use of multi-user diversity to maximize throughput and are 
much suited for AAS. As distributed subcarrier permutation has good performance 
in both fi xed and mobile environments, it becomes the dominant subcarrier 
 permutation strategy for WiMAX.

17.4 WiMAX APA Optimization
17.4.1 Uplink APA Optimization
Once the subcarrier assignment is determined by a certain subchannel allocation 
scheme, the WiMAX uplink and downlink transmission can be optimized by 
APA, which allows the transmitter to allocate diff erent power levels to diff erent 
subcarriers according to the channel state information (CSI) from the physical 
layer, as discussed in [5]. To make the analysis simple, in this chapter we only exam-
ine the most common scenario where each WiMAX subscriber occupies exactly 
one subchannel. On the uplink, the WiMAX subscriber’s transmitter only needs to 
allocate power resources to the diff erent carriers inside its own subchannel. Th erefore, 
the APA optimization on WiMAX uplink has exactly one goal, that is, achieving the 
best data transmission rate. Th is problem has been comprehensively studied by 
 previous work, mentioned in [6,7], as single-user water-fi lling.

OFDMA symbols

Pilot
Subcarrier

Bin

Bin

S
ub

ca
rr

ie
rs

Figure 17.4 Band adaptive modulation and coding (AMC)—an adjacent subcarrier 
allocation scheme. An AMC slot is two bins by three symbols, where a bin is nine 
adjacent subcarriers. OFDMA, orthogonal frequency division multiple access.
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Th e water-fi lling concept is depicted in Figure 17.5, where the vertical lines rep-
resent a channel’s noise level. Power is allotted to the channel with the lowest noise. 
As the available signal power increases, power is spilled over to the next channel 
with the lowest noise. Let Ru,v be the channel-gain-to-noise ratio of a subchannel v 
experienced by user u, then by the water-fi lling method, it can be shown that the 
power allocation for user u on subchannel v, Pu,v is [lw−R −1

u,v]+, where [x]+ is max{0,x}, 
lw is the water level selected such that Ptot=∑Pu,v [8,9]. Effi  cient algorithms for 
 solving the multi-user water-fi lling problem have been presented in [10,11]. For 
multiple users, the authors in [12], present a frequency-power allocation for uplink 
which follows from multi-user water-fi lling, but this is applicable only when the 
channel-gain-to-noise ratios for the users is same. In contrast, the algorithm in [9] 
is suited for mobile environment, where power constraints are distributed to each 
user. It presents an iterative power allocation algorithm based on water-fi lling, 
which maximizes the rate-sum capacity in uplink OFDMA systems.

Th e aforementioned work assumes that knowledge of multiple users’ CSI is read-
ily available at the BS at every instant. Th is assumption may no longer be viable when 
the channel fades very fast and thus, other channel characteristics have been explored. 
For example, a power allocation scheme based on tap correlation has been proposed 
in [13]. Tap correlation is attributed to the fact that multi-path signals bounce from 
scatterers located in a narrow angular range, at a considerable distance from the trans-
mitting source and hence, can be correlated temporally in the delay domain. Th e 
scheme shows that using tap correlation, multi-user diversity can be effi  ciently 
exploited, resulting in increase in the rate-sum capacity of an OFDMA uplink.

17.4.2 Downlink APA Optimization
In contrast to the uplink APA optimization, the WiMAX downlink APA optimiza-
tion has to take care of the carriers of all subscribers, and diff erent strategies may be 

Channels

P1

P2P
ow

er

Figure 17.5 Water-fi lling for multiple channels.
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employed in diff erent circumstances. In this section, the criteria of APA optimization 
on WiMAX downlink is discussed, which has been described in detail in [14,15]. As 
already mentioned in the introduction, the IEEE 802.16 standard provides a wide 
range of services aimed at supporting various applications. Th ese services are detailed 
in [16] and are summarized next.

UGS: UGS is designed to support real-time data streams consisting of fi xed-
sized data packets issued at periodic intervals, such as T1/E1 and Voice-
over-IP (VoIP).

rtPS: rtPS is designed to support real-time data streams consisting of variable-
sized data packets that are issued at periodic intervals, such as Motion Picture 
Experts Group (MPEG) video.

nrtPS: nrtPS is designed to support delay-tolerant data streams consisting of 
variable-sized data packets for which a minimum data rate is required, such 
as File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

BE: BE service is designed to support data streams for which no minimum 
 service level is required and which can be handled on a space-available basis.

Let Hk( f ) and Nk( f ) respectively denote the channel frequency response func-
tion and noise power density function of the kth subscriber. Th en, the N-subscriber 
WiMAX downlink channel model can be represented as in Figure 17.6.

Th e quality of each subscriber’s subchannel is indicated by the Signal-to-Noise 
ratio (SNR) function ρk( f ), which is defi ned as:
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(17.1)

Here, ρk( f )(1 ≤ k ≤ N) is the CSI that downlink APA needs.
To make the analysis simple, the most common scenario where each WiMAX 

subscriber occupies exactly one subchannel is investigated. Th e WiMAX downlink 
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Figure 17.6 WiMAX downlink channel model.
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APA optimization has to take care of the subcarriers of all subscribers, and diff erent 
strategies may be employed to achieve diff erent objectives.

To solve the downlink APA optimization problem, a fairness-constrained greedy 
revenue algorithm is developed in [15]. Th e main idea of the algorithm is to maxi-
mize the revenue of service provider and provide fairness among all subscribers. Th e 
rest of this section is organized as follows. Th e design criteria of APA optimization 
are fi rst discussed, in which revenue and fairness are defi ned quantitatively. Th en, 
the constrained greedy algorithm is described, which can effi  ciently solve the APA 
optimization problem.

17.4.2.1 Optimal Revenue Criterion

Optimal revenue criterion is based on the fact that service providers prefer a down-
link power allocation scheme that can maximize their revenue. Let APA revenue be 
defi ned as the revenue that a certain APA scheme can potentially produce per time 
unit. APA revenue is not the fi nal revenue achieved by a service provider, because 
the fi nal revenue can also be aff ected by other resource allocation steps such as 
CAC. Nevertheless, we only consider the APA revenue in this section. To investi-
gate the APA revenue of a certain scheme, revenue rate is defi ned for each type of 
service as the revenue generated by a bandwidth unit during a time unit. Let rerUGS, 
rerrtPS, rernrtPS, and rerBE be the revenue rates of UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE service, 
respectively. Moreover, to maximize the APA revenue, a potential revenue of each 
subscriber is defi ned as the revenue generated by all potential traffi  c load in a time 
unit. As diff erent WiMAX subscribers can have diff erent amounts of UGS, rtPS, 
nrtPS, and BE traffi  c in their local networks, they hold distinct downlink traffi  c 
rates and potential revenue. To quantitatively describe all the concepts, the down-
link traffi  c and revenue model is defi ned next. For a given subscriber, suppose M 
classes of traffi  c share B units of downlink bandwidth resource in the local network. 
For traffi  c class i, assume that requests arrive from a random process with average 
rate λi; each connection request demands bi bandwidth resources; and the average 
connection holding time is 1/μi seconds. Th us, the total traffi  c rate, TR, from the 
given subscriber can be calculated by:
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Let reri be the revenue rate of a class i connection, which can be one of rerUGS, 
rerrtPS, rernrtPS, and rerBE, depending on which type of service is used. Th en, the total 
potential revenue of the given subscriber is:
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Suppose the kth WiMAX subscriber has a downlink traffi  c rate TRk
D and a poten-

tial revenue PRevD
k. If tr

D
k is the downlink data transmission rate of the subscriber k, 

then the downlink bandwidth capacity is DBk = x%trD
k. Accordingly, the downlink 

revenue-to-bandwidth ratio for subscriber k is defi ned as:
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and the downlink APA revenue for subscriber k is defi ned as:

 AP ARD
k  = RBRD

k DBk. (17.5)

Furthermore, the overall downlink APA revenue of the WiMAX network is given by:  

 
AP AR AP ARD
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(17.6)

17.4.2.2 Fairness-Constrained Optimal Revenue Criterion

In practice, the power allocation scheme also needs to guarantee fairness among 
diff erent WiMAX subscribers. Here, consider the fairness criterion as a measure to 
assure that no subscriber’s data transmission rate becomes too low to be acceptable. 
Th us, the fairness-constrained optimal revenue criterion requires that either 
x%tr D   k   > TR D   k   or tr D   k   > Fthtr D   avg , for any subscriber k(1 ≤ k ≤ N), where tr D   avg  is the 
average downlink data transmission rate of all subscribers, and Fth is the fairness 
threshold factor. Th e condition x%tr D   k   > TR D   k   means that the downlink traffi  c load 
of the kth subscriber could be totally accepted by the network; the condition 
tr D   k   > Fthtr D   avg  means that the downlink data transmission rate of subscriber k is 
higher than a certain fairness threshold.

17.4.2.3 Fairness-Constrained Greedy Revenue Algorithm

To implement the fairness-constrained optimal revenue criterion, a fairness-
 constrained greedy revenue algorithm is proposed. Th e key idea of this algorithm is 
to keep the fairness constraint while allocating bits and the corresponding power in 
each iteration such that the revenue argument per power unit is maximized. To 
explain the algorithm clearly, a set of notations is defi ned as shown in Table 17.1.

According to [6,7,17], the achievable effi  ciency of the kth subscriber on subcar-
rier j can be expressed as:

 c j f p j jk k[ ] (log ( [ ] [ ]))= +2 1 b r  (17.7)
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where β is a constant determined by: 

 
b = .

-
1 5
5ln( )BER  

(17.8)

and f (.) depends on the adaptation scheme. For example, if continuous rate adapta-
tion is used, f (x) = x; and if variable M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation 
(MQAM) with modulation levels 0,2,4,6,… is employed, then f(x) = 2 [   1 _ 2  x ] . To 
assign the subcarrier set Dk to subscriber k, assume a nonoverlapped partition:

  
(17.9)

Consequently, the downlink data transmission rate of the kth subscriber is:

 

trk
D

j D

k

k

c j f= D
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(17.10)

Table 17.1 Notations for Fairness-Constrained Greedy 
Revenue Algorithm

N Number of subscribers

SN Set of all subscribers, defi ned as 1, 2 ,…, N

J Number of subcarriers

SJ Set of all subcarriers, defi ned as 1, 2 ,…, J

N(j) The subscriber that subcarrier j belongs to 

F Total physical bandwidth

Δf Physical bandwidth of each subcarrier, which is 
equal to F/J

PC Total transmit power constraint

Dk Subcarrier set assigned to subscriber k

Hk[j] Channel gain of subscriber k on subcarrier j

Nk[j] Noise power of subscriber k on subcarrier j

ρk[j] Channel condition on subcarrier j of subscriber k, 
defi ned as Hk[j]2/Nk[j]

P[j] Transmit power on subcarrier j

Ck[j] Achievable transmission effi ciency (data rate per 
Hertz) of subscriber k on subcarrier j
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Let fbit(j,b) be the power required to transmit b b/s/Hz on subcarrier j. From Equation 
17.7, if the continuous rate adaptation is employed, we can derive that:

 
f j b

j

b

N j
bit( )

[ ]( )
, = -2 1

br
.
 

(17.11)

With these defi nitions, the constrained greedy algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 
17.1. In the initialization phase, this algorithm assigns zero bits to all subcarriers. 
During each bit loading iteration, power is allocated on some subcarrier such that 
the increase of revenue per power unit is maximized. Th e algorithm converges when 
the total transmission power constraint is reached. Besides the consideration of the 
service provider’s revenue, the algorithm takes into account the fairness constraint 
while choosing the subcarrier to allocate power. Note that, if the fairness constraint 
is removed, that is, if Fth = 0, then the fairness-constrained algorithm reduces to a 
pure greedy revenue algorithm with optimal revenue criterion.

17.5 Call Admission Control
17.5.1 Architecture of CAC Deployment
To handle a multi-service WiMAX network, it is very important to employ the CAC 
mechanism. First, CAC is a critical step for the provision of a QoS-guaranteed ser-
vice, because it can prevent the system capacity from being over-used. Second, CAC 
can help a WiMAX network provide diff erent classes of traffi  c load with diff erent 
priorities by manipulating their blocking probabilities. Figure 17.7 illustrates the 
architecture of CAC deployment in a WiMAX network.

In this architecture, the CAC manager carries out the admission control for 
each subscriber’s local network. As the CAC manager is located at the BS, it can 
easily know the uplink/downlink bandwidth capacity of subscriber k from other 
modules of the BS. When an application in subscriber k’s local network initiates a 
connection to access the Internet, it sends connection request to the CAC manager 
with an upstream bandwidth requirement bU and a downstream bandwidth 
requirement bD. Th e CAC manager then performs admission control check on 
both uplink and downlink of subscriber k. In this respect, the CAC in WiMAX 
network is a two-dimensional CAC problem.

One way to tackle this problem is to decompose it into two independent one-
dimensional CAC problems. In other words, the CAC manager employs an 
uplink CAC policy and a downlink CAC policy to run an admission test on the 
incoming request and only the connection request that passes both the uplink 
and downlink admission tests can be accepted eventually. For last-mile access, 
downlink admission control plays a much more important role than uplink admis-
sion control. Correspondingly, the downlink CAC optimization is discussed here. 
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Input: PC, Fth/* PC: total power constraint, Fth: fairness constraint */ 
for all j do
   bj ← 0
end for
for all k do
   trD

k ← 0
end for
passigned ← 0
SetF ← SJ /*SetF: set of subcarriers that can meet the fairness constraint */
for j = 1 to J do
     Δpj ← fbit( j, bj + Δbj) − fbit(j, bj); /* assuming MQAM is employed, bj is the cur-

rent modulation level of subcarrier j, Δbj is the diff erence between the next mod-
ulation level and the current modulation level, Δpj is the power increment */

    if passigned + Δpj > PC then
       Δpj ← ∞
    end if
    ΔRj ← x%Δbj Δf RBR D

N ( j) /* ΔRj is the APA revenue */
end for
while SetF ≠ φ do
   mintr ← minj∈SJ

 {trD
N ( j ) | (Δpj ≠ ∞) & (x%trD

N ( j) < TRD
N ( j )}

   SetF ← {subcarrier j | (Δpj ≠ ∞) & (x%trD
N ( j) < TRD

N ( j )) & (mintr ≥ Fth (trD
avg + 

   Δbj Δ f/N) or trD
N ( j) = mintr)}

    if SetF ≠ φ then
       j* ← arg maxj∈SetF

 {ΔRj /ΔPj}
       /* Assigning the power resource to subcarrier j* */
       passigned ← passigned + ΔPj*

      trD
N ( j*) = trD

N ( j*) + Δbj* Δf

      bj* ← bj* + Δbj*

      ΔPj* ← fbit ( j*, bj* + Δbj*) − fbit( j *, bj*)
      ΔRj* ← x%Δbj* Δf RBRD

N( j *)

      for j = 1 to J do
          if passigned + Δ pj > PC then

             Δpj ← ∞
          end if
      end for
   end if
end while

Algorithm 17.1 Fairness-constrained greedy revenue algorithm.
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Th e objective of the downlink CAC optimization can be chosen to maximize 
the revenue of service providers or the satisfaction of subscribers. Usually there 
exists a contradiction between expectations of the service providers and the 
 subscribers. Th us, balancing strategies for CAC optimization need to be devised 
and one such strategy is delineated next. As for the uplink admission control, 
suppose that the CAC manager employs an easy-to-implement policy, such as 
complete sharing (CS) which accepts a connection request if and only if there is 
suffi  cient resource.

In a WiMAX system, CAC is used to accept or reject connection requests based 
on the CSI and the QoS requirements of these connections. To formulate the 
downlink CAC optimization problem, a CAC policy is defi ned as follows. First, let 
B be the overall bandwidth resources (for subscriber k, B = DBk) and let M be the 
number of traffi  c classes. Th en, defi ne the system state vector as  

 _
 › n   = (n1, n2, …, nM), 

where ni is the number of class i connections in the system. Assuming that the 
bandwidth requirement of a class i connection is set to bi, the bandwidth require-
ment vector can be represented by  

 _
 
›
 b   = (b1, b2, …, bM). Based on these parameters, 

ΩCS is defi ned as the set of all possible system states, that is, ΩCS = { 
 _
 › n  |  
 _
 › n   .  

 _
 
›
 b   ≤ B}. In 

this defi nition, the subscript CS stands for complete sharing, which means that 
an incoming connection will be accepted if suffi  cient bandwidth resources are 
available on the downlink of a subscriber. Now defi ne a CAC policy, denoted by 
Ω, as an arbitrary subset of ΩCS. Given Ω, a connection request will be accepted 
if and only if the system state vector remains in Ω after the connection has been 
accepted.

In the rest of this section, fi rst, the design criteria of the CAC optimization will 
be discussed. Th en, constrained greedy algorithms will be presented to solve the 
problem of CAC.

17.5.2 CAC Design Criteria
In general, service providers expect a CAC policy that can produce the maximal 
revenue. Let Ω* denote the optimal revenue policy. Continuing in the same vein as 

Base Station

Subscriber  k 

WiMAX Uplink

WiMAX  Downlink

Uplink
Subchannel k 

.

CAC Manager

Downlink
Subchannel k 

Local Network of Subscriber k  

Figure 17.7 Call admission control (CAC) WiMAX network.
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the previous section, Ω* prefers the traffi  c load with a high revenue output. Details 
can be found in [18–24]. Here, the long-run average revenue of a policy can be 
 calculated by:

  
(17.12)

where PΩ(n) is the steady-state probability that the system is in state  
 _
 › n  ,  

 _
 › r   = 

(r1, r2, ..., rM) is the reward vector, and ri is the revenue generated by accepting a type 
i connection calculated as ri = reribi.

17.5.2.1 Optimal Utility Criterion

On the other hand, subscribers prefer the CAC policy that can provide the maxi-
mal utility, or equivalently, the maximum access bandwidth. To satisfy the demands 
of subscribers, consider the optimal utility CAC policy, denoted as Ω+. Compared 
with Ω*, Ω+ will allocate more bandwidth resources to the traffi  c load that can 
yield high utility. Resembling Equation 17.12, the statistical bandwidth (SB) that 
policy Ω can achieve can be derived as:

  
(17.13)

where the reward vector r→ in Equation 17.12 is replaced with the bandwidth require-
ment vector b

→

. Based on Equation 17.13, the utility of policy Ω is given by:

  
(17.14)

17.5.2.2 Utility-Constrained Optimal Revenue Criterion

In a commercial WiMAX network, notice that the CAC policy must provide a trade-
off  between demands of the service provider and the subscriber. In other words, 
a CAC policy is needed that can balance the optimal revenue criterion and the 
 optimal utility criterion. Th is leads to the concept of a utility-constrained optimal 
revenue policy. Here the utility constraint is defi ned such that the utility of the 
 designated CAC policy must be higher than the utility lower bound LBU, where 
LBU = lbU U(Ω+); lbU is the utility lower bound factor such that (0 < lbU < 1), and 
U(Ω+) is the utility of Ω+. Here, ΩU* is the utility-constrained optimal revenue policy.

17.5.3 CAC Optimization Algorithms
Based on the discussion before, brute force searching is a straightforward method 
to achieve the optimal solution. Specifi cally, to locate Ω*, one needs to calculate 
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the long-run average revenue of each possible policy through Equation 17.12. In 
parallel, the utility of each possible policy shall be calculated by Equation 17.14 
to locate Ω+. Both long-run average revenue and utility of each possible policy 
has to be calculated to locate ΩU*. Nevertheless, previous studies in [18,20] 
pointed out that the brute force searching has an unbearable complexity, and it 
could only be used in off -line scenarios. Consequently, many researchers endeav-
ored to develop simple structured approximate solutions. For example, a fi nite-
stage dynamic  programming algorithm has been proposed in [18], which has a 
complexity of O(B2M), to fi nd the optimal revenue policy of the complete partition 
(CP) structure. Here, the complexity is measured by the size of the search space 
that a CAC optimization algorithm has to explore. In the following subsections, 
a series of CP-structured heuristic algorithms, which have a complexity of O(BM), 
is described.

17.5.3.1 CP-Structured Admission Control Policy

CP policy allocates each class of traffi  c a certain amount of nonoverlapped bandwidth 
resources. In this manner, the blocking rate of one traffi  c class will not infl uence that 
of others. Because of this partitioning characteristic, a CP policy can be decomposed 
into M independent subpolicies, and the ith sub-policy takes care of class i traffi  c. 
From a mathematical perspective, the CP policy separates the overall bandwidth 
resource B into M nonoverlapped parts, denoted by B 1   CP , B  2   CP , ... , B M   CP , where B i   CP  
belongs to class i traffi  c. Notice that, if a policy Ω satisfi es the coordinate convex 
 condition and the arrival and service processes are both memoryless, then PΩ(n→) can 
be calculated by the following formula, as presented in [25]:

 
P n
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M

i
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i
i

W W
, Œ(

� �)
( )

= /
=
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(17.15)

where,

  
(17.16)

and the blocking probability of class i traffi  c is:
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i
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( ) ( )
( )

W W
W

=
 

(17.17)

where Ωb
i  = {n→|n→ ∈ Ω & n→ + e→i ∉ Ω} and e→i is the M dimensional vector of all zeros 

except for a one in the ith component. For a CP policy, the ith subpolicy 
can be viewed as an M/M/N/N queueing system, in which the number of servers is 
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si = B  i   CP /bi. Th erefore, according to Equations 17.12 and 17.15, the long-run average 
revenue obtained from class i traffi  c is given by: 
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and the overall long-run average revenue of CP policy is:
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Th e SB of class i traffi  c, the overall statistical bandwidth of CP policy, and the util-
ity of the CP policy, are given by:
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According to the Erlang B Formula, the blocking probability of class i traffi  c, as 
detailed in [26], is given as:
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Notice that, as given in [27], the Erlang B Formula can be calculated by the follow-
ing recursion as:
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where B(0, ρi) = 1.
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From this discussion, the optimal CP problem deals with fi nding the best band-
width partitioning scheme. Similar to the defi nition of Ω* and Ω+, let CP* be the 
policy of maximum revenue, which is a simple structured approximation of Ω*; CP+ 
be the CP policy of maximum utility; and CPU* be the CP policy of maximum rev-
enue under utility constraint.

17.5.3.2 Greedy Approximation Algorithm for CP*

To locate CP* exactly in the space of all CP policies, a fi nite-stage dynamic program-
ming algorithm with complexity of O(B2M) is presented in [18]. To reduce the 
 complexity, a greedy approximation algorithm is developed here. According to 
the theory of marginal economic analysis, as detailed in [26], for the class i traffi  c, 
the load carried by the jth server in the M/M/N/N queueing system is formulated as:

 F j B j B j j sS
i

i i i i i( ) [ ( ) ( )] ., = - , - , , £ £r r r r1 1  (17.25)

Th en, the revenue brought by the jth server is given by:

 R j r F j r B j B jS
i

i i S
i

i i i i i( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )]., = , = - , - ,r r r r r1  (17.26)

Th us, the revenue rate of the jth server is:
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Also, from Equation 17.26 we have:
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From [28], we know that FS
i( j,ρi) is decreasing in j, therefore, RS

i( j,ρi) and rS
i( j,ρi) 

are also decreasing in j.
Based on these equations, a greedy algorithm is presented to approximate CP* 

in Algorithm 17.2 which can exactly locate CP* if the number of possible error 
 iterations E is equal to 0. An iteration step may incur an error, when and only when 
the capacity boundary condition Bfree < max {bi} becomes true, where 1 ≤ i ≤ M, 
Bfree is the amount of free bandwidth resources. If the capacity boundary condition 
holds, the greedy method cannot be implemented thoroughly because, in this case, 
the capacity limit can interfere with the process of locating the traffi  c class of maxi-
mal revenue rate. Regarding the discussion before, compared with CP*, the revenue 
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/* Initializations */
Bfree ← B; /* Bfree: the amount of free bandwidth resources */
T ← M + 1; /* T: the selected traffi  c class */
E ← 0; /* E: the number of iteration steps with possible approximation error */
for i = 1 to M do
    B i

CP ← 0 /* B i
CP: the bandwidth assigned to class i traffi  c */

    si ← 0 /* si: number of servers assigned to class i traffi  c */
    B(si,ρi) ← 1 /* Initialization of Elang B formula */
    B(si + 1, ρi) ←   ρi B(si, ρi) _____________  si + 1 + ρi B (si, ρi)

   /* Elang B recursion */

    r i
S ←  ri ρi [B(si, ρi) − B(si + 1, ρi)]  ___________________  bi

       /* r i
S: revenue rate of adding a new server to class 

            i traffi  c */
end for
/* Allocating bandwidth resources by greedy method */
while T > 0 do
    T ← arg max1 ≤ i ≤ M {r i

s}
    if bi|i =T ≤ Bfree then
       Bfree ← Bfree − bi|i =T

       Bi
CP|i =T ← Bi

CP|i =T + bi|i =T

       si|i =T ← si|i =T + 1
      B(si + 1, ρi)|i =T ←   ρiB(si,ρi) ___________  si + 1 + ρi B(si, ρi)

  |i= T

       r i
S|i =T ←  ri ρi[B(si, ρi) − B(si + 1, ρi)]  __________________  bi 

    |i =T

else
    r i

S|i =T ← 0
    if Bfree > 0 then
       E ← E + 1 /* an iteration step with possible approximation error */
    end if
    if  ∑i=1  

M
   r  i   s   = 0 then

       T ← −1 /* the algorithm is completed */
    end if
  end if
end while
Return {Bi

CP,1 ≤ i ≤ M} as the fi nal bandwidth allocation decision

Algorithm 17.2 Greedy approximation algorithm for CP*.
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error generated by the greedy method can be strictly bounded by the following 
inequality:

 
Rerr CP CP< , - , -* *

£ £
R B R B b

i M
i( ) ( max { }).

1  
(17.29)

Here, Rerr stands for the revenue error; the function R(Ω,C) stands for the revenue 
obtained from policy Ω with bandwidth capacity C. Clearly, there are O(B) itera-
tion steps in the greedy approximation algorithm for CP*. As this algorithm searches 
through M possible system states, during each step, to locate the traffi  c class that 
yields the maximal revenue rate, the size of the whole searching space or the 
 complexity of the greedy approximation algorithm is O(BM).

17.5.3.3  Utility-Constrained Greedy Approximation 
Algorithm for CPU*

Th e utility constraint requires that the utility of an admission control policy be 
higher than the lower bound LBU = lbUU(Ω+). Hence, before designing a heuristic 
algorithm to approximate CPU*, it must fi nd Ω+ to calculate U(Ω+) and LBU. Note 
that, when rer1 = rer2 = … = rerM, that is, all classes of traffi  c have the same revenue 
rate, U(Ω*) turns into U(Ω+). As a result, the greedy approximation algorithm for 
CP* can also be used to locate CP+ and then achieve the approximate value of LBU. 
Similar to the previous algorithm, for class i traffi  c, the statistical bandwidth 
brought by the jth server can be defi ned as:

 SB S
i

i i S
i

i i i i ij b F j b B j B j( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )]., = , = - , - ,r r r r r1  (17.30)

Th en, the utility of the jth server is given by:
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From Equation 17.30, we have:
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Based on these discussions, a utility-constrained greedy approximation algorithm 
for CPU* is presented in Algorithm 17.3.

To strictly guarantee the utility constraint, the previous algorithm searches CP+ 
and CPU* simultaneously. Th e searching process of CP + is always one step ahead of 
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Input: lbU /* lbU: utility lower bound factor */
/* Th e notations with “+” are for CP+ approximation */
/* Th e notations without “+” are for CPU* approximation */
/* Initializations */
Bfree ← B; B +

free ← B; T ← M + 1; T + ← M + 1;
for i = 1 to M do
    Bi

CP ← 0; Bi
CP+ ← 0; si ← 0; s+

i ← 0;

    B(si, ρi) ← 1; B(s+
i, ρi) ← 1;

    B(si + 1, ρi) ←  
ρi B(si, ρi) ___________  si + 1 + ρi B(si, ρi)

  ;

    B(s+
i  + 1, ρi) ←  

ρi B(s+
i, ρi) ____________  s+

i + 1 + ρi B(s+
i, ρi)

  ;

    ri
S ←  

ri ρi[B(si, ρi) − B(si + 1, ρi)]  __________________  
bi

      ;

    U i
S ← ρi [B(si, ρi) − B(si + 1, ρi)];

    U i
S + ← ρi [B(s+

i, ρi) − B(s+
i + 1, ρi)];

    SetU ← Φ; /* SetU: the set of traffi  c classes qualifi ed for utility constraint */
end for
Uref  ← max1 ≤ i ≤ M {U

i
S+}; /* Uref  : the reference for utility constraint */

/* Allocating bandwidth resources */
while T > 0 do
    SetU ← {i|i satisfi es Ui

S > lbUUref  };
    T ← arg maxi∈SetU

 {ri
S};

    if bi|i =T ≤ Bfree then
       Bfree ← Bfree − bi|i =T ;
       Bi

CP|i =T ← Bi
CP|i =T + bi|i =T ;

       si|i =T ← si|i =T + 1;
       B(si + 1, ρi)|i =T ←    ρiB(si, ρi) ____________  si + 1 + ρi B(si, ρi)

  |i = T ;

       r i
S |i =T ←   ri ρi[B(si, ρi) − B(si + 1, ρi)]  __________________  bi

     |i = T ;

       U i
S |i =T ← ρi [B(si, ρi) − B(si + 1, ρi)]|i =T ;

       while Bfree ≤ B +free do
          T + ← arg max1 ≤ i ≤ M {Ui

S +};
          Uref  ← Ui

S +|i =T+;
          B+

free ← B+
free − bi|i = T + ;

          Bi
CP|i =T ← Bi

CP|i = T + bi|i =T + ;

          s+
i |i =T + ← s+

i|i =T + + 1;
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the searching process of CPU*, as CP+ is used as the reference to compute the utility 
constraint. Moreover, this algorithm can also achieve high revenue because it still 
employs the greedy method in terms of revenue. Clearly, Algorithm 17.3 has the 
same complexity as the greedy approximation algorithm for CP*, that is, O(BM).

17.6 Performance Results
In this section, simulation results are presented to illustrate the performance of 
downlink APA and CAC optimization algorithms developed in the previous sec-
tions. In the WiMAX system, APA and CAC should work cooperatively to provide 
an integrated APA–CAC downlink resource management system. Hence, the 
numerical results of combined APA–CAC optimization are also demonstrated in 
this section.

At fi rst, the downlink APA optimization is investigated in the OFDMA-FUSC 
mode of 32 subscribers. Th e channel is assumed to have a bad-urban (BU) delay 
profi le, as presented in [29], and it suff ers from shadowing with 8 dB standard devia-
tion. Let the amount of available subcarriers be 1024 where each subcarrier occupies 
a 10-kHz physical bandwidth. Distances between subscribers and the BS are ran-
domly chosen from 2 to 10 km, the acceptable BER is set to be 10−6, and TDD 
downlink proportion factor x percent is confi gured as 80 percent. As for the traffi  c 
pattern, 32 subscribers are programmed to have diff erent traffi  c loads, which are 

          B(s+
i + 1, ρi)|i =T + ←   ρi B(s+

i, ρi) _____________  s+
i + 1 + ρi B(s+

i, ρi)
  |i =T + ;

          U i
S+ |i =T + ← ρi [B(s +

i , ρi) − B(s +
i  + 1, ρi)]|i =T + ;

       end while
   else
       /* Entering the capacity restricted region */

       r i
S|i = T ← 0; U i

S|i = T ← 0;

       lbU ← 0; /* change to use pure greedy algorithm */
       if  ∑i = 1  

M
   r i   S   = 0 then

          T ← −1; /* the algorithm is completed */
       end if
   end if
end while
Return {Bi

CP, 1 ≤ i ≤ M} as the fi nal bandwidth allocation decision

Algorithm 17.3 Utility-constrained greedy approximation algorithm for CPU*.
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uniformly distributed in [50 Mbps, 120 Mbps]. Among the downlink traffi  c load of 
a certain subscriber, the proportions of BE, UGS, rtPS, and nrtPS traffi  c, denoted 
by PPBE, PPUGS, PPrtPS, and PPnrtPS, respectively are random variables defi ned in 
Table 17.2.

Th e revenue rate of UGS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE traffi  c is assumed to be rerUGS = 5, 
rerrtPS = 2, rernrtPS = 1, and rerBE = 0.5, respectively. Moreover, the fairness con-
straint is set to 80 percent, that is, Fth = 80 percent.

Using the algorithms developed in the previous sections, the performance of opti-
mal revenue criterion and fairness-constrained optimal revenue criterion is illustrated 
in Figure 17.8. To facilitate the analysis, in Figure 17.8a, the achieved APA revenue of 
a certain APA criterion is normalized by the overall potential revenue generated by 
the downlink traffi  c load of all 32 subscribers. Although using the criterion of opti-
mal revenue can achieve maximum revenue, it makes about 50 percent subscribers 
out of fairness constraint. In contrast, the fairness-constrained optimal revenue crite-
rion can guarantee that 100 percent of the subscribers satisfy the fairness constraint.

Next, with respect to the downlink CAC optimization, numerical results are 
presented in Figure 17.9 to demonstrate the performance of ΩU* and CPU*. Here, 
ΩU* is obtained by the method of brute force searching and CPU* is obtained by the 
dynamic programming algorithm. In this simulation scenario, the overall down-
link bandwidth capacity B is set to be 70 Mbps, the revenue rate is priced as 
rerUGS = 5, rerrtPS = 2, rernrtPS = 1, and the downlink traffi  c load is confi gured as in 
Table 17.3. Moreover, in Figure 17.9, revenue and utility are normalized by R(Ω*) 
and U(Ω+), respectively. As illustrated in Figure 17.9, when lbU = 0, ΩU* turns out 
to be Ω*, yielding a solution of high revenue but low utility. Similarly, when lbU = 1, 
ΩU* turns out to be Ω+, yielding a solution of high utility but low revenue. Th us, an 
appropriate value should be chosen for lbU (90 percent in this case) to give ΩU* a 
balanced revenue and utility. In addition, Figure 17.9 also shows that CPU* has 
almost the same performance as ΩU*.

To locate CPU* with less complexity, a utility-constrained greedy approximation 
algorithm has been developed in the previous section. Numerical results are shown 

Table 17.2 Proportion of BE, UGS, rtPS, and nrtPS Traffi c

PPBE Uniformly distributed in [10 percent, 30 percent]

PPUGS Uniformly distributed in [10 percent (1−PPBE, 
30 percent (1−PPBE)]

PPrtPS Uniformly distributed in [20 percent (1−PPBE), 
60 percent (1−PPBE)]

PPnrtPS (1−PPBE−PPUGS−PPrtPS)

Abbreviations: BE, Best Effort; UGS, Unsolicited Grant Service; rtPS, 
Real-Time Polling Service, nrtPS, Non-Real-Time Polling Service.
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in Figure 17.10 to illustrate the approximation error of this algorithm. Here, the 
traffi  c load confi guration in Table 17.3 is reused. Furthermore, the revenue and 
utility approximation errors are normalized by R(CPU*) and U(CPU*), respectively. 
From Figure 17.10, we can conclude that the utility-constrained greedy approxima-
tion algorithm yields a close approximation of CPU*.

Figure 17.8 Comparison between optimal revenue criterion and fairness-
constrained optimal revenue criterion. SNR, Signal-to-Noise Ratio; APA, adaptive 
power allocation.
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Finally, the performance of the combined APA–CAC optimization is evalu-
ated. To simplify the expression, the following notations are employed.

APA1: equal power allocation criterion, which means each subcarrier acquires 
the same power;

Table 17.3 Downlink Traffi c Load Confi guration

Traffi c 
Type

Qos 
Level

Application 
Type

Bandwidth 
Requested

Arrival Rate 
(Calls/h)

Service 
Time 

(min/call)

1 UGS PSTN Call 64 kbps 400 25

2 UGS MPEG-2 4 Mbps 3 60

3 rtPS Windows 
Player

500 kbps 96 25

4 rtPS MPEG-2 6 Mbps 3 90

5 nrtPS Slow-ftp 200 kbps 120 60

6 nrtPS Fast-ftp 1 Mbps 48 25

Abbreviations:  QoS, quality of service; UGS, Unsolicited Grant Service; rtPS, 
Real-Time Polling Service; nrtPS, Non-Real-Time Polling Service.
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Figure 17.9 Revenue and utility performance of U* and CPU*.
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APA2: optimal revenue criterion, which is implemented by the pure greedy reve-
nue algorithm;

APA3: fairness-constrained optimal revenue criterion, which is implemented by 
the fairness-constrained greedy revenue algorithm.

CAC1: CS policy;
CAC2: optimal revenue policy, which is implemented by the greedy approxima-

tion algorithm for CP*; 
CAC3: utility-constrained optimal revenue policy, which is implemented by the 

utility-constrained greedy approximation algorithm for CPU*.

Let the combined APA–CAC optimization strategy be (APAm, CACn), where 
APAm (m = 1,2,3) indicates the selected APA optimization criterion and CACn 
(n = 1,2,3) indicates the selected CAC optimization policy. To measure the 
 performance of a combined APA–CAC optimization strategy, two metrics are 
used: Final revenue—revenue of the downlink traffi  c load that is accepted by the 
combined APA–CAC strategy; and average subscriber satisfaction—the satisfac-
tion of the kth subscriber is given by:

 
SAT ATR

TRK
k
D

k
D=

 
(17.33)
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Figure 17.10 Approximation error of utility-constrained greedy approximation 
algorithm.
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where ATRD
k  is the traffi  c rate that is accepted by the combined APA–CAC strategy 

in subscriber k’s local network. Correspondingly, the average subscriber satisfaction 
is given by:

 
SAT SATavg = Â1

1
N

k

N

k

=

.
 

(17.34)

Simulation results are presented in Figure 17.11 to demonstrate the performance of 
(APA1, CAC1), (APA2, CAC2), and (APA3, CAC3). In this simulation, the same 
wireless channel model and traffi  c load pattern is employed as in the simulation 
scenario of Figure 17.8. Moreover, for APA optimization, the fairness constraint Fth 
is set to 80 percent; for CAC optimization, the utility constraint lbU is con fi gured 
as 90 percent. Figure 17.11 shows that (APA1, CAC1) has low performance in terms 
of both fi nal revenue and average subscriber satisfaction; (APA2, CAC2) has high 
revenue but low subscriber satisfaction; (APA3, CAC3) has both high  revenue and 
high subscriber satisfaction.

17.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we investigated subcarrier assignment, APA, and CAC resource 
management schemes for OFDMA–TDD-based multi-service WiMAX networks. 
Th e subcarrier assignment is currently being standardized by the activities of IEEE 
802.16. To successfully deploy a commercial WiMAX system, design criteria for 
APA or CAC have been studied to strike a balance between the revenue of the 
 service provider and the satisfaction of the subscribers. Although much eff ort is 
required to fully understand the theories behind these advanced adaptive resource 
management techniques, their implementation is quite simple and eff ective.
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Advanced encryption standard (AES), 35, 71
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AES. see Advanced encryption standard (AES)
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GFA. see Gateway foreign agent (GFA)
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GKEK. see Group Key Encryption Key 
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